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THE ITALIAN PHRASE TRADUTTORE, TRADITTORE

"translator, traitor," has been around long enough

that its mordant sentiment is sometimes attributed to

St. Jerome, the great fourth-century renderer of the Hebrew

Bible into Latin, and the patron saint of those who labor at

fitting literature in new clothes.

The attribution is false, though as the Italians also say, non

e vero, e ben trovato—"maybe it isn't true, but it's well lied."

(My translation.) For even Jerome, a revered scholar when he

took on his Hebrew-to-Latin project, ran into what has

become the usual buzz saw of opposition that faces transla-

tors ofa text for which there already exists a "traditional" ren-

dering—in Jerome's case a Latin translation that had been

made from an earlier Greek version known as the Septuagint.

No less a figure than Augustine got into the fray. He not

only believed that the Greek Septuagint had itself been

divinely inspired, but as a practical matter he feared that a

new Latin Bible, however well made, would cause confusion

among those familiar with the older text. "I beseech you not

to devote your labor to the work of translating into Latin the

sacred canonical books," Augustine wrote to Jerome, citing

a "tumult" that had occurred after Jerome's new translation

of Jonah was read aloud to a gathering of the biblically liter-

ate faithful. Jerome, of course, survived the challenge from

Augustine (as do his tough-minded letters responding to his

fellow Church father), and his translation of Hebrew scrip-

ture, known as the Vulgate, became the authoritative Latin

text for Catholics, while he was eventually canonized.

It's a remarkably happy ending for the story of a trans-

lation and its maker. The more usual tale is one of woe,

beginning with an attack on the newly published version by

scholars who bark that the author didn't understand the

words (as well as they do), or by litterateurs who wail that the

hack bungled the music (they hear so clearly). And even if

the translation is strong enough on fidelity or tunefulness, or

both, and survives the initial battles, it generally lives only for

a generation or two before a new version, with fresh tastes,

cadences, and pleats, comes along, and suddenly the old ren-

derings so many have relied upon and drawn pleasure from

are discovered to have always been in some way corrupt.

Such has been the case recently with the work of the inde-

fatigable Constance Garnett, whose English translations of

some 70 major 19th-century Russian works have defined

that literature for millions ofEnglish-speaking readers. Now,

in the wake ofan acclaimed new translation ofWar and Peace,

it's been revealed that Garnett turned Tolstoy into Trollope

and skipped over the passages in Dostoevsky that she found

difficult to understand. And C.K. Scott Moncrieff, whose

English version of Proust is the one that many thousands of

us have pledged to savor just as soon as we retire, has now

been pensioned offhimself, for the crime ofadding sentences

(yes) to Remembrance of Things Past. Meanwhile Willa and

Edwin Muir have been driven out of town for dosing their

translations of Kafka novels with religious flavorings not

intended by the author. (They also equipped Gregor Samsa

with a cockroach's charisma, when he was, in fact, a beetle.)

Translators of Homer into English have fared no better,

and of some 200 renditions and 60 full-text versions of the

Iliad printed since 1581—including restatements in blank

verse, rhymed couplets, prose paragraphs, dactylic hexameter

(the Homeric meter that stresses English in all the wrong

places), radio script, and modern colloquial English (with a

cringe-inducing photo ofthe D-Day landing on the book jack-

et)—only a dozen or so, from Pope's 1715 edition (decried at

the time as too "pretty") to today's ruling troika ofLattimore-

Fitzgerald-Fagles, are still held to be readable and Homeric.

My taste in translation runs to affect over purity (the

cockroach over the beetle), which is why I favor War Music, a

small, odd, snarling adaptation of a handful of the Iliad's

books by the contemporary British poet Christopher Logue.

An illustration of Logue's work: First, here is Robert

Fitzgerald's rendering of Hector's reply to the Greek hero

Patroclus, at the end of Book 16, just after Patroclus's soul

"slipped to be wafted to the underworld" thanks in no small

part to the spear Hector had rammed through his body, and

who died prophesizing that Achilles would soon kill Hector:

Why prophesy my sudden death, Patroklos?

Who knows, Akhilleus, son of bright-haired Thetis,

might be hit first; he might be killed by me.

Here's Logue's compression:

Saying these things Patroclus died.

And as his soul went through the sand

Hector withdrew his spear and said:

"Perhaps."

Some critics find Logue's Iliad a betrayal of the text.

Some find it genius. Sounds like a translation to be reckoned

with for a couple of generations anyway.

David Gill's reflection on the Iliad (utilizing his own

translations) begins on page 1 8. —ben birnbaum
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LETTERS

POLLOCK'S EYES

Re "Eyes on Pollock" (Letters, Fall 2007):

What makes an artist? As an artist, I think

about this all the time, and here's what I've

come up with: Paintings that are done to

promote an agenda, gloss somebody's

image, or otherwise engage in propaganda,

are ultimately not art; being beautifully

done, easy on the eyes, and easy to under-

stand does not make them art. Art com-

municates truth. The best art does that in a

way that encourages a viewer to keep look-

ing and to keep finding truth within it. The

truths may be profound or simple.

Rockwell's illustrations tend to deliver

comforting images that rarely exist.

Pollock's images are troubling and hard to

digest, but seem to address the very real

concerns in the 1940s and 1950s ofworld

war, cold war, and nuclear annihilation.

Joan Savitt, MBA'84

Wellesley, Massachusetts

OVER THERE
In "Body and Soul" (Fall 2007), Thomas C.

Kohler disclosed the significant influence

of Catholic teachings on the development

of this country's labor movement. Because

every business needs profits (without

which there would be no jobs for unions or

management), management sometimes

needs foreign low-income workers in order

to compete in a world economy. The

Catholic social thought tradition continues

in less developed countries where it is most

needed and where a better life can best be

achieved through work groups organized

to bargain collectively.

Bill MacGillivray '65

Hingham, Massachusetts

Many people today have little experience

with unions or understand their role in

building the American middle class. Jesuits

at my alma mater, Le Moyne College, in

Syracuse, New York, established an influ-

ential Industrial Relations Institute a year

or two before the college opened for

classes in 1947. In the new college, indus-

trial relations became a popular major

among the World War II veterans who
enrolled. Indeed, whatever our major,

everyone read the social encyclicals

—

Rerum novarum and Quadragesimo anno.

The Church's labor movement recog-

nized the importance ofwork to the experi-

ence ofhuman dignity. That movement can

serve again as a healthy ally in the promo-

tion of other ingredients of social justice.

Peg Dwyer M.Ed.'S6, Hon.'98

Wellesley, Massachusetts

RESERVATIONS
Re "Roman Mythology," by William Bole

(Fall 2007): Cullen Murphy's assertion

that "the United States is a democracy" is

wholly without merit. Article IV, Section

4, of the U. S. Constitution guarantees "to

every State in this Union a Republican

Form of Government." John Adams wisely

wrote, "Democracy never lasts long. It

soon wastes, exhausts, and murders itself."

Murphy avers that privatization of govern-

ment services is "one of the insidious par-

allels . . . between America and Rome, and

one that . . . will ultimately do the most

damage." The group in a position to do the

most damage to a country is the one that

controls the country's finances and wields

power via its influence over the economic

and political systems. In America that is

the Federal Reserve System.

Michael Danforth '97

Orlando, Florida

JOB DESCRIPTION

"Heart ofStone" (text by Cara Feinberg,

photos by Gary Wayne Gilbert), in Fall

2007, is a wonderful piece on the restora-

tion of Gasson Hall. However, it is sad that

the contract for reproducing the stone

blocks was or had to be given to a compa-

ny outside of the United States.

Denise C. Moore JD'76

Belmont, Massachusetts

MOTHER AND SON
I read Clare Dunsford's article "Reading

J.
P." (Fall 2007) with fascination and pro-

found admiration for the author and her
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son. As a parent oftwo BC graduates, I

can attest to the caliber of the University's

professors. I was, however, reminded of

how lucky my son and daughter were to

have mentors such as Clare Dunsford in

the dean's office. I would like to thank Ms.

Dunsford for educating me to Fragile X
syndrome and for sharing her and her son's

struggles and accomplishments.

Elizabeth Hancock P '05, '06

San Francisco, California

I read Clare Dunsford's book, Spelling Love

with an X: A Mother, a Son, and the Gene

that Binds Them, shortly before writing my

Christmas homily for the Catholic com-

munity at MCI Norfolk, a medium-securi-

ty prison in southeastern Massachusetts. I

knew what I wanted to say to the inmates.

I wanted to help them make the hard tran-

sition from their situation in the "flesh" of

a prison to a meaningful existence. So I

told them in my homily that I'd read a book

by a mother whose only son was born

with a genetic syndrome impairing mental

development, and that in it she explained

her joy when she heard her son babble his

first words, or at least what were meant to

be words. She wrote that at that moment

the flesh of her own flesh became word,

and she could connect with her son in this

so richly human way that language is. We
are human beings, we engage in relation-

ships, we communicate, I said to the pris-

oners, and we all know, maybe too well, the

burden of the flesh—bad decisions, vio-

lence, suffering, abuse. But we also know

the glory of the Word in us, because espe-

cially at Christmas, we celebrate that the

Word became flesh.

Thank you, Dean Dunsford, for your

beautiful book and for sharing your life

with us.

Eduardo Henriques, Sf, GAS '1

1

Boston College

I too have the challenge and privilege of

raising a special needs son (along with two

sons at Boston College). After reading

Clare Dunsford's cover story, I promptly

ordered her book, Spelling Love with an X.

Not only is it eloquent and intimate, afford-

ing a window into her life with
J.

P., it is

searingly honest about the daily roller

coaster of raising such a child.

As a story of hope, resilience, and forti-

tude, I recommend it be read by anyone just

receiving a difficult diagnosis, Fragile X or

otherwise. The odyssey does get easier

—

new parents need to hear this. At some

moments life is hysterically funny, at others

it is tough.

In her book, Dean Dunsford wonders

where
J.

P. gets his remarkable poetry and

use ofmetaphor. I don't wonder at all. Her

writing is magnificent. Thank you BCM for

sharing Clare Dunsford's deeply personal

story.

Nancy Owen P'08, '1

1

Minneapolis, Minnesota

As the father of a BC senior, I've been read-

ing and enjoying Boston College Magazine

for several years. The excerpt from Clare

Dunsford's book in the most recent issue

took my admiration to a new level. I was

deeply moved by Dunsford's aching hon-

esty and penetrating eloquence. Her article

is as fine a piece of writing as I've encoun-

tered in any publication.

A long time ago at Manhattan College,

I had a terrific poetry teacher named John

Fandel (a first-rate poet) who told his class

of sophomoric skeptics/skeptical sopho-

mores that "writing at its best is like reli-

gion at its truest: It's a way ofredeeming

experience from incoherence." My thanks

to Dean Dunsford for the reminder of the

wisdom in those words.

Peter Quinn P'08

Hastings On Hudson, New York

JEFFERSON WAS RIGHT

Re David Reich's account ofHugh Heclo's

September lecture ("Patriot Hopes," Fall

2007): Mr. Heclo, it seems, is unable to

take seriously, even for a moment, Thomas

Jefferson's proposal that every law, includ-

ing the U.S. Constitution, should expire

after 1 9 years. But why not put everything

on the table every 20 years or so? It need

not mean, as Reich suggests, that we

would "start afresh with a constitutional

tabula rasa." The Mutiny Act, which pro-

hibited English kings from maintaining a

standing army in peacetime, had to be

reaffirmed by Parliament yearly, and it

was, for over a hundred years.

Mr. Heclo leans on Madison's view that

(in Heclo's words) "powerful, self-seeking

groups [would] exploit such confusions."

Do we really need to point out that power-

ful, self-seeking groups have been with us

from the beginning, and (not to be too

partisan) continue to thwart the common
good to this day? The real question is:

Would following Jefferson's advice have

resulted in more corruption or less?

Jefferson appreciated that laws and

institutions accrue power and reverence

merely through their continued existence.

After a while, the Second Amendment

takes on the aura of something sacred,

instead ofwhat it is: a law that made a lot

of sense in the 1 8th century and very little

in the 20th or 2 1st.

Which brings me to what seems the

essence of Mr. Heclo's final argument: that

the framers of the Constitution were the

real Greatest Generation, and they did all

the required heavy lifting. It was a special

time and they were special people and our

primary task is to be grateful (and not

mess with their work).

But Jefferson was saying that each gen-

eration has a role to play. We are not sup-

posed to be passive recipients. We are sup-

posed to be players: evaluating old choices,

weighing new options, sweating the

details, reinventing ourselves, keeping the

dream current. Otherwise, (and here I go

being partisan again), we end up where we

are: with a political process dominated by

special interests and a citizenry that does

not know (or care?) to demand better.

The founders would be appalled. Their

intention was never to become a bigger,

better British Empire (and certainly not at

the expense of the poor). Their ambition

was greater: to create a country where the

common man could prosper and rise to his

potential.

Scott Mitchell 75

Durham, North Carolina

Editor 's Note: Professor Maxim D. Shrayer 's

Anthology of Jewish-Russian Literature:

Two Centuries of Dual Identity in Prose

and Poetry (see "Double Lives, " by Boris

Fishman, Summer 2007) has won the 2007

National Jewish Book Award in Eastern

European Studies, also known as the Ronald

S. Lauder Award.

BCM welcomes letters from readers. Letters may

be edited for length and clarity, and must be

signed to be published. Our fax number is (617)

552-2441; our e-mail address is bcm@bc.edu.
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Psychology professor Elizabeth Kensinger's

finding that human beings remember

sad events with greater clarity than happy

events relied, in part, on baseball fans'

recollections of the final game of the 2004

American League Championship Series.

Red Sox fans are today fuzzy on the

details; Yankee fans remain quite clear.

\V Pollock Matters, which drew interna-

tional attention at the McMullen Museum

this fall, was one of the Boston Globe's

top 10 exhibits of 2007. & In a joint ven-

ture with the Forest Service (and

University Libraries), the Urban Ecology

Institute launched an online journal, Cities

and the Environment. The most down-

loaded article from the inaugural issue was

"Improving Resolution of Census Data

in Metropolitan Areas using a Dasymetric

Approach." "\V The American Academy

of Nursing named Connell School profes-

sor Callista Roy, CSJ, a "Living Legend"

for her work on theories of professional

practice. )K The AHANA Office estab-

lished an award in the name of its former

director, Donald Brown, who spent 27

years at Boston College. The annual honor

will be made to a senior who has advanced

the well-being ofAHANA students. $
Boston College won its first ACC athletics

title courtesy of men's soccer, which had

been picked to finish seventh in a nine-

team league and capped its ACC season by

beating number one-ranked Wake Forest,

2-1. t Richard
J.

Clifford, SJ, the author

ofbooks on Psalms and Proverbs, was

named first dean of the School of

Theology and Ministry, which will open

its doors on the Brighton Campus in the

fall of 2008. XC Using a "Faculty Scholarly

Productivity Index" of its own devise, a

company that sells benchmarking services

to universities announced its discovery

that the Boston College English depart-

ment was third best in the nation, behind

only Boston University and Harvard.

Members of the English department were

publicly and privately discreet about this

unexpected panegyric, as were faculty

down Commonwealth Avenue. The last

National Research Council rankings

placed Harvard second in the nation, and

neither BU nor BC within hailing distance

of the leaders. )f( A select few thousand

of the 1 7 million words that the Back Bay

recluse Arthur Inman (1895-1963)

poured into his famous 155-volume diary

were set to music by faculty member

Thomas Oboe Lee for an opera The Inman

Diaries that premiered in Boston. ^ Law

dean John Garvey began his one-year term

as the 106th president of the American

Association ofLaw Schools. $ The

makeshift-looking wood staircase that

had for 25 or so years carried pedestrian

traffic between the McElroy parking lot

and the Upper Campus is gone. Said

to have been built for the commuting con-

venience of academic vice president
J.
A.

Panuska, SJ (1979-82), whose office

was on College Road across from the

staircase landing, the structure was sum-
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lessons learned— Since the Boston College Neighborhood Center opened in 1995, on Washington Street in Brighton, the number of free conversa-

tional English courses it offers has nearly tripled. According to Maria DiChiappari, the center's director, 14 classes were held last semester to serve the

neighborhood's Russian, Portuguese, Spanish, and Chinese speakers, staffed by 27 Boston College student volunteers. Above is Brighton resident Maria

Rodriguez (left), with tutors Ruth O'Herron '11 and Anthony Ameduri '08.

marily eulogized by a facilities official as

"a slip-and-slide hazard." ))C Patrick

Rombalski, vice president for student

affairs at John Carroll University, will

assume the same position at Boston

College beginning in June, replacing

Cheryl Presley, who left the University last

spring. )^ Boston Herald editorialists

liked Boston College's recently released

10-year campus master plan very well.

Globe editors did not. Headlined "Not a

good neighbor policy," the paper's

unsigned editorial drew part of its steam

from what it called Boston College stu-

dents' "well-earned reputation for hard

drinking and loud partying." A temperate

response from the editor of the Heights

subsequently appeared as a letter to the

editor. The tale of the $1.6 billion growth

plan was reported in newspapers from

New York City to China. * Fourth

graders in the Russian Federation, Hong

Kong, and the Canadian province of

Alberta led the field in an international

study of childhood literacy compiled by

researchers at the Lynch School. )K

External research funding reached a

record $51.6 million in 2007, supporting

some 400 projects. The largest single

award was $2.7 million from the Social

Security Administration to the Center for

Retirement Research. The smallest was

$1,560 from the Department of Labor to

fund an intern at the Graduate School

of Social Work, which itself, it's only fair

to state, received more than $3 million

in funding. AV "And I got to tell you, Dean

Boynton and that management school

—

those guys are fabulous! How great is he\"

enthused Mad Money's Jim Cramer in a

November 9 network shout-out to the

Carroll School that was provoked by "a big

Boston College boo-yah" from a caller

identified as "Jason in Massachusetts."

Cramer taped one of his CNBC shows in

Conte Forum in September 2006. \V The

map that accompanied the University's

campus plan proposal (see page 1 7) indicat-

ed that 14 of the remaining 24 Mods, which

began their lives as temporary housing in

1970, will survive the next 10 years. None

are expected to survive another 10, which

will leave Modland a green commons.

Ben Birnbaum

For more on these stories, go to the online links

at http://bcm.bc.edu/digest.
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Research assistant Christopher Bingham, left, and manager Stephen Shepard in the clean room

Breathing space
by David Reich

A dust-free facility to handle the

campus nanoscale boom

By
mid-November 2007, before much

of the equipment had even arrived,

science faculty members on the Middle

Campus were regularly making the 1.5

mile trek from their labs to a new, and

long-awaited, "clean room," which occu-

pies much of the second floor of the

Kenny-Cottle Library on the Newton

Campus. "Everyone in my lab is over there

several times a week," Physics Department

Chair Michael Naughton said at the time.

This lively interest in a 1 ,500-square-

foot space housing an array of specialized

scientific tools in a virtually dust-free

atmosphere betokens the rise of a field

called nanotechnology, which involves the

construction of tiny electronic and

mechanical devices sized between one and

100 nanometers. (One nanometer, a bil-

lionth of a meter, is the size of 10 atoms

laid end to end, or one eighty-thousandth

the diameter of a human hair.) Nanoscale

devices have to be made in an ultra-clean

setting because contamination with a sin-

gle dust speck can render them useless,

according to Naughton.

Given this constraint, what's the bene-

fit ofworking on the nanoscale? "When

you get down to that size, you're getting

down to the scale on which [biological]

events occur," says Thomas Chiles, biolo-

gy department chair, "and so it's much eas-

ier to study [biology]" at that scale.

Moreover, says Chiles, many nanostruc-

tures are bio-compatible—they are non-

toxic to living cells—and may be just right

for medical uses, such as drug delivery.

One frequent clean room visitor, Dong

Cai, a research associate professor of biol-

ogy, is working with Chiles on a biosensor

that uses nanostructures to detect

pathogens and chemical contaminants.

Potential applications include medical test-

ing, food safety, military surveillance, and

quality control in the pharmaceutical

industry.

Another lure ofworking on the nano-

scale involves the novel properties of

nanoscale objects. For instance, because

light has a nanoscale wavelength, nano-

scale devices are ideal for collecting and

manipulating light. Naughton, who led

the four-year effort to fund and build the

clean room, at a cost of$7.6 million, uses

the new facility to experiment with tiny

light-absorbing antennas that he hopes will

form the basis for a treatment for blind-

ness. He traces the beginnings ofnano-

technology to the computer chip industry,

which developed the tools for building

tiny circuitry in the middle 1 980s. After

years of incubation, he says, the field is

now "exploding."

The field has in fact been expanding at

Boston College, with scientists in physics,

biology, and chemistry working alone and

collaboratively on nanoscale projects.

Before the clean room opened, Boston

College scientists were forced to rent time

at the MIT, Harvard, and Cornell clean

rooms, where off-campus users have to

make reservations, sometimes months in

advance. Borrowing another institution's

clean room "has severe limitations,"

Naughton says. "You go there, make a

bunch of things, put them in a car or plane,

and have them possibly degraded or

ruined on the trip home. Then you set up a

bunch of tests in your lab and discover

'that parameter should have been 7 instead

of 8. Let's schedule more time four months

from now.'" Naughton adds that in recent

years the University's lack of a clean room

made it harder to recruit science faculty.

Dunwei Wang, an assistant professor

ofchemistry who started at BC this year, is

working on a solar-powered nanoscale

device that breaks hydrogen atoms off

from water and harvests them for use in

fuel cells. "Without the clean room," Wang

says bluntly, "I wouldn't be here."

CLEAN ROOMS ARE RATED BY THEIR

air purity. Boston College's clean room is

class 10,000, which means that a cubic

foot of air in the room holds no more than

10,000 dust particles. While that sounds

pretty dusty, "it's probably 100 times

cleaner than outdoor air," says Naughton.

The device that keeps the clean room
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clean, known as an air handler, takes up

a separate room down the hall. A steel box

about eight feet tall and 25 feet wide, it

uses pumps and filters to change clean

room air about once a minute, says the

facility's director, Stephen Shepard.

Another nearby room holds equipment

that cools and dehumidifies the clean room

air and pipes in a glycol-and-water mixture

to cool those devices that operate at high

temperatures. In the "service chase," the

corridor outside the clean room, are

parked maculate items such as oily pumps

and dusty steel bottles of compressed gas,

which are connected by hoses and pipes to

equipment in the clean room proper.

Before entering the clean room, scien-

tists don hairnets, booties, and white cover-

alls known as bunny suits in a gowning area.

The clean room itself is blinding white, with

white-painted walls and white floor and

ceiling tiles, along with windows that look

out on the service chase. Nanofabrication

and test equipment lines the walls. A ran-

dom sampling includes ultraviolet photoli-

thography equipment that uses printing

technology to build tiny circuitry and

machines; a probe station, which measures

the electrical properties of nanoscale cir-

cuits; and an atomic force microscope with

a resolution of less than one nanometer.

The clean room also holds such spe-

cialty items as a sputtering evaporator,

which knocks particles off a metal "target"

and sets them down in a layer several

nanometers thick on a substrate, a flat

piece of glass or plastic; an atomic layer

depositor, which can set down materials

on a substrate in a layer that's a single

atom thick; and a focused ion beam device

that can cut and carve materials with

under one nanometer of precision.

Everything in the room is state of the art,

according to Shepard, who formerly

worked for the MIT clean room and was

clean room manager at Harvard.

To Dunwei Wang, who has recent

experience working in clean rooms at two

other august institutions—Stanford

University, where he earned his doctorate

in 2005, and Cal Tech, where he did a

post-doctoral year—the Boston College

clean room "is equal and, in some tools,

superior" to those facilities. "We have

whatever equipment we need," he says,

"and ofwhat we need, we have the best."

David Reich is a writer based in the Boston area.

Assembly required
by Cava Feinberg

Students shape a museum exhibit

Beneath the domed, Romanesque

ceiling and steel-railed balconies of

the Boston Public Library's rare books

and print room, 1 2 students stood along-

side a table on which lay a stack of 58 half-

century-old prints. The skeletons, ghouls,

and French society fat cats etched in black

and white were familiar images to the

group; the sheaf of thick-stocked paper

formed the Miserere et Guerre (mercy and

war) print series by the French artist

Georges Rouault (pronounced "Roo-oh,"

1871-1958), and the students had already

studied copies of the work in class. This

was, however, the first time they had seen

the originals.

But the visit to the BPL that fall after-

noon in September 2007 was about more

than art appreciation. It was a shopping

trip of sorts. In September 2008, Boston

College's McMullen Museum of Art will

mount an exhibition devoted to Rouault

(including Miserere et Guerre), and the "art

museum class"—as their professors had

come to call the group of students—was

assigned to help shape it.

Co-taught this year by history profes-

sor Stephen Schloesser, SJ, and Nancy

Netzer, director of the McMullen

Museum, "The Art Museum: History,

Philosophy, and Practice" is offered annu-

ally and links two subjects: the history of

museum exhibitions and the curating of a

forthcoming McMullen show. For two

hours each week, Netzer paired her art his-

tory lectures with Schloesser 's talks on

Rouault. Field trips to the BPL, as well as

to storage vaults in local museums,

brought students face to face with original

works not only by Rouault but also by

his contemporaries, including a rack of

Monet's paintings that rolled out of a wall

in a vault in the Museum of Fine Arts

and left the students gawking.

For 1 5 years, Netzer has taught a

course tracing the evolution ofmuseums

from private or ecclesiastical collections

during the classical period to public insti-

tutions today. In the last four years she

has taught it alongside a faculty member

who has been asked to curate a McMullen

exhibition, with the aim of offering stu-

dents a study of history and the experi-

ence of expressing that history through a

particular show.

"The idea was to harness students'

enthusiasm for primary-source research,

which we've seen surface [among under-

graduates] in spades," says Netzer. "After

they've become experts in the material,

we take their ideas and suggestions seri-

ously—what we should exhibit, how we

should display it," she says. At the same

time, as the co-teachers work together, the

curator comes to understand better the

McMullen's exhibition development

process, says Netzer, and as the museum's

director, she can learn more about the

curator's vision for the show.

This fall marked Netzer's first collabo-

ration with Schloesser, whose book. Jazz

Age Catholicism (2005)—a study ofhow a

generation of French Catholic artists and

writers refashioned traditional religious

imagery and language—inspired the

upcoming exhibit, which is titled Mystic
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Masque: Semblance and Reality in Georges

Rouault.

Known for the Christian ideas that suf-

fused his art, Rouault was the working-

class son of a piano builder and began his

working life as an apprentice to a stained-

glass artisan in the mid- 1 880s. He went

on to study at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts

under the well-known French symbolist

painter Gustave Moreau (1826-98), who

also taught Henri Matisse. But Rouault's

brightly colored subjects fractured by

heavy black outlines more resembled the

leaded church windows of his youth than

his instructor's classical style, or the

sprightly fauvist (French for "wild beasts")

works exemplified by Matisse. In fact,

Rouault managed to avoid painting in

accordance with most of the schools that

ruled 20th-century art and created a raw,

expressive style based on seemingly

dashed-off brush strokes. His work is

often moralistic, depicting human

nature—no matter the social standing of

the particular human—as boorish and

cruel. His subjects ranged from judges to

vagabonds, prostitutes, misfits, and clowns

("Are we not all convicts?" he asks in the

title of one of his Miserere prints), and he

saw himself, he said, as "the silent friend

ofthose who labor in the barren field, the

ivy of eternal misery."

Steeped in themes of sorrow, suffering,

and redemption, Miserere et Guerre is

widely viewed as his most significant

work. Produced between 1916 and 1927,

the series reflects the sense of disillusion-

ment and devastation felt by the French at

the conclusion ofWorld War I, pairing

pompous military figures, bourgeois

stuffed shirts, and skeletons with classical

and biblical quotes ("Man is a wolf to

man," from the third-century Roman play-

wright Plautus; "Out of the depths [have I

cried unto thee, O Lord]" from Psalm

130:1). The work was immediately popu-

lar, and though Rouault's reputation

declined after his death, he was featured in

several exhibitions during his lifetime,

including major mid-century retrospec-

tives at New York's Museum ofModern

Art and the Musee National d'Art

Moderne in Paris.

Rouault "had a hard vision of reality

that wasn't conventionally pretty," said

Schloesser, "and a taste for disturbing,

often monstrous images infused with raw

energy and fervor."

ON THEIR SEPTEMBER VISIT TO THE
Boston Public Library's rare books and

prints collection, the art museum class

viewed works by many of Rouault's prede-

cessors, including prints by Honore

Daumier and Francisco Goya. Rouault

would have grown up with these left-

From left: professors Netzer and Schloesser, class members Kristina Wilson '09 and Brett O'Brien '09

leaning scenes of war, vice, and greed,

Schloesser explained to the group.

Netzer pointed out ink-saturation levels,

margin widths, and ink bleeds at the

tableaux borders.

For history major Marina Hernandez

'08, who became interested in museum
studies after an internship at the Laguna

Art Museum, in California, last summer,

the library visit was a chance to view sig-

nificant artwork without the barrier of

protective glass. "It was such a charge to

see [Rouault's prints] up so close with all

the masterpieces that influenced them,"

she said. Later on in the semester, she

returned to the library to view the prints

on her own, she said, for a paper she wrote

about Goya and Rouault.

Like many in the class, Hernandez is

considering a museum-related career.

"BC doesn't have an official program in

museum studies, so I've been creating

my own," says Christopher Hightower, a

first-year history graduate student who

hopes to become an archivist. (In spite of

the absence of a formal training program,

museum work has become a popular

ambition among Boston College students,

and when more than 30 showed up on the

first day of class in September, Netzer

and Schloesser were forced to limit enroll-

ment to history and art history majors.)

Before the semester-long class conclud-

ed in December, each student had an

opportunity to offer her (or in two cases,

his) recommendations on what artworks

to exhibit in the McMullen show, and how

they should be displayed.

"The idea is not just to select images,

but to show [students] how to present

them in a way that tells a story," says

Netzer, who will spend the next months

working with Schloesser and the dozen or

so Boston College faculty members who

are writing essays for the exhibition's cata-

logue. At semester's end, she was consid-

ering ideas and works suggested by her

students: influential Moreau sketches that

she had never seen before; obscure works

by Dix and Goya that clearly inspired

Rouault's social commentary.

"Usually, at the end of a semester, pro-

fessors correct the exams and the class is

over," said Netzer. "For us, reading our

students' work is just the beginning of

what's to come."
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Veteran war correspondents and Pulitzer Prize-winners Samantha Power and Anthony Shadid

Bad news
bearers
by David Reich

What's black and white and

not much read?

On Saturday, November 1 7, seven big-

time editors and reporters, one

celebrated blogger, and a former presiden-

tial press secretary met on the stage of

Robsham Theater to consider the latest

puzzles, annoyances, and threats facing

the mainstream media. The occasion of

this worry-fest was a symposium titled

"No News Is Bad News," which like three

previous fall convocations—on presidents,

the voting rights act, and the Supreme

Court—was sponsored by the Massachu-

setts Foundation for the Humanities and

hosted by Boston College. Over the course

of the afternoon, before an audience of

some 300, panels of speakers chewed over

such topics as the challenge of the Internet,

plummeting newspaper circulation (and ad-

vertising revenues), shrinking staffs, and

charges of liberal and conservative bias. The

grimmest consideration of all, however, was

undertaken by the first panel—a set ofwar

correspondents who addressed the risks

and obligations of reporting from Iraq,

where the conflict has resulted in the death

of 124 journalists, including 32 in 2006

alone—a single-year record, according to

the Committee to Protect Journalists.

The Boston Globe's Kevin Cullen (Iraq,

Northern Ireland, the former Yugoslavia)

and the Washington Post's Pulitzer winner

Anthony Shadid (West Bank, Lebanon,

Iraq) spoke of the difficulties attendant on

their work in Iraq because reporters,

Western reporters especially, are increas-

ingly seen as legitimate military targets

—

something new in the annals of journal-

ism, according to the panelists. "I was only

in Iraq for a week," Cullen said, "and I

thought I was going to die every day. I was

in Belgrade for 40 days of bombing every

night, and I never thought I'd die." Shadid,

who arrived at Robsham with what

appeared to be a diaper tote slung over his

shoulder (his young daughter was in the

audience), and who was wounded by an

Israeli round several years ago while

reporting from the West Bank, noted

bluntly, "I have a daughter, and I've some-

times taken risks I shouldn't have taken."

During his last tour in Iraq, he said, secu-

rity was so perilous that "I simply couldn't

do my job anymore." Without the Iraqi

journalists who make up 80 percent of the

Post's Baghdad staff, "the story would not

be coming out," he said, adding. "The

Middle East, probably the most relevant

region in terms of news, is in some ways in

a process of entropy. It's collapsing. We
have to figure out how to cover that story."

A third panelist, the Kennedv School of

Government's Samantha Power (former

Yugoslavia, Darfur), herself the winner of

a Pulitzer for A Problem from Hell, her

book on genocide, described the cost-ben-

efit analysis she did when offered a report-

ing assignment in a war zone. Power, who

traveled to Darfur in 2005 to interview the

head of the Janjaweed militia, said, "No
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one had gotten to the head of Janjaweed,

and there was no evidence that we as

Americans or as Westerners or as journal-

ists were targets, even though . . . this guy

was clearly a killer par excellence."

Adding insult to the serious prospect

of injury, those covering Iraq face charges

of bias from the war's supporters and

critics at home and abroad. The war

reporter's job is to analyze and explain the

conflict, said Shadid, and not to express

pro- or anti-war views. But "increasingly,

the political culture in the United States

doesn't want that type of discussion. It

wants to know which side are you on."

As if to illustrate the point, a woman
who identified herself as a Boston College

graduate used one of the floor micro-

phones to accuse the panel (and the

University) of a "liberal bias that made it

impossible for you to think positively

about the war."

"How would you presume to know

what our bias is?" retorted Cullen, whose

short stay in Iraq had resulted in a column

about some U. S. marines who had flown a

sick Iraqi girl out of the country for med-

ical treatment.

A second audience member, equally

impassioned, came at the panel from the

opposite angle, asking whether the media

would keep the country from "being spun

into another war," this time with Iran.

"Apologies [for being misled on the Iraq

war] aren't what we need," she said. "We

need an independent press."

Power responded by saying that the

invasion of Iraq took place during a time,

following 9/11, when normal journalistic

skepticism "melted away," as had—she

noted—most checks and balances within

government. Citing recent editorials

against a war with Iran in the Washington

Post and New York Times, she expressed

hope that this period of immoderate trust

had itself now passed.

The symposium's second panel, titled

"Political Reporting," was the one that fea-

tured Joe Lockhart, the former presiden-

tial press secretary, and unsurprisingly, it

turned into a discussion of the Clinton

impeachment, which occurred on

Lockhart's watch. The former spokesman

recalled that the audience for news

increased following the revelations of the

president's Oval Office dalliance with

Monica Lewinsky—that is, until Ken

Starr, the special prosecutor, issued his

report, after which the public, its thirst for

naughty details quenched, "went back to

watching Oprah" and largely ignored the

impeachment proceedings themselves.

Marcy Wheeler, the author of a book

on the outing of CIA agent Valerie Plame,

and a well-known blogger under the name

"emptywheel," said that had she been

blogging at the time of the impeachment,

she would have focused on exposing the

"partisan media outlets" that were target-

ing the president. Conceding that Clinton

had, by his behavior, played into the hands

of those who wished to damage his politi-

cal career, Lockhart returned to one of the

themes raised in the first panel: "What the

coverage cried out for was perspective

—

political perspective, journalistic perspec-

tive Maybe it's just nostalgic to think

that journalism as an institution used to

provide that."

If the day's final panel examined the

media through a more mundane lens

—

flagging profit margins suffered by news-

papers and the weakened position of news-

papers relative to new media—its focus

was no less significant, pertaining to the

quantity and quality of original reporting

being accomplished by staff-reduced

media organizations, and the related ques-

tion ofwhether newspapers remain

capable of producing telling accounts of

government activity. John Carroll, who in

2005 resigned as editor of the Los Angeles

Times after a series of layoffs of editorial

staff ordered by the Times''s corporate par-

ent, the Tribune Company, observed that

"corporate ownership has accelerated the

decline ofour best newspapers, and some

bad ones." Corporate owners, Carroll

said, having grown accustomed to newspa-

per profits in the range of 20 percent, have

dealt with their loss of audience to web

publishing and cable news not by deciding

to live with lesser profits but by cutting

costs: laying off reporters, which in turn

decreases the attractiveness of newspa-

pers, further driving readership elsewhere.

Nevertheless, all three panelists

—

Carroll; Neil Brown, executive editor of the

St. Petersburg Times; and David Carr, who

covers the media business for the New York

Times—agreed that among publishers of all

kinds, newspapers still have a crucial role

to play in keeping government transparent

and accountable to citizens. With the

Rich thoughts

Boston College's Center on Wealth and Philanthropy

(CWP) is conducting the largest-ever study of some of

the nation's most influential but least-studied citizens.

"The Joys and Dilemmas of Wealth," a three-year proj-

ect, examines Americans with a net worth of $25 million

or more, with the aim of gaining a better understanding of the values, beliefs, and

decisions that promote or discourage philanthropic giving.

Funded by a $600,000 multipurpose grant from the Bill and Melinda Gates

Foundation and an award from Calibre, a division of Wachovia Wealth Management,

the study will survey at least 1,000 respondents—an unparalleled sample size for such

high net worth households— and will collect information about their regrets and

achievements, spiritual beliefs, personal goals, and perceptions of happiness.

In the last decade, according to the Federal Reserve, the number of U.S. house-

holds with a net worth above $25 million grew by two-thirds, from about 60,000 to

more than 100,000. "This is an era of expanding wealth," says the center's director,

Paul Schervish, who is overseeing the study with senior associate director John J.

Havens. "Yet we still [know] very little about those with the greatest giving power," or

about what they "want and need" in order to share their wealth effectively.

The survey consists of 85-plus questions— many of them open-ended—and it will

be conducted online. Participants will respond anonymously. The findings are sched-

uled to be published in fall 2009. Cara Feinberg
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downsizing ofnews staffs, however, "the

stockpile . . . of original reported informa-

tion is shrinking," said Carroll, and blogs,

generally one-person operations, seem

unlikely to be able fill the reportage hole

traditionally filled by teams of shoe-leather

reporters working the courthouses, the

streets, and the conference and hearing

rooms ofgovernment. Carroll said he took

comfort in the fact that corporate newspa-

per chains, unhappy with their dwindling

profits, were starting to spin off newspa-

pers to local owners who may pay more

attention to broad and deep news coverage

and less to the perceived need for annual

profits of 20 percent or more.

Another business model for newspa-

pers was described by Neil Brown, whose

St. Petersburg Times is owned by the

Poynter Institute, a nonprofit corporation

dedicated to training journalists. While

the Times itself is a for-profit business, it

doesn't face the same financial pressures

as a corporate-owned paper, said Brown.

The New York Times's Carr brought up

two more models, including one in which a

newspaper's corporate parent earns its

large profits elsewhere and uses the paper

as "a hood ornament." (He mentioned,

among others, the Washington Post, whose

parent, the Washington Post Company,

owns the highly profitable Kaplan test

preparation firm.) Another model cited by

Carr would have elite newspapers, those

that provide "trusted, branded content,"

drastically increase subscription prices and

accept the resulting loss of circulation. The

demand for "the New York Times and Wall

Street Journal is inelastic, and many people

will stay with those papers no matter what

you ask for them," said Carr. These news-

papers will "come out on the other end a

smaller business, but . . . with an incredibly

rich, exciting demographic" of affluent,

influential readers whom "advertisers are

going to be dying to reach."

The panel, and with it the symposium,

ended on that mildly hopeful note. Ellen

Hume, director of the Center on Media

and Society at UMass-Boston, the panel's

moderator, sent the audience out into the

evening with this valediction: "Please pay

for your subscriptions, ifyou can."

The proceedings of all three panels may be

viewed at www.bc.edu/frontrow.

Eagles take the field on December 28 for the 2007 Champs Sports Bowl

Hard travelini
by Ben Birnbaum

BC has put together the best stretch

of football in its history. Now what?

Let's not kid ourselves; it was a

remarkable season: 1 1 wins, a divi-

sion championship, an eighth consecutive

bowl victory, an AP final ranking at

number 10, a Manning Award for the

quarterback, and flashes of the kind of

offensive daring that would seem to vin-

dicate an administrative decision made

about a year ago to allow the departure of

the coach who'd directed those previous

seven bowl wins. And that coach, it needs

be remembered, took over the Eagles

in the wake of a rare and dismaying col-

lege football betting scandal during the

1996 season that had local op-ed

prophets rending clothes, chewing ashes,

and predicting a 10-year drought in re-

spectability for the football Eagles, if not

the deluge. Tom O'Brien—he of the

under-admired taut jaw—then arrived,

and Boston College football was turned

around in three years.

But if, in spite of the high notes, 2007

felt something like a tie score in the end,

there were sound reasons for that as well:

a precipitous slide from a hubris-inducing

perch at number 2; a you-can-bring-him-

home-to-Mom-or-Dad-or-anybody quar-

terback who didn't garner the hoped-for

Heisman votes; and an ACC champion-

ship game lost to Virginia Tech, a team

that has slipped into Syracuse's once unas-

sailable place, in Big East days, as the

squad we seem to play too often. More-

over, that game, ifwon, would have

propelled Boston College into its first

high-consequence bowl game (Orange)

since the 1 985 Cotton Bowl, and before

that the 1943 Orange Bowl, and would

have signaled the arrival of the post-

O'Brien era—an envisioned golden age

during which Boston College's football

teams would finally "play all four quarters"

or cliche ofyour choice.
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Getting knocked out of contention for

the Orange Bowl certainly was a blow to

spirits—though not, it needs be said, to the

bottom line, for in the collectivist ACC,

net bowl income is shared equally by

Virginia Tech and Duke and everyone in

between. That injury of a lost premier

bowl slot, however, soon seemed as noth-

ing compared with the insult of waiting by

the phone to see which of the second-tier

suitors would now invite us to the prom,

and then to learn that the desirable New
Year's Eve Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl had

passed over the Eagles for Clemson, a

team we'd beaten this year, and in their

home stadium, the fearsome "Death

Valley," no less. "We have an obligation to

hotels, restaurants, and retailers," said an

honest Chick-Fil-A spokesman; and

Boston College, as is too often said, also

honestly, "doesn't travel well," by which it

is meant that Boston College alumni and

students prefer hearth to hotels from

Christmas Eve to New Year's Eve. (And

yes, it's supposed to be a put-down.) And

if that were not enough beach sand in the

face, Virginia—another ACC inferior

—

then got itself invited to the Gator Bowl.

And so, on the resonant-less date of

December 28, our young men dressed for

the Champs Bowl, where our opponent

was Michigan State, a team that had won

seven games in 2007. And we beat them.

And the Chick-Fil-A guy was right. Of
1 2,500 tickets in Boston College's allot-

ment to Champs, 5,000 were bought by

alumni or students who intended to go to

the game. Meanwhile, Clemson sold its

17,500 Chick-Fil-A tickets in less than

24 hours.

WHEN I ARRIVED AT THE HEIGHTS,

in November 1978, traveling well wasn't

an issue. Not only hadn't the Eagles played

in a bowl game since American armed

force were securing Guadalcanal, but the

football program was about to become

famous for going 0-11, after which the

coach was dismissed, after which team

members protested to the athletic director

(it was their fault, not Coach's), with the

result that the AD rehired the coach.

This touching tale made national news,

though no one would have mistaken its

theme for a winning football strategy. The

0-1 1 coach lasted two more seasons

before becoming, I have to believe, the

only head football coach in the history of

the NCAA to be let go twice by the same

college over the course of three consecu-

tive years of service.

Douglas Richard Flutie '85 shook mat-

ters up in the early 1 980s, but was an

anomaly, a first-tier college player at an

institution with second-tier training facili-

ties (to be generous to the late Roberts

Center) and a rather rustic 32,000-seat

stadium. A stunning facilities upgrade

(Conte Forum and Alumni Stadium) in

the late 1980s finally jerked Boston

College football out of the Dink Stover era

and gave the program half a chance to suc-

ceed in the brave new world of nationwide

recruiting, cable broadcasting, the atten-

tions of professional football, and training

staffs with specialists seemingly devoted to

each major muscle group. Newly fortified,

the Eagles did well under the martinet

Tom Coughlin (1991-93), but then col-

lapsed, and ignobly, under the agreeable

Dan Henning (1994-96). And then along

came another stickler, Tom O'Brien, in

December 1996, and Gene DiFilippo (an

outwardly amiable stickler) in September

1997, who as athletics director buttressed

facilities, logos, staff, uniforms, marketing,

sales, academic advising, faculty oversight,

and fundraising, and one result has been a

series of fat years for football—the most

successful run of seasons for Boston

College ever.

And so now what? Or as Kant once

wondered in another context: "What may

I hope?"

Thirty years ago, the hope was that

Boston College would again field a nation-

ally competitive team, as in the days of

leather helmets and the fearsome Cornell

Big Red. That hope having, over decades,

and in a series of halting steps, been

achieved, the new hope seems to be field-

ing a team that can find its way into a con-

sequential bowl game on a regular basis,

which may to some excitable, blog befud-

dled minds mean that BC is at last on its

destined way to becoming Michigan

(420,000 alumni), Texas (39,000 under-

graduates), or Alabama (92,138 in atten-

dance at last spring's inter-squad scrim-

mage), but to most ofus with a hold on

reason indicates a desire to be somewhat

better at winning football games in future

than we have been in past, which would

make us very good, indeed. Clearly the

replacement ofTom O'Brien with Jeff

Jagodzinski was intended to signal that we

had adopted a more stringent definition of

football success.

Whether it was reasonable to assume

this ambition, I don't know. But in sup-

posing that it might have been, I am less

influenced by the fact that we nearly

marched into the Orange Bowl this year

as I am by my memory of a football coach

a few years back who would often com-

plain that academic expectations of ath-

letes were set so absurdly high here that

he could not enroll the guys he needed to

be consistently competitive. I believed

him, and so did many others. It was, in

fact, sadly accepted wisdom in the Boston

College circles in which I moved. Who did

we think we could be? Stanford? Notre

Dame? A similar complaint, however, if

voiced by any BC football coach today,

would hardly seem anything but disingen-

uous (and ifwhined publicly, would, I

imagine, lead to a review of his long-term,

ifnot short-term, prospects in Chestnut

Hill). As most of us know, the successes of

the past eight years have been achieved

with students on football scholarships

who graduated at NCAA-calculated rates

that averaged 94 percent in the past six

years, and 89 percent overall, and with

"football recruiting classes" that, unlike

the team itself, very seldom broke into

top-25 lists. (The Division IA football

graduation rate averages 67 percent, but

as analysts of the game note in newspaper

columns every bowl season, winning

teams tend to have an unsavory habit of

flying below average.)

I'll admit to not being much of a college

football devotee (the game where I grew

up was basketball). But just as I, without

being particularly science-minded, like the

idea that Boston College—which isn't

MIT—aims to take a leading position in

the United States in interdisciplinary natu-

ral science, so do I enjoy the notion that

Boston College—which isn't Ohio State

—

has set itself to meet a standard for foot-

ball that is higher than anything previously

accomplished in Alumni Stadium and

in those unseductive arenas to which I, and

many others, have never traveled, higher

maybe than anywhere.
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From left: Mike Ryan 70, Duane Deskins '76, Jill Alper '87, Rich Culliton '91, and Grace Simmons '05

Executive privile
by Tim Czerwienski

Former UGBC presidents meet to

compare notes and generations

Over a weekend in early December, 36

former UGBC (Undergraduate Gov-

ernment of Boston College) presidents and

vice presidents—among them CEOs, at-

torneys, financial and political consultants,

and a college president—representing 30

administrations dating back to the creation

of the student government in 1 968, gath-

ered at Boston College for what the Alum-

ni Association called a "reunion"—

a

misnomer not lost on Tim Anderson '73,

who was UGBC president in 1971-72.

"Most of these people have never met each

other," observed the Hull-based founder of

a company that provides computers to

children in developing countries.

And so this exclusive group of almost

perfect strangers, some old enough to be

the parents of others, came together for a

Friday evening dinner and a Saturday

morning discussion session in the Yawkey

Center's Murray Room, where they dis-

covered that their experiences in repre-

senting student interests at Boston

College—while stretched across three

decades—shared distinct similarities.

"It's amazing how much we have in

common as [student] leaders," said Grace

Simmons '05, a management consultant

who was president in 2004-05, during

Saturday morning's roundtable. "It says

that the pulse of this campus has been con-

sistent for so many years." Simmons was

representing UGBC's current epoch on a

panel composed of presidents from five

decades, including Mike Ryan '70, a

lawyer in New York City and the George

Washington ofUGBC presidents, who

served in 1968-69 and speculated that he

might have been asked to run "because no

one else wanted to do it."

Simmons made her observation after

her fellow panelists, beginning with Ryan,

had offered an oral history of the first 30

or so years ofUGBC, outlining the chal-

lenges each of them faced during their

respective terms. The continuity she saw

was honestly acquired. Boston College is

a big ship, and this collection of former

student leaders agreed that changing its

course required more time and effort than

a single administration could muster.

"You only have a year to move an institu-

tion that's been around for 100 years," said

Duane Deskins '76, president in 1975-76

and now an assistant U. S. attorney in

Ohio. "There's only so much you can do. If

you lay the solid groundwork, you can

hand that on to your successor."

Adam Baker '03, president in 2002-03

and currently a student at Boston College

Law School, agreed—and he would know.

On his watch, Allies, a "gay/straight

alliance" group, was the first undergradu-

ate gay and lesbian organization to gain

University recognition and funding, build-

ing on failed efforts by student govern-

ment administrations back to the early

1990s.

Other issues came and went. In 1970,

the still-young undergraduate government

famously initiated a student strike over a

proposed $500 tuition hike, and protest-

ing tuition increases became a bread-and-

butter issue for UGBC candidates and

administrations into the 1980s. "If the

UGBC president didn't have a bullhorn in

their hands talking about tuition hikes,

they probably weren't doing their jobs."

said Lois Marr Fruhwirth '83, an executive

at Procter & Gamble and UGBC president

in 1982-83.

Tuition at the time of the 1970 strike

was $2,000. Today it stands at over

$35,000, but widespread organizational

opposition to tuition increases has all but

disappeared as a UGBC priority. "Now,

[tuition is] like the utility bill; you know

it's going to go up. Then, there was a sense

of 'why should it go up, and why this

much,' " Deskins said.

The reunion's chief organizer. Bob

Sherwood—now a special advisor to the

Alumni Association—spent 20 vears

working with the undergraduate govern-

ment as dean for student development.

"There's respect for [University] adminis-

tration," he said in an interview, "but stu-

dent governments have felt they have an

obligation to work for the good of stu-
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dents." That sense of obligation sometimes

transcended personal views. Brandon

Lobb '93, a law partner in Houston and

president in 1992-93, noted: "I was open-

ly conservative and Republican. ... I

remember as a southern conservative

standing before the Board of Trustees

advocating for a gay and lesbian club," he

said. Simmons pointed to what seems to

have become a central aspiration for

UGBC administrations: "We wanted to

create the world here [at BC] that we

wanted out there," she said.

After the roundtable concluded, Jenn

Castillo '08, an English major from San

Juan, Puerto Rico, and the current UGBC
president, stood up and solicited advice

about a presentation she would be making

to the Board ofTrustees about multicultur-

al issues. She soon sat down with an oblig-

ing group of lawyers and business execu-

tives at a table near the back of the room.

Ambulance tracer
by Cam Feinberg

Stacy Brown '08 offers a health check

service along Santa Rosa's dusty roads

One early evening last summer, a mile

outside of Santa Rosa, New Mexico,

down an unpaved, one-lane road into the

desert, Stacy Brown '08 and two volunteers

pulled up to the weekly community calf-

roping competition and parked their dusty

1969 Chevrolet ambulance behind the

bleachers of the outdoor dirt arena. About

30 or so people had gathered for the rop-

ing—most ofthem familiar faces from the

town of 2,700. When Brown's crew

opened the ambulance's rear doors and

taped up a handwritten sign announcing

Free Health Checks, only women queued

up at first. "The wives actually had to drag

their husbands over," says Brown, who,

alongside the other volunteers, adminis-

tered free blood pressure, cholesterol, body

mass index, and finger-prick blood sugar

tests throughout the evening. "Cowboys, it

turns out, don't like needles."

For Brown, a pre-med student and

Hispanic studies major, the cowboys'

reluctance came as little surprise; accord-

ing to most public health data she'd stud-

ied, women pay more attention to their

medical needs than do men. But in the

town of Santa Rosa, where Brown's father,

Randal Brown, is a physician, almost

nobody sees a doctor unless their life is on

the line.

Home to a largely Hispanic low-income

community, the Pecos River Valley town

was once a riot ofneon signs, a wayside

stop from the late 1920s to early 1970s on

Route 66, one of the country's first high-

ways. In the town's golden age, its Comet

Drive-In, Silver Moon Cafe, and Sun 'n

Sand Motel were among the last comforts

before the dusty 133-mile stretch west-

ward to Albuquerque. In the early 1970s,

Interstate 40 bypassed Santa Rosa's sec-

tion ofRoute 66, resulting in ghost service

stations and truck stops. Today, historic

billboards and a Route 66 Auto Museum

in the center of Santa Rosa celebrate the

town's history in neon, chrome, and fins.

Maintenance, law enforcement, and truck

driving are among the most common
occupations for men; cashier and food

service jobs top the list for women.

Although Brown herself is not

Hispanic, she is nearly fluent in Spanish,

and she has spent weekends and summers

watching her father treat emergency-room

patients for complications of illnesses that

could have been avoided with routine med-

ical examinations. This past summer, she

returned to Santa Rosa to start a program

she hoped might "bring health screening

to where people actually are—football

games, fairs, businesses."

What emerged was Vecinos Sanos/

Healthy Neighbors, a volunteer-staffed

health screening service that travels to

local community events to offer free, five-

minute health tests, as well as information

on how and where to find affordable

follow-up care.

At their first-ever screening last August,

at a county fair, Brown and a rotating

staff of 1 7 medical professionals and lay-

people tested about 100 individuals over

three days. They diagnosed eight cases

of diabetes and identified dozens of local

residents at risk for heart disease. Most

venues have been smaller. In the month

before Brown returned to Boston College,

her organization set up a health screening

at Bozo's Garage and Wrecker Service,

where the boss, a well-known local charac-

ter (and owner of the Route 66 Auto

Museum), joined employees and neighbors

in line for the tests.

FOR AS LONG AS STACY BROWN CAN

remember, she has been interested in

medicine and public health. Raised in

Albuquerque by her mother, a forensic

scientist, Brown spent weekends and sum-

mers with her father, the chiefof staff at

Santa Rosa's Guadalupe County Hospital,

a 12-bed, two-physician facility. Through

him, she says, she came to recognize

most of the large health issues—as well

as many of the faces—in Santa Rosa's

small community.

The concept of Vecinos Sanos/Healthy

Neighbors, she says, began with the find

of a 1969 ambulance. Three years ago,

Brown's father bought the decrepit vehicle

at an auction with the vague notion of

eventually starting a mobile health service,

but it sat in his yard unused, she says. "I

really wanted to see this happen," says

Brown, "so I applied for a grant from

Boston College."

Brown received one of four $3,900

stipends designated for nonprofit summer

internships by the Boston College Career
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Nurse practitioner Antje Postl (standing, left) and Brown at the Santa Rosa County Fair

Center, and in May she returned to Santa

Rosa, where administrators at Guadalupe

County Hospital had shown interest in

her idea. Her first month was devoted to

gathering information, fundraising, and

learning how to start a nonprofit corpora-

tion. She spent her days on the phone or in

her car traveling to meetings with health

workers, business leaders, public officials,

and medical and nursing personnel at the

University ofNew Mexico and nearby

Luna Community College.

Local benefactions—$5,000 from

Guadalupe County Hospital, an at-cost

ambulance brake check from Bozo's

Garage, and a paint job from Runner's

Paint and Body Shop—helped propel the

project forward. Dr. Brown's health clinic

donated testing supplies and the assistance

of the office financial planner.

"Halfofmy calls remained unanswered

because I sounded like a college student,"

says Brown, "but no one told me I couldn't

do it." Several ofher inquiries led to dona-

tions she'd never envisioned, including,

from the drug company Pfizer, computer-

scannable fill-in-the-bubble questionnaires

that patients could answer anonymously.

Pfizer also sent medical information pam-

phlets and plastic model hearts, the latter

ofwhich, says Brown, proved excellent

"toys" for children tagging along to their

parents' tests.

"What makes this idea so great is that

it's simple, sustainable, and easy to repli-

cate," says Christina Campos, top admin-

istrator of Guadalupe County Hospital,

whom Brown describes as her "mentor."

The two met weekly over the summer to

discuss the project's progress and untangle

problems, such as cholesterol testing

devices that stopped working when the

temperature reached more than 80

degrees.

"Communities can pull this off for next

to nothing compared to the kind ofmoney

the state spends on public health programs

after the fact [of diagnosis]," says Campos.

"More importantly, you don't have to be a

health professional to do the work."

Although there is always at least one med-

ical professional on site for each screening,

she says, some of the 1 7 volunteers who

worked over the summer were high school

students.

"We hope this will eventually become

a model for other communities," says

Randal Brown. "[Stacy] has created some-

thing we desperately need and that no

one is doing." He adds, "The funding and

resources are there. The only thing that

will be hard to find is another Stacy."

IN STACY BROWN'S DORM ROOM ON
Lower Campus, a calendar with photos of

desert landscapes and adobe buildings

hangs on the wall above her MCAT prepa-

ration book; a rusted antique Mexican

chili-powder can sits next to an organic

chemistry kit and a modern Spanish gram-

mar book.

Since her freshman year, Brown has

worked as a research assistant to professor

Elizabeth Rhodes of the department of

Romance languages and literatures, help-

ing with her study of the evolving portray-

als of saints in late 15th- to mid-17th-

century Spanish texts, transcribing the

antiquated language into modern Spanish.

This year, Brown has linked her cultural

interests with her passion for medicine in

an honors thesis on curanderas, Latina folk

healers whose mixture of Spanish and

indigenous folk rituals and herbal recipes

are a part of Mexican tradition.

"This is one of the most exciting theses

I've worked on in a long time," says her

advisor, Dwayne Carpenter, the chair of

the Romance languages and literatures

department and himself a scholar ofmedi-

eval Spanish literature. "It's so rare to have

a combination of scientific, folkloristic,

and literary components in a research

project, as well as a living, breathing

human side of the story. It's not merely a

great product in itself, it can be used as

a launching pad for other work in medi-

cine or literature or both."

In fact, Brown hopes to do precisely

that; she has applied for a Fulbright schol-

arship to collect stories of childbirth in

Mexico. She also would like to spend time

after graduation working as a medical vol-

unteer in Africa or in Central or South

America; when she returns, she will decide

whether to apply to medical school.

In the months since Brown's departure

from Santa Rosa, Vecinos Sanos has con-

tinued to conduct health checks, screening

nearly 200 more Santa Rosa residents at

the town's Silver Moon Auto Shop, the

New Mexico State Highwav Department,

and the Truck Stop of America off the old

Route 66. Now in the final stages of

becoming a legal nonprofit with a project-

ed annual operating budget of$70,000, the

program is supported bv grants from local

businesses and overseen bv a full-time

nurse hired by the Santa Rosa health clinic.

This winter, Vecinos Sanos has "hibernat-

ed," says Brown, while she and the small

on-site staff write and submit grant appli-

cations. But by springtime, she says, the

ambulance will return to the road.
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University serves notice of a 10-year, $1.6 billion plan for growth

by Tim Czerwienski

On December 5, 2007, Boston College filed a

10-year "institutional master plan" with the

City of Boston that projects a $1.6 billion in-

vestment in facilities, new faculty, and more

than a dozen new academic centers and in-

stitutes, including a School of Theology and

Ministry. The submitted document, which

focuses on land and facilities changes for

which Boston's approval is needed, was

developed from the so-called Strategic Acad-

emic Plan that Boston College designed over

the past three years, which projects growth

in the liberal arts, student development pro-

grams, international involvement, and in a

range of interdisciplinary research and teach-

ing programs, among other goals.

The decennial filing, which set in motion a

public comment and hearing period of several

months, earmarks S800 million for construc-

tion and renovation of campus buildings (see

map), with S700 million of that going to

new construction. Four new academic build-

ings are slated for the Middle Campus:

Stokes Commons, an 85,000-square-foot

interim student center and dining hall; a

125,000-square-foot humanities building; a

75,000-square-foot building to house the

Graduate School of Social Work and the

Connell School of Nursing; and a 100,000-

square-foot Institute for Integrated Sciences.

The University plans to renovate Carney Hall

and demolish McElroy Commons and Cushing

Hall to make way for the new construction.

On Lower Campus, plans include a

200,000-square-foot recreation and fitness

facility on the site of Edmond's Hall; and a

285,000-square-foot university center, near

the current site of the Flynn Recreation

Complex, with space for 230 student organi-

zations as well as dining facilities and the

Boston College Bookstore.

New residence halls are indicated for

three locations on Lower Campus: on the

site of More Hall, along the northern edge

of Shea Field, and on land now occupied by

the northernmost group of Mods. Residence

hall construction and renovations outlined in

the master plan would result in an increase

of 610 campus beds, enough to bring half of

current off-campus students into University

housing. At the conclusion of the 10-year

period, more than 90 percent of undergradu-

ates would be living in BC housing.

Many of the master plan's proposals

were made possible by the acquisition of

the 65-acre Brighton Campus from the

Archdiocese of Boston. The plan calls for

residence halls in the interior of that cam-

pus, as well as along Commonwealth

Avenue across from the current More Hall

site— together housing 500 students. A fine

arts district, with buildings that would

house the McMullen Museum of Art, a

1,200-seat auditorium, and academic space,

is planned further east on Commonwealth.

For the northern tier of the Brighton

Campus, the University has proposed a

1,500-seat baseball field, a 500-seat softball

field, a parking facility, an underground field

house, and two multipurpose fields.

The plan notes that the new and upgrad-

ed facilities are necessary to put in place

strengthened student formation programs

and a surge in hiring that will bring up to

100 new faculty to Boston College— for a

total of 775— with the greatest share work-

ing in the humanities and natural sciences.

Among the listed new centers and institutes

that will be supported through investments

in faculty and facilities are the Institute for

Liberal Arts and the Institute for Integrated

Sciences, both of which will promote inter-

disciplinary teaching and research; a long-

called-for Center for Undergraduate

Advising; a Center for Student Formation; an

Institute on Aging in the 21st Century; and a

Center for Catholic Education, to serve as a

think tank for administrators.

The campus master plan was developed

by Sasaki Associates, a Cambridge firm,

whose institutional clients include Princeton

University, University of Chicago, and

the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing. The

Boston Globe reported that a S1 billion

fundraising campaign will support the

University's strategic plan. Boston College

officials say that while a campaign is in

the planning stages, its goal has not yet

been determined and will depend on how

many dollars are raised before a public

announcement of the effort is made, likely

within the next 18 months.

While news of the plan was greeted with

enthusiasm on campus, the Heights editorial-

izing that the University "stands poised to

enter the top tier of American colleges," not

all of those affected by the plan were eager

to applaud. At two public meetings held to

introduce the plan to residents in Allston and

Brighton, attendees from the community

asked for guarantees for open space on the

Brighton Campus beyond the 10-year scope

of the master plan, and protested the intent

to place undergraduate dormitories on that

campus, saying the University ought to retain

Edmond's Hall and build more densely in the

area now occupied by the Mods. Boston

College has responded that the the 33-year-

old, nine-story Edmond's was not designed

for, or able to accommodate, the University's

focus on student formation as a feature of the

Boston College educational experience, and

that the Lower Campus, which will, under the

new plan, remain the most densely populated

area of the campus, housing 3,276 students,

also needs open space. A longer-range plan

calls for the demolition of all Mods and the

development of an academic quad on the

Lower Campus within the next 20 years.

Since the approval process depends on nego-

tiation among a number of parties, there is

no way to predict when it will conclude.
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1 Academic building, 125,000 sq. ft.

2 Academic building, 75,000+ sq. ft.

3 Stokes Commons, 85,000 sq. ft.

4 Science center, 100,000 sq. ft.

LOWER CAMPUS
5 Beacon Street garage expansion,

350 spaces

6 Undergraduate housing, 490 beds

7 Recreation center, 200,000 sq. ft.

8 University center, 285,000 sq. ft.
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the

great
poem
M \A/UV TUC II I An AAATTWHY THE ILIAD MATTERS

BY DAVID GILL, SJ

WHEN I READ THE ILIAD IN HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE ITS CHIEF ALLURE
for me lay in the game of turning as much ofHomer's Greek into English as I could, as fast as I could. In

graduate school, the 16,000-plus lines of this 8th-century B.C. poem served me mainly as a source for

early Greek history—my specialty at the time. In my early years teaching at Boston College it became a

study in a distant, rather exotic, and (as I supposed) less "advanced" culture and worldview.

Now, I read the Iliad as a tragedy of violence and war, pity and compassion that strikes closer to my

heart than almost any book I know. Three modern commentators have helped me to reach my present

understanding. The late Bernard Williams, who passed his academic career educating the students of

Cambridge, Berkeley, and Oxford, saw in the Iliad and in early Greek thought in general a kinship with

Limestone reliefs of Greek and Trojan soldiers on these pages come from the tomb of a Lycian prince (c. 380 B.C.), found in southern Turkey.
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our own postmodern sensibility. In an elegant and poignant

statement at the end of his 1 993 book Shame and Necessity,

Williams wrote:

We [late 20th-century Western intellectuals] . . . know that

the world was not made for us, or we for the world, that our

history tells no purposive story, and that there is no position

outside the world or outside history from which we might

hope to authenticate our activities In important ways, we

are, in our ethical situation, more like human beings in antiq-

uity than any Western people have been in the meantime.

By "human beings in antiquity" Williams meant primarily

the characters whom we meet in Greek epic and tragedy,

who live, struggle, and destroy one another and them-

selves—usually by their own mistakes—without being pro-

vided by their creators with an adequate cover story, divine

or human, to help make sense of it all. According to

Williams, Plato, writing some 400 years after Homer, was

the first in a continuous series of Western thinkers to offer

an overarching theory of life's meaning. Hegel, in the early

1 9th century, was the last. Now we have no one.

What can we hope for in such a world? The Oxford clas-

sicist Colin MacLeod puzzled much over that question and

over the moral relevance ofancient literature. In his briefbut

brilliant commentary on Book 24 of the Iliad, published in

1982, he concluded that

the Iliad is great not least because it can speak authentically

for pity or kindness or civilization without showing them

victorious in life. Its humanity does not float on shallow opti-

mism; it is firmly and deeply rooted in an awareness of

human reality and suffering .... And so to enjoy or appreci-

ate the Iliad is to understand and feel for human suffering . .

.

to feel whatever sorrows we have as part of a common lot,

and so to endure them more bravely.

MacLeod himself did not endure. He committed suicide at

Oxford in 1981 at the age of 38.

The French philosopher Simone Weil (1909-43) offered

somewhat more comfort in her essay "Iliad: Poem ofForce."

Written just after the fall of France in 1 940, the essay looks

beyond tragedy and mere endurance:

For the sense of human misery is a pre-condition of justice

and love. He who does not realize to what extent shifting for-

tune and necessity hold in subjection every human spirit,

cannot regard as fellow creatures nor love as he loves himself

those whom chance has separated from him by an abyss. . .

.

Only he who has measured the dominion of violence, and

knows how not to respect it, is capable oflove and justice.

Weil died in exile in England at the age of 34, oftuberculosis

aggravated by her refusal to eat enough because she knew

that people in France were starving. She saw a close kin-

ship—closer than most critics would allow—between the

Iliad and Greek tragedy on the one hand and the Gospel

story on the other. Jesus did not exempt himself from the

human condition at its most violent, she said, and it was pre-

cisely for this reason that he was able to redeem it.

Weil also thought that one must first seek truth and then

Jesus. Faith and doctrine are no substitute for experience of

the world as it is; they must somehow grow out of that expe-

rience. There is an opening to something better in the lived

realization that violence does not exist apart from any one of

us, that we are all implicated. And the more fully we are able

to enter into this tragic view of the world, the more we can

hope to transcend our personal, limited visions, to learn

compassion and forgiveness and join with others for the sake

of us all. Ironically, a tragic view of the world can become a

step toward a clearer glimpse ofthe viewpoint ofGod, which

is the only firm basis for the service of others.

This is quite a range of claims to make for one poem:

postmodern anomie (Williams), deeply rooted humanism

(MacLeod), and an opening to the Gospel (Weil). I have

come to believe that the Iliad is equal to them all.

WE CAN FORGET WHAT A SURPRISING STORY THE
Iliad is. Homer's announced theme is that ofGreek heroes at

THE DESTRUCTION OF A CITY IS THE GREATEST

TRAGEDY, AS HOMER SHOWS BY HIS ELABORATE

DESCRIPTIONS OF TROY, WITH ITS BROAD STREETS

AND WELL-BUILT WALLS, ITS COURTLY CUSTOMS

AND TENDER SCENES OF FAMILY LIFE.
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odds with one another ("our story starts with the strife that

divided godlike Achilles and [Agamemnon] the son of

Atreus, king of men"). There is also the larger war with the

Trojans, of course, but what the poet cares most about is not

the glory of mortal combat; it is the destructiveness of

human passions—on all sides. No one is exempt from the

toll ofviolence, including those who inflict it. "The War God
is impartial. He kills the killer," the poet says. In Homer's

tragic conception, it is this recognition—and only this one

—

that breeds pity and compassion.

There is no Valhalla in the Iliad. Death for heroes is with-

out salvation, without consolation, "down into Hades." The

greatest of heroes meet their end confused, protesting,

resentful of their fate. Their best hope is for an honorable

death by combat, in a cause victorious or otherwise, and

then a decent burial. Often enough they do not get even that.

Nor does Homer claim (as Virgil later would in the Aeneid)

that any of this serves a higher purpose.

Certainly the gods provide no cover story. The "plan of

Zeus" that is fulfilled is simply that countless Greeks should

die as a favor to Achilles's mother, Thetis, to restore her

son's "honor" after Agamemnon has insulted him. In the

larger story, Troy must fall. This outcome is necessary and

just, for Paris, son of the Trojan king, Priam, broke Zeus's

law by stealing Helen, the wife of his host, Agamemnon's

brother, Menelaus.

At the same time, the destruction of a city, the symbol of

civilization, is the greatest imaginable tragedy, as Homer

shows by his elaborate descriptions of Troy, with its broad

streets and well-built walls, its courtlv customs and tender

scenes of family life.

Why then do men fight? For the same reasons that they
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always have: They like to and they have to. Sarpedon, a

Lycian noble fighting on the Trojan side, goes into battle

"like a hungry lion." He has a visceral need for combat, to kill

or be killed. But first he pauses to ask his companion

Glaucus about the meaning of it all:

Glaucus, why is it that we are honored most of all men in

Lycia, with the seats of honor, the best wines and the choic-

est cuts of meat? Why do they all look on us as gods and

assign us the best lands? . . . They do, and so now we must

take our stand in the first ranks of the Lycians and share in

the fierce fight. Then any one ofour well-armed countrymen

who sees us will say: "Not without renown are the kings who

rule in Lycia. They feed on fat flocks and drink sweet wine.

But noble also is their strength, since they fight in the first

ranks ofthe Lycians." But my friend, what ifwe could escape

this war and somehow be ageless and immortal? Then I

would not fight in the first ranks myself, nor would I send you

into glorious battle. But now, as it is, there are 10,000 fates of

death standing near, and no mortal can flee or escape them.

So let us go, to win glory or to yield it to others.

On one level, the nobles fight to justify their economic and

social privileges. On a deeper level, they face death in battle

precisely because they must die. In the end, there is no escap-

ing death, but glory gained by killing others in combat can

bestow a kind of immortality. It is a cruel paradox that the

only way to resist death is to deal it out to others. This is the

meaning of glory, and it both inspires Homer's respect and

moves him to grief. Death is sad; so too is the remedy.

As Troy's champion, Hector fights not only for personal

glory but also for his city and family. Both he and they are

doomed. His role in the logic of the Iliad is to evoke in us the

greatest possible pity for the defeated enemy, and his

encounter with his wife and son in Book 6 is one of the pil-

lars of the story. In the field, Hector is a killer like the rest,

only better than most. At home he is a son, brother, husband,

and father. When he meets his wife, Andromache, on the

rampart of the city during a lull in the fighting, a nurse

stands by holding Astyanax, their son, "beloved, tender, like

a beautiful star." Hector "smiles silently" when he sees him.

Andromache pleads with her husband to stay lest his

courage be the death of him. Her father and brothers have

been killed in the war. Her mother is dead too. She has no

homeland anymore. Hector and the boy are all she has left.

Hector understands fully about pity and love of family,

but he is also a public man and cannot change course now.

All this concerns me too, but I simply could not face the

Trojans and their ladies with the flowing gowns, if I were to

shrink like a coward from the war. Nor do I wish to do so,

since I have been taught to be brave always and to fight

among the front ranks of the Trojans, and thus to win great

glory for my father and myself. For in my heart and spirit I

know this well: The day will come when sacred Ilion [Troy]

will fall and Priam with it and spearman Priam's people too.

The ultimate outcome is not in doubt. And for that reason

Hector must fight in a manner worthy of himself. He has no

hope, but neither does he despair. There is no self-pity. Nor

is it only fear of shame that drives him. Hector accepts and

makes his own the expectations of his father and his coun-

trymen. But he feels his private loss keenly. Similarly, the

poet Homer affirms warrior virtues and pities the warrior,

for he knows the cost. Hector answers his wife:

But it is not so much the future woes ofTroy that pain me or

even the loss of Hecuba or of king Priam or of my brothers,

so many and so valiant, who will fall in the dust at the hands

of their foes. Rather it is the thought that some bronze-shirt-

ed Achaean [Greek] will drag you off in tears and make a

slave of you.

Helpless to prevent his wife's fate, Hector can only pray that

he will die before he sees that day. He reaches for his son,

and the child shrinks in fear at the sight of his father's flash-

ing helmet. The parents laugh. Hector lays aside the helmet,

kisses the boy and prays that he will be a greater warrior than

his father and make his mother proud when he returns from

war bearing the bloody spoils of a dead enemy—a double

pathos and a double irony, for Astyanax will be dashed to his

death by the victorious Greeks from the walls that Hector is

trying to protect. Sadder still is the truth that, even ifthe boy

had been destined to grow to manhood, the best that his

father can imagine for him—at this moment, in this con-

text—is the bloody career that he chose for himself.

Hector returns the boy to his mother. "Smiling through

her tears, she presses the child to her fragrant bosom."

Hector pities her and takes her hand.

Dearest, do not be too much grieved on my behalf. No man

will hurl me into Hades beyond what is fated. And I think

that no man has ever escaped his fate—neither brave man

nor coward—once he has been born. Go back to the house

now and attend to your own work, the loom and the distaff.

Bid the servants to do their work too. Let us men worry

about the war—every man ofTroy, but most of all myself.

The greatest heroes live under sentence of death and they

know it. In Homer's tale, pity and love lose out to destiny and

honor. And all of these together make the poem what it is.

FOR MUCH OF THE ILIAD THE GODLIKE ACHILLES,

principal champion of the Greeks, refuses to fight, because

his honor has been offended. He rejoins the battle only in

order to avenge his best friend, Patroclus, whom Hector has

slain with the help of Apollo (a god partial to Troy) and
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Euphorbus, an inexperienced warrior who attacks like a cow-

ard from behind. Hector finishes off Patroclus (who wears

Achilles's helmet) and taunts him as he falls. Patroclus's

dreams of glory end in bitterness and confusion. He is a vic-

tim of the plans—or the whims—of the gods, the unfair

attack by Euphorbus, and his own and Achilles's mistakes.

As the violence intensifies, so too does Homer's pitying

voice. Euphorbus is the next to fall, and the description ofhis

death is one of the most touching in the entire Iliad.

Menelaus, brother ofAgamemnon and himselfa king, drives

his spear point straight through the young man's "soft"

throat. Euphorbus falls in the dust.

His locks, which were like those of the Graces and bound

with gold and silver pins, grew wet with blood. Imagine the

hearty shoot of an olive which a man cultivates in a lonely

place and generously waters, and it blooms beautifully. And

the breaths of all the winds cause it to tremble, and pale flow-

ers burst forth from it. Then suddenly a storm comes up with

mighty blasts and rips it from the ground and lays it flat. So

it was with Euphorbus, the son of Panthus, when Menelaus

killed him and stripped his armor off.

A veteran Greek fighter easily and brutally dispatches a

young Trojan. And Homer's simile evokes another, quieter

world, by alluding not only to the youth and androgynous

beauty of the victim but also to the long and tender care that

went into his growth and the silent collaboration ofnature in

the process—all wasted at a stroke.

And now Achilles must fight and kill Hector and then die

himself. This is foreordained and he knows it. Thetis, his

sea-goddess mother, comes up from her underwater cave

and, powerless to help, "she weeps and holds Achilles's head

in her hands." Her son has gotten the recognition that he

demanded from Agamemnon and his fellow Greeks. Now all

he wants is to deal death and then to die.

Now I shall go to meet Hector, the killer ofmy dear friend.

And then I shall accept my own death at whatever time Zeus

and the other gods may wish to bring it. Not even Heracles

escaped death. ... So I too, if a like fate awaits me, shall lie

down and die. But for now I must win noble glory. And I

shall cause some one of the deep-bosomed Trojan women to

weep bitterly and wipe the tears from her soft cheeks with

both her hands.

Achilles has achieved a kind of cold objectivity about the

meaning of glory and the consequences for himself and for

his victims, including the innocent ones. The contrast

between the hero's clarity and power on the one hand and

his ultimate helplessness on the other fills the poem from

now until its end. Achilles can neither bring back his friend

nor save his own life. He lays his "murderous" hands on his

comrade's corpse, and weeps. He weeps for the promises he

can never keep and he pledges to cut the throats of 1 2 inno-

cent victims on the funeral pyre—Simone Weil imagined

their bodies "like flowers on the grave"—and to see to it that

Trojan women mourn for Patroclus.

Given over to violence and death, Achilles drives the pan-

icked Trojans before him. Suddenly he comes face to face

with Lykaon, an enemy whom earlier he had taken prisoner

and sold into slavery. Lykaon had meanwhile been ransomed

back and had returned home, where he enjoyed 1 1 days of

freedom with his family. Now on the 12th day, exhausted

and unarmed, he again falls into Achilles's hands. Achilles is

astonished and reflects: How many times do I have to kill

these Trojans? Can it be that men return from the dead? He

throws his spear and misses. Lykaon pleads for mercy: We
have broken bread together. You can ransom me again for

three times the price. Zeus hates me. My mother bore me to

be short-lived. You have already killed my brother. I am not

born of the same mother as Hector.

Though nearly berserk with rage, Achilles still can

glimpse the humanity he shares with his victim—and their

common mortality. He calls him "friend."

Die too, my friend. Why do you lament so? Patroclus died,

and he was a much better man than you. Do you not see what

IT WOULD BE WRONG TO SUPPOSE THAT HOMER WAS

"ANTIWAR" IN THE MODERN SENSE. FOR THE

POET AND HIS CONTEMPORARIES, WAR WAS A FACT

OF LIFE; IT IS UNLIKELY THAT HE OR THEY

COULD HAVE IMAGINED A WORLD WITHOUT IT.
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a man I am, how big and handsome? I had a noble father and

a goddess for a mother, but death and harsh destiny await me

as well. A dawn will come or an afternoon or a noontime

when someone will take away my life in war, whether with an

arrow or a spear.

Achilles runs Lykaon through with his sword and with cruel

taunts flings his body into the river to be food for the fish.

The scene summarizes the tragic paradox of the poem, and

ofwar in any age.

Soon, Achilles meets Hector and savagely kills him. As he

dies, Hector foretells Achilles's death at the hands of Paris

and Apollo.

And as he spoke the end of death covered him over and his

spirit flew from his limbs and went down to Hades, bemoan-

ing his fate and leaving his young manhood behind.

These are the same words with which Homer had described

the death of Patroclus. In the Iliad, all the deaths are linked.

Fate and the gods, hatred and human error bind the actors

together. None can escape. And glory is no answer.

Revenge brings Achilles no peace. He buries Patroclus

and makes up with his fellow Greeks, but he remains tor-

mented. Nights he spends wandering the beach; each dawn

he drags Hector's corpse three times around the funeral

pyre. Violence and vengeance have run their course yet there

is no satisfaction, no solution. Finally, the gods intervene, for

even they are shocked: "See how he outrages the dumb earth

in his fury." They tell Achilles to return the body of Hector

and they send Priam, Troy's king and Hector's father, to

receive it. The final scene between the two great enemies all

but defies commentary.
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The king enters Achilles's hut unnoticed, throws himself

at his tormentor's feet, and kisses the "terrible, murderous

hands that had slain so many of his sons." Achilles and his

companions are stunned. They can only look at one another

in silence as Priam makes his plea.

Godlike Achilles, remember your own father, a man the same

age as I, at the doorstep ofhateful old age He at least hears

news that you are alive. He can be glad and get through each

day in the hope that he will see his dear son return from Troy.

Fate has been less kind to me. I had noble sons in broad Troy.

Now not one of them is left, though there were 50, when the

sons of the Achaeans came There was one left and he pro-

tected us. Now you have killed him too. . . . Hector, I mean. I

have come to get him and bring him home. I have abundant

ransom with me. Respect the gods, Achilles, and have pity on

him. Think ofyour own father. I am yet more wretched and I

have endured what no other mortal man ever has: I have

kissed the hand of the man who slew my son.

The utter humiliation of Priam and loving thoughts of his

own father—who in fact will not see his son again—move

Achilles to tears. He takes the old man's hand and gently

pushes him away.

And the two of them remembered. Priam, curled up at the

feet of Achilles, wept for man-slaying Hector, while Achilles

shed tears for his own father and again for Patroclus. And

their groaning filled the hut.

When Achilles has had his fill ofmourning, he rises and lifts

Priam to his feet, "pitying his grey head and beard." He also

admires Priam's courage and consoles him as best he can:

Come sit with me and we shall let our pain lie quiet in our

hearts though we are sorely grieved. Nor is there any gain in

these sad tears. This is what the gods decree for us poor mor-

tals: to live in pain, while they themselves are free from cares.

... To my father, Peleus, the gods granted brilliant gifts from

birth. He excelled all other men in wealth. He prospered and

was king of all the Myrmidons. He married a goddess. But

heaven gave him evils too. ... He had but one son, and that

an ill-fated one. And I am no help to him in his old age, since

I sit at Troy far from home, a source of sorrow for you and

for your children.

The gods give and the gods take away, and there is no

accounting for how or why they do so. Whatever we may
think of this arrangement, we mortals "cannot afford to be

cruel and indifferent among [ourselves]," as Colin

MacLeod observed. There is, MacLeod said, a "morality

which still can exist despite human violence and divine

indifference." Achilles understands this too, now that he

sees himselfand his father caught in the same tragic destiny

as Hector and Priam.

But Achilles is still Achilles—still menacing as he strug-

gles with his griefand guilt. When Priam asks to be given the

body immediately, the warrior's anger flares. He fears he

might lose control and harm Priam and offend Zeus. He
orders Hector's body to be bathed and anointed. Then, still

fearful of his own anger and with apologies to the dead

Patroclus, he lifts the body "with his own hands and places it

on a couch" in a place where Priam cannot see it.

And then Achilles invites Priam to dine with him. The

king has not eaten or slept since Hector died. After they fin-

ish, they sit in silence for a moment.

Priam gazed in wonder at Achilles, at his size and beauty and

how like a god he seemed. And Achilles gazed at Priam, look-

ing on his noble face, listening for his noble speech. And they

took pleasure in this looking at one another.

Hector's funeral is held the next day, and the poem ends with

a single hanging line: "Thus they performed the funeral rites

for horse-taming Hector."

And so the Iliad's last words are ofpity for the slain enemy

hero, his family, and his city. There is pity for Achilles too,

but muted and implicit, and for all human beings. There is

pity, but not the possibility of change. The war will go on.

IT WOULD BE WRONG TO SUPPOSE THAT HOMER WAS
"antiwar" in anything like the modern sense. For the poet

and his contemporaries, war was simply a fact of life; and it

is unlikely that he or they could have imagined a world with-

out it. The genius ofHomer is that he saw war whole and so

captured its tragic irony.

Simone Weil saw a link to the Gospel in the Iliad. Maybe.

One does see it in the pity, in the acts ofkindness amidst the

slaughter, in the suggestions of an alternative world ofpeace

and civilized pursuits, but most of all, I think, one sees it in

the way Homer makes clear the complicity of all sides in the

tragedy ofviolence. Weil is right in saying that we shall have

grasped the Iliad when we "learn how to accept the fact that

nothing is sheltered from fate, how never to admire violence,

or hate the enemy, or to despise sufferers." She is also right

when she says, "It is doubtful if this will happen soon."

The world of the Iliad is in many ways a strange and dis-

tant one. Those proud, violent warriors are trapped in a los-

ing game. Honor, the gods, fate, passion, family, society,

mortality hem them in, Greek and Trojan alike. This com-

mon vulnerability becomes the central fact about heroes

—

grounds for pity and grounds too for seeing a link between

their struggles and our own.

David Gill, SJ, '56 has taught classics at Boston College since 1969.

In recent years he has also been pastor of a small Catholic parish in

the Roxbury section of Boston. The translations of the Iliad in this

essay are his own.
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Caught in the act

Photographs hy Leo Pellegrini

On Sunday March 13, 2005, Scott Cummings, a Boston College theater professor, watched a tel-

evised press conference given by Ashley Smith, 26, of Atlanta. For seven hours the previous day,

the young widow had been held hostage in her apartment by an armed fugitive who had killed four

people while escaping from an Atlanta courthouse, where he was being tried for rape. As flash-

bulbs flared, Smith described her night of captivity, during which she calmly read aloud to her cap-

tor from the Bible, cooked him pancakes, and shared photos of her family. It was her faith and

respect, apparently, that moved the man to let her go. By Sunday evening, Smith had hired a

lawyer, in anticipation of book and movie contracts.

For Cummings, a director and the author of seven plays, the press conference was "one of the

most astonishing performances" he had ever seen. Inspired, he began writing scenes and vignettes

for a work of "collage" theater that would probe, in his words, "crime as entertainment, privacy

versus celebrity, the presence of God in everyday life, and the possibility of starting life over."

Performed on the University's Bonn Studio stage February 20-24 by an all-student cast,

Ashley's Purpose explores Smith's story "almost the way a cubist painting" might, says

Cummings, from multiple angles—including imagined conversations, verbatim interviews, dance,

and traditional spirituals (sung by Boston College's Voices of Imani). More so than for most plays,

says Cummings, the script took shape in rehearsal, with students collaborating on assembling its

various elements and Cummings directing. BCM senior photographer Lee Pellegrini was there to

capture the process. —Dan Soyer

Dan Soyer is the acting managing editor of Boston College's Front Row and @BC.

opposite: Cummings considers the cast's placement in a scene
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above: Cummings reviews the script with his cast and stage managers. Clockwise from Cummings: stage manager Sarah Lunnie '08, actors Patrick Ryan '08, Dave Bruin '09,

Laura Murphy '08, Megan Greene '08, and Jessica Kelly '08, and assistant stage manager Ricky Greenwood "11. below: Ryan and Greene, breaking character



above: Murphy (foreground) takes instruction from choreographer Amanda Engborg '08.

below: Engborg discusses the play's score with Cummings and Lunnie.





opposite: Greene, Ryan, and Murphy in a dance sequence

above: Ryan leads the cast (with Meghan Hart '08 at far right) in a rapport-building game, below: Lunnie and Cummings



What had to be done

STORIES OF A CHEROKEE CHILDHOOD

By Eva Marie Garroutte

When I was growing up in the 1 960s, my school friends talked about watching

TV shows like The Brady Bunch, The Beverly Hillbillies, and Gilligan's Island. But

after years of night courses, my father had taken a cut in pay from his factory

job to become a grade school teacher in one of the poorest counties in New

York State, and he said our family couldn't afford a television. We didn't care.



In the evenings, my two brothers and I would pile into bed

with my parents, turn out the lights, and listen to Dad tell

about growing up in the Cherokee Nation in the years of the

Great Depression.

In the dark, we could see all the way to the Cookson

Hills, that isolated patch of northeastern Oklahoma where

little Cherokee communities still shelter in hollows and

straggle gamely up rocky swells in the Ozark foothills. We
saw the log house on Fourteen Mile Creek with its single

room, the walls chinked with earth and the fieldstone fire-

place plastered with mud. This was where my father, his

parents, and two sisters did all their living and sleeping. We
eagerly stepped, in our imaginations, into the lean-to

behind the house, where my grandmother cooked. We
smelled the corn bread and biscuits with flour gravy and

shelled corn parched in a pan. We tasted the hominy, the

young poke stalks, the eggs scrambled with wild onions, the

pork fried in oil in a big black kettle at hog-killing time, and

the sorghum syrup made from homegrown cane that had

been pressed and left to sit, its juices thickened by evapora-

tion in the open air. We knew that on a lucky day there

might even be "sop," a biscuit covered with brown sugar

and soaked with cold coffee.

With my father, we stood ankle deep in dust, on dirt roads

baked hot enough under the summer sun to burn the tender

skin between our toes. We raced heedlessly across the

parched earth ofthe Dust Bowl, leaping crevices that cleaved

the rain-starved soil into fissures deeper than a child was

tall. Curled around one another in the bed, my brothers and

I sharpened our ears to hear the mournful song of bullfrogs

in the sloughs along that Oklahoma creek, the call of the

whippoorwills in the evenings, and the spine-tingling

screams of screech owls in the night. We rejoiced when cold

weather turned the boneset plants into "ice weeds," glitter-

ing with delicate folds of frozen sap that looked like ribbon

candy and tasted sweet. We walked to the one-room school-

house with our father, and felt the bite ofnew snow on bare

feet because winter had come early and there wasn't yet

money for shoes.

My brothers and I shifted in the bed and sighed in anxious

sympathy at this last story. "Oh, it wasn't bad," Dad reas-

sured us. "We were just kids. We thought it was fun at the

time, and anyway, you just did what had to be done."

MY FATHER'S NAME, CHOSEN BY HIS FATHER, IS

Onial Garroutte. His mother, and everyone else, called him

Tommy. Dad's paternal grandparents had both applied to

become "original enrollees" on the Dawes Roll—a census

record, pursuant to an 1887 act of Congress, that listed all

Cherokee tribal citizens and served as the first step toward

Left: The author's father as a teenager in Oklahoma

the allotment of land in what was then Indian Territory.

Allotment, which transferred Cherokee land from tribal

control to individual ownership, was part of the federal gov-

ernment's effort to disperse American Indian cultures and

integrate Indian people into the dominant way of life.

According to Teddy Roosevelt—never a man to put too fine

a point on things—allotment was to be "a mighty pulveriz-

ing engine to break up the tribal mass." Its aim was to make

Indians over into duskier counterparts of the white home-

steaders who struggled on their individual properties to

wrest survival from the rocky, red soil.

What allotment did most effectively was to separate

Cherokee people from their land. In less than a generation,

fully 90 percent of Cherokee Nation lands in Indian

Territory had passed out of Cherokee hands. By the time

Dad was born—received into the arms of a Cherokee mid-

wife one October day in 1 930—the family's allotment land

was long gone. He would sweat beside his parents tending

corn, cotton, and tobacco on acreage belonging to others.

They called the arrangement "grain rent" because the right

to work the land was paid for with part of the yield. Put

another way, my father's family were sharecroppers who had

the bank for a partner.

The little cabin that housed Dad's family was modest,

though not markedly inferior to the homes around it, and it

was superior to some. Dad told ofneighbors who had fash-

ioned a dwelling out of two log cribs connected by a

roofed, open passageway or "dogtrot." This makeshift

home sheltered five children and their parents. Another

neighbor's cabin had a dirt floor—a feature my father

envied because in rainy weather the boys of the household

were still able to play at making roads in the packed earth

with their wooden trucks.

There were huge tracts of vacant land all over northeast-

ern Oklahoma during the Great Depression, and much of it

could have been bought for a few dollars in back taxes. But

no one had any dollars, so Dad and his sisters only ranged

over those acres, collecting blackberries and huckleberries

for their mother to put up in Mason jars.

The neighbor boys and Dad built box traps out of hollow

logs to snare skunks for the few pennies their pelts would

bring. They stalked possums in the persimmon groves and

chased after rabbits. Should the small bows and arrows they

fashioned by hand fail to bring down their prey, the boys took

to the creeks, wielding the forked spear that Cherokees have

used as far back as anyone can remember, to "gig" for frogs

and crawdads. They "noodled" fish—jamming their hands

under rock shelves to snatch the black perch, chub, buffalo

fish, sunnies, and catfish that lurked in the shadows, hoping

there wasn't an irritable water moccasin in there, too.

The day's quarry or catch might be roasted over an open

fire—not always with complete success—or it would appear
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on the family dinner table. His mother prepared wonderful

frog legs, my father told us, even if they continued to kick

long after landing in the frying pan.

CHEROKEE PARENTS ARE NOT KNOWN FOR HARSHLY
correcting their children, and my grandfather was no differ-

ent. Whereas Dad's mother might have been inclined to

assist her son's moral development by administering "a little

peach tree tea" (a swat with a switch to the backside), my
grandfather would hear nothing of it. "I knew that if I raised

a hand to Tommy," Grandma always said, "I'd have had to

beat his father, too." To my grandfather, discipline meant a

good talking-to, and sometimes you would rather have had

the whipping and got it over with, Dad said. At times, misbe-

havior earned a story, and some of those stories were about

the "skillies"—scary spirit beings that carried away Cherokee

children who didn't do right. To hear Dad tell it, he wasn't a

boy who needed much correction. But he must have pushed

the line at least occasionally because he swore he saw a pair of

skillies under the front porch once—red eyes glowing, skele-

tal hands reaching—and on another occasion he caught a

glimpse ofone around a corner ofthe smokehouse.

Dad's young life, we learned, had been as rich in stories as

he would later make ours. He liked to go visiting in the

evenings because the older folks might build up a fire and get

to telling things. Their stories might be about spirit beings

and supernatural events and after hearing them it was hard

to walk the path back to the house through the breathing,

rustling woods. Dad wasn't sure he ever forgave his older

sister Ruth—she of the longer legs—for dropping his hand

and bolting away one particularly inky night, leaving him

alone to find his way home.

The stories could also be about animals—sometimes

ones you hoped you wouldn't meet, like the hoop snake. The

hoop snake was more dangerous than the copperheads that

slithered through the yard or the water moccasins that lay

thick, all summer long, over the rocks and driftwood along

the creek bank. The hoop snake could make itself into a cir-

cle and roll after people, so the story went; the faster you ran,

the faster it would roll, and there was no getting away.

Other stories took up current events and local figures.

One of the more colorful denizens of the Cookson Hills was

Charles Arthur "Pretty Boy" Floyd. He was known as "Purty

Boy" in the local dialect, or simply as "Choc," after the

moonshine of the same name. Everyone knew that Purty

Boy's first robbery—of a post office—had netted him noth-

ing but pennies. Everybody also understood that he had

graduated to larger accomplishments, serving time for high-

way robbery in the Missouri state penitentiary in the 1920s.

It was widely reported that Floyd had participated in the

"Kansas City Massacre" of several lawmen and a federal

agent in 1933. But the humble people of the Cookson Hills

did not fear Purty Boy, my father said. He was one of their

own, and they looked up to him. The stories that spun out

into the Oklahoma nights—into my father's recollections,

and eventually into mine—told of people who met Purty

Boy, who talked with him, who received desperately needed

cash from his hands. People said that Purty Boy was finally

killed by FBI agents in Ohio while trying to return to his kin-

folk in Oklahoma. When he was buried at Sallisaw, about 60

miles from my father's home, thousands viewed his body or

attended his funeral.

Other neighbors were less notorious but no less interest-

ing. In this vein, my father would tell ofa man his mother had

known and could produce a photo of, if pressed. The man's

given name was Stooks, and his surname located him among

the most prominent of historic Cherokee families. It was

said that, as a young man, Stooks was riding his horse

through a remote area when he was overtaken by darkness

and the gathering clouds that signaled the approach of a

crashing thunderstorm—the kind that is common in

Oklahoma. Not daring to continue on, he sought refuge in

what he thought was an abandoned house. He pushed the

door open and entered, hoping to stay the night. To keep his

horse from wandering off, he tied the reins to the door latch.

However, once fully inside with the door closed, Stooks

found that there was another occupant: a crazy woman, with

a butcher knife. Crazy women with butcher knives were a

surprisingly common element in the more rousing stories

my father told. This particular crazy woman was bent on fil-

leting poor Stooks. "Stooks was not happy with the turn of

events," my father would say, "and desired mightily to vacate

the premises."

The young man let out a howl and thundered toward

the exit. Unfortunately, the uproar frightened the horse,

which reared back, holding the door tightly closed. After

hauling at the door to no avail, Stooks concluded that his

horse was stronger than he was and that hiding was the

next best course to running. He crouched in the moonless

dark, hoping his would-be assailant couldn't hear him

breathing. Just when he began to relax, the storm broke

overhead, and a blaze of lightning lit up the dusty room

like a slice of Glory.

Stooks could see the woman hunkered in a corner, knife

glittering. He slid a few feet to the right, but she'd seen him

in the flash and made a lunge, just missing him. Stooks

scooted in another direction, but the next luminous streak

revealed him again—and the next. The deathly dance went

on and on, both parties desperately maneuvering in the

livid bursts, their cries muffled by the booming thunder.

Much to our disappointment, my father couldn't remem-

ber how Stooks escaped, but he figured the fellow must

have gotten away. At least, he looked lively enough in

Grandma's photo.
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THE HOOP SNAKE WAS MORE DANGEROUS THAN THE

COPPERHEADS OR THE WATER MOCCASINS. IT

COULD MAKE ITSELF INTO A CIRCLE AND ROLL AFTER

people; THE FASTER YOU RAN, THE FASTER IT

WOULD ROLL, AND THERE WAS NO GETTING AWAY.

IF SOME OF THE STORIES RELATED AROUND THOSE

smoky, sparking Oklahoma fires were suspect, others were

real history, though a kind of history not often taught in

schools. These were the stories about the Cherokee people

who had come before—our relatives and others who had

traveled the Trail ofTears from their ancestral homelands in

the southeastern United States to Indian Territory, at the

behest of President Andrew Jackson. They told how, in 1 838

and 1839, thousands of Cherokees complied with the order

for removal, and how thousands died in the passage.

Dad remembered one elder's story about a young

Cherokee mother's journey west. The woman had carried

her infant with her, but the baby died—perhaps from expo-

sure, perhaps from starvation or illness; my father didn't

know. The leaders, who might have been U.S. soldiers or

could have been fellow tribesmen, would not allow the

ragged party of Cherokees to stop and bury the dead. With

winter coming on, there was no time for grieving, the moth-

er was told. Unwilling to abandon her infant without cere-

mony, the mother pressed the corpse to her body and carried

it. The people kept walking all that day, and all the following

night. Still, she wouldn't put her bundle down. Finally, the

emigrants arrived at a river. They could go no further and

were forced to make camp. Here, the mother was allowed to

lay her child to rest. I listened to that story and I knew my
father carried it as a terrible weight, and also a precious one.

Now I carried it, and I promised myselfthat I wouldn't put it

down, either.

The horrors ofthe Trail ofTears, and the turbulent events

that followed—the resettlement in a new country, the hell of

a Civil War that left the Cherokee Nation a smoldering

wasteland, the vicious politics of land allotment—left

Cherokee communities with deep and transformative scars.

The Oklahoma that I learned about in my father's stories

was not to be romanticized. The Cookson Hills could be a

dangerous place, sometimes violent, a place where outsiders

seldom ventured. Dad remembered visiting a friend in the

Indian hospital, a boy whose throat had been slashed by a

straight razor in an altercation. (He lived.) Another friend had

his ear bitten off in a fight. Dad told of watching, frozen, as

his father ran to overpower a neighbor boy who was threat-

ening to kill his own mother with a broken coal-oil lamp.

The worst of such memories preserved the story of an

Indian woman for whom no one intervened. She had gone

out one day to look for a lost cow. Wandering over the hills,

she had surprised a group of men whiling away the time in

gambling and drinking. People found her body some time

later, hacked apart and stuffed into an abandoned well. The

crime was sufficiently dramatic to stimulate public atten-

tion; the murderers were brought to trial and at least some of

them were convicted. One could not say the same with

respect to many other instances of violence in the Cookson

Hills, however, and my father voiced surprise that there had

been an official investigation in this case, let alone court pro-

ceedings. It was not natural cynicism that prompted his

reaction, but experience. He recalled quite clearly the day

that he learned the rules ofthe larger world as they applied to

Indian people. He had overheard a conversation between

two adults—white men from a somewhat more prosperous

nearby settlement. One ofthese respected, churchgoing men

told the other that a local family was starving to death.

Debilitated by illness, the parents and children were subsist-

ing on little more than terrapins. The other man expectorat-

ed and went silent. "It don't matter," he finally said. "They

ain't nuthin' but some damn Indians anyhow."

The thrifty measure by which the larger society weighed

the value of Indian life probably helps explain why illness

and early death were frequent occurrences in the Cookson

Hills. Dad remembered Cherokee families decimated by

tuberculosis. He'd watched his aunt slowly waste away from

the disease at the same time that her daughter suffered the

crippling stages of polio. Neither received much in the way

of medical attention.

My father couldn't remember ever seeing a doctor when

he was growing up. In the ordinary course of events, a blend

of patent nostrums, home remedies, and Cherokee medicine

got his family through. Sassafras tea, brewed from the roots

of the tree each spring, would thin the blood and get one
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UNWILLING TO ABANDON HER INFANT WITHOUT

CEREMONY, THE MOTHER PRESSED THE CORPSE TO HER

BODY AND CARRIED IT. THE PEOPLE KEPT WALKING

ALL THAT DAY, AND ALL THE FOLLOWING NIGHT. STILL,

SHE WOULDN'T PUT HER BUNDLE DOWN.

ready for hot weather. Stump water removed warts. A fresh

chaw of tobacco cured all kinds of things, including spider

bites. A persimmon stick, if heated, would yield sap that

could be dripped into an achy ear to treat infection. A few

drops ofcoal oil or turpentine, mixed with sugar, fixed what-

ever ailed you—or at least made you stop complaining. Senna

tea—they called it "seenie"—was good for the peaked, as was

Bethune's Indian Remedy and Black Draught, a powerful lax-

ative; on the other hand, any one of them would also lay you

out, howling with cramps. All things considered, it was usu-

ally better not to admit to feeling poorly.

Like most children he knew, my father wore a lead slug

made from a .22 cartridge on a string around his neck to pre-

vent nosebleeds. "It must have worked," he would tell us. "I

have never had problems with nosebleeds, even though I

stopped wearing the slug years ago." Uncontrolled bleeding

called for the services of a Cherokee medicine man who
lived nearby and knew special words to stop a hemorrhage.

My uncle once saddled up and rode for the man's help when

my aunt came home from the dentist after having had all her

teeth removed. Nothing the family tried had seemed to

stanch the blood, but the medicine man set to work where he

was and by the time my uncle returned home to his wife, the

flow had ceased.

IN OKLAHOMA, THE WEATHER, TOO, PRESENTED
formidable challenges to people who happened to want to

stay alive. The most dramatic events were the tornadoes.

They could touch down, my father said, and cut a swath

through the woods that looked like the cleared area under a

modern power line. They could drive a stem of wheat clean

through a stone wall like a needle puncturing a taut strip of

linen. Dad and everyone else in the Cookson Hills knew that

a tornado had once carried off the little town of Peggs just

to the north of Gideon, the town nearest to where Dad's

family lived.

Because of the danger from tornadoes, no one in

Cherokee County would be without a storm cellar if they

had a choice. The storm cellar was a small, underground

room dug some distance from the house, lined with stones

and roofed with mounded earth. It was common to be roust-

ed out of bed during the night, especially during the early

spring and summer, with the instruction, "Go to the cellar."

In the cellar, the one tool absolutely necessary was a

good, double-bitted axe. It could be used to chop away

branches and other debris that might be blown over the

entrance. It also served for protection. My father remem-

bered hunkering in the storm cellar with his mother and sis-

ters, while his father stood outside the door, the wind tear-

ing at his hair and clothes. There my grandfather used the

axe to perform the ritual action, well known to Cherokee

people, that would split the storm in half, causing it to pass

harmlessly to either side of the shelter. Although they saw

many twisters pass by, my father's family never had a torna-

do strike their place.

In a part of the world beset by meteorological calamities,

it was important to read the signs that the natural world

revealed, my father told us. The pale, white structure inside

a split persimmon seed, for instance, provided a forecast that

helped people judge the quantity of firewood they should lay

in for the cold months. When the structure resembled a

spoon, this hinted at a lot of snow to shovel. A fork shape

suggested successive periods of piercing cold. A person qui-

etly rejoiced to find a knife inside a persimmon seed because

it meant something would "cut" the cold, making for a mild

winter. As winter closed in, the behavior of the fire in the

hearth revealed the day when snow would arrive. "The fire is

tramping snow," my grandmother would say.

Sometimes, my father said, the natural world spoke

directly. The wind could bring messages to people who

knew how to listen. Some of these messages were good

news; some were sad. The winds of early winter usually

brought less desirable communications. My father learned

this for himselfwhen the wind in the chimney corner whis-

pered an important event, the death of his grandfather.

OF ALL MY FATHER'S STORIES, MY VERY FAVORITE

was about a pair of sunglasses and Dad's father. When Dad
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was about nine years old, his eyes started to smart and sting,

and bright sunlight brought on intense pain. The problem

persisted, and my grandfather decided it required action. No
one in those days had heard of an ophthalmologist, and

someone suggested that sunglasses might be the answer.

That meant a trip to Tahlequah, the capital of the Cherokee

Nation. The distance, nine and a halfmiles, was manageable;

the purchase price of 10 cents presented more of a problem.

Even into the early days of World War II, rural Oklahoma

sustained an economy that operated primarily by means of

barter. People traded eggs and cream at the local grocery

store for the few things that could not be produced at home,

and cash was scarce. Somehow, however, my grandfather

put together the 10 cents. It was all the money he had. Then

he set out walking.

Arriving in Tahlequah, my grandfather made his way to

the Woolworth's store. There, to his dismay, the clerk

informed him that the glasses cost 1 cents—plus a sales tax

of one mill. The mill was a small, cardboard disc that came

into use in the 1930s, my father would explain. Also known

as a "tax token," the mill had a value of one-tenth ofone cent

and had been devised as a means to pay state sales tax, which

often amounted to some fraction of a cent. Undeterred, my
grandfather left the store and walked up and down the

streets of Tahlequah, searching the sidewalks and gutters.

Finally, his efforts were rewarded with the discovery of a

one-mill token that someone had dropped. He returned to

Woolworth's, purchased my father's sunglasses, and walked

the nine and a half miles back home.

I implored my father to tell this story over and over. I

never tired of it because, in it, I heard more than the words

Dad spoke: "In this family," the story told me, "the grownups

take care of the kids." "Even if I don't have much," my father

seemed to be saying, "I will give whatever I've got to take

care ofyou. That is how this family does things." My broth-

ers and I squirmed deeper into our nest of covers and knew

ourselves to be safe.

In 1987, my father delivered me to Princeton University

to begin my studies toward a doctoral degree. I remember

the two of us rendered mute by equal parts apprehension

and amazement as we gazed up at Nassau Hall, the universi-

ty's most famous building. The road that had led him to

stand with me in this place had not been direct. Dad had left

Oklahoma upon his high school graduation, not staying long

enough even to collect his diploma. With 50 dollars in his

pocket and all his possessions in a metal footlocker, he had

stepped on a Trailways bus and headed to New York State in

search of opportunities that he could scarcely conjure but

that were clearly unavailable to him if he stayed put. There

Dad met and married my mother, Patricia, and settled near

her family, about 20 miles from Ithaca, where they lived for

more than 30 years.

As Dad prepared to hand me over to a life that none of us

could begin to imagine, he walked with me around the

Princeton campus. We saw buildings where, a university

guide informed us, Woodrow Wilson had served as univer-

sity president, where John F. Kennedy had studied briefly as

an undergraduate, and where Albert Einstein had conducted

research. Dad finally spread his hands in an expression

approaching bewilderment. "Who would have thought that

any child of mine would have this?" he asked.

As it happened, after finishing my Ph.D. at Princeton, I

made my way to Oklahoma. In 1992 I started my first real

job, teaching in the sociology department and the Native

American studies program at the University of Tulsa, which

is located on the boundary of the Cherokee Nation.

In the Oklahoma landscape that I first knew from my
father's telling, I found a place among the people who had

populated his tales. I already knew many of Dad's relatives

from family visits to Oklahoma over summers and

Christmases. Now I had the chance to become part of the

ongoing life of a Cherokee community. I advised Indian

student organizations and helped administer educational

programs for Indian high school students. I served on the

Greater Tulsa Area Indian Affairs Commission and as a

deacon in an Indian church, and occasionally volunteered

at an Indian health clinic. Around a relative's kitchen table,

I taught an informal class of Cherokee elders how to read

and write the Cherokee syllabary—an 85-character system

that differs radically from written English in both theory

and form. In exchange, the elders cheerfully gave me lan-

guage lessons, politely pretending not to laugh at my
accent, and greatly extending my command of spoken

Cherokee. These elder friends and I dropped in at wild

onion dinners, hog fries, and all-night singings sponsored

by Indian churches; accepted invitations to the ceremonial

dances at Cherokee stomp grounds; took in the occasional

powwow; invested in the speculative financial markets of

Creek Nation bingo; and visited Cherokee friends and rel-

atives who remained in those little hamlets tucked away in

the Cookson Hills.

And so I learned something that my father's stories

should already have taught me. I learned that there is a dif-

ference between stories that are captured between the hard

covers ofa book and stories that live within an oral tradition.

Written stories have a beginning, a middle, and an end. With

a book's last page, the story is finished forever.

An oral tradition is never subdued by its vessel. It is fruit-

ful, and it multiplies, endlessly giving birth to new stories. Life

is better described in an oral tradition than a written one.

Eva Marie Carroutte is an associate professor of sociology at Boston

College. Her essay is drawn from a talk given last October at the

University of Colorado's Center of the American West.
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Most contemporary philosophy stands above thefray.

KEARNEY'S CHOICE
But not all of it

by william bole "V*. ^ n a gray October morning, an Irish

film crew descends on a modest home in West Newton, Massachusetts, hauling microphones,

booms, lights, cameras, mixers, and backdrops, having already brought with them the dark skies

from where they came. The crew's leader, Alan Gilsenan, one of the most prolific documentary

filmmakers in Ireland, chats with a reporter about the philosopher Richard Kearney, whose liv-

ing room, a haven for potted plants and coffee tables with oversized books, is morphing into

a television studio. "Richard opened up different ways of philosopher speaks warmly ofmany things Irish, among them

being Irish," says Gilsenan, referring to Kearney's place in

debates about Irish identity going back to the late 1970s,

before his decision to come to America nine years ago to

teach full time at Boston College. Down the stairs comes

Your Man, as they say in Ireland, dressed in brown corduroy

slacks and a checkered Oxford shirt, looking unforgivably

young, with his wavy reddish hair, for someone who was

helping to alter Ireland's political fortunes three decades ago.

During an hourlong interview, the camera-friendly

Left: Kearney at home, with Maisie

the enlightened monks ofCounty Limerick who nurtured his

questions about God, as well as matters having less to do with

Hibernia than with hermeneutics, the branch of contempo-

rary philosophy that is beginning to venerate Kearney, who

has only just turned 54. Gilsenan, who is shooting a docu-

mentary called The Irish Mind, borrowing the title of a 1 984

book edited by Kearney, keeps the conversation on a contem-

plative plane. That's to say, he does not steer into the mess of

intrigue surrounding what Kearney refers to otherwise as his

"retreat" from Ireland to the United States—the death threats,

the (female) stalkers, the jealousies among fellow academics.
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and other trials, about which Kearney these days speaks can-

didly, even good-humoredly.

As a scholar, essayist, activist, poet, novelist, and televi-

sion talk-show host, Kearney (pronounced like Carney)

seemed ubiquitous in Ireland in the 1 980s and through much

of the 1990s. Working with Northern Ireland's John Hume,

who became the Nobel Peace laureate of 1998, and Mary

Robinson, who would become president of the Republic of

Ireland in 1990, he articulated a new and spacious sense of

Irish identity, applicable in the North, in the Republic, and

everywhere else ("the greatest Irish thinkers," Kearney

wrote, "flouted the confines of geographical and mental

maps"), a contemporary redefinition that might allow men
and women living in Northern Ireland to choose fairly for

themselves either British or Irish citizenship. Kearney, a

native of the southern county of Cork, and his Protestant

counterpart, Bernard Cullen, who teaches philosophy at

Queens University in Belfast, spearheaded a proposal to that

effect in 1983 (when Kearney was just 28 years old), at a

"rhetoric of purity and purification," declared Irish identity

to be "not uniform but pluriform," and called for a new kind

of political structure in the British Isles that would reflect

the region's multiple social and regional identities. The book

received much attention in Ireland, and Kearney remained a

fixture on the news and talk shows.

Soon, though, Kearney's appearances on RTE, Ireland's

public television and radio network, grew less frequent, and

sightings of the philosopher in Dublin's cafes dwindled. He
began a fairly quiet retreat from Ireland, taking visiting pro-

fessorships in places like Nice, Paris, and Boston. Kearney

didn't vanish altogether from Ireland. Starting in 1 999, he

spent semesters at Boston College but summered in Cork, as

he continues to do, with his Paris-born wife, Anne Bernard

Kearney, who teaches French literature at Boston College

and speaks English with a French-Irish accent, and two

daughters. At the Kearney home on Rabbit Island, a rugged

outpost ofWest Cork, his summer days begin with yoga and

meditation at 5:00 a.m., before he slips out the back door to

ary Robinson spoke upfor a bendable

notion ofidentity at her inauguration

as the Republic ofIreland'sfirst

woman president, and commentators

called the speech "Kearneyesque.

"

With philosopher Paul Ricoeur, 2005

groundbreaking conference ofProtestant and Catholic lead-

ers against political violence; the proposal did not seem

prophetic at the time, as it was ripped apart by unswerving

nationalists on all sides, including Britain's then-prime min-

ister, Margaret Thatcher. Seven years later, though, when

Robinson spoke up for a bendable notion of identity at her

inauguration as the Republic of Ireland's first woman presi-

dent, commentators called the speech "Kearneyesque."

The adjective has surfaced in other political reportage,

including when voters in both Northern Ireland and the

Republic of Ireland went to the polls on Good Friday 1 998

and approved a peace accord that more or less quieted the

violence of Belfast. The Good Friday Agreement, as it

became known, declared that Catholics and Protestants in

the North should be able to choose their citizenship

—

British or Irish or both. A year earlier, Kearney had fleshed

out the notions underlying joint British-Irish sovereignty in

his book Postnationalist Ireland: Politics, Literature,

Philosophy, in which he'd challenged what he called the

pull up crab and lobster pots. He spends the bulk of his

mornings writing—he has written 22 books, edited or co-

edited 15 others, and at various points in our interviews he

alluded to at least a halfdozen volumes in the works—and he

reads in the afternoon. In other words, he is by celebrity

standards incorporeal in a country where one of the leading

newspapers, the Sunday Independent, had once named him

the sexiest man in Ireland ("every thinking woman's crum-

pet"). That remove is a consequence ofa choice that Kearney

says he freely made nine years ago, a choice in favor of his

identity as a scholar, a choice for philosophy.

OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS, MORE THAN A DOZEN
international academic associations, ranging from the Society

for Phenomenology and Existential Philosophy to the

American Academy of Religion, have devoted conferences

and seminars to aspects of Kearney's philosophy of religion.

In addition, there are now two books not by, but about

Kearney, who holds the Charles B. Seelig Chair ofPhilosophy
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at Boston College, which he accepted in 200 1 , making perma-

nent his "retreat" to the United States. These are collections

whose contributors have included prominent figures of 20th-

century philosophy, among them Paul Ricoeur, who revital-

ized the philosophical importance of signs, symbols, and

metaphors, and with whom Kearney studied as a graduate

student in Paris; and facques Derrida, who founded the philo-

sophical and literary movement known as deconstruction, and

withwhom Kearney carried on exceptionallywarm and genial

discussions, despite their philosophical differences. (Derrida

died in 2004; Ricoeur, a year later.) One ofthose books, deal-

ing with Kearney's philosophy of the imagination, is titled

Traversing the Imaginary: Richard Kearney and the Postmodern

Challenge (Northwestern, 2007), edited by Peter Gratton and

John Panteleimon Manoussakis; the other is After God:

Richard Kearney and the Religious Turn in Continental

Philosophy (Fordham, 2006), edited by Manoussakis, who

studied with Kearney at Boston College as a graduate student

from Greece. Now a visiting professor at the College of the

Holy Cross in Worcester, Massachusetts, Manoussakis says

the two areas that have absorbed most ofKearney's intellectu-

al energies—the imagination and the sacred—were relegated

to the peripheries of contemporary philosophy until recently.

"Richard's work made them topical again," says Manoussakis,

who explains that the "after God" slant of his book's title

refers to Kearney's move beyond the highly conceptual, logi-

cally proved, well-defined God of the old philosophers to a

God of "possibility" who defies definition. This is the God
who refused to reveal himselfwhen Moses desired to see his

face in the burning bush, and whose signs must remain open

to interpretation, a God who "neither is nor is not," but may

be, Kearney has written.

And so Kearney finds himselfnot only a writer ofphiloso-

phy but also a writer about whom philosophy is written.

Within the profession, this is something of an ontological

leap. There are names for people who have arrived at this junc-

ture, and they are Plato, Aristotle, Aquinas, Descartes, Locke,

Hegel, and Heidegger, along with, of course, a multitude of

others. But if there's an asterisk to be put after Kearney's

name and those of others who sit in the Hall ofFame of con-

temporary philosophy, it's to indicate that not many people

outside ofthe discipline are lending an ear to these individuals.

Few philosophers today are found in the marketplace like

Socrates at the Acropolis; most are isolated in lecture halls or

academic conferences—tending, so the critics say, more to

philosophy's puzzles than to life's problems.

Kearney has done his share of philosophizing among the

philosophers on their disciplinary and subdisciplinary turfs.

He is, after all, a hermeneut (the word comes from the Greek

god Hermes, who interpreted the messages of the gods),

someone who deals in hermeneutics, in theories or methods

of interpretation. But partly because, as a hermeneut, he

inhabits the tradition of Continental, or European, philoso-

phy, which takes an interest in larger questions ofculture and

meaning (unlike, by reputation, the mostly English-speaking

analytical, or linguistic, philosophers, who take an interest in

the structure of sentences), and partly because of what he

admits is the "actor" in him, Kearney has deliberately staked

out a role as a rare public philosopher. From the Catholic-

Protestant turmoil in Northern Ireland to the bitter fruits of

religious fanaticism embodied in the terrorist attacks of

September 1 1, 2001, and beyond, he has applied himself to

considerations ofsome of the world's serious and seemingly

intractable issues, gaining a hearing through his books and

increasingly through the mass media. "Richard is a genuine

philosopher, in the sense that for him, it's not merely a pro-

fession or a field of scholarship. It's a lived experience, a

meaningful experience," says Manoussakis.

Kearney does not draw unflattering distinctions among

philosophers. What he describes is a difference between the

"existential" philosophers—by which he means thinkers like

Socrates, Kierkegaard, and Sartre, who threw themselves

into the agora, or marketplace, of ideas—and the "specula-

tive" philosophers, like Plato and Aristotle, who system-

atized philosophical thought and created academies (and in

latter days were endowed with chairs). "I'm between these

two" traditions of philosophical engagement, Kearney tells

me in an interview in his living room, sitting in a deep chair

between a bookcase containing more than a few of his spec-

ulative works and a magazine rack that holds an anthology of

Beatles songs (an acoustic guitar, his, stands in a corner). "If

I had to choose, I'd be on the side of the existential thinkers,

but"—he adds, as ifto say he's not letting go of his professo-

rial chair
—

"it's a dialectic."

Without a doubt, Kearney has lately been tending toward

the existential. Four years ago, he began practicing yoga, ini-

tially to help cure a case ofinsomnia, but he recalls that from

the moment his yoga instructor in Boston told him to "let

your eyes move down from your head to your heart," he knew

he was on a journey that would last for a long time. In a mat-

ter of months, he was in India (with his wife and children),

visiting an inter-religious ashram run by Sacred Heart nuns.

They linked him up with a youngish yogi who taught him

poses that involved loosening the jaw, neck, and eyes, in addi-

tion to a series ofbreathing exercises, all ofwhich are associ-

ated with a spiritual descent into the cave of one's heart.

Hearing Kearney tell of this spiritual search, it is easy to

call up images of pop mysticism, of John, Paul, George, and

Ringo excursing to India in 1968 to try on transcendental

meditation with the Maharishi Mahesh Yogi. But even aside

from the fact that the Beatles didn't go nearly so far as to

spend three days and one night in a cave by the sacred

Ganges River alone and without food (as Kearney did).

Kearney's passage to India is more reminiscent of other
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notable journeys, according to Francis X. Clooney, SJ, a pro-

fessor of comparative theology at Harvard Divinity School

and a former Boston College theologian, who helped con-

nect Kearney with the Indian nuns.

Though ambitious young professors of philosophy may

not see it as a solid career move, the journey to India has

been undertaken before by great philosophical seekers of

wisdom, beginning with Hegel and Schopenhauer in the

19th century, Clooney points out. "I think someone like

Richard, with his credentials in place, is able to show that

now, in the current global context, fixed boundaries—like

those between East and West, or philosophy and theology

—

are not all that intellectually interesting. What's interesting

is crossing those boundaries," the Jesuit says.

Traversing boundaries is no slight part of Kearney's con-

tributions to philosophy, including the philosophy of reli-

gion. In recent years some scholars have spoken ofa theolog-

ical turn in philosophy, and Kearney's work "signals one of

the most compelling and challenging engagements with this

new corners of conversation and moving beyond stock

philosophical choices rather than drumming up grand

notions. There is, for example, the middle way that Kearney

is forging between the so-called hermeneutics of suspicion,

with its wariness of received wisdom, and the hermeneutics

of suspension, or affirmation, which seeks to retrieve what's

valid in traditions and in systems of knowledge. Kearney

does have a name for this approach, though not a sexy one

—

"diacritical hermeneutics," a way of philosophizing that is

critical yet dialogical, open to truth and transcendence.

Kearney's friends and colleagues describe him

as warm and unpretentious, able not only to converse as an

equal with preeminent philosophers, but also to do spot-on

impersonations of his fellow professors, usually in front of

them. He and Anne belong to an ongoing faculty seminar at

Boston College called "Meaning and Transcendence," which

meets three times a semester for lunch and discussion as

part of an effort by the University, together with the Jesuit

earneyfinds himselfnot only a

writer ofphilosophy but also a writer

about whom philosophy is written.

Within the profession, this is

something ofan ontological leap.

With Hollywood's Martin Scorsese

and Gregory Peck, 1997

turn," Manoussakis writes in his introduction to After God.

In discussing Kearney's writings, scholars tend not to linger

over what could be considered his retail contributions

—

Kearney's concept of the God "of possibility," for instance.

They are more likely to dwell on his wholesale contributions,

notably his methodological approaches to unpacking philo-

sophical questions.

There are times when philosophers trade primarily in big

ideas, such as "I think, therefore I am," which was Descartes's

answer to the question of what he could know with absolute

certitude, and Kant's categorical imperative (don't do any-

thing you wouldn't want everyone else in the world to do in

identical circumstances). In professional philosophy, this is

not demonstrably one of those times. In the introduction to

his 2001 book The God Who May Be: A Hermeneutics of

Religion, Kearney himself says he doesn't have a name for the

philosophy of God that he is "adumbrating."

Today, the people who are seen as making genuine contri-

butions to philosophy are often the ones who are turning

community, to "keep religion in the conversation ofacadem-

ic life," says Mary Joe Hughes, who coordinates the group

and is assistant director of the A&S Honors Program.

Seminar member Vanessa Rumble, an associate professor of

philosophy who is an authority on Kierkegaard's existential-

ist thought, recalls that she felt "intimidated" when Kearnev

first joined the 10-member group, and wondered if the dis-

cussion would continue to be lively and unfettered, with

such an internationally ranked heavyweight in the mix. But,

she says, "What Richard has always brought to the table is

his generosity, his modesty, his amazing talent for explaining

complex things in the most everyday way."

Rumble and some others speak admiringly of Kearney's

"showmanship" in the classroom and lecture hall, yet that's

not what I saw when I sat in on his undergraduate class,

"Philosophy of Imagination," attended by about 75 students

in Gasson 305 on a sticky September afternoon. Looking

down, most of the time, at his notes on the portable lectern,

he was subdued and, aside from the occasional motioning ot
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reading glasses, free of gestures (quite unlike the animated

interview he gave to Gilsenan a month later in his living

room, where he gestured fluidly to emphasize the salutary

effects of a more porous identity among the Irish). When I

asked Kearney about this, he seemed surprised for a moment

to hear the observation, but then he explained, "I almost feel,

when I'm lecturing, that I have to contain the actor in me. I

have to keep it calm." Although I also saw him subdue his

inner actor at a campus lecture that he hosted, featuring a

Hindu inter-religious scholar from India whose full name is

Siddhartha, Kearney says he especially wants to keep it calm

in the classroom, to balance out "an extremely audio-visual

culture" (which was illustrated by his students who glanced

at their cell phones and clicked open laptops after taking their

seats in Gasson 305). Ever the hermeneut, he says his objec-

tive in class is to turn all eyes on the text. Outside of class,

Kearney keeps the door to his office wide open on the third

floor of Campanella Way; he says he "dreads sabbaticals"

because ofthe separation from students.

wrapped up in 1 980, as he headed back to Dublin with his

new wife, Anne.

The young professor at University College quickly hit

stride as the founding editor of The Crane Bag, a quarterly

journal he had started while still in Paris in 1977 and which

became a literary scene that attracted the likes ofU2's Bono

and the poet Seamus Heaney. In broaching the idea that peo-

ple in Northern Ireland might be British or Irish or both by

choice, Kearney found his political voice, but he also drew

antipathy from Catholics who insisted on sole Irish sover-

eignty over the North. The anonymous death threats that

surfaced in his mail seemed serious enough that he called in

the authorities. He acquired some obsessed admirers too,

including, as he relates, the wife of a Middle Eastern diplo-

mat posted to Dublin who followed him and his family to

France when he became a visiting professor at the University

ofNiceinl998.

One day in Dublin, in the early 1 990s, Kearney strode out

to University College's parking lot to find his car disman-

earing ofhis spiritual search, it is easy

to call up images ofJohn, Paul, George,

and Ringo excursing to India in 1968.

But Kearney's passage to India is more

reminiscent ofother notablejourneys.
With poet Seamus Heaney, 1983

Kearney was born in Cork on December 8, 1954, the

Feast of the Immaculate Conception. "I used to get a holiday

for that" in Ireland, he recalls fondly, remembering not just

the days offfrom school but also the "festive" faith his moth-

er imparted year-round. He says growing up with his sister

and five brothers in a well-off family (his father and grandfa-

ther were medical doctors), he never experienced religion as

threatening or dogmatic, and when he went to board at

Glenstal Abbey in Limerick for high school, the

Benedictines, fresh from studies in Paris, introduced him

and his fellow students to the views of iconoclasts such as

Freud and Nietzsche and Sartre (with whom the adolescent

Kearney exchanged letters).

After graduating from University College, Dublin,

Kearney went to Montreal to study for his master's at

McGill University with the renowned communitarian

Catholic philosopher Charles Taylor, who later pointed him

back across the ocean to Ricoeur (a French Huguenot) and

the University of Paris for his doctoral stint, which he

tied, wheels tossed around and roof ripped off; though the

dismantler was never prosecuted, Kearney says the police

suspected an "inside job" pulled off by a faculty member

with a blistering case of professional envy. "Kearney has

sometimes been punished for refusing to stay in his box," an

article in the Sunday Independent noted years later, recalling

the parking lot offense as well as "personally vindictive

reviews" ofKearney's books in the popular Irish press and in

academic journals.

Brendan Kennelly, a celebrated Irish poet who spent this

past fall as the Burns Library Visiting Scholar in Irish

Studies at Boston College, says he always felt Kearney's

move to America had partly to do with jealousy among col-

leagues. "You know, the academic world is full of all kinds of

jealousies. I don't think he is too bothered by that [now].

He's a going forward kind of person," Kennelly said in an

interview in the Irish Room at Burns. "He bears no animos-

ity toward Ireland. And increasingly, what you hear is praise

ofhim in Dublin."
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Indeed, if there's one thing Kearney wants to say about

his exit from Ireland, it's that he didn't leave in a huff. When
I asked him if the reviews of his books were "vindictive," he

let out a big laugh and said, "All the time," then spoke almost

nostalgically about Irish political commentary in general.

"I'm not the only one who went through this," he empha-

sizes. Kearney does say, with comic understatement, that his

trials during the 1990s "were threatening to interfere with

my peace and calm" (he also says he walked under the black

sun ofdepression for a while). His pick ofwords is revealing;

Kearney was growing more solicitous of his inner intellectu-

al life. He was exercising his option as a philosopher, the

choice that landed him, by decade's end, at Chestnut Hill.

JUST AS HE HELPED TRIANGULATE THE WARRING
identities of Northern Ireland, the Charles B. Seelig

Professor has continued to be a bridge builder among move-

ments and disciplines in the academic world. He keeps at

least one heel dug in hermeneutics, particularly in phenome-

nological hermeneutics, whose hallowed figures include the

German Hans Georg Gadamer, a former visiting Boston

College professorwho held that authentic truth can be found,

but in conversation with texts, traditions, and communities

of interpretation. At the same time, Kearney has engaged

productively with deconstructionists like the late Derrida

who adhere to notions of the elusiveness of truth, including

the sheer contingency of moral and religious truth, a view

that Kearney says he can appreciate given the insanitary ways

people behave when they feel they've cornered the truth.

Indeed, The God Who May Be is, in part, Kearney's response

to what he sees as the attitude among some believers that

God can be "defined A-Z . . . locked up as a thing and pos-

sessed" by one religion or another—a triumphalist stance

that he says can lead people to fly planes into skyscrapers.

Kearney is often drawn dialogically to those who "can

rightly pass" for atheists (as Derrida once said of himself),

but he is no atheist and rightly passes for an Irish Catholic,

as he describes himself in conversation. In his writings, how-

ever, notably in The God Who May Be, he is harder to place:

I would say that if I hail from a Catholic tradition, it is with

this proviso: where Catholicism offends love and justice, I

prefer to call myself a Judeo-Christian theist; and where this

tradition so offends, I prefer to call myself religious in the

sense of seeking God in a way that neither excludes other

religions nor purports to possess the final truth. And where

the religious so offends, I would call myself a seeker of love

and justice tout court.

There goes Kearney, seesawing between suspicion and affir-

mation, between the familiar and the less certain. That's the

back and forth of diacritical hermeneutics, which he didn't

fully articulate until his post-9/ 1 1 book, Strangers, Gods, and

Monsters: Interpreting Otherness (2003), where he interro-

gates the tendency among terrorists to perceive Westerners

as monsters. In this book, Kearney assesses the response of

the West (particularly of the United States after the Trade

Center attacks), which has been, Kearney argues, to go in

pursuit ofmonsters, or evil ones, too. That way of imagining

the enemy can cloud political judgment, making it harder to

look the monster in the eye and see a bit of resemblance to

one's self, Kearney said in a series ofradio interviews he gave

to David Cayley of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

in early 2006. In the book, he proposes an attitude adjust-

ment courtesy of diacritical hermeneutics: "to make the for-

eign more familiar and the familiar more foreign," so as "to

make us more hospitable to strangers, gods, and monsters,

without succumbing to mystique or madness," and without

forgetting the difference between victims and aggressors.

Kearney's way of philosophizing draws what might be

called a constructive response from deconstructionists. John

D. Caputo, formerly of Villanova, now of Syracuse

University, who is a leading American advocate of decon-

struction and is skeptical of most religious claims, wrote

glowingly in After God, for instance, of Kearney's passion

for the God "who is yet to be what God can be; the God
who, as one might say in American English, hasn't shown us

anything yet." For his part, Kearney thanks deconstruction-

ists and moral skeptics for challenging accepted distinctions

between good and evil, "light and horror," even as he

demands of them nothing less than a rousing affirmation

that Dachau and September 1 1 really were monstrous, as he

does in Strangers, Gods, and Monsters.

At the moment, Kearney's bridges are extending beyond

philosophy and academe, or perhaps just to the existential

limits ofhis identity as a philosopher. He has turned again to

fiction, penning what he terms a "spiritual diary" novel

about India, more than a decade after serving up two highly

readable novels, Sam's Fall and Walking at Sea Level, which

earned critical praise from sources such as the Times Literary

Supplement, but are difficult to track down in the United

States. He is also busy working with artists and other collab-

orators on what he describes as an inter-religious liturgy that

will be performed internationally as a choreographed play,

showcasing the wisdom of five faith traditions (Christian.

Jewish, Muslim, Hindu, and Buddhist), in what sounds,

from the suddenly breathless way he explains it, like a spiri-

tual cross-cultural Riverdance. It is reasonable to guess that

these and other labors will further define Kearney as a

philosopher of the sacred, although identity is an elastic

notion when applied to someone who, as Kennellv says of

him, "never accepts the weary finality of a definition."

William Bole is the coauthor, with Bob Abernethy, of The Life of

Meaning: Reflections on Faith, Doubt, and Repairing the World (2007).
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Whose voice?
by Nancy T. Ammerman

Surveying the membership of

Voice of the Faithful

In 1929, the Protestant theologian H.

Richard Niebuhr published a book

called The Social Sources ofDenomination-

alism. In it, he traced the divisions

that have plagued American Protestant

churches—race and region and ethnicity,

as well as social class. He pointed to

Methodists north and south of the Mason-

Dixon line and asked what theological

differences justified their division. He
pointed to white Baptists and black Bap-

tists and asked the same question, just

as he pointed to his own German-

language Lutherans and wondered why

they couldn't share communion with

Lutherans who speak Swedish. He also

noted the disturbing regularity with which

religious groups that start out as an ex-

pression of ordinary working people's

concerns eventually become established

and comfortable and disdainful of the very

people whose discontents begat them.

Such, he said, were the "social sources" of

denominationalism. People whose lives are

shaped by different social realities often

find it difficult to remain part of a single

religious group.

Fifty years later, my own work on the

Southern Baptist Convention (SBC) re-

visited this question. Here was a denomi-

nation that had been born of the very

racial and regional forces of division that

Niebuhr described. It had been held

together for more than a century by a

combination of regional solidarity and

organizational prowess. But by the late

1970s, it was undergoing tumultuous

internal conflicts that would eventually

lead to its transformation into a conserva-

tive political powerhouse, and to the

departure of its progressive wing. While

the rhetoric of contention was full of

theology (and there were theological dif-

ferences at stake), it reflected also the
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An early VOTF meeting, in St. John the Evangelist parish hall, Wellesley, Massachusetts, on April 8, 2002. "Keep the Faith, Change the Church" is the organization's motto.

real differences in social worlds of the con-

servatives and moderates.

Many factors spelled the doom of the

movement to counter a fundamentalist

takeover; one of them was that its adher-

ents did not live in the social world inhab-

ited by the vast mainstream of their

denomination. Even where there was sub-

stantial theological agreement between the

progressives and the mainstream, the pro-

gressive movement's leaders had forgotten

how to talk to the people who might have

become their allies. And even where there

was substantial disagreement between the

fundamentalists and that same main-

stream, fundamentalists understood the

social terrain on which the battle was

being fought. It is no surprise that funda-

mentalist activists won the war and got to

keep the spoils, while the more progressive

wing has retreated into a variety ofnew

organizational homes.

Denominations, of course, are a

Protestant phenomenon. One of the

remarkable aspects of the Roman Catholic

Church has been its ability to hold togeth-

er immensely varied social worlds. But in

2002, with reports emerging of clergy sex-

ual abuse on a scale few could have imag-

ined, a new force began to strain the fabric

of the Church in the United States. It

began with a group of Catholics meeting

in a church basement in a suburb outside

Boston to formulate a lay response to the

scandals. Within months, chapters of

Voice of the Faithful (VOTF) were forming

around the country, often meeting in

members' homes. Nationally, VOTF now

claims 40,000 members, individuals who

have contributed support or simply asked

to be included in its mailings and e-mails.

(Anecdotal accounts suggest a tapering off

of meeting attendance.) Who has joined

Voice of the Faithful? From what social

world do they come? Is it different from

the world of others in the Church who

haven't signed on? The answers have much

to tell us about the shifting terrain of

American Catholicism.

THE FIRST THING TO BE SAID ABOUT
members of Voice of the Faithful is that, in

all sorts of ways, they are as Catholic as

they come. The vast majority (93 percent)

were born into the Church. Both parents

were baptized Catholics, and these, their

children, began life as baptized infants.

They have been thoroughly immersed in

the Church's culture and institutions for

their whole lives. While only 15 percent of

American adults went to any sort of reli-

gious school, an astonishing 70 percent of

VOTF's members and leaders attended

Catholic grade schools, and 61 percent

continued into Catholic high schools.

(Compare those figures with the U. S. lay
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Catholic population as a whole—ofwhom
49 percent attended a Catholic grade

school and 29 percent attended a Catholic

high school.) Today, VOTF members are

more likely than the general Catholic pop-

ulation to be registered in a parish (85 per-

cent versus 67 percent) and to attend Mass

weekly (65 percent versus 34 percent).

VOTF members are very likely to say

that their faith is among the most impor-

tant aspects of their lives (62 percent)

—

more than American Catholics overall (44

percent). They pray when they aren't at

church—79 percent of them say daily or

more, as compared with 62 percent of

nonmembers. And nearly half (43 percent)

participate in ministries of service, to the

sick or the poor, for example, more than

once a month.

Among the most important social

sources of this movement, then, is the

Church itself. VOTF members differ from

other Catholics in their high degree of

devotion to the Church. But deep forma-

tion in the Church is not a sufficient expla-

nation for this movement. There are more

mundane social factors at work as well.

To get at these, it is useful to think about

the various generations ofVOTF members

in turn.

VOTF MEMBERS BELONGING TO THE
oldest generation of Catholics, those born

before 1 941 and shaped in the pre-Vatican

II Church, are remarkable in a number of

ways. First, there are so many ofthem.

Forty-one percent ofVOTF's membership

is over the age of 65, compared with just

1 7 percent of the U. S. Catholic popula-

tion. Sometimes called the "Greatest

Generation," this cohort has consistently

invested in lifelong organizational mem-

bership and leadership, within the Church

and outside it. Their habit was to join insti-

tutions and work their way up. Their com-

mitment to building organizations has

been critical in sustaining churches and

volunteer organizations of all sorts. Today,

many are retired and have free time and

reasonable resources of health and money.

We should not be surprised to find a dis-

proportionate number of older Catholics

lending their energies to a new organiza-

tional effort in the Church.

But these are not typical retired

Catholics. They are the best-educated and

most experienced leaders of their genera-

tion. While only about 12 percent of

Catholics over 65 graduated from college,

87 percent of older VOTF members have

at least a bachelor's degree. In fact, nearly

halfof these members have a Catholic col-

lege degree. In the years surrounding

World War II, they were surely in the van-

guard of Catholics moving up into the

American middle class. In all the ways that

higher education shapes a life, they have

experienced broadened horizons and

opportunities, enjoyed diverse neighbors

and friends, and acquired a greater willing-

ness to question authority. For several

decades, this group of American

Catholics, now among the Church's senior

citizens, have lived in a very different

social world from that inhabited by most

of their generation, whose horizons typi-

cally were shaped by neighborhood and

ethnicity, family and parish.

Council. Almost half the members of

VOTF and a full 60 percent of the

founders fall in this generation, compared

with only 41 percent of the adult U. S.

Catholic population. They are the move-

ment's generational center of gravity.

Boomer VOTF Catholics are very similar

to older members in their trajectory

through Catholic homes, Catholic schools,

and Catholic colleges (and also Catholic

marriages). When they were growing up,

weekly Mass attendance was still norma-

tive and parish schools were still plentiful.

Even if they lived in the suburbs, the

Church played an important part in their

childhood and adolescent years.

Then they went off to college. Like

their older VOTF colleagues, boomer

VOTF members are also considerably

more likely to be college graduates than

the average lay Catholic of their generation

(88 percent versus 23 percent). Indeed,

VOTF's members have formed a movement out of the

social world they share. The rest of the nations

Catholics aren't joining because they won't find anyone

at a VOTF meeting who looks or sounds like them.

The older VOTF members long have

occupied key positions within the Church.

They were the natural leaders who sat on

school boards (24 percent of them claim

this experience), finance committees (21

percent), parish councils (41 percent), and

other Church committees (60 percent).

Over half (54 percent) have taught the

next generation of their parish's children

in CCD or PSR (Parish School of

Religion), and nearly that portion have

been lectors (47 percent) or Eucharistic

ministers (44 percent). They have been

willing to serve, and they have had the

skills to do so.

FOLLOWING BEHIND THEM, CHRONO-

logically anyway, is the Vatican II genera-

tion (the boomers, more or less, born

between 1941 and 1970), those Catholics

who came of age in the midst of the

changes brought by the Second Vatican

across all the generations, VOTF members

are disproportionately likely to have

attended college, and a Catholic college at

that. Fully 27 percent of all VOTF mem-

bers were in Catholic colleges in the years

surrounding the Second Vatican Council,

a time ofboth cultural and religious revo-

lution. Being at a Catholic college in the

1960s and 1970s was a considerably dif-

ferent experience from being there in the

1940s or early 1950s. In the thick of

movements for change, many things

seemed possible that hadn't before.

The sociologist Wilham DAntonio and

theologian Anthony Pogorelc, SS, who sur-

veyed VOTF's membership in 2004, and

whose data and interviews I cite through-

out much of this article, quote a VOTF
member as saying, "We are the 'over the

hill gang' in love with the changes prom-

ised in the Vatican II documents only to

find that our hierarchy 'deep-sixed' them
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and hoped we would forget." I heard a simi-

lar sentiment from a sixtyish woman

recently. She proudly told of a young

reporter who visited her VOTF group and

was astonished to find mostly old people.

This woman said, "We're old people who

are still revolutionaries!" The members of

her generation have been formed by the

revolutions they were a part of, and distinc-

tively formed by experiencing those revolu-

tions in a deeply Catholic environment.

In this way, boomer Catholic progres-

sives parallel their Southern Baptist coun-

terparts. The leaders of the SBC's progres-

sive wing were also more likely to have

attended a college of their faith than were

conservatives. Many of them cut their rev-

olutionary teeth in the civil rights move-

ment. From within a deeply Baptist envi-

ronment, they learned to work for and

expect change. In the 1 960s and 1 970s,

some of the revolutionary fervor in

American society was fueled by commit-

ments nourished on the campuses of reli-

gious colleges, where solid religious roots

supported active social engagement.

Both the pre-boomer and the boomer

VOTF generations left their Catholic

college campuses as exceptionally knowl-

edgeable, active, and loyal Catholics. They

are likely to have read at least some of

the Vatican II documents (63 percent) and

to have taken a theology class (36 percent),

and they stay informed through reading

Catholic periodicals. What they have never

done in any great numbers is join the

traditional Catholic men's and women's

societies.

Except for the 33 percent ofVOTF
members who are in the Knights of

Columbus and the 1 percent who are in

the St. Vincent de Paul Society, the

Catholics ofVOTF have not been found in

the ethnic and social groups that mark the

Catholic experience for many. New forms

ofassembly—whether organized move-

ments like Cursillo, RENEW, and

Marriage Encounter, or small Christian

communities—that cropped up in the

years following Vatican II are another mat-

ter. In groups such as these, the faithful of

VOTF have been exercising their voices for

some time.

The absence of ties to traditional gen-

der-based Catholic organizations is a hint

that gender may occupy a different place in

the social world ofVOTF members. And in

fact, 60 percent of the leaders of the VOTF
movement are women, primarily of the

Vatican II generation. Highly educated,

boomer-generation women were the pio-

neers in second-wave feminism—more

interested in forming women's support

groups than in joining ladies' societies, and

more committed, within the Church, to

using their leadership skills than to meekly

doing whatever the priest asked them to do.

Over the last 40 years, many Catholics of

both genders have come to understand that

"feminist Catholic" is not an oxymoron.

In Voice of the Faithful, men and

women across the generations are equally

Catholic, equally knowledgeable and

active, and equally well educated. For a

Church in which women and men have

historically had very different experiences

and privileges, this uniformity is striking.

There are small, lingering differences

within the oldest generation in education,

work experience, and parish roles, but oth-

erwise the men and the women in the

movement are remarkably similar. The one

exception to this pattern is that VOTF
women are more liberal politically (42 per-

cent) than VOTF men (15 percent).

Apparently one can be a politically conser-

vative man in VOTF (3 1 percent ofmale

members say they are), but it's highly

unlikely that a politically conservative

woman will find a home there (not one

female member surveyed defined herself as

such). That difference aside, VOTF men

and women seem to share very similar

backgrounds and similar levels of engage-

ment—and to be equally unhappy with the

way the Church is being run.

THE MOST RECENT GENERATION OF

Catholics, born after 1970—I'll call them

post-Vatican II Catholics—is considerably

underrepresented in the ranks ofVOTF.

Still, the younger members whom one

does find have a story that varies only

slightly from that of their older compatri-

ots. They are just as likely to be cradle

Catholics, but less likely to have gone to

Catholic schools (56 percent attended

Catholic grade school versus 72 percent of

the older two cohorts), and even less likely

to be sending their own children to

Catholic schools (32 percent versus 50

percent). Compared to the older members,

they are less of a presence at Mass—38

percent versus 68 percent say they attend

at least weekly, but that is still ahead of

post-Vatican II lay Catholics in general

(who attend at the rate of 26 percent). The

strong Catholic culture that enveloped the

earlier generations has been less in evi-

dence for this one.

Given their stage in life, it is probably

not surprising that these younger VOTF
members are less active in some forms of

parish leadership and in VOTF itself.

Preoccupied with family formation and

establishing a career, they appear, for now

at least, to have consigned volunteer com-

mitments of all kinds to a back seat. They

have also not been especially active in

RENEW, Call to Action, Cursillo, and the

like. They are simply not as organization-

ally invested as the older generations.

LIKE THEIR OLDER COLLEAGUES, THE
small number ofpost-Vatican II Catholics

who have joined VOTF are there in large

measure because they are unhappy with

priests and bishops who abused their trust

and failed to protect children from the sex-

ual misconduct of clergy. One interviewee

linked the decision to participate in VOTF
to "my outrage at the bishops' behavior;

they failed the laity." Another said, "I've

had enough ofpeople who are out of touch

making decisions that impact me without

so much as lending an ear to hear if I had

anything to say about it." Eighty-five per-

cent ofVOTF members strongly believe

that the Church hierarchy is "out of

touch," compared with 19 percent of the

U. S. laity overall. VOTF members are far

more likely than the average parishioner to

be unhappy with the way they are treated

by priests (44 percent versus 1 7 percent).

The solutions called for by Voice of the

Faithful have largely revolved around intro-

ducing greater lay involvement in decision-

making at every level of the Church. Said

one interviewee, "The faith experience of all

the People ofGod should be equally valued

in decision-making in the Church. The ele-

vated clerical power must go." Here, how ev-

er, VOTF members are not especially dis-

tinctive. Ninety-seven percent ofAmerican

Catholics think that the lain,' ought to have

at least some role in making decisions about

parish finances, for instance, and 14 per-

cent think the laitv should have the final
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say. There is broad national support for lay

participation at the diocesan level, as well.

Eighty-four percent of the VOTF member-

ship and 71 percent of all U.S. Catholic

laypeople believe the laity should have a

say in selecting priests. While the average

lay Catholic may not be as intensely disil-

lusioned with official Church leadership,

VOTF is not out of the mainstream in its

call for laypeople to take more responsibil-

ity in Church life. Nor is there any signifi-

cant difference among VOTF members on

these issues. To the extent that this is a

movement about lay participation, the

movement's message is unanimously sup-

ported by its members. And the ranks of

possible recruits are legion.

SO WHY AREN'T MORE LAY CATHOLICS

joining VOTF? My hunch is that the prob-

lem is not the message, but the social

world of the messengers. With respect to

age and gender and education and ethnici-

ty, VOTF represents a different world

from the mainstream of the American

Catholic Church. Age matters because

young Catholics scarcely see themselves

reflected in VOTF's membership. Gender

matters because most of the Church would

find the world of well-educated feminist

Catholics to be unlike their own.

Education matters because the rarified

world of high-power business, the profes-

sions, and graduate degrees is not the

world of most American Catholic adults

(only 32 percent ofwhom have graduated

from college). And ethnicity matters, not

because there are ethnic divisions within

the ranks ofVOTF, but because there

aren't. VOTF's members have formed a

strong and cohesive social movement out

of the social world they share, and they are

overwhelmingly white. The rest of the

nation's Catholics aren't joining because

were they to walk into a VOTF meeting,

they wouldn't find anyone who looks or

sounds like them.

Here, perhaps, a brief cautionary tale

from the Baptist Battles may be in order.

As I watched progressive Baptist leaders

attempt to mobilize a movement to oppose

the conservative takeover, I was struck by

how different the two sides looked. The

progressives (in the 1 980s) were likely to

be in tweeds and button-down collars, and

they were more apt to be carrying briefcas-

es than Bibles (although there might well

be a Bible in the briefcase). The people

who ended up following the conservatives,

on the other hand, often carried very big

and very visible Bibles, and the women
sometimes carried theirs in what a friend

of mine calls a "Bible cozy." They loved it

when the music leaned in the direction of

country, and their clothes trended to poly-

ester. Now, there is nothing theological

about any of this, but somewhere along the

way, progressives had learned to think of

Bible cozies as tacky and country music as

lowbrow. It's little wonder that they had a

hard time making a convincing argument

that they were the real Baptists, even with

their sterling Baptist credentials.

Like those progressive Baptist leaders,

VOTF's members and leaders have formi-

dable religious and cultural capital to

expend on their movement. They can draw

on their comfortable incomes, extensive

education, and relatively high status in

American society. They can also draw, to

True stories

rhetorical advantage, on their deep

Catholic upbringing and schooling to

establish their legitimacy within the

Church. Given the enormous investment

VOTF members have made in Catholicism

and the impressive credentials they bring

to the table, they might plausibly claim to

be the "real Catholics."

The only problem with that claim is

that it will inevitably bump up against

other ways in which the world ofVOTF is

not the world of the rest of the Church.

Theirs is not a voice that speaks for the

Church's growing immigrant population,

or for Catholics who are less educated.

Nor, at least not yet, is it a voice for the

younger generation. And it is probably not

a voice for Catholics who thus far have

opted not to invest their energy in shaping

the future of the Church.

Diversity within the Church is, of

course, nothing new. The existence of a

dissenting movement also is not new. This

is where the "social sources" argument

The Church in the 21st Century Center has launched a new series, Veritas et Vinum.

Intended for graduate students, and cosponsored by the Office of Graduate Student

Life, the monthly Friday night sessions offer a mix of personal storytelling by a

guest faculty member or senior administrator ("How I Cot to BC," as one speaker

described the topic) and informal discussion— a chance to think about career trajec-

tories and an occasion to consider the Jesuit Catholic educational experience.

The speakers have included Lisa Sowle Cahill, the Monan Professor of Theology,

who told of bends in her career path: "I started out in bioethics and in basic system-

atic theology in its relation to ethics, [but] when I came out of grad school . . . every-

body wanted me to write about sex," she said. "The reason was that sex was still

considered a women's issue. ... So for the first 20 years of my career I would say the

majority of my writing was in sex and gender. . . . [You] make the contribution that

you can." Patricia OeLeeuw, the associate provost for faculties, recalled the transition

from being a medievalist to being a dean, noting, "I liked thinking about the

University as a university. ... I don't miss all those blue books."

"It is not an oxymoron to think about the Catholic intellectual tradition at a

great university," Provost Cutberto Garza told the students. Cahill cited the diverse

BC faculty's overall commitment to an "important part of the Catholic and Jesuit

mission, . . . educating our students for social justice and social participation."

Veritas et Vinum, says Robert Niebuhr, at work on a Ph.D. in history, gives

graduate students "a sense of where the University fits within the broader world

of post-baccalaureate education, regardless of why they chose to study here."

Future speakers will be Professor Callista Roy, CSJ (nursing), University President

William P. Leahy, SJ, and A&S Dean Patrick Maney. Talks can be viewed at

http://www.bc.edu/church21/studentcorner/veritasetvinum.html.

—Anna Marie Murphy
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reaches its limit. While age, education, and

upbringing help us to understand where

the Voice of the Faithful movement has

come from and who is likely to join, these

factors do not tell us how the movement is

likely to progress. Unlike Baptists, even

the most disgruntled Catholics can't vote

out their leaders. Indeed, in the Catholic

Church the most crucial faithful voice is

not a lay voice at all. The irony for VOTF is

that it is dependent on the very authority it

opposes to grant what it desires.

When progressive Baptists were finally

forced out of the SBC, they grieved, but

they fairly easily moved toward starting

new Baptist groups. They assumed that

they had the option to go out on their own.

That is not the Catholic pattern. While

more VOTF members are willing to con-

sider leaving the Church than are ordinary

Catholics (23 percent versus 14 percent),

the numbers for both groups are quite low.

The years ahead will bring new challenges

as this lay organization continues to

explore both what it means to have a voice

and what it means to be faithful.

Nancy T. Ammerman is a professor of

sociology of religion at Boston University and

the author of Pillars of Faith: American

Congregations and Their Partners (2005).

Her article is adapted from a paper delivered

at Boston College in fall 2005, part of a

symposium introducing the results of a two-

year study of the Voice of the Faithful

movement conducted by Catholic University's

William D'Antonio and Anthony Pogorelc, SS.

(Comparisons to the general U.S. Catholic

population in Ammerman's article are drawn

from a 2005 Gallup survey and the University

of Chicago's General Social Survey.) The

symposium was sponsored by BC's Church

in the 21st Century Center. In 2007, the

presentations and papers became a book

entitled Voices of the Faithful: Loyal Catholics

Strivingfor Change, edited by D'Antonio

and Pogorelc and published by the center.

The book may be ordered at a discount from

the Boston College Bookstore via

www.bc.edu/bcm.

Parish thoughts
by David Reich

The looming era of the circuit priest

Twenty years from now, if the current

low rate of priestly vocations per-

sists, and if today's aging corps of Catholic

clergy is afforded "the luxury of retiring at

75," more than two-thirds of U.S. parishes

will have no priest in residence. So pre-

dicted Marti Jewell, a past chairman of the

National Association for Lay Ministry

(NALM), during a talk that prompted vig-

orous discussion among an audience of 60

or so, in Gasson Hall on the evening of

November 28. Jewell currently directs the

Emerging Models of Pastoral Leadership

Project, based in Washington, D. C, a col-

laboration ofNALM and five other U.S.

Catholic associations, including the Na-

tional Federation of Priests Councils and

the National Association of Diaconate

Directors, aimed at conducting research

on the American parish and piloting new

models of parish leadership.

Ongoing studies suggest that the sce-

nario Jewell predicted is already taking

shape, with 1 7 percent of the nation's

1 8,000 parishes currently lacking a resi-

dent priest. At most of these parishes,

Jewell said, a priest from somewhere

else—a university, the diocesan staff,

another parish—comes by to perform the

sacraments. In all, 44 percent of parishes

now share a priest with at least one other

parish or mission. Jewell's data drew

groans from the audience, which included

10 men who identified themselves as

priests during a show of hands.

To the statistics, Jewell added examples

and anecdotes ofunderserved parishes and

overburdened priests. Some parishes, she

said, offer the Eucharist only once a month,

some only at midweek. One priest Jewell

encountered serves three parishes in the

western United States, each at least 80

miles from the others. Another priest

serves two clusters of three parishes apiece,

with the clusters sufficiently far apart that

he has to maintain two residences and

sometimes loses track of his books, his

computer, and other professional tools.

"Priests in the Pacific Northwest have set

down the law," Jewell said, with doleful

humor. "They've told their diocese they will

not take more than five parishes [apiece]."

In addition to the priestly burnout that

can result from serving multiple parishes,

clergy and parishioners may be losing the

chance to get to know one another, an

audience member pointed out. Dividing

up a priest's time among parishes can also

lead to inter-parish conflict, said Jewell,

who recommended that parishes sharing a

priest study how-to books for blended

families. ("'Daddy likes us better, he keeps

his clothes here,'" she mimicked. '"We see

him on Sunday.' 'We see him on Saturday

night.' That's an exaggeration," she said,

"but those dynamics are there.")

Having spelled out the decline in clerical

ranks, Jewell then announced what she

called "the good news inside the change":

Parishes of the future, she said, will be

"total ministering communities," whose

many ministries—led, in the main, by the

laity—will include bereavement groups,

catechesis, and "peace and justice work."

Already, she said, more than 3 1 ,000 non-

ordained ministers are employed at least

half-time by America's Catholic parishes,

ofwhom 64 percent are laywomen. 20 per-

cent laymen, and 16 percent religious sis-

ters. (Many of the country's 15,400 dea-

cons, who are ordained, also serve in parish

ministry, in roles such as pastoral associate.

but "I do not think we understand the role

of deacons in the parish," said Jewell.
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"There's no theology for it, so [their serv-

ice] is often at the whim of the pastor.")

And then there is the enormous amount of

parish work taken on by lay volunteers.

Almost 500 non-ordained ministers

currently oversee parishes, said Jewell.

Priests of the future will perform the

sacraments but encourage parishioners to

do much of the rest, including visiting the

sick and homebound, leading prayer

groups and services, and making many key

decisions for the parish. "What pastors are

beginning to understand," said Jewell, "is

that their role is less and less to do the

ministry and more and more to call forth

the ministry of the parishioners."

While Jewell's talk was well received,

one audience member faulted her for

dodging "the question of ordination, and,

of course, the ordination ofwomen."

Jewell answered him by noting that

women's ordination went beyond the man-

date of her group's research, which is to

seek out near-term, realistic solutions for

the growing priest shortage.

"Can there be a Eucharistic community

without the celebration of the Eucharist?"

her interlocutor persisted.

"That's a huge question. Huge!"

responded Jewell, though without attempt-

ing to answer it.

At a modest reception after the talk,

Alvin Shiggs, a member of the Church of

St. Mary of the Angels, in Roxbury,

Massachusetts, said he found Jewell's mes-

sage heartening. "Our parish is actively

involved in the development of lay leader-

ship," Shiggs said, "so I learned we're on

the right track." Shiggs's parish shares its

pastor, David Gill, SJ, with Boston

College, where Gill teaches classics.

Patricia Boyle, CSJ, MA'90, who trains

liturgical ministers, organizes volunteers,

visits the sick and homebound, and leads a

women's prayer group and the occasional

graveside service at St. Ann's Parish in

Quincy, also spoke favorably of the talk,

saying Jewell had sketched a landscape that

wasn't fully understood in her parish or by

the Boston archdiocese. "I find what we're

being called to exciting," said Boyle, "but . .

.

we're moving very slowly into the necessary

changes. The challenge for me is engaging

[laypeople] so that they'll see their place as

more than volunteers: 'We don't have any

priests, soyou've got to do it.'"

THREE DAYS AFTER JEWELL S TALK,

on December 1, Thomas Sweetser, SJ, and

Peg Bishop, OSF, of the Milwaukee-based

Parish Evaluation Project, led a workshop

that seemed to take up where Jewell left

off, focusing in detail on how lay parish

leadership might work in practice. The

Parish Evaluation Project is a 35-year-old

consultancy that offers its clients (par-

ishes, dioceses, priests) assessments of

parish life and guidance in such areas as

community-building, administration, lead-

ership, and liturgy. The daylong workshop

drew more than 20 priests and lay parish

members ("apostles," Sweetser joked)

would include the pastor, one representa-

tive from the church staff, and two individ-

uals from each of the five commissions,

increasing the likelihood that the council

has a solid read on all important parish

issues. To spread leadership broadly, each

parish council member would serve a sin-

gle two-year term, said Sweetser, with the

terms staggered for continuity.

The pastor would remain "the ultimate

decision-maker," Sweetser said. But, he

added, "that doesn't mean the pastor is the

only decider in the parish. Lots of deci-

Some parishes offer the Eucharist only once a month,

some only at midweek. One priest Jewell encountered

serves three parishes in the western United States,

each at least 80 miles from the others.

leaders to the McElroy Commons meeting

room. Like Jewell's talk, it was part of a

series of presentations on the American

parish sponsored by Boston College's

Church in the 21st Century Center and

the University's Institute of Religious

Education and Pastoral Ministry.

Early in the workshop, Bishop

announced what she called its central pre-

cept: "that each person has a piece of the

wisdom . . . that God can speak to anyone

at any time," implying the necessity of

increasing lay involvement in parish work

and decision-making.

Toward that end, Bishop and Sweetser

outlined a structure of parish governance

made up of five "commissions" of six to

nine members—one commission each on

worship, administration, formation, out-

reach (visits to the sick, contacting inactive

members, peace and justice work), and

community life (social events, welcoming,

volunteers, men's and women's groups).

No more than one member of a parish's

paid staff should serve on each commis-

sion, said Sweetser, "so that the rest of the

commission members don't step back and

let the staffmembers run it."

In the Sweetser-Bishop model, an over-

arching parish council made up of 1

2

sions are made without his knowledge.

And he can also say, 'I want to share my
authority. ... I do not wish to have the

[parish] council be advisory only.'"

During a discussion session, Bishop

acknowledged that the changes she and

Sweetser were urging on parishes consti-

tuted "a huge shift in our culture."

"We're effectively asking people to act

as adult decision-makers," commented a

layman in the audience. "And they're not

used to that, especially in church settings."

In a telephone interview a week or so

later, Rev. Joseph O'Brien, one of six

priests in attendance and the pastor of the

Church of the Holy Spirit, near Albany,

New York, said that he planned to

approach parishioners with ideas raised at

the workshop. He said he was especially

interested in adding more members to

parish committees. Broadening the leader-

ship, O'Brien said, makes sense theologi-

cally. "Ifwe really believe what we say

about baptism and God giving people good

gifts to use, maybe we should find a way to

use those gifts," he said. "Ifwe did, can you

imagine how rich a Church we would be?"

Marti Jewell's talk may be viewed in full at

www.bc.edu/frontrow.
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Detail from Jan van Eyck's Arnolfini Marriage, with chandelier

SMOKE AND MIRRORS
by Cam Feinberg

How Renaissance painters got it right

IN THE LATE 1990S, BRITISH ARTIST DAVID HOCKNEY
put forth a controversial theory ofhow realism seeped into the

art of certain Renaissance masters. He asserted that the natural-

looking faces and near-photographic precision in 1 5th- and early

1 6th-century paintings by Jan van Eyck, Lorenzo Lotto, and oth-

ers resulted from the secret use of camera-like devices. The artists,

said Hockney, pointed concave mirrors or convex lenses at sub-

jects positioned in sunlight in order to project full-color, upside-

down images onto canvases that they'd placed in darkness. More

than 400 years before film, Hockney posited, Renaissance

painters were tracing out the precursors of photographs.

Hockney's theory caught the attention of Charles Falco, a pro-

fessor of optical sciences and condensed-matter physicist at the

University of Arizona. In 2000, the physicist approached the artist,

suggesting that he help Hockney prove his hypothesis using math-

ematical techniques. The results of their collaboration have

appeared in Hockney's 2001 book, Secret Knowledge: Rediscovering

the Lost Techniques ofOld Masters, and in Falco's published papers,

technical analyses of suspect proportion and perspective in select-

ed paintings, using the science of geometric optics. (Hockney

argues that artists, including Caravaggio and Ingres, continued to

employ optical aids until photography grew readily available in the

mid- 1800s; Falco concentrates his analyses on the painters of the

Renaissance.) On a late Friday afternoon in November, Falco

attracted a crowd of nearly 70 students and professors to a lecture

in Fulton Hall; latecomers stood two rows deep in the back aisles.

Falco had been invited to campus by Ellen Winner, a professor

of psychology who has written on the rift between art historians

and scientists caused by Hockney's theory. While scientists and

studio artists have generally found Hockney's idea compelling

(scientists "tend to see merit in the quantitative evidence," Falco

said after his talk, and artists "tend to grasp the utility of timesav-
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ing tools"), many art historians have been troubled by the dearth

of documentary evidence supporting the projection thesis; if opti-

cal aids were used, they say, artists would have revealed this in their

writings or paintings. Some in the field dispute the suggestion that

highly skilled masters needed such devices to produce their work.

A tall, mild man with a salt-and-pepper mustache, Falco empha-

sized in his talk that neither he nor Hockney was accusing the artists

ofcheating; nor was he trying to downplay their art. Lenses, he said,

"can't draw a line." "These were tools, just like paintbrushes," he

added, and artists used them for some aspects of some paintings,

not to project a whole scene. For the next hour, he presented his evi-

dence. "The proof," he said, "is in the paintings."

ON A SCREEN BEHIND FALCO, A SLIDE OF LORENZO LOTTO'S

Husband and Wife (c. 1543) appeared, a portrait of a couple seated

at a table that is draped with an elaborately patterned tapestry. The

painting, which Falco called his "Rosetta stone," bears several signs

that the artist used a lens—or a mirror—in the depiction of the

cloth. While the husband and wife appear stiff and wax-like, Falco

pointed out, the tapestry looks almost like a photograph, its com-

plex patterns appearing to curve and dip flawlessly into the mater-

ial's folds. The fabric's flaws, too, seem photographic. Although the

pattern at the front of the cloth is sharp and precise, it becomes

blurry in the near distance. That's not the way the human eye cap-

tures images, Falco said: As the eye courses over a scene, it automat-

ically refocuses. Lotto, Falco argued, could not have visualized this

image in this way with his eyes alone.

The painting yields quantitative evidence as well, Falco contin-

ued. In works by Leonardo da Vinci, Piero della Francesca, and

other Renaissance artists who mastered the laws ofperspective, the

angles converge at a single vanishing point, creating a realistic illu-

sion of depth. But in Husband and Wife, the vanishing point of the

tapestry's angles changes thrice. In order to project the entire tap-

estry, Falco hypothesizes, Lotto had to position his lens or mirror

three times. Each shift resulted in a slightly different magnification

and therefore another vanishing point. The subtle errors that

resulted are extremely unlikely to occur when an artist employs

imagined and plotted perspective, said Falco. And the way the

errors play out in the painting conforms neatly to geometric optics

equations. Falco calculated precisely how much the three vanishing

points would ultimately diverge from one another, and then pre-

dicted mathematically how much the magnifications would have

had to change with each shift in order to achieve that divergence.

"When we compared our predictions to the measurements from

the painting," he said, "they agreed to within 0.5 percent accuracy."

Falco next turned his analysis to the near-flawless perspective,

symmetry, and detail of the complex chandelier in van Eyck's

Arnolfini Marriage (1434), a painting in which nearly everything

else retains the flat character of the medieval style. Falco presented

a digitally enlarged view of the chandelier (which, in the painting,

measures no bigger than the size of a cupped hand), and then,

through computer animation, rotated and superimposed all six of

the chandelier's arms on top of one another. Although there are

some small variations in arm size and ornamentation—differences

the physicist chalks up to the painter's creative choices—Falco cal-

culated that the main arcs of all six arms are the same to within 1.5

percent in length and 5 percent in width. The probability of achiev-

ing such perfection without optical aids, he argued, is miniscule.

Evidence of the use of optic devices also appears in Renaissance

portraiture, Falco told the audience. He showed the eerily perfect

match—pores, nose hairs, warts, and all—between a small 1431

black-and-white van Eyck drawing of Cardinal Niccolo Albergati

and a full-color, much larger portrait the artist painted a year later.

Van Eyck, Falco argued, likely projected the small drawing as a

guide for the larger painting; when Falco enlarged and superim-

posed the drawing onto the painting, they were all but identical.

WHEN THE LIGHTS ROSE, HANDS SHOT UP AROUND THE ROOM.

David McFadden, a professor of chemistry, asked why the artists

hadn't discovered and corrected their mistakes in perspective,

though he didn't doubt, given Falco's evidence, that they'd used

optics. "I can't tell you why [artists] did things, I can only tell you

what [they] did," Falco answered.

"Where is the written evidence?" a white-haired gentleman

asked. "If it happened, why didn't anyone write about it?" First of all,

Falco said, it wasn't clear such documentary evidence didn't exist

—

"check Science or Nature for an article by me in about two months,"

he suggested cryptically. He went on to offer two reasons for the

scarcity of material support: Most of the texts from that time were

written in Latin, which can be scientifically ambiguous; "glass," he

said, might actually mean "mirror." Second, "These [painters] were

businessmen." They were using aids to paint accurately and quickly,

but few would have wanted to give away trade secrets.

Jeffery Howe, an art history professor who specializes in late

1 9th- and early 20th-century art, asked why Falco had never tested

to see whether artists drawing freehand would arrive at the same

deviations he'd identified. "I'd like to do that," Falco responded,

"but you'd have to raise an artist on a desert island and never show

him a photograph." Modern-day artists' perspectives reflect the

photographic images they've grown up with, he said.

In conversations with a reporter days later, it was apparent that

not all listeners found Falco's answers satisfying. "Just because

lenses existed in the Renaissance," said Michael Mulhern, a studio

art professor who teaches drawing, "doesn't mean [artists] used

them. . . . If you're going to change the complete history of art, you

have to do it on more than probability." Art historian Kenneth

Craig noted the absence ofconcave mirrors and lenses in "the many

images showing artists at work in their workshops," in which can

be seen "many of their other tools"—or in period instruction man-

uals for artists, including that of Italian polymath Leon Battista

Alberti, De Pictura, written in 1435, "shortly after he met van Eyck."

At 6:30, after two and a halfhours, Ellen Winner tried to end the

session, but students and professors rushed to the podium. Trailing

a swarm of questioners ("Why hadn't these techniques shown up in

non-Western art?"; "Did van Eyck use a lens in all ofhis paintings?"),

Falco responded quickly to a few as he walked toward the exit. In the

hallway, an art history professor and a physicist were conversing

heatedly, their raised voices echoing down the corridor. "I don't

think they're going to solve this one tonight," Falco said. "They're

speaking to each other in different languages."

Charles Falco's talk may be viewed at www.bc.edu/frontrow.
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FREE RANGE
Selections from the latest issue of the broadly inquisitive undergraduate research journal Elements

Editor's Note: In November 2007, the evolving cadre ofundergraduate students that coalesced in September 2004 to produce

Elements, ajournal ofundergraduate research, released its latest issue. Thefollowing briefexcerpts are drawnfromfour of

that issue'sfeature essays. Thefull contents can be read at www.bc.edujelements.

THOSE RAPPING BASQUES

The case ofNegu Gorriak, a musical group of Basque nationalists

who have modeled themselves on politically charged hip-hop

icons like Public Enemy, is a prime example of the way in which an

explicitly African-American art form has become a relevant

means of addressing similar issues of marginalization and injus-

tice in very different cultures. Jacqueline Urla describes the band's

discovery of this music and the inherent value they collectively saw

in it, asserting that, "In militant rap and its denouncement of

North American race relations, these young Basque radicals found

a new and potent language of protest." Negu Gorriak's insistence

on using only the Basque language in its music is a means of

reclaiming their heritage and voice, an effort that they identified

with certain black nationalist efforts in the United States. In trib-

ute to this perceived mutual struggle of cultural reclamation, they

modify James Brown's famous chorus in their anthem "Esan

Ozeki," declaring (in their traditional tongue), "Say it loud. I'm

Basque and I'm proud!"

By Alex Brady '07, who teaches eighth grade with Teach for America in

the Bronx
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THE OLMSTEAD CURE

It was in the Back Bay that Frederick Law Olmsted commenced his

Boston work, for common belief held that parks were beneficial to

a city's sanitation. Yet parks in general were believed to purify

air—in Olmsted's address to the Lowell Institute, he remarked,

"Air is disinfected by sunlight and foliage. Foliage also acts

mechanically to purify the air by screening it." Dubious as this sci-

ence is, the rhetoric was strong and was a significant motivator

behind Boston's park construction. The park was often described

as "lungs for the city." The medical community in Boston testified

to the City Council on behalf of park construction, and the

American Medical Association's Committee on Public Hygiene

added, "The necessity for public squares, tastefully ornamented

and planted with trees, cannot be too strongly urged upon the pub-

lic attention, as one of the most powerful correctives to the vitiat-

ed air with in the reach of the inhabitants of a populous place."

Miasmatic air from the built environment would pass through

parks, be cleansed, and benefit citizens nearby or within the space.

By Jarret Izzo '07, who is a musician in Boston

ancestors weren't French at all—they were actually Bretons.

Moreover, the Bretons didn't even speak French; they spoke their

own dialect, which is quite separate from the modem French lan-

guage. Second, the "French Revolution" which he is effectively

snubbing by alluding to an earlier pastoral time, is the very unifying

movement that is responsible for his modern idea ofwhat it is to be

"French." In short, he is caught in a paradox—the very thing that

allows him to be "French" is the thing he desires to marginalize and

avoid. Like much of the [National Front party], he is projecting an

ideal, a solution to his modern day insecurities, into the past and

deriving from it a mythical and unchanging identity that, historical-

ly true or not, affirms his worldview.

By Soren Lagaard '08, a history and political science major

Understory

By Moira Linehan, CAES'79

ARTIFICIAL THINKING

Intelligence experts agree that for an [artificial intelligence] to be

called a conscious being it must be greater than the sum of its

parts—streams of meaningless digital characters. To be self-

aware, an A. I. must acknowledge its "I" as an autonomous being,

free from the orders its creator had placed on it; it must also match

the human consciousness at both the sublime and irrational levels.

With irrational imagination, A. I. can envision the infinite possi-

bilities that are beyond its experience and program. If the A.I. is

bound by the rationality of its program, then it is trapped in a cage

it does not know exists. Imagination and mental freedom are

inseparable; if devoid of imagination, then A. I. will be nothing

more than a mirror mimicking the world as is and not as the world

might be.

By Huy Trinh '09, a philosophy and history major

FRANCE'S MYTHIC NATIONAL FRONT

Beyond Jean-Marie Le Pen's frequent allusions to Joan ofArc in his

speeches (as the woman who "had the courage to say 'no' to a for-

eign invader"), we see, on his website, a poignant illustration of his

belief in the unchanging myth of France:

My mother was a small peasant woman, a true salt of this earth

person. She started tending cows at the young age of 12, just as all

my ancestors from the Morbihan region of Brittany had done

since long before the French Revolution.

By pointing to a period "before the French Revolution" and the

region of Brittany, Le Pen is pointing to a time and place when his

All the lore about the season, spread out

on the forest floor, spring on the verge

of arriving above in the old oaks

and maples shoehorned in among the pines,

but here below, crawling up and out

from layers of pine needle rust and leaf-rot:

ferns, fiddleheads, mayflowers, whatever

creeps— all grasping light, as much as they can

before the canopy fills in. This under-

story where spring's exploding at the core

of low-lying plants, energy from the sun's

red and blue bands, only the radiant ends

of the spectrum, my field guide says, being

absorbed, never the middle rays, that is,

never the green. But how even begin

to see green that way—this trailing array,

liquid gushing, lush with longing, oh so much

green upon green as merely reflection

of what's not taken in, what's always missing?

Moira Linehan's If No Moon was published in 2007.

Her poem is reprinted from that collection by permission

of Southern Illinois University Press. © 2007 by Moira

Linehan. The book may be purchased at a discount from

the BC Bookstore via www.bc.edu/bcm.
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A READER'S NOTES
REVELATION

CAPTIVITY

Journey Out ofDarkness: The Real Story

ofAmerican Heroes in Hitler's

POW Camps—An Oral History,

by Hal LaCroix '82,

photographs by Jorg Meyer

(Praeger Security International, 2007)

Americans have nurtured special affections

in recent years for many who are now

acquiring second (or third) hips and catch-

ing early-bird dinner specials, because these

people worked and fought through the

human proving ground known as World

War II. Tom Brokaw called them "The

Greatest Generation" in his 2001 book by

that title. And while much attention has

been paid to the men who fought, little is

heard of the men who fought and were cap-

tured, particularly in Europe. In this mov-

ing collection of narratives, LaCroix, editor

of the science magazine Apex, spotlights

the American POWs (numbering more

than 1 20,000) who were held in the camps

in the Third Reich. Part of the author's mis-

sion is to torpedo a lingering myth—that

the captivity of these POWs was somehow

benign, in contrast to the (indisputable)

brutality that awaited soldiers ensnared by

the Japanese. LaCroix pins the beginnings

of this belief on movies like The Great

Escape in 1 963 as well as TV shows such as

the popular Hogan 's Heroes, a situation

comedy set in a POW camp, with its por-

trayal of Nazi prison-keepers as harmless

dolts, flustered by inmates who could work

up a shortwave radio from a car generator

and some picture wire, and quote from the

Geneva Conventions. Few viewers could

have seen Hogan's Heroes as realistic,

LaCroix acknowledges, but he argues that

such depictions nonetheless helped spawn a

lasting and inaccurate image. In reality,

these Americans who dove from burning

planes and otherwise fell into Nazi hands

fought "a second war" after combat, a

struggle against disease, brutality, and con-

ditions of slave labor. "And they starved,"

LaCroix adds, noting that the typical

American POW in Germany lost close to

halfof his body weight, many ofthem

resembling Holocaust survivors by the

spring of 1 945 (although less than 3 per-

cent perished in captivity). Journey Out of

Darkness tells the stories of 1 9 men from

New England, among them Joe Ciccarello,

an infantryman from Boston's North End

who scrambled across a battlefield to drape

a blanket over a sergeant's blown-in-half

body, only to look up into the muzzle of a

German rifle. Sam Palter, a private from

Dorchester, secretly held a makeshift

Passover service with fellow Jewish-

American prisoners in 1945, though they

knew the Nazis had special camps for GIs

identified as Jewish where survival rates

were bleak. Emanuel Rumpelakis, a Greek

Orthodox airman from Roxbury, parachut-

ed safely to the ground near Munich only to

have his skull promptly fractured by a mob

ofGerman children chanting "Jew, Jew,"

because they were taught the bomb-drop-

pers were all "filthy Jews." LaCroix found

that many of these men have been haunted

by a sense of shame because they were

caught; very few spoke of their POW expe-

riences until they began meeting in support

groups formed in recent years by the

Veterans Administration. Nationwide,

fewer than 1 6,000 Americans who endured

the German Stalags survive, and they are

disappearing. They, and we, can be grateful

that LaCroix and Meyer were there to res-

cue some of their memories.

EXPOSURE

Ocean Effects,

by Brendan Galvin '60

(Louisiana State University Press, 2007)

In 2005, the judges of the National Book

Award noted that at a time when poets and

critics seem skeptical about the capability

of language to render external reality,

Brendan Galvin, a finalist for the award

that year, has been "quietly reminding us

that the best poetry can deepen our under-

standing of the natural world and ofeach

other." Reviewers of his previous collec-

tions of poetry (this is his 15th) have spo-

ken ofhow Galvin lets his readers see the

"gifts that too often go unnoticed," as one

commentator said. That is something that

Galvin surely does in his new volume, yet

his world is far less sentimental, his poems

more playful, at times rascally so, than his

enamored fans sometimes suggest. In

"Hard Evidence" in Ocean Effects, he sur-

veys the silence after snowfall—the soft

stars, cog-wheels, and compass roses

—

"and I see that I don't own this land, am
only paying / the taxes for these others, my

signature / on the checks as meaningful to

possession as / this itinerant leaf's scrib-

bled autograph." His reverence for the nat-

ural world, though, has a quirky place for

human characters like the carpenter whose

jaded voice Galvin assumes in "Roy

Olafsen, Cape Cod Craftsperson, Tells

All," which reveals the tricks of selling a

piece ofproperty to nature-venerating

New Yorkers. That includes giving them
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"my Thoreau Moment . . . gazing off into

the woods . . . even rolling the dirt between

my thumb and fingers," before the narra-

tor raises his arms as if he were channeling

the ghost of Henry David and announces,

"Your new home wants to be here." There

isn't much in the biosphere—or at least on

the Cape, where he has dwelled most of

his days—that gets by Galvin. "Stations,"

his reflections at a roadside, turned my
thoughts to what I must be missing each

time I bound down a familiar back road

with eyes to where I'm going:

Here's mallow leaves the Greeks

and Egyptians ate,

foxgrape that lives as long as that

mossbacked

snapping turtle that floats like its

own islet in the river,

and red highbush sparkleberries

where the mockingbird

holds out all winter without a sound,

concerned

but unafraid when I whistle a private

tune a few feet away,

hoping to get it back from her next

summer.

rethinking

Work

Areyoi"eaa,|
,ak8aiaw,

Cliff Hakim

working for themselves or within organi-

zations. He urged them to take responsi-

bility for their own success and job satis-

faction, and to adopt the mindset of the

self-employed, who work "with" rather

than "for" organizations. A career consult-

ant based in Massachusetts, Hakim still

advises his clients not to snuggle down in

any work environment; on that note he

quotes his plumber, Dave, who says the

only thing that lasts forever is PVC pipe.

At the same time, Hakim has been spend-

ing most of his professional time with

clients who want his help in mingling their

work with things that do tend to last, their

passions and values. The result is

Rethinking Work, which lets readers eaves-

drop on Hakim's conversations with a

diverse mix of clients, including Luka, a

venture capitalist who wanted to blend his

financial acumen with his love of food; and

Angelika, who cleaned houses and wanted

to do something else with her "innate

sense" of every home's unique character.

Though Hakim invokes rugged values of

independence and personal responsibility,

as he did in We Are All Self-Employed, this

new book takes a more idealistic, personal,

therapeutic, and even spiritual turn.

Rethinking Work is not about what Hakim

calls the "outer economy": how to, for

example, scramble ahead of the competi-

tion. It's about the "inner economy," the

desires and motivations that he says are

leading people (read: baby boomers) to say

things like, "I'm feeling hollow, and work

feels empty." Hakim has delivered his mes-

sage about the inner economy to audiences

in a number of institutional settings,

including the semantically appropriate

venue of the U.S. Interior Department, in

Washington, D.C. And the message is that

people need to invest in the inner econo-

my. The first step, he says, is to reflect on

"what part of yourself you've put aside to

bring home a bigger paycheck." Hakim,

who believes in the power of writing (he

says he spends two hours a day "experi-

menting with words"), has each of his

clients compose a brief "personal" autobi-

ography that details moments of impor-

tance in their lives, such as when they felt

the greatest fulfillment. Having deter-

mined that he wanted to do something

with his love of food, Luka, the venture

capitalist, began offering financial con-

sulting to mom-and-pop restaurants.

Angelika, the cleaner, parlayed her "innate

sense" about houses into a realty career.

Hakim is frank enough to tell of clients

who followed their hearts down profes-

sional paths that turned out to be wrong

for them, which is part ofwhy he urges

readers to keep reflecting, exploring, and

engaging. In the business-book market-

place, there's no dearth of advice about

careers and the inner life. Hakim is helpful

enough to supply some practical tools of

self-reflection, not to mention true-to-life

stories, often absent from the homilies of

workplace gurus.

William Bole

A list of recently published books by alumni,

students, and faculty is maintained at

bcm.bc.edu/readerslist. Publishing houses

and authors are invited to send books or

book announcements to the editors.

LIBERATION

Rethinking Work: Are You Ready

to Take Charge?

byCliffHakim,M.Ed.'74

(Davies-Black Publishing, 2007)

More than a decade ago, CliffHakim

declared the end of job security in his best-

selling We Are All Self-Employed: The New
Social Contractfor Working in a Changed

World (Berrett-Koehler, 1994). In the

midst of the downsizing frenzy in corpo-

rate America, Hakim called on workers of

the world to begin acting like their own

bosses, whether they happened to be

Close one
From Journey Out of Darkness

by Hal LaCroix '82

Sometimes Bob [Cournoyer] was assigned to arbietskommandos, trans-

lated as "fatigue parties," to dig trenches for water and sewer pipes.

You had to lay them six feet down to prevent freezing. It was punishing

work, says Bob, and also "the only time I ever hit a German and got

away with it." But barely— he struck a German civilian with a 50-pound

sledgehammer, entirely by mistake, but that did not matter to the guard

who pushed his gun into Bob's throat, ready to kill him, he's sure. The

civilian yelled, "Nein, nein," and saved his life. Dumb luck, really, getting

past that one.
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BOSTON COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

ALUMNI NEWS
CLASS NOTES
BC Tradition Meets Midwest Hospitality

Most may know Cleveland for the Rock

and Roll Hall of Fame and Jacobs

Field, but BC graduates have another reason

to love the Forest City—a vibrant alumni

chapter that always makes the Heights

feel nearby.

The Cleveland Chapter, which benefits

from a sizable steering committee of n
alumni, engages its members by "creating

events that capitalize on their diverse interests,

while remaining true to BC's traditions of

spirituality and service," according to chapter

leader Renee Morgan '97.
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One of the chapter's most prominent

events is an annual Family Mass and Breakfast

in early January, which, says Morgan, has

grown over the past four years from a casual

gathering to a major event that mirrors the

feel of observing Mass on campus. Today,

approximately 125 alumni, current students,

and families attend—and so do more than a

dozen local high school seniors who've been

accepted Early Action to Boston College.

"It's a great way to introduce these students

to the solidarity and spirituality of the BC
experience," notes Morgan.

Committee members have similarly

tried to create the types of service opportu-

nities that alumni enjoyed as students.

Diane Ferry '82 coordinates one particularly

meaningful service effort with the Adopt-a-

Family program. Since 2004, the chapter

has partnered with St. Bemadette parish in

Westlake, Ohio, to adopt families in need

from La Sagrada Familia parish in down-

town Cleveland. Each holiday season, the

chapter assists at least eight families

through the program, according to Ferry,

and provides them with food and clothing.

"It really brings our chapter closer together

while helping those less fortunate," she says.

In another annual service project, chapter

members assist the counseling staff at a

local Catholic high school by conducting

mock college interviews for each member
of the school's junior class.

But BC's Clevelanders also know how
to balance hard work with relaxation.

Last spring, chapter members toured

the Cleveland Museum of Art's Monet in

Normandy exhibit with Professor Jeffery

Howe. And in the summertime, Morgan

says the chapter's yearly pilgrimage

to watch the Red Sox play the Indians at

Jacobs Field is always a large draw, as are

numerous game watches for BC sports

throughout the year.

The Cleveland Chapter's annual Family Mass and Breakfast unites BC alumni from throughout

the region. Its success is a product of the chapter's leadership, which includes (from left to right)

Steven Rini '00, John Thomas '02, Diane Ferry '82, Renee Morgan '97, and Michael Ferry '82.
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Grads Plug Into Alumni
Career Network

While finding the right job, or the right

business contact, can be a daunting

task for anyone, the enhanced Alumni Career

Network endeavors to make these processes

much easier for Boston College grads.

A feature of the new Alumni Online

Community, the network enables graduates

to contact more than 9,500 alumni career

advisors worldwide for job search tips,

insights into a particular industry, or general

career advice. It's designed to help job seekers

at any career level: recent grads looking to

break into a particular field, mid-level execu-

tives aiming to climb the corporate ladder,

and those contemplating a career change.

Thanks to recent additions to this compli-

mentary service, career advisors can now
create more robust online profiles for them-

selves, which, combined with the site's

enhanced search capabilities, allow alumni to

better find career contacts that fit their needs.

Stephen Grieco '99, M.Ed/02, knows

firsthand the advantages ofusing the Alumni

Career Network. Pondering a career change

last year, Grieco spoke with a fellow alumnus

on the network, who not only provided some
invaluable career guidance, but also passed

along the names of several business contacts.

Grieco soon found a job at an advertising

agency and, in gratitude, registered as a

career advisor. He's already helped connect

an alumna with a not-for-profit organization.

"My positive experiences are a testament to

the power of staying in touch with the

BC community," he stresses.

Meanwhile, E. Christopher Caggiano '86

has been an alumni career advisor for 12

years—moved by his own difficulty finding a

writing job after graduation. "I made a

promise then to do anything I could to help

other alumni with their job searches,"

explains Caggiano, a longtime writer and

editor for various publications, including

Inc. magazine.

He estimates he's provided career counsel

to more than two dozen graduates who
have contacted him for advice. "When I

think of my alma mater, I think of all the

people who helped me," says Caggiano. "That

inspired me to be there for my fellow alumni

when I had an opportunity to do so."

To register as an alumni career advisor

or to access the network, visit www.bc.edu/

alumni/community.

Call for Nominations:
2008 Alumni Awards and BCAA Board of Directors

The Alumni Association currently seeks nominations for the 2008 Alumni Awards,

which recognize outstanding alumni in the following fields of endeavor:

• Arts & Humanities

• Commerce

• Education

• Health Professions

• Law

• Public Service

• Religion

• Science

The BCAA will also honor an exceptional graduate of the last decade and confer its

highest accolade, the William V. McKenney Award, on a distinguished alum. To

nominate a graduate who exemplifies the abiding principle of "men and women for

others," please visit www.bc.edu/alumni/association/awards.hrml.

In addition, the Alumni Association welcomes nominations for several positions on its

board of directors for the term beginning June 1. Each director is appointed for three

years and serves on one ofthe board's subcommittees. Nominations may be submitted

to alumni.comments@bc.edu. For further information, contact Jean Chisser, MA'91,

at 617-552-1607 or jean.chisser@bc.edu.

www.bc.edu/alumni
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825 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02458

Thomas D. Robinson Sr. '30, MA'32, recently

spent a day at Boston College High School

as a guest of its president and faculty to

celebrate being the school's oldest living

graduate. Born 100 years ago on January 14,

1908, he received his diploma more
than 80 years ago. Thomas went on to

graduate from Boston College in 1930

and became a teacher in the Watertown

Public School system. He also taught at

Harvard University, to which he still returns

occasionally as a guest speaker. Thomas's

son and daughter-in-law, Thomas Jr.
'61

and Joan (Tyldesley) Robinson '64, are also

Boston College alumni.

kk

1933

Correspondent: William M. Hogan Jr.

Brookhaven, A-305

Lexington, MA 02421; 781-863-8359

I had a letter from Mark Rogell, son of our

classmate David Rogell. He tells me that

his father became a medical doctor after

graduating from Tufts Medical School and

that he practiced all this life in the

Los Angeles area. David passed away in

November 2003 leaving four sons. • I have

learned from the Alumni Association that

Neil Connors and Gerard Doyle both passed

away in 2007. If anyone reading this

report has further information about these

classmates, or of any others, please let me
know for future issues.

1935
Correspondent: Edward T. Sullivan

286 Adams Street

Milton, MA 02186

Walter Sullivan and Bob Huddy are in

charge of our 73rd anniversary celebration

and have decided to hold it in one of

Boston's best hotels. The time and place will

be announced later.

1936
Correspondent: Joseph P. Keating

24 High Street

Natick, MA 01760

I'm sorry to have to report the death

of Joe Clougherty, MA'38, in September

2007. Joe had been living in Braintree and

Marshfield before his death. He was a

Triple Eagle (BC High, BC, and BC grad

school). Please remember Joe and his

family in your prayers.

1937
Correspondent: Thomas E. Caquin

206 Corey Street

West Roxbury, MA 02132; 617-325-2883

1939
Correspondent: John D. Donovan

jddboppa@graber.org

12 Wessonville Way
Westborough. MA 01581; 508-366-4782

Greetings once again. Today's column

will be brief because I've had little word

from the '39ers who are still hanging in

there. This is nothing to complain about,

especially when it means that we have no

bad news and no obituaries. Thank God!

Our good luck hangs on. • This point was

emphasized when Saul Davis telephoned to

advise me of his change of address; he now
lives in South Easton. In our conversation

he reminded me that some 65 years ago,

BC's football team had the misfortune

of losing to Holy Cross, but that on that

same date—November 28, 1942—a more

horrible loss was the death of almost 500

men and women in the tragic Cocoanut

Grove night club fire. Saul was there. Thank

God he was one of the lucky ones and

probably now one of the few survivors.

Congratulations, Saul. Best wishes from

us all. • We still have some column space

available but some days no news is good

news. On that positive note, peace!

I940
Correspondent: Sherman Rogan

34 Oak Street

Reading, MA 01867

As I write, I am excited to be hearing such

good news concerning the Eagles football

team. It is true that Doug Flutie '85 is a

great example ofwhat can be accomplished

by spirit, teamwork, persistence, and

courage. My hat comes off in recognition

of his record at BC and his athletic career

in the United States and Canada. Forgive

me, though, if I like to remember my
friends and classmates who played in

the days when I was a student—men
who thrilled the stands with their skill,

dexterity, and dedication. I especially refer

to the men of the Cotton Bowl team

led by the illustrious "Chucking" Charlie

O'Rourke '41, George Kerr, Ernie

Schwortzer, Vito Ananus, Dick Harrison,

Pete Cignetti, and Lou Kidhardt. Those are

the men who thrilled our class back in

the 1940s and at a time when the team

didn't even have a gymnasium in which

to practice on rainy days. I thought of

them today when I read that the seniors

on the team had played their last game on

the Heights. The lives of the men on those

teams of the '40s demonstrate that athletic

competition is a remarkable training ground

for a successful life.

1941
Correspondent: John M. Callahan

3 Preacher Road

Milton, MA 02186; 617-698-2082

Greetings to all for a very blessed new year.

Nick Sottile sends greetings to the class

for a healthy and blessed new year. He
is recuperating from a recent accident.

• Bob Collins sends greetings to all for a

happy and healthy new year. Bob continues
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to operate from his home in Fort Myers, FL,

and his temporary residence on the Cape.

• The Frisoli family thanks class members

for keeping Lennie in their prayers. • The

Kehoe family also send their regards and

thanks all of us for our remembrance

of Jack Kehoe. • Wynne and Dave Merrick

send a big "hello" and best wishes to

all classmates. Dave continues to be a

championship golfer in Florida. • Bishop

Joseph Maguire, H'76, extends winter

greetings and blessings to the class; he is

praying for us all. • For my own part, I have

requested many friends in the clergy to

remember all the class in their daily

Masses. • God bless the Class of 1941.

1942
Correspondent: Ernest

J.
Handy

180 Main Street. Apt. C118

Walpole, MA 02081: 508-660-2314

1943 REUNION 2008

Correspondent: Thomas O'Connell Murray

14 Churchill Road

West Roxbury, MA 02132: 617-323-3737

Once more we must begin with condolences,

first to the family of Art Law, who died on

February 10, 2007, in Florida. Art left us

early to serve in the Navy and later joined

the FBI. We also send condolences to Ernie

Santosuosso on the death of his brother

Benjamin on November 27, 2007. • In

other news, Fr. Dan Moran is now residing

at St. Joseph Manor and would welcome

news from classmates. Please contact me
for his address. • We send congratulations

to Madeline and Larry Babine on their

60th wedding anniversary on August 30,

2007. In the same vein, congratulations to

Ann-Marie and Bob Blute, who celebrated

their 60th wedding anniversary on August

25. Bob writes that all 11 children, 25

grandkids, and 3 great-grandkids made it a

great day! • Andy Carnegie is still living

on the Cape with daughters Gail '69 and

Carol '70, MA'78, nearby. Another Capee is

Jim Canty, who is still enjoying Falmouth.

• Jim Harvey reports that his son Tom has

given up his law practice and has entered

the Blessed John XXIII seminary for

delayed vocations. • We must give a gold

star to John Repucci for being the first

classmate to answer our October letter. • A
nice letter from John Rafferty sends regards

to all and brings back the memory of his

caddying days at the Commonwealth Golf

Club and the day he caddied for Babe Ruth,

who was playing a grudge match against Ty

Cobb. • As we always say, please keep in touch.

1944
Correspondent: Gerard L. Kirby

PO Box 1493

Duxbury, MA 02331; 781-0)34-0220)

Autumn has always seemed the saddest

season of the year to me. My garden is

exhausted. The trees have lost their leaves.

The days are shorter and colder, and nature

has shut down until spring. It is no surprise

that we celebrate All Souls' Day in

November. During the past year we lost

Fred Anderson, Tom Casey, Jim Geary,

Bill Corkery, Mary Maloney, Ruth Moriarty

Moran, and Frank Ratto. There is so much
that should and could be said about each

one of these dear departed, but as I'm sure

you realize, we are only allotted so much
space. And to add to our sadness, we also

mourn the loss of serene and elegant

Frances Spatola and stunningly beautiful

Joan Coleman, the wives of Tino Spatola

and Marty Coleman. I knew them both in

earlier and happier times. • The semiannual

luncheons hosted by Fr. Bill Mclnnes, SJ,

MA'51, are now becoming a tradition. If

you are available for his next get-together,

which will be in April, just give Fr. Bill a

call at St. Mary's Hall at 617-552-8200. At

the last informal luncheon in October, 13 of

us gathered around a large table sharing

lunch, class news, and memories. Among
the group were Msgr. Joe Alves, Marty

Coleman, Joe Delaney, John Duggan, Bob

Foley, Joe Gaudreau, John O'Grady, Bob

O'Leary, Fr. Bill, Tom Soles, Tino Spatola,

and Don White. Joe Delaney brought

1945
Correspondent: Louis V. Sorgi

lvsorgi@msn.com

5 Augusta Road

Milton, MA 02186

On October 13, 2007, the class had its

annual football game and television

luncheon at Alumni House. We played

Notre Dame, and as you know we won the

game. Ifthis keeps up, Notre Dame will not

want to schedule us. In attendance were

Barbara Driscoll and guest, Marilyn '85 and

Paul Paget, Mary Lou and Jack McCarthy,

Clair and Tom Loftus, and Lillian and Lou

Sorgi. We all enjoyed seafood Newburg and

roast sirloin of beef for lunch. Paul Paget

made up depth charts for BC and Notre

Dame and passed them out before the

game. This was very helpful for identifying

the players while watching the game.

• Again this year Lillian and I attended the

Alumni Awards of Excellence ceremony.

The awards program was established by the

Alumni Association's board of directors in

1973 to recognize our outstanding alumni

each year in the categories ofeducation, arts

and humanities, commerce, health, law,

public service, religion, science, and young

alumni. The William V. McKenney Award,

instituted in 1936, was also presented. As

usual, this year all of the awardees' lives

truly fulfilled the University's motto, Ever

to Excel. • Louise and Paul Ryder's daughter

Mary Louise '74 is the medical director of

the Haiti Marycare program, the mission of

which is to improve lives through child and

family health programs, education, and

community development. • On the medical

front, Bill Cornyn had a pacemaker

implanted to help his slowing heart.

He is fine now and still playing golf.

Bud Graustein's wife, Helen, is home

Congratulations to Ann-Marie and Bob Blute

and Madeline and Larry Babine who celebrated

60th wedding anniversaries.

greetings from Jerry Daunt, former BC
second baseman and college all-star. Jerry

lives in Falls Church, VA, where he enjoys

his children and 17 grandchildren. • I

learned from a very thoughtful note from

Joan Sanz that her father, Joe Kelly, retired

as general manager of the MBTA and now
divides his time between Dedham and

Cape Cod. And so it goes. • Stay well, and

try not to fall. Peace.

recuperating from a serious operation on

her throat and stomach. • Alice and Leo

McGrath celebrated their 50th wedding

anniversary in October. Congratulations to

both of you. • Please mark your calendars

for our annual spring memorial Mass for our

deceased classmates. We don't have the actual

date yet, but it will probably be around June

6 or 8. • As I write these notes I am waiting

for the BC-Virginia Tech game on television.

www.bc.edu/alumni
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The winner goes to the Orange Bowl. You

will know the results by the time you receive

this issue of the Boston College Magazine.

• My e-mail address is now listed under

my name above. Please use this to send

information about what is going on in your

life. • A merry Christmas and happy new
year to all ofyou, even though you will read

this after the first of the year.

1946
Correspondent: Leo F. Roche

26 Sargent Road

Winchester, MA 01890; 781-729-2340

1947
Correspondent: Richard

J.
Fitzgerald

PO Box 171

North Falmouth, MA 02556; 508-563-6168

a u REUNION 2008

Correspondent: Timothy C. Buckley

pacema@pacetemps.com

46 Woodridge Road

Wayland, MA 01778

On October 25, 2007, the class celebrated

its annual Mass and luncheon at Alumni
House. The celebrants were our classmate

Rev. John Flynn and Rev. William Mclnnes,

SJ '44, MA'51. In attendance were the

following classmates, spouses, and guests:

Al DeVito, Mildred and Robert Foy, Eve

Herbert, Millicent and Jim Hogan, Ann and

Paul Lannon, Irene and Bill Melville, Gene

Nash, Danuta and George Savage, Eileen

Nee, Patricia Shea, Rosamond Waters, Tim
Buckley, and Suzanne Kearney. • Joseph A.

Casanova died on July 22, 2007. Our

prayers are with his family. • The following

classmates have moved to assisted-living

facilities. Irene and Bill Melville moved to

The Falls at Cordingly Dam in Newton.

Jeanne and Jim Costello moved in January

2007 to Linden Pond in Hingham. Barbara

and Bill Noonan are at the Fuller Village

in Milton; they have been married for 62

years. Paul Waters is at the Weeks House in

Newton Center. • Eve Herbert has been

retired for 12 years. She and her late

husband, Joe Herbert, had five children and

nine grandchildren. Her granddaughter is a

junior at BC and is spending the year in

Spain. Eve is active with a cancer support

group and plays bridge with longtime

friends. • Eileen Nee, the widow of our

classmate John Nee, is active in the Holy

Name Sodality. Their oldest grandson,

John Nee III, has just started his first

year at BC High School. • Gene Nash has

seven children and eight grandchildren. A
grandson, Thomas Nash '07, graduated

from BC last year. After Christmas each

year, Gene moves to Florida for the winter.

• Al DeVito is active as a funeral director.

He and his wife, Eileen, have 8 children

and 16 grandchildren. Eileen is recovering

from brain trauma. Al plays golf and

participates in town activities and veterans'

organizations. • Millicent and Jim Hogan
have four children and seven grandchildren.

In May 2007 they celebrated their 60th

wedding anniversary. Jim is active in the

Order of the Holy Sepulchre and with two

parishes in New Hampshire and in Florida.

Their daughter is active as a BC fundraiser

in California. They have traveled to Europe

by Fr. Paul McCarty; Fr. Bill Burckhart; and

Fr. Charlie McCoy. Arthur Ashur's widow,

Anne, provided the music, accompanied by

their daughter, an accomplished musician

in her own right. Thanks, Anne. Those

attending the Mass and the luncheon

following were Hank Barry, Marion and

Charlie Brennan, Fr. Bill Burckhart and his

sister Mary, Ann and Bill Butler, Louise and

John Cahill, Margaret and Ernie Ciampa,

Bill Cohan, Marie and Joe Gauvin, Mary

Dowd, Mary Murphy, Jean Schoenfeld, Ann
and Al Hanwell, Claire and John McCarthy,

Charlie McKenna, Dot and John McQuillan,

Vin Nuccio, Bill McCool, Margaret and

Sahag Dakesian, Mary and Ed Croke,

Pat and John Turner, Joan and Gerry

Pucillo, Paula and Peter Rogerson, Pat and

Jack Waite, and Louise MA' 56 and Jim

Whelton. Some of those responding to our

mailing but unable to attend were Mary and

John Prince, Eileen Gillis, John Driscoll,

The Class of 1948 is looking forward with joy to

celebrating its 60th anniversary this year.

and Central America. • Jim Costello has

been retired for 25 years. Two of their seven

children, Julie and Bill, joined us for the

class memorial Mass and luncheon. Jim

and Jeanne celebrated their 57th wedding

anniversary. Jim wants to thank everyone

for their prayers; he has recovered from his

stroke and is feeling much better. He has

been active in the choir and as a lector in his

local parish. • The Class of 1948 is looking

forward with joy to celebrating its 60th

anniversary this year. Plan to be there.

1949
CarneyCorrespondent: John

johnc12556@aol.com

227 Savin Hill Avenue

Dorchester, MA 02125; 617-825

I am writing these class notes on December

2, 2007, a very chilly day here in Savin Hill

overlooking Dorchester Bay. My congratula-

tions go out to Matt Ryan '07 and the

terrific BC football team, which pulled off

the second of two 10-winning game
seasons for the first time at BC. • The class

memorial Mass was celebrated on October

2, 2007, in T-100, the classroom where

we all met on our first days at BC those

many years ago. The Mass was celebrated

Carol and Don McA'nulty, Sally and

Jake Meany, Dick Minichiello, and John

Bradley. My apologies to those whom I have

failed to include in these lists. • Madelyn and

I will be leading a seminar on Irish history

at the Lifelong Learning Institute at Alumni

House during the spring session. Joe Dowd
founded the institute, which is in its 15th

year presenting seminars on subjects

ranging from football to current events,

finance, and even the classics! • On a sad

note, I got a letter from his wife, Muriel,

telling me of the passing of Lester Gallager

at 84 years young. He was struck while

bicycling in Florida. Our prayers go out to

his family. • Please keep me informed of

news concerning the class. My apologies

to anyone I have overlooked in these notes.

1950
Correspondent: John A. Dewire

15 Chester Street, No. 31

Cambridge, MA 02140; 617-876-1461

Back in the fall days when our class reunion

featured an Eagles football game, the loudest

supporters ofthe team were our classmates

Janet Coen and our late class president,

Larry Coen. In the fall these days—in fair,

foul, wet, and cold weather—you can find
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Janet cheering for the top-notch Marshfield

High School football team. Two of its

outstanding halfbacks are the Coens'

grandchildren, twins Luke and Brad Poirier.

Their father is Dave Poirier '79. He played

football with the great Eagles team of that

era. As these notes are written, the Marshfield

team stands 9 and 1 for the 2007 season, is

on top of their division, and is determined

to capture the bowl championship. Janet

was to help carry the bowl home. • I regret

to report that William J. Deveraux died on

October 16, 2007, in East Providence, RI.

I knew Billy from the "old neighborhood"

before we went to school. He was 81. I

remember that he graduated from high

school at 16. • In other solemn news, Louis

N. Arbeene passed away on October 3, 2007,

in Winchester. Joseph C. Gallagher died on

October 4, 2007, in Milton. Rev. John

Caskin, SJ, the beloved chaplain at Carney

Hospital, died in Weston in June 2007.

NC I95O-53

Correspondent: Ann Fulton Cote '53

II Prospect Street

Winchester, MA oi8go; rj%i-'/2g-?,^i2

First, a note about the Newton College Book

Club. Our dearly beloved leader, Sister

Elizabeth White, RSCJ, H'06, is now
residing at Kenwood. We cherish happy

memories of spirited discussion over many
years. We have been fortunate to have some
Boston College faculty members join us to

discuss their own fiction, and Professor

Judith Wilt, who holds the Newton College

Alumnae Chair in Western Culture at

Boston College, is acting as leader of

the group. • I see Barbara Gould Henry '53

at the meetings as well as Chic LaBonte

White '50. Barbara recently had an

article published in Character, which is

published by The Center for the Advance-

ment of Ethics and Character, School of

Education, Boston University. The article,

titled "Justice Claimed," reflects on the

story of Ruby Bridges, the first black child

to enter the segregated William Frantz

School in New Orleans in i960. Because

the white parents withdrew their children

from the school, Barbara taught Ruby

alone. She closes her article with:

"Ultimately, whatever past generations'

heroic efforts for justice achieved will

be measured by the degree to which

today's and future generations make the

most of theirs." Congratulations, Barbara!

• Send news.

1951

Correspondent: Leo Wesner

leowesner@hotmail.com

125 Granite Street. Apt. 816

Quincy, MA 02169; 6iy-68o-8}o6

Greetings, classmates! This article begins with

a mea culpa. An interested member had

submitted information about his experiences,

but this computer-incompetent servant lost

the text. I hope that he will re-submit the

piece. • I was interested to read James Carroll's

article in the Spring 2007 edition of Boston

College Magazine that described Cardinal

Cushing's role in the Vatican Council's

deliberations—and especially his influence

on the commission that proclaimed the

freedom ofman to follow a belief system of

his choosing. One of those who influenced

him was our classmate, Fr. Bob Bullock,

who himself had come to understand and

sympathize with those who simply believed

differently. • Trivia recall: Who scored the

winning goal in the national championship

hockey game in 1949? Hint: he is a member
ofour class. • One very rewarding part ofbeing

your correspondent is the contact with so

many ofyou who call or write, even with sad

news. One such call came from John Bacon

just two weeks before he died. John informed

me that Fran Harrington has retired after

20 years as hockey coach at St. Anselm's,

and that Fran's portrait has been placed in

the rink. John also spoke of his gratitude to

Fran for keeping in touch regularly and

offering support through John's difficult

illness. • As for the trivia game, the answer is

the above-mentioned Fran Harrington, one

of the sophomore powerhouse line along

with Len Ceglarski and Jack Mulhern. Jack

recently passed away, as did Charlie Hunter,

John Carrigg (brother ofclassmate Bill) and

John Pickett's wife, Mary (Fagan), M.Ed.'55,

whose father many ofus may remember as

chemistry professor Mr. Fagan. Some ofthe

calls from you are simply "keep in touch"

calls like that from Gene McGivern, who has

retired and moved to Kingston to be near his

daughter and grandchildren. Again, many
thanks to those who provided information,

especially Fr. Jim Bertelli, Marty Joyce, and

Bob Jepsen, MBA'70. Happy 2008!

1952
Correspondent: Frank McGee
fmcgee77@hotmail.com

2952 Ocean Street

Marshfield, MA 02050; 781-834-4690

I hope all ofyou had a happy Thanksgiving,

a blessed Christmas, and a happy start to

the new year. • This correspondent was

unable to attend the Class of 1952 memorial

Mass on October 10, 2007. Roger Connor

reported that 63 people were present. Fr.

Mclnnes, SJ, '44, MA'51, welcomed the

class on behalf of the Alumni Association,

and Jim Callahan led the singing. Fr. Hugh
O'Regan and Fr. Tom Murray celebrated the

Mass, with John Kellaher acting as acolyte.

George Gallant gave the first reading, and

Dick Driscoll gave the second reading. At

the class meeting following Mass, past

president Arthur Powell thanked Jim

Callahan for his outstanding service to the

class. Classmates inducted into office were:

Dick Driscoll, first vice president; George

Gallant, president; Al Sexton, treasurer;

and Roger Connor, executive secretary. In

attendance at the luncheon were Dolores

and Bob Allen, retired Superior Court Judge

Charlie Barrett and wife Marie, Ann and

Lex Blood, Carol and Jim Callahan, Frank

Canning, Clarice and Al Casassa, Jeanne

Clancy, John Clifford, Kathy and Roger

Connor, Marguerite and Tom Cullinan,

Gertrude and Bruce Desrosiers, Bill

Doherty and Madeline Bernard Doherty,

Lee and Joe Doyle, Lois Doyle, Dick Driscoll,

Kathy and J. Barry Driscoll, Joan and George

Gallant, Gene Giroux, nurse Pauline Grasso

(all the way from California), Mary Haley,

Phyllis and Tom Hayes, Jay Hughes, John

Kellaher, Ellen Lavin, Betty Lawton, Pat and

Jack Leary, Mary McCabe, Dotty and Frank

McDermott, Regina and Tom McElroy, Dave

Murphy, Fr. Tom Murray, Paul Nolan, Frank

O'Brien, Fr. Hugh O'Regan, Ann and Joe

O'Shaughnessy, Jean and Bemie O' Sullivan,

Joan and Art Powell, Alfred Reilly, Tim
Ring, Al Sexton, Paul Smith, Fred Tarpey

and Gen Tyrell. • Regina and Tom McElroy

organized another spectacular BC scholarship

golf tournament on August 27, 2007. This

annual event raises scholarship money for

the BC soccer program in memory of their

son Tom Jr. '80, who lost his battle with

cancer in 1981. • Bill Killoran writes that he

is living in Springfield, VA, and enjoys the

memories of a great time at the 55th

reunion. • Kirwin MacMillan let us know

that Bill Gallagher died in Arizona last

September. • This correspondent thinks

frequently of the late Frank Dooley. Frank

was a great trial lawyer and one ofthe all-time

great debaters in the Fulton Debating Society;

• The Naples, FL, class party will take place

on March 3. Jim Callahan will be hosting

the gala at the Royal Wood Golfand Country

Club in East Naples.

www.bc.edu/ai.umni
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Correspondent: Jim Willwerth

jammw@charter.net

19 Sheffield Way
Westborough, MA 01581; 508-366-5400

Our annual memorial Mass was held on

Saturday, October 22, 2007, at Trinity Chapel

on the Newton Campus. The concelebrants

were Fr. Larry Drennan and Fr. Tom Fleming.

They were assisted by Jack Costa, who did

the first reading; Joe DeSimone, who
presented the second reading; Matt Flaherty,

who presented the prayers of the faithful;

and Barbara and Austin Smith, who
presented the gifts. Students provided the

music. Dinner was held at Stuart Hall in the

Law School dining room. There were 64
classmates and guests in attendance. Fr.

Drennan introduced Gerry McCauley, who
led the blessing. The traditional meal

of seafood Newburg, roast beef, and all the

fixings was available at the buffet table. The

comments on the food were that it was

great, best ever. Joe Tower and Maureen

were spotted dining with Maureen and Bob

McCarthy, Mary and Jim Willwerth, and

Jean and Paul Murray. Other diners

included Christine and Jack Lynch, Joan

and Jack Keating, Betty and Bob Sullivan

M.Ed.'6o, Nancy Duggan, and Muriel and

Art Delaney. Another table had Fred Conroy

JD'56, Gerry and John McCauley, Carole

and Richard Scalise JD'57, Barbara and

John Burns, and John Norton enjoying the

meal and sharing stories. Joanne and

Maurice Hart, Rosemary and Eugene Sullivan,

Matt Flaherty, and Barbara and Austin

Smith were spotted mixing with the crowd.

Other classmates and guests in attendance

were Phil Kerrivan, Joan and Dick Horan,

Mary and Bob Willis, Priscilla and Dennis

Cronin, Claire and Ray Kenney JD'58, Mary

and Jim Livingston MBA'67, Mary Lou

Maloney and friend Joan Kelleher, Fred

Good MBA'62, Barbara and Spike Boyle,

Pat and Joe Carroll MBA'61, Marge and Jack

Coleman, Mimi and Jack Costa, Dick Curran

and Judith Golden, Constance and Joe

DeSimone, Clare and Bill Flanagan, Fr.

Larry, and Fr. Tom. • President Paul Coughlin

and Maryanne were at Mass but were not

able to attend the dinner. Eleanor and Sal

Venezia were unable to attend as they were

vacationing in Italy. • A drawing was held

for the door prizes. The lucky winners were

Barbara Boyle, Nancy Duggan, Jack Coleman,

Maureen Tower, Dick Horan, Fred Good,

Joan Keating, both Claire and Ray Kenney,

Mary Livingston, Maureen McCarthy, and

Barbara Smith. It was a great evening, and

all went home happy. John McCauley

wrote to tell me about an article in the October

15, 2007, issue ofthe Rhode Island Newport

Daily News about our classmate John Toppa.

An unveiling and dedication ceremony was

held on October 26, 2007, for the sign

officially naming the football field at Free-

body Park in honor of John. He had coached

the Rogers High School football team for

more than 30 seasons before retiring in

1991 with 10 state championships.

1954
Correspondents: John Ford and Bob King

jrfeagle@verizon.net

45 Waterford Drive

Worcester, MA 01602; 508-755-3615

Although Dave Pierre's name is not at the

top of this column anymore, don't worry

—

Dave is well and still involved with class

affairs. After many decades in Prides Cross-

ing, Linda and Dave moved to southeastern

Massachusetts. Dave decided to take a

respite from his columnar duties while he

attends to getting their new home squared

away. Bob King and I have undertaken to

fill Dave's shoes until we can find a new
correspondent. If you think you would like

to replace Dave, please let me know. • Sadly,

we lost several of our classmates recently

—

Tom Manning, Manny Correia, Tom Shea,

Bill McManus, and Earl Hall. AH exemplified

the University's motto, Ever to Excel. • We
held our annual memorial Mass on November

10, 2007. Our classmate Fr. John Wallace

was the celebrant. As we have done for the

past few years, we passed the hat so that Fr.

John would have some assistance to take

back to his Honduran parish. • Our traditional

BC hockey game watch and dinner was held

in January, and we are planning to hold

another spring getaway in May. Portland,

ME, is the place of choice. • Classmates and

spouses seen at the memorial Mass

included Ted Breau, Frank Flannery, Aurora

and Jack Leydon, Linda and Dave Pierre, Pat

and Bob King, Kathy and Peter Nobile,

Verna and Tom Lane, Tom Warren, Ed

Smith, Doug MacMillan and Fran DeLuca,

John Merna, "Connecticut" Tom Lane, Ed

Collins, Joe Skerry, Mary and Murray

Regan, Lori and Lou Torino, Dalia NC'55

and Ray Ivaska, Joan and Frank Patchell,

Clare M.Ed. '73 and Frank McLaughlin,

Frank Spellman, Pat '58 and Ed Kodzis,

Lorraine and Tom Cosgrove, Al Papineau,

and yours truly with my wife, Jane. • George

Gallagher wrote from California to say that

four of his five sons had to evacuate their

homes for five days during the wildfires

around San Diego. Fortunately, George was

able to stay in his home. • Paul Sally was

the subject of a recent Boston Globe story

headlined "The Powerhouse 'Pirate' of the

Math Classroom." Paul, who is still teaching

at the University of Chicago, was in Boston

to lecture at MIT. Earlier in his career, Paul

developed a system for teaching math

that is still used in more than 175,000

classrooms across the country. • We heard

from Tom O'Connell, who just published

his second memoir, Bugging Out: An Army
Memoir (3954 ). Earlier, Tom had written The

O'Connell Boy: Educating "The Wolf Child,"

An Irish-American Memoir (1932-1950).
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1955
Correspondent: Marie Kelleher

mjk55@bc.edu

12 Tap-pan Street

Melrose, MA 02ij6; 781-665-2669

Advent has arrived, and because I'm

anticipating Christmas as I write, I'll adapt

a line from Clement Moore's "Twas the

Night Before Christmas" as a starter. One

day, as I opened the "North Region" section

of the Boston Globe, "what to my wondering

eyes did appear" but a picture of Kay and

Paul Fallon. They were part of a campaign

advertising a new housing development for

senior citizens. The picture was lovely, and

the text was very complimentary, painting

them as a vibrant couple. • Rosemary and

John Vozzella, members oftheir family, and

even some of us—their classmates—spent

several anxious hours during the recent

space walk to repair a panel that was vital to

the space station. The astronaut who risked

his life to conduct the repairs was their

son-in-law Scott Parazynski. Scott is

married to their daughter Gail '85. • Did

you know that Al Jolson was a member of

our class? In reality, it is Fr. Bert "Al"

Stankard, who often performs as Jolson

during variety shows. I saw and heard him

perform during the show Going My Way on

Boston Catholic Television. While singing
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"Carolina in the Morning," he wore a straw

hat that had been made for him by his

parishioners in South America, where he

spent 15 years. • Once again this year,

Carolyn '56 and Dan Foley and Barbara '58

and John O'Connell attended the Mass and

remembrance ceremony in Gasson Hall on

Veterans Day. Jean O'Neil is usually a faithful

attendee but had to miss this year because

she was in Ireland presenting a research

paper. Details will follow in the Spring

issue. • Sally Walsh Logan had a very difficult

2007. When I reported on the death of her

daughter Ann, I did not know that Sally had

also suffered the loss of her sister Helen in

March. • Sadly, two of our classmates have

begun their eternal lives. William McAdoo
died in Wells, ME, on September 29, 2007,

and John Gilbert, of Watertown, died on

October 1, 2007. My prayers and deepest

sympathy are extended to their families.

nc 1955
Correspondent: Jane Quigley Hone

janeqhone@msn.com

425 Nassau Avenue

Manhasset, NY 11030: p6-62j-ogyj

1956
Correspondent: Steve Barry

sdmjbarry@verizon.net

200 Ledgewood Drive, Unit 406
Stoneham, MA 02180-3622; 7S1-43J-1J52

After our December 2, 2007, Mass

celebrated by Marie Helmick's brother Fr.

Ray Helmick, 33 of us had brunch in the

Law School snack bar before hearing the

University Chorale's Christmas concert in

Trinity Chapel. Carolyn Kenney Foley was

on crutches after breaking her left leg (her

right leg had just healed from a break in

June). Dan '55 stayed home because of a bad

reaction to an experimental cancer treatment.

Their son-in-law, Brian Cummins '82, spoke

on the big screen from Iraq during halftime

at the Army game. • In Quantico, VA, for

their 50th reunion, Pat Cahill, Tom Hanlon,

and Angelo Liani attended the evening

parade at the Washington DC Marine

barracks and a black-tie dinner at the National

Museum ofthe Marine Corps in Triangle, VA.

• Jim Brosnahan, senior partner at Morrison

& Foerster LLP, received the American Inns

of Court 2007 Lewis F. Powell, Jr. Award for

Professionalism and Ethics, presented annu-

ally at the US Supreme Court to recognize a

lifetime devoted to the highest standards of

ethical practice, competence, and profes-

sionalism. In the award's 17-year history, Jim

is the second recipient who has not been a

judge. • Marie and Bob Halloran attended

the 55th reunion of his Newton High class

in October, along with John Monahan and

Dan Coffey '57, who started with us as

Club in Wayland. • Ed Brickley commented
that eight Golden Eagles enjoyed a day of

golf at Pocasset Golf Club on October 2,

2007, hosted by Frank Higgins. Classmates

in attendance were Bill Cunningham, Jim

Devlin, Don Fox, Frank Higgins, Charlie

Fox, Dave McAvoy, Jim Connolly, and

Ed Brickley. • John T. Conway recently

Bill Louis had an exhibit of paintings and sculptures

on display at Avilia University's Thornhill Gallery

in Kansas City, MO.

freshmen but graduated later. The previous

night, Carroll and Eddie Lynch dined with

them at the BC Club, courtesy of Owen
Lynch, JD'59. Will Jackson also joined

them. They enjoyed the magnificent 36th

floor view as well as watching the BC-
Virginia Tech and Red Sox victories! • I

learned that Joseph '51 and Pauline

McDonough Ryan of Harwich observed

their 50th wedding anniversary in May
2007. • Sadly, we report several deaths: Our

classmate Anne Hall died in August 2007.

She leaves her life partner, Clarke Williams,

and six children. Bob Halloran e-mailed me
that George Bernier died in September. He
leaves his wife, Mary Jane (Marron), a son,

and a daughter. Bob also e-mailed that Bill

Hopkins died in November after a five-year

battle with Alzheimer's. Donald W Brack,

MA63, also died in November after a brief

illness. He leaves his wife, Barbara, two

daughters, and a stepdaughter. • Thanks

to all who sent news; please keep it coming!

You can go online to BC's Online Commu-
nity at www.bc.edu/alumni/association/

community.html to post news items and read

other classmates' postings.

NC I956

Correspondent: Patricia Leary Dowling

}Q Woodside Drive

Milton, MA 02186; 617-696-0163

1957
Correspondent: Francis E. Lynch

flynch@maritime.edu

2y Arbutus Lane

West Dennis, MA 026JO

Jim Devlin is again the chair of our annual

golf event, scheduled for Tuesday, May 20,

at 10:00 a.m. at the Sandy Burr Country

completed a fundraising job at the new
Pope John Paul II High School in Hyannis.

He is now with Cape Cod Associates Real

Estate in Harwich. • Martin J. Dunn was

inducted into the BC High 2007 Hall of

Fame last November as a "Man for Others."

• Bill and Joan Cunningham celebrated

their 50th wedding anniversary on Novem-

ber 9, 2007. • Laura and Ralph Ferrera

welcomed their first grandchild on

August 19, 2007. Ryan is the son of

their daughter Laura. • Sixteen School of

Education classmates attended a 50th

reunion luncheon in Quincy last August:

Rosemary Bonica, Norma DeFeo Caccia-

mani, Phyllis Hemmer Clarke, Margaret

Fidaleo DiMare, Clare O'Neill Faherty, Rose

Woodworm Ford, Mary Lou Hogan, Beth

Kelleher, Peg Kenney, Mary Doherty Pipia,

Ellen O'Brien McCarthy, Ann O'Malley,

Carolmarie Smith, Betty Scanlon Turley,

Judy Walsh Flanagan, and Connie Serra

White. • John L. Harrington, MBA'66, was

featured on the cover of the Spring 2007
issue of Westwood Magazine. The title of

the cover story was "There's No Business

Like Sox Business." • Bill Louis had an

exhibit of paintings and sculptures on

display at Avilia University's Thornhill

Gallery in Kansas City, MO, this winter.

• Bill McQueeney's granddaughter Maddie

plays for the Bowdoin Polar Bears field

hockey team, which won the Division III

championship last fall. • At a wedding

reception last summer, a woman asked

Frank Reidy if his Golden Eagle pin was

recent! She stated that she had received

a pin on behalf of her deceased husband,

Paul Cochran. Mary then introduced Frank

to her three daughters, and they reminisced

together about Paul. • Marilyn Wilson Smith

reported that about 25 School of Nursing

classmates spent two days on the Cape last

fall catching up on the last 50 years. Nancy

Bradley Chandler and Nancy Gegan Doyle

did a superb job in organizing this special
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event. • Sympathy ofthe class is extended to

Bill Tobin's wife, Anne, over the passing

of her mother on November 3, 2007.

Condolences are also extended to the family

of Joseph D. Kilfoyle. • Please remit your

class dues in the amount of $25 to Bill

Tobin, 181 Central St., Holliston, MA 01746.

• The class extends its best wishes to

the Class of 1958 on the occasion of its

50th anniversary.

NC I957

Correspondent: Catherine Beatty

pbeatty@comcast.net

Correspondent: Connie LeMaitre

cweldon@lemaitre.com

Six months after the glorious 50th reunion,

the Newton '57 Sacred Heart spirit runs

strong. Several ofyou sent in news with the

recurring theme "Let's get together again

before the next five years!" Yes, we must.

Where, when—any ideas? • My favorite

news came from my freshman roommate

(whom I hadn't seen in 50 years until our

reunion), Barbara Lowe Eckel, in Atlanta.

Speaking of the fall drought, rain barrels,

and harvesting pumpkins, she added that

she brought the pumpkin seeds from China

when she went to find her roots. "I actually

found my father's house and learned that I

am in the 123rd generation of the Lowe

family. They keep records, and to think my
father left when he was 18 years old for

Jamaica." I did not make that number up

—

123! Can anyone match that? Barbara, we
want more of the story. Barbara had a long,

handwritten (!) letter from Elaine Conley

Banahan and was in awe ofthe great things

she is doing with her church and African

immigrants. Elaine and her husband are

also busy breeding and raising thorough-

bred racehorses, leading to exciting global

sales. "It's great to be a part ofthis absorbing

and vital industry," she writes. Elaine was

sorry to miss the reunion and all ofyou, but

after a minor setback reunion week, her

husband is doing well. They had plane tickets

and all! • Ellie Pope Clem still works part-

time on Capitol Hill in public policy seminars,

but she and Dave had time to go on a five-day

"fan club" cruise to Cozumel, Mexico. Their

son's band, Eddie from Ohio, attracted a

large crowd. • On a more local note, Connie

Hanley Smith pursues her art interest (and

knowledge) with frequent trips to New York

City. • Mary Ann Morley Bernhard continues

her work for a food broker despite the tragic

loss of her son Bernie in 2007. Carol Ann
Regenauer was here in Andover for the

services. She and Dick will be visiting Janet

Black Rohan in Hilton Head this winter and

will then go on to the Sarasota area where

they hope to contact Joan Hanlon Curley,

Vinnie Burns, Kate McCann Benson NC'58

and maybe even more! Sounds like another

reunion in the making. Joan has completed

her term as president of the Naples Press

Club and continues as treasurer of the

Circumnavigators Club. I can vouch that

she is an excellent hostess, should anyone

be in the Naples area. • Cathy Connolly

Beatty and I saw Bob McLaughlin, and

he sends his thanks to all who were so

wonderful to Margie at the reunion and at

the time ofher most untimely death. Bob is

carrying on stoically and brought news that

he is soon to have a second grandchild,

noting that Margie probably is overseeing

this blessed event from "above."

fV

Correspondent: David Rafferty

2ig6 Ashton Oakes Lane, No. 101

Stonebridge Country Club

Naples, FL 34109

Condolences of the class go out to the

family of Joe Thornton of Pocasset, who
passed away in September 2007. Prior to

retiring in 2004, Joe was the owner/CEO of

Multitemp Mechanical. He is survived by

his wife, Mary Lou, 3 children, and 10

grandchildren. • Bill McGovern reports from

Hoosick Falls, NY, that his third grandchild

was born in August. • Bill O'Brien is living

in Yardley, PA, and Bonita Springs, FL.

• Jack Murray continues to enjoy his pediatric

practice and the "mild" winters in Burling-

ton, VT • Rosemary Moran is now spending

her winters in Lake Placid, FL, and sum-

mers in North Eastham on the Cape. • Paul

Hannigan had a great time on our class

cruise to Bermuda. In fact, we all had a

wonderful trip with over 37 classmates and

wives or significant others on board. Paul is

still the executive director of the Canton

Association of Industries and also offers

travel courses at Massasoit Community
College. His two oldest grandchildren

attend BC High. • Ten class members
worked the "Old Fashioned Telethon" on

December 8, 2007: John Cloherty, Joe

Cavanaugh, Bo Strom, Ed Gilmore, Barbara

O'Connell, Janice Judge Fox, Bill Ryan, Dan
Cummins, Mike Daley, and Jack McDevitt.

The committee is trying to get 58 percent of

our classmates to contribute to our class

gift. • From the bios of classmates who
served in the military: Mike Grady was an

Air Force captain and flight surgeon in

Vietnam from 1963 to 1965. He received

the Air Force Commendation Award. Tom
"Tank" Meehan was a Marine colonel and

served from 1958 to 1986. He received the

Distinguished Flying Cross, the Bronze

Star, the Gold Star, and 15 air medals. John

Dooley was a Swift Boat commander in the

Navy from i960 to 1980 in Vietnam. He
received the Bronze Star Combat V, the Pur-

ple Heart, and the Combat Action Ribbon.

Bill Curley was an Army first lieutenant

from 1951 to 1954. He served as aide-de-

camp ofthe chiefofstaffin Korea and received

the Combat Infantry Badge. Claudette

Bachand was a Navy lieutenant commander
who served as a nursing supervisor and

instructor in Florida and Newport, RI, from

1968 to 1973. Joe Linnehan was an Army
corporal and communication specialist

from 1951 to 1954 in Korea. He received the

Korean War Citation, the National Defense

Medal and the United Nations Citation.

• Some of the classmates who attended the

Day of Recollection and the football game

were Janet Churchill Branch, Louise

Demeo, Ron Walsh, Bob Cassidy, Mary

Bryson, Dot Tully, and Jack Dillon. • The

brunch and Christmas Chorale concert was

a great success. Sixty-five classmates attended

the brunch, and 84 stayed for the concert. It

was nice to see Jack and Betty Horrigan and

Judy '61 and Jim McCusker, who came
down from Connecticut. • Please keep the

cards and letters coming. Send your $25

class dues to Jack "Mucca" McDevitt, 28

Cedar St, Medford, MA 02155. To contribute

to our class gift, please visit www.bc.edu/

classes/1958 or call 888-752-6438 to learn

how to make a gift for our reunion this year.

Correspondent: Sheila Hurley Canty

PO Box 386
North Falmouth, MA 02556

By now you should have received the letter

from the committee planning our 50th

reunion, which will take place on the Newton

Campus from May 30 to June 1. I hope you

will seriously consider the call to make plans

to attend and contact other classmates and

encourage them to join us. If you haven't

called anyone as yet, please do so soon. If

you need contact information for someone

let us know, and we will get it from the
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Boston College alumni office. We are espe-

cially interested in reuniting with classmates

who have never been back to the campus or

who haven't attended a reunion in many
years. Please don't be discouraged from

attending because your life hasn't been "all

success and happiness." We've all had our

ups and downs, and at this point in our life

we are mature enough to acknowledge the

bad with the good. The reunion is a time to

reminisce, catch up on the news of our

families, and enjoy spending a few days

together at a place that was important to us

in our formative years. The weekend ofMay

30 will be a special occasion that you don't

want to miss. • On November 15, 2007, "Les

Girls" Beth Duffy Legare, Suzie Kennedy

Baxter, Maureen O'Donnell Kent, Rosemary

Stuart Dwyer, Jo Kirk Cleary, Peg Keane

Timpson '76, MJ Eagan English, Betsey Dray

Falvey, Eileen Mullin, Audrey Nolan Galvin,

and Sheila Hurley Canty met for lunch at

the Wellesley Faculty Club. As always, we
had such fun catching up and reminiscing.

MJ had just returned from a visit to

Chicago to see Joan Sextro. • Beth Duffy

Legare spoke recently with Kate Glutting

Arcand, who is now living in Portland, ME.

Both are planning to attend our 50th

reunion. • Please keep Carol Healey Hanley

in your prayers, as her sister Martha

Swissler, NC'63, died on November 8, 2007,

in Chelmsford. Also keep Lucy Reuter

Dolan in your prayers. She is on the road to

recovery after a very serious operation.

J959
Correspondent: Beth Grady

emgrady68@comcast.net

68 Prospect Street

Belmont, MA 02478

First Night '59 was a great beginning to the

countdown to June 2009. The following

classmates and spouses were on hand: Janet

and Paul Andrews, Ruth and Dave Belliveau,

Carolyn and Paul Bongiorno, Brenda and

Dave Breen, Mary and Bill Brown, Ellen and

Herb Busch, Jack Canavan, Ann and Bill

Carnes, Gail NC'61 and Frank Collins, Rose

and Joe Corcoran, Karen and John Deneen,

Joan and Jack "Grass" Donahoe, Gerry

Eisenhaur, Gwen and Dick Ganong, Beth

Grady, Marilyn and George Holland, Nancy

and John Keaveney, Jean and Paul Kelly,

Betsy Power Keohane, Iris and Paul King,

Paul '58 and Claire Malis Kingston, Pauline

and George Larkin, Joe Leary and Josephine

Shields, Margaret and Charlie Lynch,

Barbara '61 and Jack Madden, Eileen and

Tom Mahoney, Andrew Majewski, Barbara

and Frank Martin, Celeste and Charlie

McCullagh, Rosemary and Joe McGuill,

Honey and Peter McLaughlin, Mary and

Brian McNiff, Janet and Denis Minihane,

Paul Murphy, John O'Connor, Carole and

John O'Malley, Teresa and John Pisacreta,

Andrea and Marty Redington, Marie and

Dick Roche, Leo Schofield, Bill Shea, Lucy

NC'68 and Bill Sherman, Jeanne and Frank

Smith, Brenda and John Sullivan, and

Nancy and Vin Sylvia. Ruth Wisialko and

her son Al also attended. Executive Vice

President Patrick Keating's presentation of

the physical future of BC was dramatic and

inspiring. The food was delicious, and of

course the company was wonderful. • On
December 2, a group ofclassmates attended

the University Chorale's Christmas concert

at Trinity Chapel and enjoyed a class reception

afterward at Alumni House. Janet and Paul

Andrews, Eleanor and Bill Appleyard, Pat

and Jim Cappelletti, Patricia and Phil

Doherty, Gwen and Dick Ganong, Beth

Grady and Duncan Spelman, Nancy and

John Keaveney, Jean and Paul Kelly, Betsy

Power Keohane and daughter Walda '89,

Iris and Paul King, Eileen and Tom
Mahoney, Honey and Peter McLaughlin and

Robin Wood, Janet and Denis Minihane,

John O'Connor, Jane MSW'86 and Bill

Parks, Andrea and Marty Redington, Marie

and Dick Roche, Lucy and Bill Sherman,

Jeanne and Frank Smith, and Pat and Tom
Whalen. This traditionally sold-out event

was a great way to start the Christmas

season—beautiful music rendered flawlessly.

• Two occasions remain for participation in

class activities this year. We will be attending

the hockey game against UNH on Friday,

February 22, after a light supper, and we'll

also go to the annual Arts Festival in April.

A letter in early 2008 will provide details

and request class dues of $50 (just $1 per

year). What a deal! • A special thank you to

Frank Martin for years ofkeeping the news

current. We are searching for a new scribe

who will spread the word through June 2009.

Please let us know if you're interested in

becoming our class correspondent.

NC I959

Correspondent: Maryjane Mulvanity Casey

pattyoneill@juno.com

j$ Savoy Road

Needham, MA 02492; 781-400-5405

Ellie Carr Hanlon sends greetings from Dallas

and best regards to all. She reports that

2007 was "an eventful year. Bill and I flew

to Istanbul, where we boarded Crystal Serenity

for a Mediterranean cruise. We returned to

a beautiful summer in Narragansett. OK!

The year 2008 brings the "Big One" and

we, being young at heart, are celebrating

with our two sons, daughter, spouses, and

seven grandchildren in the Dominican

Republic for a week. Wow, that should keep

me on my toes!" • KC Conway Morrish and

her husband just became grandparents of a

baby girl, Hope. KC keeps busy at the

American Cancer Society. • Helen Craig

Lynch writes, "Several '59ers decided to

quietly sneak away to celebrate an occasion

that will happen to all ofus during 2007 or

2008. You got it: the milestone of 70 years

will overtake each of us. Joan Haggarty

Eggers, Lois O'Donoghue McKenna, Dolores

Seeman Royston, and I pampered ourselves

for three marvelous days at the Greenbrier

in West Virginia. We felt 10 years younger

when we left." • Jeanne Schaeffner Deevy

spent her 70th recovering from procedures

to repair a badly torn retina but happily has

recovered much of her vision. She has

taken in a year-old Doberman, which has

provided some challenges but was good

company during her eye ordeal. • Joan

Haggarty Eggers reports that she and her

husband "split our time between Chicago

and Hilton Head Island. So when anybody

is in either area, they are most welcome. We
enjoy travel and have just returned from

Egypt. Time to stay home for a while."

• Mary Burns Stiles writes, "Who ofus ever

imagined we'd be turning 70? All those fun

years at Newton seem like yesterday. I am
fortunate that my great husband had this

milestone in September 2007 and seems to

have risen to the occasion with great style

and grace. My big day comes in January and

has become a holiday celebrating Martin

Luther King Jr. Day and Inauguration Day,

so it is fun to celebrate. Happy 70 to all."

• Margit Serenyi celebrated her "70th in a

festive manner, albeit in bits and pieces, [in]

July when the great event happened.

Friends and family were very attentive and

spoiled me totally." In October she visited

with Mauro Lucentini, widower of our late

classmate Paola Ajo, and reports that their

son Eric has a son, Thaddeus, now more than

one year old. • Sue Sughrue Carrington retired

from New York Life, taught a course in

business ethics at St. John's University, and

then retired again. Their son Michael will

be getting married in California in June, so

she and Bill will be doing some traveling

in 2008. • Thanks to all who sent in news. It
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would be great to hear from you again and

to hear from more ofyou in the future.

I96O
Correspondent: Joseph R. Carty

jrcarty@comcast.net

253 River Street

Norwell, MA 02061

I regret to report that two classmates have

passed away: Anthony M. Fredella, JD'6o,

of Merrimac and Marilyn Fitzgerald O'Neil

of South Dartmouth both passed away in

January 2007. Condolences to their families.

• Having worked as a nurse, teacher, and

counselor, Nancy Fightlin of Newington,

CT, is now a life coach. She helps clients

work on their goals for bringing more

fulfillment to their lives. • I would like to

know about you: how you've been spending

your retirement, where you've been traveling,

and any other news you may wish to share.

• Stay tuned for news of events being

planned in the fall of2008 to begin preparing

for our 50th. Till then, adios.

NC i960
Correspondent: Patricia McCarthy Dorsey

dorseypm@comcast.net

53 Clarke Road

Needham, MA 02492

I do not have much substantial news to

report. It is important that I hear directly

from each of you, so I am using this space

to ask those ofyou who like to read this part

of BC Magazine to participate by e-mailing

me your current information. Let's make
our connection with other classmates

stronger! We only have two years until our

50th reunion. Wouldn't it be great to have

lots of us interested in attending and

involved in that weekend?! I look forward to

hearing from all of you!

I96l

Correspondents: Dave and Joan

Angino Melville

class6ibc@aol.com

3 Earl Road

Bedford, MA 01730; 781-275-6334

We received a great e-mail from Tom
Heffernan, who wants to let those who
heard the rumor that he had gone to his

eternal reward to know that he is doing just

fine. He lived in Japan for 20 years and is

currently teaching creative writing and

Asian studies at St. Andrews Presbyterian

College in North Carolina. He is also the

editor of The St. Andrews Review. Tom is a

world traveler and last year met in Tokyo

with his mentor and the supervisor of his

Ph.D. work, Fr. Peter Milward, SJ, the

Shakespearean scholar whose papers are

collected in Burns Library. • Anne Manning

Ackerman, Ann McHale, Maureen Nagle

Banks, and Nancy Magri Dubin recently

returned from a trip to Greece, Egypt, and

stroke two years ago but is doing well. They

traveled to Albany via train up the Hudson
enjoying the fall festival of colors. Mary has

welcomed a new "roommate," a black Lab,

Maggie. Mary is still in the real estate

business in Cambridge. • Patsy Keating

underwent a lumpectomy recently. She

is having some treatment and hopes to

be "tip-top" soon. Please keep Patsy in

your prayers and perhaps send her a card or

a note. • Ellen MacDonald Carbone and

her book club/tennis friends traveled to

Bermuda in the fall and had a great time.

• Sissy Kane Sullivan sent a note saying

Tom Heffernan lived in Japan for 20 years and is

now teaching at St. Andrews Presbyterian College

in North Carolina.

Turkey, where they had a wonderful time.

They hired a personal guide for a Cairo tour

and saw all the important sights. They

thought it rather amusing that as they were

standing by the overwhelming ancient

Pyramids and the Sphinx, their tour guide

took out his cell phone and made a call.

Minutes later, they saw the camel drivers

who had been summoned come up over the

desert sands for their camel rides around

the Pyramids. They thought, welcome to

the tech age! • We had dinner with Kevin

and Ellen Tangney Donoghue, who had just

returned from a trip to Cambodia, Thailand,

and Vietnam. Ellen, who is a retired travel

consultant, said it was one oftheir best trips

ever but very exhausting. (Wonder ifthe fact

that we are all pushing 70 had anything to

do with that?) Kevin is still running his risk

management consulting business and

counts two NFL teams among his clients.

(Access to Super Bowl tickets?) They have

5 married children and 11 grandkids and

divide their time between Milton and

Sugerbush in Vermont. • We wish all of

our classmates a wonderful 2008, and we
look forward to hearing from you.

NC I961

Correspondent: Missy Clancy Rudman

newtonmiz61@aol.com

774 Willowsprings Boulevard

Franklin, TN 37064

I received news that Mary Walsh, Juliana

Fazakerly Gilheany, and Kathy Hall Hunter

visited Sr. Gabrielle Husson, RSCJ, MA'51,

in Albany in November. Sr. Husson had a

she was fine. • In August Bob and I visited

with Tom and Mary Nolan Calise at their

lovely new home in Dennis on the Cape.

• Betty Hitchins Wilson wrote that she is

happy to be back in Jamaica and is feeling

well. She thanks everybody for keeping her

in our prayers, as they helped her greatly

during her illness and surgeries. • Tim and

Gael Sullivan Daly spent time at their home
in Florida in the fall. Gael, Mary Calise, and

their hubbies joined us last summer on the

Cape for our annual Newton/BC get-together.

• Our Thanksgiving was highlighted by a visit

from our 15-month-old grandson, Callum, a

barrel of energy running around with his

six-year-old cousin, Harrison.

1962
Correspondents: Frank and Eileen (Trish)

Faggiano

frank@faggianoconsulting.com

33 Gleason Road

Reading, MA 01867; 781-944-0720

There was a big turnout ofclassmates at the

BC-Notre Dame football game in South

Bend in October 2007. Some of those

attending were John and Joan Mullahy

Riley, Vicki and George Killgoar, Karl

Krikorian, Lorraine and Dan Sullivan, Lou

Kirouac, Bill Byrne, and Frank and Trish

Faggiano. Rosemary and Jack Mckinnon

said they met Mary and Jack Sayers, Peg and

Bob King, and Kathy and Ken Gnazzo. It

was a beautiful day and lots of fun. • We
recently found out that Walt Kelle died in

October 2007 after a long illness. Our

prayers go out to his wife, Mary, and his
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family. • I've spoken to Dave Madigan a

number of times during the last few weeks

while he was recovering from surgery. He is

fine and would love to hear from his class-

mates. He's living in Falmouth, ME, and

can be reached at dmadigan@maine.rr.com.

His roommate Bob Capozzi and close friend

Bill Nagle have also been in touch. • The

holidays and new year are upon us as we
write. Our best wishes for a healthy, enjoyable,

and holy 2008.

NC I962
Correspondent: Mary Ann Brennan Keyes

makmad@comcast.net

94 Abbott Road

Wellesley, MA 02481

It is with great sadness that I report that

Valerie McMahon Vincent died in October

after a brief illness. Marsha Whelan was

able to attend Valerie's funeral, and she sent

me this reflection, which she asked me
to share with you. "When I saw Valerie

McMahon Vincent in June at our reunion, I

never dreamed that on November 2, 2007,

I, along with Maury and Sheila Tiernan

Balboni, Monica Shaughnessy Hayden,

Mary Jane Moran MacLean, and Rosemary

O'Connell, would meet at Valerie's funeral

at St. Mary Church in Greenwich. It was a

funeral Valerie would have approved of,

simple yet profound, with her three

children, her grandchildren, and the many
friends from the various communities of

which she was a part of gathered around

her. There were eight priests concelebrating

the liturgy—seven Jesuits (a provincial,

college president, two prep school presidents,

and three missionaries) and the pastor of

the parish. The music and preaching were

good. Joe Parks, SJ, was the main celebrant

and homilist. He was a good friend of

Valerie's and knew her well. (The Newton

Girls and SWC were mentioned in the

homily.) He summed her up as a person

with 'an intellect as sharp as a razor's edge;

a will of iron; and a heart of gold.' What
more is there to say, except how much we
will miss her? Rest in peace, dear friend to

us all." Thanks for sending this, Marsha.

• Peggie Brennan Hassett wrote that she

spends six months a year in Rome attending

the Gregorian University. Her courses have

been primarily at the Cardinal Bea Centre,

which concentrates in Judaic studies, and

the interreligious department, where she

has learned much about the Islamic

religion. Her classmates "are in an

extremely rigorous graduate school and the

emphasis is on learning about Christianity

and each other." Peggie also serves on the

Gregorian University Foundation Board

and on the executive committee. She was

planning to leave in January for her third

year of studies in Rome. • While in Vermont

visiting her brother last summer, Ginger

Wurzer O'Neal saw Judy Sauer Sliney and

Toni Reuter Brennan. Toni hosted a mini

reunion for Villa Duchesne classmates and

evidently turned her house into what looked

like a Sacred Heart school. She even appeared

in a nun's habit! Ginger and her husband,

Dennis, are hosting a dinner before the St.

Joseph-Creighton basketball game for the

presidents of both schools and some
alumni. The connection with the Jesuits

certainly lives on in the lives of our Sacred

Heart classmates, as noted in this column.

• Joanna Bertsch Yaukey was planning to go

to Florida in January, where she was hoping

to see Holley Hicok Schroeder, Sue Coogan

Stone, Kathy Mahoney Guilmette, Anne
Gallagher Murphy, Marie Sullivan Gorham,

and Pat Beck Klebba. That group gathered

last year before our reunion. Joanna plays

golf with Kristin Wildman Brennan and

Cathy Power Schibli, as all of them are

in Palm Springs. • On another sad note,

Mary-Lynn Fleming Liverzani wrote that

her husband, Alfie, died in October. Our

thoughts and prayers are with you, Mary-

Lynn, as well as with Valerie's family during

this difficult time.

A . ii

REUNION

Correspondent: Matthew
J.
McDonnell

matthew.mcdonnell.esq@gmail.com

323 Shore Avenue

Ouincy, MA 02169; ^I'Al^lH

Our 45th class reunion draws nigh. Be sure

to mark the dates ofMay 30 through June 1.

Our Class Reunion Committee met again

in November 2007, and plans are coming

together nicely. Tom McCabe, our president,

and committee members John Golden,

Gerry DeBiasi, Doug MacQuarrie, and

Dianne Duffin have planned a Class of1963

reception on Friday night, May 30, to

precede a New England clambake. On
Saturday, May 31, a class dinner party is

planned for the Gasson Hall rotunda and

Honors Library. Other upcoming events

include the March 2 Laetare Sunday Mass

and brunch, with seating by class, as well as

hockey and basketball events called

"Alumni Day at Conte." Watch your mail

(e-mail and snail) for the details of all these

events. • Gerald B. Healy, one ofour Reunion

Committee members, has recently received

the prestigious medical professional honor

of being installed as the 88th president of

the American College of Surgeons at its

93rd annual Clinical Congress in New
Orleans. Gerry is a surgeon in the area of

children's head and neck surgery and serves

as otolaryngologist-in-chief at Children's

Hospital Boston, as well as professor of

otology and laryngology at Harvard Medical

School. The ACS is a scientific and educa-

tional organization of surgeons founded to

raise the standards of surgical practice and

to improve the care of patients. It is the

largest organization of surgeons in the

world. Congratulations, Gerry! • I met Larry

Flynn at a Red Sox playoff game. Larry

completed with distinction a long term as

board chair at Carney Hospital in Dorchester

and continues his accounting practice in

Boston. • How about those Sox? How about

those football Eagles? Congratulations to

Coach Jags and the team members for

a memorable season! • Keep the lines of

communication open. See you at our 45th!

AtAi

NC I963 in REUNION 2008

Boston College Alumni Association

classnotes@bc.edu

825 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02458

Our 45th reunion is approaching, and we
will observe this occasion on the weekend

of May 30 to June 1. Events will take place

on the Newton Campus and the Chestnut

Hill Campus. Marion Kelly Daley, Carol

Donovan Levis, Mary Ann Cole McLean,

Marcia Pinkham, and Janice Magri Renaghan

are coordinating our reunion anniversary

cocktail and dinner party on Saturday

evening, May 31. On Sunday morning,

June 1, a Mass to remember deceased

Newton alumnae will be celebrated at

Trinity Chapel. Brunch will follow Mass

at Stuart Commons. A reunion brochure

with complete details, including housing

information at BC, will be mailed in early

spring. We want as many members of our

class to join our celebration as possible.

Encourage your '63 friends to participate

in the myriad reunion festivities BC
offers. • Colette Koechley McCarty has

agreed to serve as our class correspondent.

Feel free to e-mail Colette your news at

ckrn2@mi11dspring.com. Thank you, Colette,

for volunteering your services.

www.bc.edu/alumni
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I964
Correspondent: John Moynihan

moynihan_john@hotmail.com

27 Rockland Street

Swampscott, MA 01907

Kevin Moravek has retired from 35 years

of teaching in parochial and public schools

and lives on Pawleys Island, SC, with

wife Jane. He's deeply involved in the

Cursillo Movement in South Carolina and

is the Low Country Ultrea director. • Andrea

Jakatavich Cordwell of Princeton writes,

"Had a wonderful reunion weekend in

July with all four roommates: Judith Harry

Foley, of Hanover, CT; Jackie Garro Fett,

of St. Louis; Elizabeth "Betty" Baylock

Giacobbe, of Naperville, IL; and Joan

Langan, of the island of Kauai in Hawaii.

The relaxing, fun, and reminiscence-filled

gathering was hosted by Judy and her

husband, Francis '63. Judy and I see each

other frequently, but some of us had not

seen each other in close to 40 years.

It was great to have had those BC ties bring

us together again." • G. Craig Sullivan,

chairman and retired CEO of The Clorox

Company, received the BC Alumni Award

of Excellence in Commerce at a ceremony

in September 2007. • Steve Duffy may be

living in Las Vegas, but that doesn't stop

him from watching BC football. He stayed

at my house for the Wake Forest and NC
State games and then went down to Atlanta

for the Georgia Tech game. He even gave

me a call from Jacksonville during the ACC
Championship game. When not traveling

with the team he arranged "viewing"

parties for the nascent BC Club of Vegas.

• Ed Dowd and the lovely Jacqueline

Jacquiot became engaged on Thanksgiving

Day. Ed also announced the birth of

granddaughter Kate Dowd on December 5,

2007. • I journeyed down to Fort Benning

in November for the Ignatian Family

Teach-in and School of the Americas

protest. Accompanied by former class

resident advisor Bob Hart '60, MSW'62,
and Maryknoll priest Fr. Leo Shea '60,

I marched in the protest parade behind a

banner that read "Boston College Alumni."

The trip was endorsed by the BC Alumni

Spiritual Life Committee. The teach-in is

attended by some 4,000 people, including

delegations from almost every Jesuit

high school and university, but this was

the first time an alumni association had

sent a delegation. While at the teach-in, we
met Fr. Charles Currie, SJ, president of

the Association of Jesuit Colleges and

Universities. He promised to help us spread

the idea to other Jesuit alumni groups.

NC I964
Correspondent: Priscilla Weinlandt Lamb

agneau76@optonline.net

125 Elizabeth Road

New Rochelle, NY 10804; 914-636-0214

Throughout the years, since I started

writing this column, you've shared with me
the losses many of you have endured

—

spouses, parents, even children. It feels very

strange, then, to now be telling you that my
husband, Marc, died on October 18, 2007.

Since his accident in June 2006, it has been

a very long struggle for Marc and for us.

There was never a time, after my initial

report, when things had stabilized enough

for me to safely give you an update. Those

were long, difficult months. Now that the

struggle has ended, after what at first

seemed such a futile ordeal, we realized that

we had been given a gift. We had had a

chance to say goodbye, something we didn't

think would happen when this whole thing

started. For that, we shall always be grateful.

A friend sent me this quote that she said

had helped her find some comfort: "There

is a beginning and an end for everything

that is alive. Just remember, that in between

there was wonderful living." To you who
came to his funeral, to you who shared your

thoughts with me throughout and then at

the end, you are the ones who make the

living in between so wonderful.

1965
Correspondent: Patricia McNulty Harte

trishharte@aol.com

6 Everett Avenue

Winchester, MA 01890: 781-729-1187

Steve Bowers and Paul Dimond got

together again for the first time in the last

40 years at a national collegiate business

conference in New Orleans this past

summer. Steve works at Florida Community

College in Jacksonville, and Paul is at the

University of California at Berkeley. Paul's

presentation at the conference won an

award for his university. • Congratulations

to Sarah Ann and Jim Mahoney on

the arrival of grandson Isaac Smalley in

October 2007. Isaac is the son of Christine

and Todd Smalley and joins big sister Anna
and big brother Henry in Minneapolis. • At

the Catholic Charities dinner in December,

Neal and I joined Jack and Rosemary Thomas
MacKinnon, Mary Margaret and John Griffin,

and Bob Hutchinson for a great evening.

Bob has two grandsons and one grand-

daughter, whom he enjoys visiting often.

• Pat Fontaine Buttner and I met at a

Christmas party in Concord. Pat is the new
grandmother of Tanner, who lives in DC
with his parents, Pat's daughter and son-in-

law. Kathy McVarish Sullivan's son's wife

lost a battle with cancer. On a happier note,

Kathy flew to Australia on Christmas Day

to meet her new grandson, Brian. Brian is

the son of Sean '95 and Aimee Sullivan and

joins Mathieu at home in Australia. • For

those of us who graduated from Matignon

High School, the school has had a dramatic

makeover. I was fortunate to attend a Mass

there celebrated by Cardinal Sean O'Malley

in October 2007. Ed Lonergan has been very

instrumental in the efforts to revive the

school. Thanks to him for including the MHS
Class of 1961 in the efforts. • Our sympathy

goes out to the family of Brian Donnellan,

who succumbed to a long battle with ALS.

Our thoughts are with his wife, Peggy, son,

and daughter. • As always, I look forward to

receiving e-mails from classmates. It certainly

makes the column more interesting.

NC I965

Correspondent: Linda Mason Crimmins

mason65@bc.edu

3902 MacGregor Diive

Columbia, SC 29206

The annual class luncheon was held on

December 3, 2007, in New York City.

Luncheon attendees (by maiden name) were

Lisa Pustorino, Janet Mclnerney, Libby

Miller, Marilyn Mainelli, Joan Wienk, Betsy

Warren, Judy Maguire, Judy Clune, Sue

Casey, Judy Aldrich, Mary Ratchford, Kathy

Thompson '60, Midge Schmitt, P-J Mikita,

Marty Schickel, Harriet Dower, Priscilla

Durkin, Gay Friedman, Judy Violick, and

Helen O'Brien. Marty Schickel informed us

that Chiyoko Aikawa, her Newton roommate,

died in September 2007 of breast cancer.

Marty and Chiyoko remained dose through-

out the years and visited whenever Chiyoko

was in New York. Chiyoko taught English for

32 years at the Sacred Heart junior college

in Tokyo. She leaves her husband, four sons,

and seven grandsons. • Gay Friedman and

Judy Maguire went to see Jersey Boys on

Sunday and were bebopping for hours after-

ward. Gay is working on her golf game,
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APPRECIATED VALUE When Kevin McCabe 64

recalls his BC experience, many of his clearest memories are of Fulton Hall.

It was in the Fulton atrium that McCabe learned that President Kennedy had

been assassinated. In its classrooms, he mastered the economic and

accounting principles that he later leveraged for a successful career in

business. And, from its entranceways, he looked out on a campus that would

change dramatically in the years to come.

"Boston College has grown beyond my wildest dreams," he says. "The

student population hasn't increased markedly, but the number of facilities

available to those students has increased by leaps and bounds."

To support the University's growth, McCabe created several charitable

gift annuities that will benefit him, his wife, and Boston College. The gift

annuities enable him to give more money than he would be able to contribute

in cash, while providing a cash annuity stream during retirement.

"As the years pass, I'm increasingly attracted to BC as a wonderful

institution," says McCabe. "We who have graduated from here are responsible

for making sure that BC maintains its position as a premier university."

pictured above: Kevin McCabe in the Fulton Hall atrium.

Ik* COLLEGE

THE SHAW SOCIETY
ONE GENERATION OPENS DOORS FOR THE NEXT

LEAVE YOUR LEGACY,

JOIN THE SHAW SOCIETY TODAY

In 1851 a young Jesuit, Father Joseph

Coolidge Shaw, planned a bequest con-

sisting of books and the proceeds of his

life insurance policy. Those simple gifts

were used to establish the university that

would become Boston College.

In the spirit of Fr. Shaw's legacy,

you can make a planned gift to Boston

College. Doing so will have a significant

impact on the future of the University.

To learn more, contact us today.

OFFICE OF GIFT PLANNING
BOSTON COLLEGE

phone: 617-552-3328

toll-free: 888-752-6438

web: www.bc.edu/giftplanning

email: gift.planning@bc.edu
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among other things, and is also an avid trav-

eler. Judy is an avid horseback rider and

divides her time between Washington,

Boston, and Cape Cod. • Betsy Warren is

running in the Republican primary in DC to

retain her seat on the Republican National

Committee. • Janet Mclnerney had this to say:

"There were lots of interesting moments at

the lunch and lots of news about children,

grandchildren, travels, and various interest-

ing pursuits—too many to record here. All I

can say is. ..try to come next year." I hope to

get there myselfthis year and urge all ofyou

to watch for the date and plan on being

there. • Many classmates sent regrets and

messages: Tink O'Connor, Mary Hoogland,

Pat McEvoy, Pat Madden, Terry Dussaq, Sally

Rosenthal, Mary McGinn, Marcy Egan, and

Donna Cianelli. • Angie McDonnell Larimer

sent thanks to all who kept her husband Tom
in their prayers. Tom is slowly improving

and would appreciate your continued prayers.

• Dottie O'Connell Cherry missed the

luncheon for the first time. She raises springer

spaniel show dogs and was presiding over the

care of three new litters ofpuppies (35 in all).

One of Dottie's dogs won the Westminster

Dog Show a few years ago. • Bill and Charlene

(Smith) Betourney and Paul and Joan (Mutty)

McPartlin had a great time on a Rhine River

cruise through Germany, the Netherlands,

and Belgium in October. Although the

Betourneys live in Florida and the McPartlins

live in Maryland, the two couples manage

to get together annually. • Thanks to Lisa

Pustorino Edmiston and Janet Mclnerney

Sargent for much of the news. More news

from the luncheon next time!

I966
Correspondent: Dane Baird

danebaird@aol.com

28 Village Walk Court

Ponte Vedra Beach, FL 32082

Hey, classmates! In his retirement years,

Richard Chiozzi has taken on the

responsibility of program director for the

Shoreline Men Over Sixty. This organization

is composed of 245 retired executives

who meet once a month for a luncheon

with a guest speaker. The speaker on April

11 will be our classmate US Coast Guard

Commander Byron "Jeff" Tosi. • I attended

the ACC Championship game here in

Jacksonville. Showing up in elevators and

at Fr. Leahy's receptions were Bitsy and

Charlie Smith, Ronni and Walter Casey,

Frank Pados and his winning wife, John

Buckley, a buoyant Paul Miles, Joella and

Dane Baird, and a cast of well-wishers.

• Classmate Paul Delaney and Paul Lufkin

'64 are cochairs ofthe BC Veterans Memorial

Project to honor all BC alumni who were

killed in the line of duty while in service to

their country. The Veterans Memorial will

be on the Burns Library lawn by the

Commonwealth Ave. entrance. We ask for

your support to remember our classmates

killed in Vietnam. Donations to the Boston

College Veterans Memorial Fund may be

sent to University Advancement, Office of

Gift Planning. Veterans Rod Dwyer, Jim

Mullin, and Frank Pados have volunteered

to support fundraising. Thanks to our

classmates who have contributed! For the

record, classmate John T. Coll Jr. was killed

on November 27, 1967. This month is his

40th anniversary. We lost six classmates, in-

cluding Tom Lufkin, Paul's brother. Tommy
was killed on January 1, 1978. • Joella and I

commend our son Christian '99 to your

good graces and free meals in New York

City. Christian entered the Capuchins at

St. Michael's Friary in Brooklyn. He will serve

a formation year there and in Pittsburgh.

Should he evolve from the process, it's back

to Boston College for four years. I have

joined the industrial and commercial real

estate firm ofMadison & Hoyt in Jacksonville.

I have been appointed to the Chamber of

Commerce's International Business

Committee and plan to accompany Mayor

Peyton to China. We permanently live in

Ponte Vedra Beach. • Mary Shann reports a

broken leg from her international pursuit

of golf! • Paul Delaney has retired, yet

another time, from EDS. Paul moved to South

Weymouth and plans to spend more time

in Naples, FL. • Please send notes! Our best!

NC I966
Correspondent: Catherine Beyer Hurst

catherine.hurst@comcast.net

4204 Silent Wing

Santa Fe, NM 87507: 505-474-3162

1967
Correspondents: Charles and Mary-Anne

Benedict

chasbenedict@aol.com

84 Rockland Place

Newton Upper Falls, MA 02464

The mail (snail and e-mail) bag is empty!

No phone calls, nothing! We do have some

activity to report, though. D. Michael Ryan,

MA'88, has retired from BC. Mike was in

ROTC while we were students and went on

to spend nine years in the Army. He then

returned to alma mater, initially with the

Alumni Association and then in the Office

of Student Development, where he was

associate dean. Mike handled the "judicial"

issues with students and, in this capacity,

came to reacquaint himself with some of

his classmates. He did a great job and

retired after 31 years. Congratulations and

thanks, Mike, for a job extremely well done!

• Your correspondents, both military veterans,

wish to thank all those classmates who have

thus far supported the BC Veterans Memorial

Fund. This is a project of the Veterans

Remembrance Committee on which three

classmates serve. It is a cause near and dear

to our hearts. Like it or not, the Class of

1967 was a "war year" class, and we lost

three classmates in Vietnam. The memorial

will honor them and other BC alumni of all

wars (World War I; World War II; the Korean,

Vietnam, and Gulf Wars; and Operation

Iraqi Freedom) who gave their lives. Our

goal is to raise $500,000, the estimated cost

of the project. If you have not given in

support, we ask for your gift. Renderings of

the final design will be published as soon as

they become available. The expression that

"they gave all their tomorrows, so that we
could enjoy our todays" speaks directly to

the point. The project is cochaired by Paul

Delaney '66, husband of Denise Roberto

Delaney, and by Paul Lufkin '64. Please

send donations to University Advancement,

Office of Gift Planning. Thank you!

NC I967

Correspondent: M. AdrienneTarr Free

thefrees@cox.net

3627 Great Laurel Lane

Fairfax, VA 22033-1212; 703-709-0896

As you read this, I hope we all are looking at

a bright and early spring. • Way back last

fall, I had the unexpected pleasure of seeing

Donna Shelton when she came in to vote

absentee at the polling place that I staff in

Fairfax County before each general election.

She and her husband were heading down to

the Low Country of South Carolina in early

November on a kayaking expedition with

Elderhostel. They were planning to visit

Charleston and Savannah as well. The

preceding May, they were on a similar trip

on the Chesapeake Bay, which was quite

challenging as they faced 25 mph head-
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winds. Maybe she will lead us up the

Charles for our next reunion! • I just heard

from Anne Caswell Prior. Her daughter

Marianne delivered identical twin boys,

Sean and Ryan, on September 9, 2007.

That family has moved to the same town as

the Priors' older daughter, so Anne and

Richard find it very easy to be involved and

helpful grandparents to all three of their

grandsons. • We received some tragic class

news in mid-November 2007: Lisa Zintl

Russell was struck by a car while crossing

the street and died the next day. She was

living in Westerly, RI, at the time. She left

behind her husband of 35 years, Edwin;

daughter Amanda; and son Robert. Since

graduation, Lisa had been a busy lady, first

working as a researcher for Oscar Handlin

at Harvard University, then in the textile

division of DuPont in New York City. Her

family also lived in Chicago; Brussels;

Essex, CT; Rumson, NJ; and Duluth, MN,
before moving to Rhode Island. She was a

reading and ESL volunteer, served on her

local library board, and was as an aide in

her children's schools. Her pastimes

included painting, gardening, and yoga.

She has been remembered as a warm,

loving, involved individual...but does that

surprise those of us who knew her? Our

prayers are with her family. • Several prayer-

net messages went out during the fall. If

you didn't get the messages and want to be

included in further contacts, please e-mail

me with your address. And be sure to

update your address if you make any

changes. 'Til next time.

Atii

Correspondent: Judith Anderson Day

jnjday@aol.com

The Brentwood 323

11500 San Vicente Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90049

Greetings, classmates. Hope all of you BC
'68ers are planning on attending our

wonderful 40th reunion in Boston the

weekend of May 30 through June 1!

• Pradeep Nijhawan sent us the following

update from Sun City Center, FL: "I

married my wife, Beverley, in 1971, and

we have two adult children. Beverley

graduated from Albertus Magnus College

in New Haven, CT, in 1969. We met
through common friends in Boston. Our
daughter, Sunita Renee, graduated from the

University of Notre Dame in 1995 and now
holds a doctorate in clinical psychology.

She practices in Oxford, England. Our son,

David Raj, graduated from Purdue in

2000 and from Vanderbilt University

Law School in 2003. He is a business

banking officer in Indianapolis. Bev has a

master's degree in Spanish and French

from Ball State University and taught

at Indiana University at Kokomo for

several years. I began my career with

Cabot Corporation in 1970 and moved to

EDS Corporation in 1986. I will begin my
retirement at the end of 2007. We have

a home in Kokomo, and we winter in

Florida. We are looking forward to celebrating

the upcoming Class of 1968 reunion."

Pradeep was vice president of the EDS
Global Manufacturing Industry Group.

• Mark Schwartz writes the following:

"My wife, Ruth, and I are now home
after a five-month journey up the

eastern states through Canada to northern

Nova Scotia and back again. The trip

included touring the Hershey factory;

Harley-Davidson in York, PA; Cape Cod
Potato Chips; Ben & Jerry's in Vermont;

and Cabot Creamery. We enjoyed many
concerts, live performances, and places

of historical interest. We then took a

break, leaving the motor home and

our dog Chopper with our daughter in

Connecticut. We flew to Asia and toured

all of China, including a three-day cruise

down the Yangtze River and a one-day

cruise up the Li River. Our tour started

in Beijing and ended in Shanghai. We
flew to Hong Kong for four days and

then on to Bangkok for four days before

heading back to the United States. After

a couple days of rest, we drove home
to Boca Raton. We visited with our oldest

son, Adam, who is expecting twins

shortly. We are now planning our 2008
vacation. We plan to be in Sturgis, SD,

for the annual motorcycle rally, traveling

via San Diego and north through

the wine counties of northern California.

Then we will again leave both the puppy

and the motor coach with our daughter

and fly to Italy for a month of touring.

Retirement is a good thing." Mark is a

retired captain with Southwest Airlines.

• See you at the end of May on

the Heights!

A.Ai

Correspondent: Kathleen Hastings Miller

flvemill@verizon.net

8 Brookline Road

Scarsdale. NY 10583

Reunion news: Mark your calendars now
for our 40th (gulp) reunion the weekend of

May 30 to June 1. Seems like yesterday

when we all gathered in front of Stuart for

the "Fabulous Freshmen" photo. I think

we should have a redo in May! Plan to

come and celebrate with old friends.

• Speaking of reunions, Jane Hanify Pitt

took time off from her new job as an urban

planner to host a few classmates at her

home in Maine late last summer. Judy

Vetter made the trip from Texas, despite

having just had a hip replacement. Marge

Gaynor Palmer, Betty Downes, Sue

Sturtevant, and Julia Lopez came in from

the west. Polly Kayser Hober, Kathy Hogan

Mullaney, and Marcy McPhee Kenah

rounded out the group. Kathy and I

met with Marcy and Jeannie Sullivan

McKeigue in October 2007 for a fun-

filled Boston weekend that included lunch,

a museum visit, golf, a lobster dinner,

good conversation, and friendship—price-

less. Jeanne Daley met with Barry Noone

Remley last fall at a gallery party in Manhat-

tan. Barry's ironwork creations were being

showcased, and she announced that she is

expanding to the Chicago market. • Sooo...

what is going on with you? I look forward to

seeing everyone in May, but hope to hear

from you before then. Happy new year!

1969
Correspondent: James R. Littleton

jim.littleton@gmail.com

39 Dale Street

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Jim Harrington reports that his three

sons—Jay, Matt, and Adam—reside in

Santa Monica, CA, and are pursuing careers

in the TV and movie business. Jay has

had recurring roles on several TV shows,

including Desperate Housewives as Dr. Ron

McCready. Jim works for Dictronics in

Needham, where he has been employed for

some 30 years. • Sr. Florence Nolin, SGM,
resides at the Sisters of Charity of Montreal,

Grey Nun's Mother House as a translator.

She celebrates her diamond jubilee on

February 15. Sr. Florence serves the church

as spiritual daughter of St. Marguerite

d'Youville, from Lexington to the Canadian

Arctic. • I regret to announce the passing of

Brian Sullivan on September 21, 2007.

Brian had resided in Belmont. Sympathy

goes to his family. • Paul Tanguay and wife

Nancy have been gathering a Class of 1969

clan for tailgate festivities in the front area

www.bc.edu/alumni
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of the sixth level of the Commonwealth

Ave. garage at each BC football home game.

Joining them are Frank and Pat (Zisa)

Anzalotti and Sue (Budassi) Sheehy. All

classmates are welcome to visit on game

day. • Bob Twomey has been appointed

regional president, southeastern Massachu-

setts and Rhode Island, at Webster Bank.

Bob is also president of the Rhode Island

Bankers Association.

NC I969
Correspondent: Mary Cabel Costello

mgc1029@aol.com

4088 Meadowcreek Lane

Copley, OH 44321

Our condolences extend to Carol Romano
Tuohey on the death of her mother. • Good
wishes extend to Kathy Hartnagle Halayko

and her husband, Bob, on the marriage of

their daughter Carly to Alex Welsh on

October 6, 2007, in Georgetown. • This

next piece of news comes from Thomas
Reinman '74. He came across a press

release and thought I'd like the news for

this column. At one time he served as an

RA on our Newton Campus, so he has an

affection for us! The release reports that

Brigid Shanley Lamb has been nominated

to serve on the executive committee of

the United States Golf Association. After

practicing law in the private and govern-

mental sectors, Brigid retired and then

began her USGA service as a member of

the US Girls' Junior Committee and the

USGA Women's Committee. Prior to that, she

served on, and was president of, the board of

the Women's Metropolitan GolfAssociation

for the Greater New York area. (Have you

run into Joan Belden, Brigid? I know Joan is

quite active in golf on Long Island.) In

2006, Brigid received the Judy Bell Award

for her contributions to women's golfin the

metropolitan New York, New Jersey, and

Connecticut area. Brigid lives in Mendhan,

NJ, with her husband, Jim. They have three

children. • Ellen Parks Mullen and Susan

Power Gallagher have something in

common. Their daughters, alumnae of the

Winsor School in Boston, serve together on

the school's board as representatives for

young alumnae. Lindsay Mullen, a graduate

of Bowdoin, works for TechTarget, while

Mary Gallagher, a graduate of Harvard,

works for State Street Bank. • Barbara

Sweeney and her husband, Paul Gagnon,

live in Springfield. Barbara has a law

practice there and devotes most of her time

to appeals, research, and writing. In her

spare time, she pursues an interest in all

things horticultural. Having skipped the

science courses at Newton, she is almost

entirely self-taught. She stays in touch with

Kyle Hoffman Lubitz and Dianne Foley.

Barbara writes that she was very saddened

to hear of the death of Val Clark Burke.

They were freshman-year roommates and

remained friends to the end. • In October,

I traveled to the University of Notre Dame
for the football game. I donned my Boston

College sweatshirt and rooted for BC. What
an event! • Please take a moment now and

pray for Peggy Burns Ludeke and for Jill

Hendrickson Daly's daughter, Kendall. Both

are facing medical challenges. • Our 40th

reunion is coming up in less than two years.

Why not talk this up among your Newton

friends and plan ahead to be there.

• Got news?

1970
Correspondent: Dennis Razz Berry

mazzrazzi @aol.com

15 George Street

Wayland, MA oiy/8; ^o8-6^yi4gy

Hi, gang. To give you a feeling of time, as I

write this our New Year's Orange Bowl

dreams have just gone away—but we're

from Boston, so wait 'til next year. • While at

Mass recently in the nearby town of Sax-

onville (a part of Framingham), I thought

the deacon looked familiar. It turns out it

was Bill Koffel. I hadn't seen him in a num-
ber of years, so it took each of us a minute

to recognize each other's nearly 60-year-

old faces and hair color (or lack of same). We
had a good chance to talk and get caught up

a little. Bill is a partner in the Boston law

firm of Foley, Hoag, specializing in employ-

ment law. He has written several articles

and is well known for his work in that field

in Greater Boston legal circles. He and his

wife have two grown sons and live in Fram-

ingham. • Speaking oflawyers (there are so

many ofus), probably our best-known attor-

ney, former Governor and US Ambassador

to Canada Paul Cellucci, JD'73, has written a

book titled Unquiet Diplomacy about his

experiences in Canada, particularly just

after 9/11. • A recent feature article in the

Boston Business Journal highlighted the very

positive attitude of Kevin Ahearn, the presi-

dent of Otis Ahearn Real Estate. Kevin's

firm is a leading brokerage for high-end

condominiums in Boston and has been

involved in the resurgence of the Boston

waterfront. • I had a brief conversation with

Bernie Fitzgerald recently. Bernie is the

chief probation officer for the Dorchester

District Court. As part of his work, he has

developed a national reputation for the drug

education programs he has implemented. •

Let me close this column with mention of

two classmates who have recently left us.

Christopher Joyce, of Chester, NJ, formerly

of Needham, died on September 25, 2007.

After BC, Christopher received a master's

degree from Indiana State University, and

he was working in market research for

Crayola at the time ofhis death. Our sympa-

thies are extended to his wife, Judith, and

children, Eric and Victoria. • Mary Mulcahy

Tommerup of Odense, Denmark, passed

away in November 2007. At one time a

teacher at Westwood High School, Mary

had been living with her husband and two

children in Denmark for a number ofyears.

At the time ofher death, she was a professor

at Tietgen Business College in Odense.

Mary was the fourth in her family to go to

BC, after her father and two brothers. We
extend our deepest condolences. Both of

these classmates will be missed. • I'll see

you all next time.

NC I97O

Correspondent: Fran Dubrowski

dubrowski@aol.com

3251 Klingle Road, NW
Washington, DC 20008

Rita Houlihan and I have been busy

organizing career-related networking events

and student mentoring programs for

Boston College. So, with alumnae careers

very much on my mind, I thought it

appropriate to dedicate this column to our

classmates' achievements. • Nancy Axthelm

has spent over 30 years at Grey Worldwide,

one ofthe last independent, publicly owned

advertising agencies, where she rose to

executive vice president and director of

broadcast production, overseeing the largest

broadcast production group in the agency

business. She has garnered just about every

award in the business, including a Clio, a

Cannes Lion, and numerous ANDYs. She

was inducted into the YWCA's Academy of

Women Achievers and recently emceed an

event honoring the 2007 Advertising

Women of Excellence. • Nancie Chamberlain

and Laurel Gallagher Laliberte, founders of

Chamberlain & Laliberte Design Associates,

were honorary chairs of the Banned in

Boston 2007 Benefit Committee. Banned
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in Boston is a madcap musical review

featuring celebrities from the governor to

media personalities; proceeds benefit

Urban Improv, a nationally acclaimed

program using theater improvisation to

teach violence prevention, conflict resolution,

decision-making, and impulse control.

• Kathleen Clarke-Pearson, a pediatrician

at Sandhills Pediatrics in Southern Pines,

NC, is a spokeswoman and executive

committee member of the American

Academy of Pediatrics' Council on

Communications and Media, founded in

2007 to address the implications of the

media on childhood health. She was

recently quoted in an article titled "Back

to School in a Wired World," which

discussed the impact of media saturation

on children's brains. • The Denver Justice

& Peace Committee awarded Harriet

Mullaney the John Proctor Award, given

each year to a local activist for dedication

to improving human rights in Latin

America. As part of a human rights

study delegation, she visited a relocated

Mayan community in Honduras and

worked on a community health project.

She also helped coordinate an Amnesty
International campaign to raise awareness

of genocide in Guatemala and met with

the consul to discuss her concerns entirely

in Spanish, a personal first for her.

• Stephanie DelGuidice McEvily is a leading

authority on retail law. She has published

numerous articles on the subject and filed

an amicus brief with the US Supreme

Court on behalf of the International

Council of Shopping Centers. • Ann Marie

Sullivan is deputy counsel for the

Cambridge Housing Authority. Her son

Matthew is a sophomore at Connecticut's

Quinnipiac College. • Marianne Burke is

director of the University of Vermont's

medical school library.

1971
Correspondent: James R. Macho

jmacho@mac.com

1245 Lattie Lane

Mill Valley, CA 94941-3407

Thomas W. Burke has relocated from

Charlotte, NC, to Mobile, AL, to continue

his career in commercial insurance broker-

age. He has joined the agency of Thames,

Batre, Mattei, Beville & Ison as the director

of risk services. Tom's older daughter is

now in her third year of residency in

emergency medicine at Cook County

Hospital in Chicago. • Robert Sartini

reports that since retiring in 2000 at the

ripe old age of 51, he has made an avocation

of long-distance backpacking. He has

completed the Appalachian Trail twice, in

addition to the Florida and Vermont trails.

• Thanks to those who have sent news of

their activities. I look forward to hearing

from more of you for the next issue.

NC I97I

Correspondent: Georgina M. Pardo

gmpardo@bellsouth.net

6800 SW 67th Street

South Miami. FL 33143

1972
Correspondent: Lawrence Edgar

ledgar@verizon.net

330 South Barrington Avenue, No. no
Los Angeles. CA 90049

When I wrote about ties between our class

and this year's presidential candidates in

my last column, I left out at least one item:

How would Fr. Gasson use an
ONLINE COMMUNITY?

To INVITE BC students to a SOCIAL

NETWORKING EVENT in the tower building

To UPDATE University's new ADDRESS
from the South End to Chestnut hill

To volunteer as a CAREER NETWORKING
ADVISOR for aspiring Jesuits

What wiij YOU usn 1 iii ; new Boston College Alumni Oni ini

Community for? Visii www. isc.edu/ai.umni today to 11 nd out

New Mexico governor and Democratic

candidate Bill Richardson played varsity

baseball for Tufts through 1970. That means

there was probably a game in which he

played against the lettermen in our class: -

captain Bill Bedard, Steve Micherone, Tom
Baenziger, Fred Flynn, Jay Brennan, Ted

Motyl, Bill Haggerty, Joe "Buzz" Ahearn,

and the late Cy Galvin. (Thanks to team

manager and Madison Avenue magnate

Rich Cardinali '73 for confirming that

possibility.) • Next my usual comment at this

time of year, with one addition: We had

another good season for our BC fan club

here in Santa Monica, and it's striking to

me how many more young alumni have

been joining us as BC becomes more of a

national university. For example, when I spoke

to BC Law School Director of Development

Mike Spatola, he told me that the majority

of the Class of 2007 has left New England.

It's the first time that's ever happened. My
condolences to Mike on the loss ofhis mother

last fall. The rest of our conversation was

much more upbeat: He reports that he

attended the class reunion last spring and

saw my double classmate Connie Voldstad,

former freshman place kicker Chuck

Fountain, and Richmond, VA, resident

Mary Cincotta, among others. He also reports

that Dan Ward, JD'06, son of Henry and

Suzanne Quealy Ward, was married last

year. • Back to this past football season, I

had my annual meeting with John Coll and

John Sacco at the Notre Dame game. John

Sacco's son Nick graduated from USC last

spring and works for Marsh & McLennan in

Los Angeles. • Congratulations to Dick Mucci,

MA'74, on becoming chairman and CEO of

New York Life International. • My sympathy

goes to the family of Francis Faerber, a senior

vice president with the Bank of America

in Delaware, who passed away last fall.

NC I972

Correspondent: Nancy Brouillard McKenzie

newton885@bc.edu

•7326 Sebago Road

Bethesda, MD 20817

Cathy Cyr Dowling and Steve report that

Suzy (24) married Mike Brown in August

2007. Suzy is an immigration paralegal at

Boston's Seyfarth Shaw. Mike is in the Class

of 2009 at Tufts Dental School. Mamie (21)

will graduate from the University of

Vermont School of Nursing in 2008. Cathy

is a copywriter for the Dover Saddlery/

Smith Brothers catalog. Steve still teaches and

www.bc.edu/alumni



MARY ELIZABETH BARRETT 73, M.ED. 74

WHEN ART IMITATES LIFE

Actress Mary Elizabeth Barrett '73, M.EcL'74, says playing

the director of a school for the deaf opposite Daniel

Day-Lewis was surreal, not only because she traded shots with

a screen legend, but also because art was again mimicking life.

In the recently released period drama There Will Be Blood,

Barrett's character takes a stand against Day-Lewis's, an oil

magnate with a deaf son who tries to convince her to move the

school closer to his work. In real life, Barrett heads the Deaf

Studies Program at Glendale Community College in Glendale,

California. But she also pursues an acting career that often

allows her to combine her talents on and off camera.

"Acting can illuminate the life of someone else, and it

can teach and inspire. I like the idea of exposing the human
condition," says Barrett. Though she has a recurring role as a

court clerk on ABC's Boston Legal and has played a wide variety

of characters in her career, she's often portrayed those that

interact with the hearing impaired. She played a sign language

interpreter in the 2002 film White Oleander and twice on

television, most recently in the pilot for the Fox comedy Hackett.

Barrett was first drawn to work with deaf-blind students as

a Boston College undergraduate, when she student-taught

at the Sunset House in nearby Scituate, Massachusetts.

She remained at BC to earn a master's that focused on

teaching deaf-blind children. She later became interested in

acting while studying psycho-

drama at St. Elizabeths

Hospital in Washington, DC.

"I learned to use drama as

a way to help children

work through psychological

problems," she explains.

Before moving to the

West Coast in the early

1990s, Barrett combined her

job as a Manhattan-based

school psychologist with roles

in Off-Broadway plays. She

also made time to study act-

ing at the National Theater of

the Deaf in West Hartford,

Connecticut.

Barrett says her work with

deaf students has not only

satisfied her deep-seated

need to assist others, but also has served to make her on-screen

roles more realistic. "Acting is a giving experience," stresses

Barrett. "I want to make an impact by drawing upon what I've

learned. I give everything to my characters."

Barrett has successfully drawn upon

her work with deaf-blind students

for many of her Hollywood roles.

runs in road races. • Mary O'Donnell Gilbane

notes that the reunion extended her Christmas

card list. The Reunion Committee sent us

the mini yearbook and our class photo on

website news. Let's share our new e-mail

addresses for early notices about special events

and class news. • Mary-Catherine Deibel notes

that after reconnecting at the reunion,

Rozalind Cowie, like the DeLacostes and

Lillian Broderick, visits the UpStairs. Mary-

Catherine and Reid are back in their newly

renovated home. • Georgia Murray and Mark

Maloney's son Ted wed Claire Newton last

September. • Please keep in our prayers the

recently deceased Mary Hayes, mother of Jim

Hayes, SJ, at Holy Cross. • Fran Dubrowski,

NC'70, prepared and hosted an outstanding

Boston College Alumni Association-

sponsored social and networking event.

Congressman Edward
J. Markey, '68, JD'72,

and Ken Hackett, '68, H'06, president of

Catholic Relief Services, both members of

the Class of 1968, spoke on how Boston

College influenced their careers. • Sally Burns

uses her Sacred Heart social justice teachings

as the director of communications and

philanthropy for Relief International, a

nonpolitical and nonreligious international

relief and development organization in Los

Angeles. RI does emergency response and

develops educational programs and oppor-

tunities in countries like Iraq, Iran,

Afghanistan, and Pakistan, as well as

Darfur and other parts of Sudan, with a

focus on empowering women. She visits

alumnae, particularly Maureen Kelly, who
was very happy to see the picture last fall

in Alumni Connections of freshmen

lifting the Duchesne West banner at the

welcoming Mass. • Grace Regan Conway

and John are in Albany. John is counsel to

the deputy majority leader in the New York

State Senate. Jack (30), Grade (28), and

Billy (26) are Holy Cross alumni; Ryan (23)

is a graduate of the University of Scranton;

and twins Kel and Clare (19) are at Provi-

dence College. Last year, Grade married

Jimmy Clark, nephew of Marcia Picotte

Floyd, NC'74. Grace and Grade have

opened an upscale women's apparel shop

in Latham. • Lisa Kirby Greissing proudly

reports that Kirby is on the Stone Ridge

swimming, field hockey (Lisa's favorite

sport), and winter indoor lacrosse varsity

teams. Lisa loves seeing her granddaughters

Emily (2) and Maggie (1). • Sr. Gabrielle

Husson, RSCJ, MA'51, finished the latest

Harry Potter book...

AtAi

x973 REUNION 2008

Correspondent: Patricia DiPillo

perseus813@aol.com

ig Hartlawn Road

Boston, MA 02132

Robert A. Steinkrauss is chairman, president,

and CEO of ChosenSecurity, Inc., a spedalist

in identity verification and security services.

He previously served as president and CEO
of Ingrian Networks, a data and application

encryption firm; as chairman of the board

of Authentica, a provider of content security

software; and as president and CEO of

Taqua Systems. In 2007, he was an Ernst &
Young Entrepreneur of the Year finalist in

northern California for his work at Ingrian.

In 1997, he received the same recognition

in New England while he was CEO of Raptor

Systems. Thanks for keeping us up to date,

Bob. That's quite an impressive list of accom-

plishments. • Sylvia Sullivan Villarreal and

Bonnie Brewer joined forces in 2006 to

self-publish Taking Turns: Conversations in

Color, which indudes essays and artwork on

their life experiences. The book is a reflection

on aging, grief, and friendship. Sylvia

received an M.Ed, in counseling from

Suffolk University in 1975 and an MA in

public health from the University of Texas

Health Science Center in 1994. Bonnie

has retired—she was a teacher and a

school librarian—and is focused full-time

on producing artwork at her studio in Dennis

on Cape Cod. Congratulations to these two

women, who turned a lifelong friendship

into a productive and entertaining project as

well! • Please keep the good news coming

my way, and best wishes for the new year!
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Correspondent: Nancy Warburton Desisto

nmdnew73@bc.edu

PO Box 142

West Boothbay Harbor, ME 04575

Lynn Terry's son Geoff and his fiancee,

Stephanie Toscano, graduated from Embry-

Riddle Aeronautical University in May 2007.

They are now studying for master's degrees

and planning their wedding. Geoff is working

at Daytona Beach International Airport. Lynn's

daughter Megan is the manager of the

computer department at the Best Buy in

Tallahassee. Lynn is still teaching and loves

it, but now she is also busy with the Mount

Dora Community Redevelopment Agency

Board, to which she was appointed. She hopes

some Newtonites come down! • Our 35th

reunion weekend will take place on Friday,

May 30, through Sunday, June 1. Our class

party will be on Saturday evening on the

Newton Campus. BC will be mailing brochures

with additional information and registration

forms for the weekend in the spring. So far,

our Reunion Class Committee consists of

Christine Hardiman Cristo, Joan Garrity

Flynn, Donna Heuchling, Kathy McDonough
Hinderhofer, Priscilla Duff Perkins, Tatiana

Roodkowsky, Celeste Walker, and Eileen

Wynne. As always, we welcome any and all

participation in the planning. If any of you

are interested in joining the committee, please

contact Julie Nuzzo, NC'74, at BC. Thanks

to the committee for taking on this work.

1974
Correspondent: Patricia McNabb Evans

pae74bc@aol.com

35 Stratton Lane

Foxboro, MA 02035

Happy new year! Whoever said "no news is

good news" never spent time as a class

correspondent! I have no news to report,

but I hope you and your family have a

wonderful, healthy, and happy 2008 filled

with many blessings. Ifyou have a minute,

please drop me a note or submit some news

to the BC Online Community. Take care.

NC I974
Correspondent: Beth Docktor Nolan

beth.docktor.nolan@bc.edu

693 Boston Post Road

Weston, MA 02493

Catherine Meyer Tracy, living a Norman
Rockwell I950s-style life in the farmlands

of central Illinois, promised to enliven this

issue ofnews notes, so hopefully news from

central Illinois will be in the next issue.

• As for me, I am practicing law with Tony

in Weston. Both our daughters have

returned to graduate school. Our oldest,

Leigh, is in a Ph.D. program at the Fletcher

School of Law and Diplomacy. Gwen is

finishing her third year at Cornell Law

School. I am now a blonde with brunette

roots—OK, actually gray roots. • Take a

minute and e-mail me with your news.

J975
Correspondent: Hellas M. Assad

hellasdamas@hotmail.com

i4g Lincoln Street

Norwood, MA 02062; 781-769-9542

Happy new year to all! • During the

BC-Florida State football game, classmate

Mike Kruczek was recognized for his

outstanding athletic achievements. Our '75

team captain lettered for the Eagles from

1973 to 1975 and completed 225 of 337 pass

attempts, ranking him No. 1 on BC's

all-time career completion percentage

list. His completion percentage of 68.9

in 1974 is the best BC single season

completion of all time. He played in the

NFL with the Pittsburgh Steelers and

Washington Redskins, was inducted into

the BC Varsity Club Hall' of Fame in 1981,

and then began his coaching career as

quarterback coach with the Florida State

Seminoles. Mike, wife Leigh, and children

Kelly and Garrett reside in Arizona. • On
another football note, classmates Steve

Kolbe, Nancy O'Connor, Cathy Cantwell

McCarthy, Fran Worth Rush, Jayne Saper-

stein Mehne, and yours truly were in the

stands at Notre Dame stadium to revel in

the 27-14 BC victory over the Fighting

Irish. • Frank Mineo, a Salem native, has

been named president and CEO of Jafra

Cosmetics International Inc. in Westlake

Village, CA. In his new role, Frank is

responsible for the development and

overall implementation of Jafra's business

strategies. He returned to Jafra, a division of

The Gillette Company, after 13 years with

Partylite, where he held several positions,

the last being president worldwide. Mike

received an MBA from Babson College.

• Waltham's Daily News Tribune featured a

very nice article on Mayor Jeannette A.

McCarthy, who credits her parents for

valuable life lessons. As mayor, she has

invited students to City Hall to conduct

mock hearings. Jeannette received a law

degree from Suffolk Law School and a

master's in criminal justice from Northeast-

ern University. • Congratulations to Jane

Hoffman, who was honored by the ABA
Tort Trial and Insurance Practice Section of

New York with the Excellence in the

Advancement of Animal Law Award. Her

exceptional work is recognized as having

made an impact in the advancement of the

humane treatment of animals. Jane is

president and chairman of the board for

the Mayor's Alliance for NYC's Animals.

• James T. Walsh, M. Ed/75, 1S president

and CEO of Waterglen Realty Group. He
previously held senior executive positions

at Shaw's Supermarkets, Petsmart, and

Stop & Shop. He is active on the Cape

Elizabeth Zoning Board, the United Way
Foundation, the YMCA, Catholic Diocese

of Maine, and the Maine College of Art.

Jim lives in Cape Elizabeth, ME, with

his wife, Kathleen, and their four children.

• On a somber note, Joseph L. Monarca

of Medford passed away on October 7,

2007. We extend our condolences to his

family and friends. • Take care, and please

stay in touch.

NC I975
Correspondent: Mary Stevens McDermott

mary.mcdermott@cox.net

56 Deer Meadow Lane

Chatham, MA 02633; 508-945-2477

1976
Correspondent: Gerald B. Shea

gerbs54@hotmail.com

25 Elmore Street

Newton Centre, MA 0245c)

Alan C. Collette, after 20-plus years with

MetLife in Boston, is now agency sales

director at the Overland Park, KS, office.

Prior to leaving for the plains last November,

Alan spoke to BC undergrads majoring in

science, marketing, and finance. He was

quite impressed by the present caliber of

the Eaglets he met. Alan will be missed on

the Reunion Committee. • Jeffrey D. Kelley

of Williamstown passed away on October

18, 2007. Rest in peace. • Steve Timpany of

the Killer Bees Rowing Club again competed

in last fall's Head of the Charles Regatta.

• Cam (Flanders) van Noor was selected by
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the Faces of Courage Foundation in Tampa,

FL, as one of 13 breast cancer survivors (it's

been nine years and counting!) honored at a

home game last fall. Cam and the others

ran onto the field with the mascots when
the team was introduced, as part of the

Breast Health Awareness game. • Also, the

multitudes ofclassmates taught by the late,

great Rev. Francis J. Murphy should know
that prior to his death BC named him
associate professor, emeritus. • Again,

please send me your info! God bless!

1977
Correspondent: Nicholas Kydes

nicholaskydes@yahoo.com

8 Newtown Terrace

Norwalk, CT 06851; 203-829-9122

My apologies to Betty Klein-Gillen for

forgetting to mention that she was a member
the 30th Reunion Committee. Betty also

organized the first-ever reunion luncheon

for the BC School of Nursing Class of 1977,

along with classmate Arlene Sullivan,

which was held during the same weekend

as our 30th reunion. It was a very successful

event and brought back to campus over 30

members of the Nursing School. Some
classmates returned to BC for the first time

since graduation, and many stayed on for

the remainder of the general reunion

activities. Betty extends her appreciation to

Erica Rosenthal '02 at the Alumni Association

for all her assistance in making the

nursing luncheon event happen. Betty

reports that it was wonderful to spend time

with former nursing classmates such as

Elaine Sampson, Betty Ann O'Shea, Carol

McCarthy, Mary Dowd, Fran Sadowski, Ann
Bouchard, and others, catching up and

sharing stories. Betty is already developing

plans for another nursing luncheon in New
England for the fall of 2008; details will

follow. Betty also had the opportunity to

reconnect again with Elaine Sampson when
she stopped off in Chicago on her way to

the BC-Notre Dame game in October. She

and Elaine attended a BC rally at Jake's in

Chicago the night before the game and

spent some time chatting with Roland

Regan. She had a great time at Notre Dame
with husband Dan, daughters Shawna
(a sophomore at Notre Dame Academy in

Hingham) and Jackie, and Jackie's friends

Tess Foley and Courtney Vercollone (Leo

Vercollone's daughter), all present members

ofthe BC Class of2008. • Bill and Christine

Khan Barrett gave their eldest daughter,

Antonia, in marriage to Zachary Roots of

Yerington, NV, on September 22, 2007, in a

sunset ceremony with 135 in attendance and

11 in the wedding party. The couple met at

the University of Redlands five years ago

and had been engaged for over a year. The

newlyweds have purchased their first home
in Calimesa, CA. Zach and Tonia work at

Citrograph Printers and Riverside/

San Bernardino County Indian Health,

respectively. Tonia is on the cover and inside

the Jazzercize Holiday 2007 catalog (and

website). She is in her third year as a

certified instructor and teaches three classes

weekly in the San Bernardino area. Bill and

Christine also noted that their son James

pledged and was voted to the executive

board of the Theta Chi business fraternity

at Linfield College in western Oregon.

James is a sophomore majoring in finance

and economics and is working part-time for

the alumni association. Their third child,

Winora, is a sophomore attending the

Northwest Career and Technical Academy

with a biomedical program concentration.

A.Al

Correspondent: Julie Butler Evans

jubutevans@aol.com

7 Wellesley Drive

New Canaan, CT 06840; 203-966-8580

Alrighty, cue the triumphant sound of

"For Boston." Hear it? Now picture more

than a dozen ofyour fellow '78ers huddled

happily in Notre Dame Stadium continuing

to enjoy a mini-almost-30th reunion!

That was the scene last fall. Mod-mates

Lori Gronert Hudson, Susan Orlando Liu,

Cindy Meckus Nakhleh, Cathy Hutchison

Flanagan '77, Donna Jones '77, and yours

truly met up in Chicago the day before the

game. Later that evening, at a bar the name
ofwhich now escapes me, we were reunited

with Jack Stapleton, Kevin McLaughlin,

Eddie O'Sullivan, Bob and Barbara (Brennan)

MacLaverty, Paul Murphy, and Jay Pingeton,

among others. The big surprise for most of

us was to see Rich Thompson and his two

grown sons (without wife Mary Walls, who
stayed back at home in Connecticut with

their daughter). Brian and Chris Owen,

who are chairing our 30th Reunion

Committee, were also there (and need to

send me information to pass along ASAP!).

I'm told that Eddie O. and Kevin McLaughlin

are also on the committee. In addition, I

saw a smiley Chris Toomey at the official

BC pregame tailgate soiree. A decisive Eagle

win was the cherry on top! • John Schott

was also in attendance, although our paths

did not cross. Prior to the game, however,

John shot me an e-mail, and it turns out

that he grew up in the town in which I now
live: New Canaan, CT. A resident of

Southern California now, John has been

married for the past 20 years to Jennifer

and has two daughters: Julie (18) and Jane

(15). He is a sales manager for American

Sporting Goods and also runs a small

trading business buying and selling athletic

shoes. • Oh! I am on the hunt for a fellow

classmate who I believe must live near New
Canaan, but in Westchester County, NY.

Recently I was driving in New Canaan

behind a dark-colored sedan, perhaps an

Audi, and the New York State license plates

read "BC1978." There was an Army sticker

on the bumper. I sped up to get a look at the

driver (as if either one of us would look as

we did 30 years ago!), but the car turned

onto the highway before I could peek at the

face. If you know who you are, please

contact me and spill some information for

this column! • And all the rest ofyou should

also e-mail any and all updates on your lives

in preparation for the big reunion in

the spring. New jobs? Early retirement?

Grandkids? Recent moves? Publications

or awards? Get it all in to me, people.

Inquiring minds want to know!

1979
Correspondent: Stacey O'Rourke

stacey82857@aol.com

1445 Commonwealth Avenue

West Newton, MA 02465

Robert M. Lapides has joined Black Duck

Software, a global provider of software

component management solutions, as

executive vice president of field operations. •

John Downer writes, "As many of you have

undoubtedly seen the Discovery Channel's

documentary series Planet Earth, I thought

you might like to know that there are many

BC grads working at the Discovery Channel

who are quite proud of this work." • Joseph

Blute was selected as a Massachusetts Super

Lawyer for 2007. • John Kinney has been

appointed to the Jefferson Community &
Technical College Board of Directors. John

is a self-employed consultant. • Rommy
Czaplicki writes from Los Angeles that he

often thinks fondly of the seventh floor in

the "Ressies" and wonders why Kevin

Cronin thought a career in the Peruvian

Navy made sense, why Tom Fontanella
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always got the girl in Duchesne, and why

thinking of Steve Madarasz '80 always

makes him sob uncontrollably. He offers a

hearty handshake to his cohorts at WZBC
in the bowels of McElroy, especially his

beloved Herb Scannell. Oh, Rommy's
been married for 20 years and has

been at Twentieth Century Fox for 15.

• Robert Migliaccio is thrilled to report

that his daughter Emily is a freshman

at BC majoring in biology. Her twin

sister, Elizabeth, is at Simmons College.

Rob continues to have an active law

practice in Providence, RI. • Former room-

mates Vivian Freza Capobianco, Rita

Cunningham Robertson, and Faith Falco

Scott got together recently in Boston, where

Vivian and Rita both live. Faith lives in

Mendham, NJ. Vivian is a schoolteacher

and the mother of three sons. Rita is happy

in her career as a social worker. Vivian,

Rita, and Faith are eager to reunite with

roommates Chris Asselin and Stephanie

Gibian Karakozian. • Steve Prostano recent-

ly contacted me about our 30th reunion

(see below). Steve has been in asset

and wealth management for 20 -plus

years. Presently, he is president of Hale

and Dorr Wealth Advisors LLC in Boston.

He and his wife, Laura, reside in Rye, NY,

and Beacon Hill. Two of Steve's children at-

tend BC: Taryn '09 and Dana '09. Steve

is actively involved with BC, serving

as Westchester County Chapter leader, on

the executive committee of the Wall Street

Council, and on the Parents' Leadership

Council. • Believe it! We are approaching

our 30th reunion. During the past

three decades, we have all experienced the

impact that BC has had on our lives. It

is with this in mind that we would

gratefully accept assistance in making
this reunion exceptional. If you would

like to volunteer your time and talent to

this cause, please contact Eva Maynard '97

at eva.maynard@bc.edu.

I98O
Correspondent: John Carabatsos

jtcdmd@verizon.net

478 Torrey Street

Brockton, MA 02303

The last issue didn't include the link to the

BC 80 photo web site. The address is

web.mac.com/jtcdmd. I was pleased to hear

from Tom McElroy's dad. Tom passed away

from cancer in 1981. In 1983 his family

established the Tom McElroy Scholarship

Fund to grant tuition assistance and

support the BC soccer program. The next

fundraiser is the Tom McElroy Golf Classic

to be held at Spring Valley Country Club in

Sharon. I will try to keep you updated

on the date of the event. • Steve and Midge

(Marrinan) Galligan live in West Newbury

with their three daughters, Meg '07,

Caroline (Salve Regina) and Sarah (a senior

in high school). Steve is CEO of LocalTel

Yellow Pages after a long career with

Verizon. Midge runs her own video

production company, Action Video Group,

which specializes in all types of corporate

media. • Mary (Menna) Darveau wrote to

ask me if I had seen Springsteen in

Boston and to tell me it was significantly

different sitting in a suite than it was

"back in the days" sleeping out on Causway

Street to get tickets with Lynn Jackson.

She also wanted to let me know that she

went to Fr. Hanrahan's retirement party in

Gasson Hall in November. Fr. Hanrahan

married Mary and her husband, Peter '76,

and christened her two daughters,

Danielle (n) and Nicole (6). Mary was

inspired by the moving tribute to his

many years of service to BC. My personal

recollections of Fr. Hanrahan involve his

uncanny ability to know everything that was

happening on campus. • Take care until

next time.

1981

Correspondent: Alison Mitchell McKee

amckee8i @aol.com

1128 Brandon Road

Virginia Beach, VA 23451; 757-428-0861

Lee Slap was recentiy elected to the board of

trustees of the Episcopal Divinity School in

Cambridge. Lee is a partner in the Private

Equity and Venture Capital group of law

firm Edwards Angell Palmer & Dodge LLP.

He and his wife, Laurie, have been married

for 20 years and live in Belmont with their

three sons, ages 15, 12, and 8. They live near

Ajay Pathak, who volunteers time running

the town's youth basketball league "and is

as gregarious and generous as ever." • Brian

O'Connell continues to enjoy great success

with his animation studio Asterisk in New
York City. The studio has won numerous
awards and has been honored at shows at

the Museum of Modern Art, among other

venues. Asterisk has worked on feature

films such as The Stepford Wives and The

White Countess; produced hundreds of

commercials; and created animation for

Comedy Central, Nickelodeon, Cartoon

Network, PBS, and Disney. Asterisk

recently produced Ghost Foot, an animated

comedy for Comedy Central. • Dan Wholey,

one of the owners of Robert Wholey &
Co. Fish Market, plans to run for the

congressional seat held by US Rep. Tim
Murphy, R-Upper St. Clair. Dan will seek

the Democratic nomination in the 2008
primary for the 18th Congressional District

of Pennsylvania, which includes suburbs of

Pittsburgh. Dan and his wife live in Upper

St. Clair with their five children.

• Dan Heffernan has been named cochair of

the Delivery of Legal Services Section of the

Boston Bar Association. He is a member of

Kotin, Crabtree & Strong LLP and is a

graduate of Harvard Law School. • James

Provenzano's new book, The Hydrogen Age:

Empowering a Clean-Energy Future (Gibbs

Smith), was released last fall. Another

writer, Ann Gonzalez, a Seattle resident and

a member ofthe first graduating class ofthe

Whidbey Writers Workshop Master of Fine

Arts program, landed a publishing contract

with West Side Books for Shh, Shh, Shh.

A young adult novel, it is the story of a

14-year-old girl with a schizophrenic

mother. • With sadness I report again on the

death of a classmate. Bo Farrell passed

away on October 14, 2007, after a three-year

battle with colon cancer. He leaves behind

his wife and three children in Chelmsford.

Bill Smith wrote, "Those of us who knew
Bo will always remember him as one of the

Eagles' biggest supporters and one of the

nicest guys we ever got a chance to call a

friend." Our sincere condolences to Bo's

family and friends.

1982
Correspondent: Mary O'Brien

maryalycia.obrien.82@bc.edu

14 Myrtlebank Avenue

Dorchester, MA 02124-5304

The Class of 1982 has a Without a Trace

mystery. A member of another BC class

found a BC 1982 woman's class ring. The

ring, smaller than a size 6, is engraved

BC/BS, and with the initials MDD. I tracked

down M. Donna (Duffy) Dilillo; her ring is

safe. Donna explained her "M. Donna" to

me way back in eighth-grade science at

Jonas Clarke Junior High. I immediately

thought of her! With some help from Marie

Richards and her cousin, Madeline Cahill.

I e-mailed Mary Duncan (Driscoll) Finigan,

too. E-mail me if you think it's your ring.
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FR. GREGORY RAMKISSOON MA'8l, '82

PLANTING SEEDS OF CHANCE

Families living in garbage dumps. Orphaned children with

HIV/AIDS banished from society. People with disabilities

with nowhere to turn. These are the people to whom
Fr. Gregory Ramkissoon, MA'8i, '82, has dedicated himself.

When he was ordained a Catholic priest in 1984,

Ramkissoon knew he wasn't called to a parochial vocation, but

instead "saw the need to address poverty in developing countries

and felt obligated to help in some way."

He soon settled in Jamaica and founded Mustard Seed

Communities. "Our goal is to bring the presence of Jesus Christ

to the lives of people who are living in abject poverty," explains

Ramkissoon, who gave his service organization the mustard

seed name because of the connotation of enduring faith.

Nurturing this faith among the poor remains a significant

goal of Mustard Seed Communities, which balances religious

outreach with a variety of social initiatives.

The Dare to Care program, for instance, currently provides

homes for 73 orphans with HIV/AIDS. In another project,

Ramkissoon's group helped revamp dilapidated housing in the

slums of Kingston, while requiring homeowners to participate

in its job training programs, so they could learn to support

their families. "We've always tried to empower people to be more

self-sufficient," says Ramkissoon, whose organization sponsors

its own greeting card business and ceramics factory, among
other ventures.

Money raised helps

fund other programs,

such as those that

provide food to the

elderly or dispense

health care to sick

and disabled children.

The success of such

initiatives has helped

Mustard Seed hire

nearly 400 employees

and enlist thousands

of volunteers, while

expanding into Haiti,

Nicaragua, Zimbabwe, Ramkissoon's Mustard Seed Communities

and the Dominican successfully balances religious outreach

ReDublic
w ' t '1 a var ' ety of social initiatives.

But the need for outside assistance is still great, explains

Ramkissoon, and the Boston College Alumni Association has for

the past several years helped fill the void—sponsoring a variety

of service and immersion trips to Jamaica. Bob Hart '60,

MSW'62, led alumni on this year's immersion trip. "Fr. Gregory

has a total commitment to helping the poor and abandoned

in Jamaica," he says, "and his work motivates others to care

for them directly, or through financial support and prayer."

• Congratulations to Joe Brissette, whose

son Dominic was born on April 9, 2007. He
joins his two-year-old brother, Leo. Joe has

been an emergency physician in Atlanta

for 14 years. Michael and Adrian (Chu)

Redmond, who now live in Charlotte, NC,

and their sons spent Labor Day weekend

in Atlanta with Joe and his family.

• Paul Reynolds's media firm FableVision,

founded in 1996, was written up on the

front page of the November 12, 2007,

Boston Globe Living/Arts section. Paul and

his twin brother are dedicated to using their

gifts and talents to make the world a better

place using media, storytelling, and

technology. • ACE USA, the United States

—based retail operating division ofthe ACE
Group of Companies, announced that

Robert
J. McCarty was appointed senior vice

president and regional executive officer for

ACE USA's Western Region, based in

Los Angeles. • Timothy Shine was hired

by Oneida Ltd. as head of the consumer

division. Previously, Tim spent 25 years at

WestPoint Home in New York, before

becoming one of three top executives at

Oneida. • Axeda Corporation, the secure

remote service and support company,

announced that David Canavan has joined

the company as vice president, OEM sales

and business development. • Mary (Sullivan)

Holden is the nurse manager of the

Burn/Trauma ICU at the University of

Colorado Hospital. She has been happily

married to Ed Holden for 22 years, and they

have three sons. She loves being a nurse

and wants to advocate for careers in

nursing. In 1996 she started a graduate

program in nursing at her hospital for

graduates focusing on intensive care,

similar to the opportunity she received from

UMass Medical Center in 1982. BC gave

her the best education, and she wants to

pay it forward.

REUNION 2008

Correspondent: Cynthia
J.
Bocko

cindybocko@hotmail.com

71 Hood Road

Tewksbury, MA 02876; 978-851-6219

Lynn Anne Yori was married to Michael

A. Daddona on September 8, 2007, in

her hometown of Allentown, PA. BC
classmates in attendance were Nancy

(Agostinelli) Friedman and Dennis and

Debbie (DeRobertis) Wiklund. Lynn is the

founder and president of Fashion Forward

Consulting, Ltd., which specializes in

executive recruitment for the retail fashion

industry. • Gene "Gino" Cardarelli, who has

spent the last 22 years working in radiation

oncology, is the chief radiotherapy physicist

at Rhode Island Hospital. He holds academic

appointments at Brown University, Tufts-

New England Medical Center, and UMass
Lowell. Gene is divorced with two children,

Angela (17) and Anthony (15), who live with

him. Gene enjoys his BC season football

tickets and has many fond memories of

playing Division I football at BC. • Alice

Schreiber O'Donnell lives in St. Louis with

her husband and two sons and is an

administrative assistant in Upper School

counseling at the Visitation Academy of

St. Louis. Alice would like her old

apartment mates from 35 Cummings Rd. to

look her up. She can be reached at

alice.alod@gmail.com. • In October 2007,

Sonya Hagopian was named vice president

for communications at the Association

of Independent Colleges and Universities

in Massachusetts. Previously, she was at

the marketing and communications firm

PARTNERS+simons, where she was a

senior brand director and director of client

services. She served earlier as senior vice

president and director of public affairs at

Citizens Bank of Massachusetts; as director

of corporate communications at Caritas

Christi Health Care; and as a media relations
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officer at Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution. She lives with her husband and

daughter in Waltham. • Advanced Cell

Technology, Inc., appointed Jonathan H.

Dinsmore to the position of senior vice

president, regulatory and clinical. Jonathan

was previously the company's vice

president and general manager. He has

research and clinical experience in the

development of therapeutic products to

treat Parkinson's disease, Huntington's

disease, epilepsy, stroke, spinal cord injury,

chronic intractable pain, liver disease, and

cardiovascular disease. After receiving a

Ph.D. in biology from Dartmouth College,

Jonathan was a postdoctoral fellow at

MIT from 1989 to 1992. He has been

awarded numerous patents and has

published studies on myoblast transplanta-

tion technology. • Janet Sweeney is now
executive vice president, director internal

sales at Sun Life Financial Distributors,

Inc. Janet manages internal sales for

independent financial advisors, wirehouse,

and financial institutions channels. She also

coordinates sales initiatives with Sun Life's

field sales and marketing units.

I984

Correspondent: Carol A. McConnell

bc84news@yahoo.com

PO Box 628

Belmar, NJ 07729

Greetings to all! I hope your holidays were

happy, and the new year is bringing everyone

much prosperity! I have not received any

news from classmates. I know we are busy

with work and family, but it is important

that we all keep classmates from 1984
current on our activities and events. Please

take a few moments to write or send an

e-mail. I look forward to hearing from you

in order to share our news in the next

edition of the Class of 1984 notes!

1985
Correspondent: Barbara Ward Wilson

bwilson@hlmx.com

]<j Meadowhill Drive

Tiburon. CA 94920

Happy winter to the Class of 1985!

• Kathleen Cronin has been living in

Chicago for the past 20 years and is the

managing director and general counsel

for the CME Group (formerly the Chicago

Mercantile Exchange). She has two

daughters, Julianne (8) and Lucy (4).

Kathleen is currently active with the

Council for Women of Boston College.

• Jim and Terri Cline Kelly have been

married for 18 years. As of last year,

Terri began her "third career" as a

fourth-grade teacher at Lincoln Elementary

School in Dumont, NJ. Terri is also

pursuing a master of arts in teaching

at Fairleigh Dickinson University. She

and Jim have three kids: Brendan (17),

Stephanie (14), and Brian (10). Brendan

is a senior and applying to college, so

both Terri and Jim are having

flashbacks to their BC days. Jim is a

senior vice president with Citigroup

Global Data Systems in Weehawken, NJ,

where he manages mainframe databases

and heads a team of 15 people. He
works constantly but still finds time to

coach baseball and basketball for the

kids. Terri wants to give a shout-out to

Ellen Martin Smith, Janet Breiner

Michaels, Lauren Zieglar Conroy, Margaret

Sibilla Principe, and Sue Hansberry

Williams. Go, Mods! Special shouts to

John and Gail S., Rich C, Pete B., Paul T.,

Sharon, Julie, and many more! • After

living for 14 years in Sharon, Robert

Young and his family (including his

parents) packed up and began a

new adventure by moving west! They

now live in Fountain Hills, AZ, where

they are enjoying the warmer, drier

weather. In Sharon, Robert was chairman

of the historical commission and an

elected housing authority commissioner.

He spent much of the past several

years working to improve the lot of

affordable housing in Massachusetts.

In fact, he worked very closely with

fellow classmate and UGBC colleague

Paul Fitzgerald, who has been associate

town counsel for several years. Robert's

daughter Aliza is in college, and son

Ari is in the 10th grade. • Ed Pla, wife

Laura, and children Stefan, Nicole, and

Madeleine are living in Zurich and

loving it! Ed works for UBS. • Cheryl

(Esposito) Loraditch, husband John, and

daughter Linsey (5) have recently pur-

chased their dream home in Wilton,

CT. Cheryl is extensively volunteering

in Linsey's school this year and has been

asked to serve on the board of directors

for the Wilton Youth Council. John is a

physician in New York City. • Please send

me your news and/or post it directly online

via the alumni website. • Best wishes for

a great spring!

1986
Correspondent: Karen Broughton Boyarsky

karen.boyarsky.86@bc.edu

330 Adirondack Drive

East Greenwich, RI 02818

Patrick Geraghty, a commander in the

Navy Reserves, is serving at the US Embassy

in Reykjavik, Iceland. He was called back to

active duty in October 2006 and will remain

in Iceland until September 2008. He is the

sole US military representative there. He
and his wife, Lauren, live in Canton with

their children, Aidan (8) and Josephine (7).

• Trudi Loren is vice president of corporate

fragrance development worldwide for The

Estee Lauder Companies. As the "nose" of

the company, Trudi assists in designing

fragrances for Tommy Hilfiger and Donna
Karan and meets frequently with global

marketing managers and education

departments to help them sell their

products internationally. In her spare time,

Trudi enjoys yoga and spending quality

time with her family.

1987
Correspondent: Catherine Stanton Schiff

catherine87@bc.edu

894 Liberty Street

Braintree, MA 02184

I hope you're all well and enjoying the

new year. • Congratulations to my friend

Rob Sabella and his wife, Beth, on the

Columbus Day arrival of twin boys!

According to Rob, it was altogether

fitting that the boys came right on

Columbus Day since Sofia was born on

St. Patrick's Day: "The Italians have

evened the score a bit!" Giovanni Charles

and Gianluca Savario are both doing well,

as is their mom. Dad is still in a bit

of shock. • My former Mod roommate

Janet Woodka e-mailed that after having

a tremendous experience with Senator

Landrieu, she has moved to the Office of

the Federal Coordinator for Gulf Coast

Rebuilding as deputy director of legislative

affairs. She is very excited to have the

opportunity to work for Chairman Powell

and to be able to continue to work on the

pressing issues facing the areas affected

by Hurricanes Katrina and Rita. • I am so

sorry to close on another sad note, but

I must report the passing of our classmate

Mary Lane. She died in Silver Spring, MD.
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on October 21, 2007, after a long, coura-

geous battle with breast cancer. Mary

received a master's degree and a Ph.D. from

Indiana University. She was loved by many
and will be missed dearly. A dozen classmates

attended her funeral. Our deep condolences

go out to her family and friends.

Correspondent: Rob Murray

murrman@aol.com

422 Callingwood Street

San Francisco, CA 94114

To begin, I must apologize for the unfortunate

blank space associated with my name
in the last issue. I sailed through my
deadline off the Turkish coast, cut off from

the world. It could have been worse. • Kelly

Davis wrote to say she was in Greece at the

same time dodging tremendous wildfires,

but she is now settling in to her MBA
studies at the University of Washington in

Seattle. Good luck, Kelly! • Former star

columnist Laura Germak Ksenak wrote to

tell of a one-year-late 40th birthday

reunion weekend. She was joined by Kara

Connell Thompson, Anne Marie Suswal

Hannon, Kim Fontaine Gindhart, Marybeth

Welsh, and Debbie F.H. Goldman (who

was repeatedly "thanked" for bringing a

variety of breads to six women on low-carb

diets) at a huge Southern mansion on

Isle of Palms, SC. The house had

everything except missing friends Anne
Boyd, absent due to work, and Lillian Garcia

Palmer, whose son Charlie had a brief

illness. All are looking to reconnect at

the 20th. Although they didn't stay up

much past midnight (honestly?) that

weekend, they refuse to believe they are

"that old." • Christine McGinniss Marque

has two great updates from her home
in Paris! She, along with husband Yves

and kids Sebastien and Cecilia, welcomed

four-year-old Samuel Temesgen from

Ethiopia on August 17. A very long

adoption process is trivial now that

Samuel is part of the family. Christine has

created an online video album to share with

friends (hint: get in touch) at ymarque

@wanadoo.fr. She also wrote to tell of

another great 40th birthday reunion, this

time for Sonia Preta LoBue in New York

City. The Beekman Tower Hotel was

rocked by Tears for Fears and A Flock of

Seagulls, thanks to husband Tom and sons

Billy and Max. Sonia has retired from

the corporate world after 16 years with

Saks Fifth Avenue and Victoria's Secret,

but she plans to open a small apparel

business soon. Also at Sonia's 40th were

Bonnie Vario Heatzig, a current corporate

counsel to a national advertising firm

in Boca Raton, FL; Jennifer Allain,

living in Leominster, where she teaches;

and Catherine DiDonato Nelson, a senior

equity analyst at Columbia Management
in New York. Missing was Joyce

Restiruto-Carlin, who was away on busi-

ness. Joyce is an account executive with

A&E Television in New York and has two

children, Tara and Brennan. • Denise Young

wrote to say she and husband Craig were

blessed by the birth of their daughter

Sage Isabella on April 1, 2007. She says

that each day presents "new adventures"

that keep them smiling. I hope she still

does after almost one year! • Finally, to

anyone needing motivation to attend our

20th reunion (info available online at

www.bc.edu/ classes/1988), Karen DeLollis

writes perhaps the best update ever! She

"met" fellow '88er Mark McLean at

our 15th reunion in 2003. Although they

shared mutual friends while at the

Heights, they swear they never spoke until

then. On October 20, 2007, they were

married at Trinity Chapel on BC's Newton

Campus! In attendance, and not necessarily

arriving by bus, were Lisa Munroe Korte,

Dave and Maria (LaRose) McGlone, Dan
Morrissey, Bill Dailey, Tony Mengine, Jeff

Montgomery, Kathy Hegarty Posey, Jon

Magsino, Laura Sokop Walsh, Paige Blowen

Stevens, Steve '85 and Karen (Gately)

Herrick '89, and Jim McLean '86. The

happy couple resides in Winchester, where

Karen is a vice president in Investment &
Wealth Management Marketing for Bank of

America, and Mark is director of finance for

the Intelligence Group of Northrop Grum-

man. • Make those reunion plans today!

1989
Correspondent: Andrea McGrath

andrea.e.mcgrath@gmail.com

20J Commonwealth Avenue, #3

Boston, MA 02108

Classmates! Wow, this quarter we have

lots of great updates! Some came directly

to me and many came via the BC
Online Community (www.bc.edu/alumni/

association/community.html). Unfortunately,

I am incredibly limited in word count with

the magazine, so I encourage you to log on

and read the full class update, as well as

all of the great individual updates. I'm

including a few "teasers" below. Happy 2008!

• I bumped into Dave Cordes (cordes5

@comcast.net) and his family at a Starbucks

in Copley Square recently. He was on his

way to meet Joe Healy's clan at the

BC-Bowling Green football game. Dave,

wife Jennifer, and three boys Billy (9),

Patrick (7), and Timmy (5) live in Westfield.

Dave has been in private practice in

orthodontics for 10 years in Westfield and

in Enfield, CT. Dave and Jennifer are also

partners in a winery in Napa, CA. They

recently produced their fourth vintage of

BILPATIM, a 100 percent cabernet

sauvignon. In the face of turning 40, Dave

took up snowboarding. In addition to many
bruises, he got the idea for a new type of

snowboard binding and recently received

"patent pending" status for his invention.

• In a rush of tailgating e-mails over the

BC-Florida State game, I got a great update

from Anthony Dell(orfano) (anthony.dell

@frnr.com), who is living in Jamaica Plain

and working for Fidelity. He and his wife,

Michelle, welcomed their first baby, Noah,

into the world in October 2007. • In case you

missed it, our own Chris Piela was named

How would Abigail Adams use an
ONLINE COMMUNITY?

• To UPDATE THE DIRECTORY on the

OCCASION OF HER MARRIAGE TO JOHN

To CHANGE HER ADDRESS on the move to

THE NATION'S CAPITAL

To SHARE A CLASS NOTE on the birth of

John Quincy

What wi ll YOU use th e n ew Boston G
Community for; Visit www. bc.edu/alu

jmni On 1 [Ni:
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People magazine's "Sexiest Fan Alive." Chris is

a father of three; lives in Duluth, GA; and

was nominated by his wife, Michele. Oh, and

of course he is a Red Sox fan! Congrats,

Chris! • Read online about Kathleen McCarthy

(kzinzer@msn.com), who announced the

birth of baby boy Brendan to join sister

Reagan and more; Kimberly Jones, who
continues her success as a lawyer with Foley

Hoag; Sandra (Higgins) Howe (sdhowe

@adelphia.net), who writes about the

addition of a baby girl to her family of two

boys and more; Christopher Godvin, who
joined UBS in San Francisco as an executive

director; Brian Murphy (bemurphy67

@cox.net), who graduated from law school;

and Susan Farrell (suprfarrell@yahoo.com),

who got together recently with former

Keyes North girls Bernadette (Murray)

Costa, Paula Zamora, Kristen (Plummer)

Rowland, Parti (Pfundstein) Miller, Jen (Lilly)

Turi, and Robin (Gibbons) Ehrenzweig.

1990
Correspondent: Kara Corso Nelson

bcgonews @cox. net

67 Sea Island

Glastonbury, CT 06033; 86o-64j-g20o

Joe Soto has been in the transportation

industry for the past 13 years and is now
the assistant superintendent for the CN
Railway. He recently moved from Chicago

to Duluth, MN, and is still a very loyal BC
fan! • Michael Monsour married Sharon

Rubin on July 29, 2007, in Fort Belvoir, VA.

BC classmates in attendance included Phil

and Jenn (Gioioso) Sliney, Corinne Castano,

Larney Bisbano, and Nelson Lee. The

reception was held at the Officers' Club

there, and a good time was had by all.

Michael is currently completing a nephrology

fellowship (kidneys and dialysis) at Walter

Reed Army Medical Center. • Sean T.

Kenney was named a partner of Keystone

Partners' Essex Division. He provides

consulting and career management services

to Essex's senior executive clients. In his

spare time, Sean is active with the Salvation

Army of Massachusetts Bay, serving as vice

chair of the advisory board and chair of the

human services committee. He is also on

the advisory board ofthe Career Collaborative,

a nonprofit organization focused on helping

people with low incomes to become
economically self-sufficient. • John Flanagan,

MS'92, married Margaret Blake on October

29, 2007, in Ireland. The ceremony took

place in the gorgeous Church of Saints

Peter and Paul in Margaret's hometown of

Kilmallock. The reception was at the stately

Adare Manor, also in County Limerick.

There were many BC alumni who crossed

the Atlantic for the occasion: Mike Salve;

Patrick Langhenry with wife Raissa and

their new daughter, Grace; and Kara Corso

Nelson and husband Scott. Even newlyweds

Mike and Lisa (Buonpane) Kart stopped in

from their European honeymoon to celebrate!

Another BC alumna, Maria Tecce, a jazz

singer currently based in Dublin, wowed
guests at the reception. (Maria is a wonderful

songstress; check out her music and touring

schedule at www.MariaTecce.com.) John

and Margaret currently live in John's

hometown ofTuckahoe, NY, where they run

an Internet solutions firm, Green Island

Interactive (mygreenisland.com).

1991
Correspondent: Peggy Morin Bruno

pegmb@comcast.net

2 High Hill Road-

Canton, CT 06019

I hope everyone enjoyed a holiday season

filled with family, friends, and joyful days. It

has been one of our slowest update periods

in a long while, so be sure to send in your

news! Babies, jobs, weddings, moves... people

want to know what you're up to, so take a

moment to send me a quick note! • Andrea

(Utz) Gallivan is living in Yarmouth, ME,

with husband Kerry and children Shanti (5)

and Kai (2). She has been taking some time

off from teaching to be at home with her

children. Although Andrea thinks staying

at home is more intense than teaching

inner-city high-school kids full-time (she

did that for 10 years in Boston, and I would

have to agree with her!), she thinks it is

worth it and feels lucky to be able to do

so. If anyone is visiting L.L. Bean in

Freeport, please stop by and say hello

(andrea@andreagaILivan.com). • Kristy (Lutz)

Ulmer, husband Curt, and daughter Eva
(3)

relocated to Sugar Land, a Houston suburb,

this past summer. Kristy and Curt

welcomed their second child, Warren, on

September 7, 2007. Kristy is enjoying her

work as an independent marketing strategy

consultant. • Congratulations to Nancy

(Wunner) Oakley and her husband, Sean,

who welcomed daughter Jillian Claire on

June 5, 2007. She joins big brother Brendan

(3). • David P. Bauer was promoted to

treasurer of the Natural Fuel Gas Supply

Corporation, Empire Pipeline Inc., Empire

State Pipeline, Empire State Pipeline

Company LLC, and St. Clair Pipeline

Company LLC. These companies are part of

the Pipeline and Storage segment of the

National Fuel Gas Company. David joined

the company in 2001 as general manager

of the Accounting Department and the

Natural Fuel Gas Distribution Corporation,

and in 2004 he was promoted to assistant

treasurer. He lives in Clarence, NY, with

his wife, Kristin, and their three daughters.

• Donald Readlinger was named partner

at Pepper Hamilton LLP, where he concen-

trates on corporate and securities law. He
joined the firm in 2001.

1992
Correspondent: Paul L. Cantello

paul.cantello@lehman.com

yj Sylvester Avenue

Hawthorne, NJ 07506

Marie (Kendra) Manning saw the New York

City premiere of Scout's Honor! (Snipe Hunt

and Becky's Beaver), written by our own
Ed Valentine (formerly Ed Smith). Scout's

Honor!, two interlocking—and hilarious

—

plays about scouts in the New Jersey woods,

was selected for the 2007 New York

International Fringe Festival and played to

capacity crowds in an Off-Broadway theater

during its two-week run. • Elise Marie

DiCarlo and her husband, Jeffrey Metzner,

welcomed their third little boy, Nicholas

Samuel, on August 5, 2007. Elise feels blessed

to be staying at home with Jacob (4), Will (2),

and new baby Nick. • Congratulations to

Brian Dossie, who recently joined Lehman
Brothers in New York City. Brian works

in the Middle Market Leveraged Finance

Department as a senior vice president.

He welcomed his fourth child, Kaidyn Mary,

on July 14, 2007.

Lk

1993 REUNION joo8

Correspondent: Sandy Chen

sandy93@bc.edu

1 Aberdeen Way, Unit 117

Cambridge, MA 02138

Hope you all had a wonderful holiday-

season! Our 15th year reunion is coming up

and will be held from Friday, May 30, to

Sunday, June 1. I hope to see many of you

back at BC! • On October 6, 2007, proud

daddy Dilip Paliath and his wife welcomed

Madison Barrid. They couldn't be happier.
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• Anna Fabian Meyer and her husband

welcomed their second son, Olin Hudson,

on July 20, 2007. He joins his two-and-a-

half-year-old brother, Maxwell. • Dan Laieta

and Jenn (Fay) Laieta '97 (from Mod iA) are

proud to announce the birth of their first

child, Daniel Patrick, on September 6,

2007. The Laietas reside in Wading Paver,

NY. • Joseph and Tara (Medeiros) Oliveto are

happy to announce the birth of their baby

boy, Dillon Joseph, born on April 6, 2007.

• Corinne (Mulcahy) Radzik and husband

Chris welcomed their third child on April 5,

2007. Brendan William joins siblings Ryan

and Meghan. The Radziks reside in

Medford. • Theresa (Minervini) Ricci is now
the principal of the Charles Boehm Middle

School, Pennsbury School District, in

Pennsylvania. Her husband, Christopher

Ricci, is still an emergency physician in the

Virtua Health system in southern New
Jersey. They have two children, Elizabeth (6)

and Andrew (4). • Matt Nink was named the

first executive director for the Global Youth

Leadership Institute (gyli.org), a national

leadership, diversity, and environmental

program based in Milwaukee that works

with public and private high schools all over

the country. He spent 15 years teaching and

coaching in Wisconsin. He and his wife,

Joan Ruffino '92, have four children and

live in Milwaukee. They say hello to everyone

out there, and if there are any Eagles

landing in Milwaukee, please get in touch.

1994
Correspondent: Nancy E. Drane

nancydrane@aol.com

226 E. Nelson Avenue

Alexandria, VA 22301; 703-548-23^)6

Happy new year! I must say, the latter part

of 2007 was awfully quiet for the Class of

1994. Where is everyone? I know that you

are all up to new and exciting things,

so please take a few minutes to send a

quick note to fill our class notes for the

next magazine issue, which will be

published in May. • Former roommates

Michelle (Carmody) Baughman, Kimberly

(Kozemchak) Paster, and Sara (Giffuni)

Joseph all have baby news to report.

Michelle and her husband, Matt, welcomed

Audrey O'Neill on April 19, 2007. Audrey

joins sister Maggie (2). Michelle and her

family live in Denver. Kimberly and her

husband, Bradley, welcomed Katherine

Olivia on June 12, 2007. Katherine joins

sister Caroline (4). Kimberly and her family

live in Westwood, CA. Sara and her

husband, Rob '91, welcomed Wade Andrew
on July 18, 2007. Sara and her family live in

Needham. • Neil and Liza (Makowski)

Hayes welcomed their second son, Nathan

Elias, on February 21, 2007. Two-year-old

Lincoln has adjusted to the shock and is

now enjoying Nathan, as well. Liza is still a

postdoctoral candidate at Duke, and Neil is

an oncologist at UNC. • Charlie and Jeanne

(Hurley) Horsey are living in Madison, NJ.

Last summer they welcomed their fourth

child, Chet. He is adored by big brother

Duren (7), big sister McCormick (5), and

Sadie (4). Jeanne works part-time as a

pediatric nurse practitioner in a private

pulmonary practice. She cares for patients

as well as manages the practice affiliated

with Columbia University. Margaret (Keene)

Tierney and her husband, Michael, wel-

comed their third child on September 22,

2007. Caroline Grace joins big sister

Madeleine (3 1/2) and big brother Michael

(2), who are both very excited! • Paul Kalac

was promoted to the position of counsel at

Parker McCay, a New Jersey-based law

firm. • The deadline for submission ofclass

notes for the next issue is March 3. Please

try to send along a note, and you'll see it in

the Spring issue. • Again, I wish you a

blessed and happy new year.

1995
Correspondent: Enrico Jay Verzosa

bc95.classnotes@gmail.com

0)064. Waltham Woods Road

Baltimore, MD 21234-2200

Philip and Bridget (Berry) Dujardin

welcomed identical twin girls, Claire and

Ailish, in October 200S. They join big

sister Maeve (2). Bridget works as an

occupational therapist for Vinfen. Philip

teaches theology at Cathedral High School

in Boston and is on his way to completing

another BC degree, this time through the

Institute of Religious Education and

Pastoral Ministry. Phil and Bridget reside

in Dorchester. David V. DeRosa is an

appellate attorney in private practice in

Naugatuck, CT In June 2007, the Connecticut

Bar Association appointed Dave cochair of

the YLS (Young Lawyers Section) Criminal

Law Committee. Dave has been participating

in the Lance Armstrong Foundation's LIVE-

STRONG Challenge in memory of his

Uncle Bill, completing a century ride in

Philadelphia and the Ride for the Roses in

Austin, TX. • Thomas Lu married Takana

Hashimoto in Narita, Japan, in October

2004. Their son, Shoichiro, was born in

October 2006. They moved to Japan in

2007, where Tom has joined Pricewater-

houseCoopers after serving as an assistant

dean at Rutgers-Newark. Tom would like to

connect to BC alums in Japan; please

e-mail him atthomas.y.lu@bc.edu. • Sergio

Munda has returned to school and is

pursuing an M.Ed, at Xavier University. In

May 2007, Sergio completed the Cincinnati

Flying Pig Marathon in support of the

Leukemia & Lymphoma Society. • Luke

O'Connell and his wife, Cara, welcomed

their first child, Isabel, in December 2006.

Luke works in Manhattan as the director of

sponsorship and marketing for Bike New
York. Luke and his family live in Jersey City,

NJ. • Elizabeth Pereira recently launched

the Black Cat Cookie Company, selling

gourmet cookies online. • David Prior and

wife Jeanne Po, MA99, welcomed a baby

boy, Jonah, on September 21, 2007. Jonah

joins big sister Hazel (2). Dave also reports

that he wrote a novel that was rejected by

David Sedaris's agent. • Michael Rodman, a

lieutenant commander in the US Navy, and

his wife, Ayako Eguchi, had their first child,

Kenta, in April 2004. They live in Monterey,

CA, where Mike is pursuing an MS in

operations research at the Naval Postgraduate

School. • As for myself, I've just finished

a year of service, living in community

with the Franciscan Volunteer Ministry

and working at St. Francis Inn, a soup

kitchen in the Kensington neighborhood

of Philadelphia. This column marks

my first issue of BCM as your class

correspondent. I'm looking forward to

reading all ofyour updates!

1996
Correspondent: Mike Hofman

mhofman@inc.com

517 E. 13th Street, No. 20

New York, NY looog; 212-673-3065

Jim Roth married Shane English on

September 15, 2007, in New York City. The

wedding was at St. Jean Baptiste on the

Upper East Side, and the reception was at

the Union Club on Park Avenue. Dave

Telep, John Boyt, and Chris Mabardy '98

were groomsmen, and Jim's sister Sarah

(Roth) Mabardy '98 was a bridesmaid.

Guests included Amy (Schoefield) Telep;

Chris Barnowski and Maureen Maloney

'98, MA'02; Vincent Ponzo; Bret Donelan

'95; Jim and Mariessa (Longo) Theodorou;
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Loretta Shing; Rachel Clough '05; John

Dempsey; Josh and Julie (Allen) Holbrook;

and Jeff and Megan (Storz) Pagliaro. It was

a beautiful and memorable wedding,

especially because Jim and Sarah's father,

who subsequently passed way, was able to

be there. Jim and Shane honeymooned in

Thailand and are living in New York. • Two

days after the wedding, Rachel Clough got

on a plane to move from New York City to

Buenos Aires! Loretta and I visited her a few

months later. She is living in Las Cafiitas, a

neighborhood surrounded by beautiful

parks filled with blooming jacaranda trees.

It was a great trip, one of the highlights

of which was attending a polo match.

• Kristine O'Connor writes that she is living

in Center City in Philadelphia and recently

joined Franklin Park Associates, a private

equity advisory firm in Bala Cynwyd, as

chief financial officer. • Kevin Clarke is

living in San Francisco, where he is

pursuing a master's degree in ecology

and systematics. He recently completed a

three-year research study on ants. For more

on his work (including his unique artwork),

check out his website, bugunderglass.com.

• Julian Blazewicz writes that he and his

wife, Kristin, are well. They live in Los

Angeles, where Julian is a senior brand

manager at Paramount Pictures working on

marketing campaigns for DVDs. • Nick von

Gymnich is also in LA, his hometown. He is

a development team manager at the Los

Angeles Unified School District, where he

oversees new school construction projects.

Nick is also remodeling a house and

recently ran his first triathlon. • Finally, my
old roommate Matt Keswick was married

to Christy Pugh at the Ritz-Carlton,

Half Moon Bay resort in California in

September 2007. Matt and Christy cele-

brated their wedding with a party at their

home in Quincy in October with friends and

family. Guests included Jimmy Faletra and

wife Meredith, Brian Woods, Marc LeDuc,

Crissy Callaghan, and Andrew Fellingham.

1997
Correspondent: Sabrina Bracco McCarthy

sabrina.mccarthy@perseusbooks.com

464 Westminster Road

Rockville Centre, NY 31570

You may have noticed my new name. On
September 15, 2007, 1 married a wonderful

man named Brian McCarthy. Many BC
friends were there to help us celebrate,

including Allison Moosally and Tracey

Maffeo, who were two of my bridesmaids.

We recently bought a house in Rockville

Centre on Long Island, which is not far

from the catering and deli business that

Brian owns in Garden City. I continue to

work for the Perseus Books Group, now
as the vice president of client services for

our distribution business. • Laura Paczosa

married Brian Keehan on October 27, 2007,

in Charlotte, NC. The wedding party

included maid of honor Meredith Byrne

and bridesmaid Erin Messier. Other

classmates in attendance included Jessica

Jacobs Enstice, Sheila Lutz Kurman,

Claudette Scheffold, and Jennifer Vita.

• Andrea (Carroll) Haney was married in

October 2006 to Brian Haney. Fellow

alums in attendance were Allyson (Russo)

Harris, Amanda (Marrocco) Hanson, and

Sarah Nist. Andrea and Brian practice law

in Boston. • Tyrus and Amy McLaughlin

Lemerande were married in June 2004.

They live in Scituate and run Knighthorse

Theatre Co., a traveling nonprofit that

brings original adaptations of Shakespeare

to schools around the country. • Andrew
and Zoe (Smith) Jaye welcomed Derek on

August 11, 2007. He is the little bro

to Maura (3). The Jayes live in Seattle,

where Andrew works for the SuperSonics,

and Zoe is a stay-at-home mom. • On July

9, 2007, Celine and Anthony Lemieux

welcomed Lucienne Antoinette. Tony is

on the faculty at Purchase College, where

he researches and teaches the psychology of

terrorism and HIV/AIDS. He was recently

awarded a pretenure sabbatical. Celine is on

the faculty of Yale Medical School, where

she is director of clinical training in the

autism program of the Child Study Center.

They live in Milford, CT. • Mike and Tracy

(Geisinger) Byrne welcomed their first

child, Emma Grace, on September 30,

2006. Emma is the first grandchild for

Rosemary (Dunn) Byrne '72. • Paul '99

and Tamatha (Baker) Bibbo, M.Ed.'99,

welcomed a little girl, Haleigh Elizabeth, on

September 25, 2007. The Bibbos reside in

Medway. Paul is a buyer for TJX Companies

in Framingham, and Tamatha is the assistant

principal at Franklin High School.

_____"!
Correspondent: Mistie P. Lucht

mistie_lucht@allyou.com

1821 N. Dayton Street

Chicago. IL 60614

Hello, Class of 1998. Get excited for our

10-year reunion in just a few months (can

you believe it?!). My husband, Nathan, and I

welcomed our first daughter, Lillian, on

lucky July 7, 2007. • Stacy (Reid) Clark and

her husband, Kevin, welcomed their first

child, Ryan Joseph, on February 18, 2007. •

Tim Phelan and his wife, Kate, announce

the birth of their second son, Aidan James,

on February 23, 2007. They currently live

in Enfield, CT. • Karen Casey Blackstone

and her husband left their city life in Boston

and moved to Marblehead. They are only a

few blocks away from Robb LaBossiere and

his wife. After working five and halfyears at

Oracle as a regional sales manager, Karen

joined TIBCO Software. • Peter Morrow
finished his Ph.D. in economics in 2007 at

the University of Michigan and is now an

assistant professor of economics at the

University ofToronto. • Natalie (Scott) Dwyer

and her husband, Jason, welcomed their

first child, Emmet Robert Donavan, into the

world on August 14, 2006. They continue

to reside near the beach in the South Bay of

Southern California. • Janice Kelly and

James Savage were married in the Church

of the Ascension in New Milford, NJ, on

March 23, 2007. The reception took place at

the Woodcliff Lake Hilton. Janice is an

administrative manager at the Columbia

University Medical Center, and James is a

practice manager at the NYU Clinical

Cancer Center. They currently reside in

Tarrytown, NY. Alumni in attendance

included Gigi Miranda, Melissa Ishii,

Jocelyn (Manuel) Pierre-Antoine, Michael

Basilio, Jennifer Adler, and Kerry Girvin.

• MaryBeth (Vieira) Sosa and her husband,

Adrian, welcomed their second son, Gabriel

Xavier, on March 28, 2007. He joins older

brother Adrian Jr. • Lisa (Auriemma)

McGrory, husband John '99, and daughter

Alexis (3) welcomed a baby boy, Shane

Patrick, on May 5, 2007. Lisa is currently

working at First Data Corporation in

Melville, NY, as the manager of accounting

policy. The McGrory family lives in Dix

Hills. • Alyson Foley got married in 2004 to

Adam Stone and had a baby, Madeleine

Grace, on March 2, 2007. The happy family

lives in Mount Kisco, NY. Alyson is a second-

grade teacher in White Plains. • Daniel

Collins was married to Erika Holmes in

Puerto Rico on April 27, 2007.- Scott

Mutryn and Robert Tardio were in

attendance. Scott Dragos was on the

French Riviera and missed it. • Michael

"Mickey" Curley and his wife, Tracy

(Raposa) '95, had their first child, Gracie

Olivia, on November 16, 2007. The Curleys

live in Kingston.
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GREG BOESEL ^'98, MBA'99 &

MARK HEXAMER JD'98, MBA'99

FREE TRADE AGREEMENT

Software developer Greg Boesel, JD'98, MBA'99, had

recently borrowed a Truman Capote novel from friend and

business partner Mark Hexamer, JD'98, MBA'99, and his

mind was swimming. He wasn't, however, contemplating the

chilling murders described on the pages of In Cold Blood.

Instead, he was considering a new business venture—a Web
site that would allow fellow bibliophiles to trade books when
they finished reading them.

"As I was reading, I realized that there are many people

like me, who don't want to buy another book, but merely

want to exchange it for the next one on their reading list,"

explains Boesel.

Soon he enlisted Hexamer's help and together they laid the

groundwork for their new start-up, called Swaptree, which

launched last July and garnered strong advance press in

Business 2.0. The Web site allows users to create their own trade

lists and then automatically shows them what they can receive

from other members in return.

"That's one of the unique 'aha!' moments that our business

delivers," says Boesel, whose site also lets users trade CDs, DVDs,

and video games. "Swaptree does the work for you and displays

your trade options on your home page. You can also create a list

of the items that you're looking for and find matches that way."

Another special feature is the ability to initiate three-way

trades—an innovation that has six patents pending and has

helped create a dedicated legion ofmore than 12,000 members.

The pair attributes some of their early success to their BC
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Boesel (left) and Hexamer have turned trading books, CDs, and DVDs
into an Internet art form.

education. "In particular, we developed the ability to write

a strong business plan, which gave us a map to launch and

grow our business, and also allowed us to win over venture

capitalists," says Hexamer.

Yet despite all the invested time and cost, Boesel and

Hexamer don't charge members to trade on Swaptree. They

intend instead to turn a profit from targeted advertising. "We
envision a big market for college students who wish to trade

textbooks," says Boesel, "and mothers who want to exchange

their child's old DVDs for the latest and greatest."

1999
Correspondent: Matt Colleran

bc1999classnotes@hotmail.com

Correspondent: Emily Wildfire

emily_wildfire@tjx.com

What's up, Class of '99? Hope you

all are surviving the winter and are

looking forward to spring. Our classmates

have been very active. Thanks for all

the updates, and please keep them
coming! • Cliff and Jennifer (Cibulka)

Atkinson were married on June 30, 2007,

in New York City. Jen works for the

Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group as the

communications manager. • Maura
Guilfoyle married Derek Herbert on

July 28, 2007, in Newport, RI. The
couple currently lives in New York City,

where Maura is a physician's assistant

for a private clinic. • Bob Perniola got

married on July 7, 2007, in Newport

and honeymooned in Hawaii, before

returning home to Braintree. Mike

Scialabba, Sean Irwin, Seth Robbins, and

Ryan VanGeons were groomsmen. Lisa

Ludwig married Andrew Duffell on

August 18, 2007, at the Burlingame

Country Club in California. BC alums

in attendance included Brian and Beth

Murphy Riggert, Noreen Reilly Stout,

Cory Hanley, Caitlin Hurley, Liz Prassas,

Tricia Yarger, Lincoln Isetta, Danielle

Schonback, Patrick and Sara Calnen

Cassidy, Stephanie Ford, and Moira

Boyle. Stephanie capitalized on her

singing abilities from her days in the

Sharps to sing "Livin' on a Prayer" late in

the evening. The happy couple currently

lives in San Francisco, where Lisa

manages events for Macy's West. • On
August 22, 2007, Stephanie (Koufos)

Quill and her husband, Jared, welcomed

a baby girl, Katerina Marie. • Neal and

Tara (Del Savio) Denning are proud to

announce the birth of their second child,

Neal James (called James), on June 6, 2007.

His big sister Elizabeth is two years old.

• Simon, MBA'06, and Whitney (Wise)

Lloyd welcomed Hannah Elizabeth on

September 30, 2007. Hannah joins big

brother James (19 months). • Liz Moon
married Brian Forth on October 20, 2007,

in San Francisco. The wedding party

included Karen (Tsacalis) Dow, Catherine

Tucker, Stephanie (Verenis) Bolio, Alaina

(DeVasto) King, and Whitney (Wise) Lloyd.

Other BC attendees included Jennifer

(Myron) Johnson, Brendon O'Brien, and

Paul Clausing. Liz works in footwear trend

development for a shoe company in San

Francisco. • Jill Randall married Justin

Keith on June 17, 2006. Classmates who
attended included Terrianne and Justin

Patnode, Erin Shippee, Colleen Carney,

Kristen DeAmicis, Maura (Lamadore)

Spignesi, Kelly Muldoon, and Elizabeth

Doran. The Keiths' daughter, Madeline

June, was born on July 6, 2007.

2000
Correspondent: Kate Pescatore

katepescatore@hotmail.com

63 Carolin Trail

Marshfield, MA 02050

I hope everyone had a wonderful

holiday season. • Ryan and Mercedes

Del Valle Prieto Sullivan recently launched

their own organic skin-care line, Aguacate

& Co. The products are currently available
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only online at www.aguacateandco.com,

but the couple expects to branch out

locally in the Washington DC area soon.

• Dave Canning is the director of sales

with Massey Knakal Realty Services in

Manhattan, a firm specializing in the

sale of buildings in New York City. He
lives on the Upper East Side. • On April 14,

2007, Melissa Salas was married to Brian

Salamone in Newtown. Missy and Brian

currently live in Andover. • Janine Dawson

married Tony Carboni on June 30, 2007,

in Ridgefield, CT, where they now reside.

They both work at McKinsey & Company
in Stamford. • John Niro and Devesa Hill

Sarria eloped to the Las Vegas Strip and

were married on July 26, 2007. They

now reside in Santa Monica. John is a

corporate recruiter with the International

Medical Corps, a global humanitarian

relief organization, and Devesa is an actor

and photographer. • Megan Collier and

Mike Reilly are happy to announce their

marriage on August 18, 2007, in Princeton,

NJ. They currently reside in Brighton.

Megan is a Spanish teacher and an

assistant JV soccer coach at Catholic

Memorial, and Mike works for Fama
PR, a high-tech public relations firm

in Cambridge. • James and Cara (Marino)

Gentile announce the first birthday

celebration ofTessa Grace, born September

9, 2006, in New York City. The family now
lives in Larchmont, NY. • Maureen and

Chris Principe had a baby boy, Patrick

Christopher, in December 2006. • John

Colontrelle married Emily Gadd on

February n, 2006, in Pittsburgh. The

couple resides in Vero Beach, FL,

where they welcomed their first child,

Dominick William, on New Year's Eve

2006. • Cody and Carrie (Hargreaves)

Smith welcomed a baby boy, Connor

William, on May 16, 2007. They live

in Columbia, SC. • Paul and Julianne

(Marrone) Ambrose welcomed a daughter,

Sophia Marie, on June 2, 2007. The family

continues to reside in Ashland. • Meghan
(Broz) '01 and Jim Schubert, MA'oi,

welcomed their second child, Marin

Katherine, on August 20, 2007. Marin

joins her brother Oliver (2). Jim was

promoted last year to chief operating

officer of Southern States Insurance;

Meghan recently "retired" to stay home
with their children. The family lives in

Alpharetta, GA. • The town of Hull

dedicated its high-school library and media

center to the memory of Kelly-Ann Resnick

on Thanksgiving morning. • Thank you

for the wonderful news!

200I
Correspondent: Erin Mary Ackerman

bostoncollegeoi @hotmail.com

16 Brightwood Avenue

North Andover, MA 01843

Happy new year, Class of 2001! I am happy

to report lots of good news from our class.

As for me, nothing exciting other than

painting one ofour upstairs bedrooms baby

blue. • Jim '00, MA'oi, and Meghan (Broz)

Schubert welcomed their second child,

Marin Katherine, on August 20, 2007. Jim

was promoted last year to chief operating

officer of Southern States Insurance

and loves his job. Meghan recently "retired"

from the sales department at Wells

Real Estate Funds to stay home with

their children in Alpharetta, GA. • Kerry

Andrews married Evan Pasqua on October

20, 2007, in Rumson, NJ. The reception

was at the Spring Lake Bath & Tennis Club.

BC alums in the bridal party were Melissa

(Funsch) Kelly, Barbara (Carbonaro) McKay,

and best man Stephen Foster. Classmates

in attendance were Meredith Almquist

Giannotti, Jacob Giannotti, Duke Martin,

Tina Beattie, Josh McCaully, Jenn (Fontana)

MA'04 and Sal Vonella, Sarah Zoccolante,

Kathryn (Chambers) Cerritani, Tim Crowley,

Brian Goodman, Mike Travalini, Joanna

(Rubin) Travalini, Rich Turano, Vinnie

D'Eramo, and Ryan Kelleher. The couple

honeymooned in Italy. • Ned and Jessica

(Kiracofe) Fitter welcomed their first child,

Sarah Katharine, on August 15, 2007.

The new parents are overjoyed! Congratula-

tions! • Alan Wehbe writes that, after

finishing law school, he joined the Army as

a captain and was being sent to Iraq. He
promises to send pictures! Alan, our

thoughts are with you! Here is his e-mail

to send him your support: alan.wehbe

@us.army.mil. • Laura Friedlander and

Mike Gabriel were married on October 14,

2006, in Yorktown Heights, NY. There were

20 BC alumni in attendance, including

bridesmaid Dina Aversano '04 and

groomsmen Paul Cunningham, John

Kowaleslri, and CJ Lind. Also in attendance

were fellow alums Marisa (Consolla)

Fava, Joe Fava, Andrew Baxter, Lauren

(Hill) Kowaleski, Candice (Condon)

Cunningham, Matthew and Debbie (Vail)

Sefick, Sara Crisafulli, Jennifer Duane,

Alison Gramaglia, Jim Rowan, Justin

Tease, Amy (Woodbury) Tease, Jeff Glass

'02, John Andrews '96, and Kathleen

Comerford '82. After honeymooning in

Hawaii, they returned to their home

in Harleysville, PA, where Laura is a

marketing project leader at Lutron

Electronics, and Mike is a senior consultant

with Deloitte Consulting. Kevin '92 and

Meg (Sylvester) Gannon welcomed a son,

Thomas James, on June 7, 2007. TJ is doing

wonderfully! Congrats! • Kate Rado and

Eric Warzecha were married on May 19,

2007, in Manhattan. Kate is a TV producer

at advertising agency Saatchi & Saatchi, and

Eric is an audio engineer for Sound Lounge,

both in Manhattan.

2002
Correspondent: Suzanne Harte

suzanneharte@yahoo.com

42 8th Street, Apt. 1102

Charlestown, MA 0212c); 617-^6-5486

Congratulations to Kristin Waldron, who
graduated from the NYU School ofMedicine

in 2006 and is now doing her residency in

neurology at NYU. Kristin was married on

May 20, 2006, to James Horan. BC alumni

at the wedding were Kate Gibson, Joshua

Magri, Swapna Komakula, Aimee Maron,

Joe Cutrone, and Andrew Plodkowski.

Kristin and James now live in Queens. •

Congratulations to Amy Vautour and Casey

Stanley, who were married on April 21,

2007. The ceremony was held at St.

Ignatius. Amy's father, Fred Vautour, a

Boston College employee, walked her down
the aisle. The reception was held at the State

Room in Boston, and the couple enjoyed

their honeymoon in Aruba. Christine

(Bonavita) Carman and Jackie (Rollins)

Heath were bridesmaids. Ryan Fandetti and

Bobby Kelly served as groomsmen along

with Amy's brothers—John Vautour '04,

Michael Vautour '09, and Thomas Vautour

'n. Also in attendance were Michael

Bouche, Mikaela Boyd, Liz Cappelluti, Jeff

Carman, Suzie Carrazza, Paul Coppola,

Lauren Crocco, Katie Garvey, Justin

Incardone, Ronan Kennedy, Kathy Tucker,

Melissa Senz, Katie O'Brien, Jon Parisi, and

Karin Wissmann. Many of Amy's Boston

College colleagues and students attended,

including Lynch School Dean John

Cawthorne, Jessica Hartley MA'99, and

Maureen Simpson. Amy is a career

resource counselor in the Boston College

Career Center and the copresident of the

Boston Chapter of the Alumni Association.

Casey is vice president of Brookwood

Financial Partners, L.P., a private equity

firm based in Beverly that invests in

commercial real estate. The couple resides

www.bc.edu/alumni
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in Waltham. • Congratulations to Mike

Carpenter '01 and Erin Holmes, who
exchanged vows in Newport, RI, on

September 29, 2007. Erica Peters was in

the wedding party. Guests in attendance

included more than 30 BC alumni. Mike

and Erin honeymooned in the Cook Islands

and currently reside in San Diego, where

Mike is working as a consultant for SAP.

Erin is a business analyst for Arrowhead

Insurance. • On August 26, 2006, Mary

Andrew and Stephen Murray were married

in a ceremony at St. Ignatius. The bridal

party included Mandy (Trapp) McGuinness;

E. Phoebe Murray '00, sister of the groom;

and Kelly Driscoll. In attendance were Sean

Griffin, Jeff Boardman, Matt Kelly, fames

Goldsack, Jon Jones, Patrick Curtin, Cristy

Placer, Beth Osborne, Brian Fleming, Mike

Gillebberto, Jen (Stahl) Gillebberto, Nicole

Abbate, Nora Gillespie, Meghan Buckley,

Aili Hautala, Frank '01 and Joanna (Mclnnis)

Modica, Angela Yingling, Noelle Tenpenny,

Katrina Ginther, and Casey DePalma. The

couple honeymooned on Kauai and now
reside in Edison, NJ.

A.Ai

2003 REUNION 2008

Correspondent: Toni Ann Kruse

kruset@bc.edu

20}Cj Commonwealth Avenue, #4
Brighton, MA 02135

Christina Neuner and Sean Boyle were

married on October 20, 2007, at St.

Joseph's Church in Camillus, NY, followed

by a reception at The Lodge at Welch

Allyn in Skaneateles. The bridal party

included BC alums Andrew Del Boccio

(best man), Toni Ann Kruse (maid

of honor), Beth Glauber (bridesmaid), and

Matt Kleiner (groomsman). The happy

couple resides in Los Angeles. Tina is

finishing a Ph.D. in neuroscience at

USC, and Sean is an internal auditor at

Washington Mutual. • Joseph Cacace and

Stephanie Howling were married on

August 5, 2007, in Hollis, NH. Alison

Shawver served as bridesmaid. Joseph is

completing his final year at Suffolk

Law and Stephanie her Ph.D. in

sociology at Harvard. The couple resides

in Belmont. • Lesley Johnston recently

married Zachary Lang. David Cotter served

as a groomsman. • Karen Van Doran

married Brian Coughlin on July 7, 2007,

in Rocky Hill, CT. • Benedikt Goetz

married Pauline Kramer on August 25,

2007, in the Netherlands. • Amy Fierman

married John Moore on August 25, 2007,

at Shenorock Shore Club in Rye, NY.

• Sandra Schmidt and Patrick Coombs
were married on August 10, 2007,

by BC alum Fr. Wallace Blackwood '62,

MSP'73, at the Cathedral of the Holy

Cross in Boston. Britt Burner and Abby

DeCristofaro were bridesmaids, and

William Toye III was the best man. Alicia

LaPolla and Jonathon Dunn '01 were

happily married on October 6, 2007, in

Utica, NY. They currently reside in

Newton. Erin Murphy, John Cope '01,

and Geoff Kuesters '01 were members
of the wedding party. The couple

honeymooned in Paris and Florence.

• Bryan S. Conley of Wilmer Cutler

Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP was selected

by the Boston Bar Association as one of

15 new members in its Public Interest

Leadership Program. Bryan studied at Suffolk

Law School. • Peter Marino married Bryan

Fleming on June 30, 2007, at Emmanuel
Episcopal Church in Boston. A reception

was held at the historic Gamble Mansion.

• Brian and Pam (Longar) Clifton welcomed

their daughter, Landry Jane, on November

29, 2007. Both mom and baby are

healthy and happy. • Mary I arkin married

Andrew Messer on November 17, 2007,

at the Crestmont Country Club in New Jersey,

where they are members. Rristen Weber
served as maid ofhonor; James Stanton '02

and Melissa Cellini also participated in the

ceremony. Andrew is an assistant vice

president with HSBC in New York; Mary is

an associate at JPMorgan. • Bob '04 and

Ali (Foley) Shenk had their first child, Cole

Robert, on August 17, 2007. • Greg Comfort

and Mary Allison Timby '05 were married

in Columbus, OH, where they currently

reside, on September 2, 2007. Jeff Mayer

and Brad McCarthy served as best man and

groomsman, respectively. Courtney Dalton

wed Gray Stephens on June 15, 2007, in

Madison, CT, at St. Margaret Church.

The reception was at The Madison Beach

Club. Courtney and Gray live in Chapel

Hill, where Courtney teaches high-school

humanities and Gray is a student at UNC
School of Law. They are planning to move
later this year to Boston, where Gray will be

an associate in the Tax and Benefits group at

Ropes and Gray LLP. • Please visit the

BC Online Community at www.bc.edu/

alurnni/association/comrnunity.html to view

a picture from Courtney and Gray's wedding.

• Since this is our 5th Reunion (!), you

should also continue to check that website

for updates on all the fun that awaits. Hope

to see you all in May!

2004
Correspondent: Alexandra (Weiskopf)

Chase

alexandra.chase@us.army.mil

85 Oak Ridge Circle

Richmond Hill, GA 31324: gu-6^6-8gg8

Eli Akerstein and Betsi Graves were

married on September 8, 2007, in western

Massachusetts. • On the same date, Emily

D'Amour married Christopher Pardo at the

D'Amour Chapel in Somers, CT. BC's

Fr. Joseph Marchese presided over their

wedding. BC alums in attendance included

Charles '74 and Elizabeth Manning

D'Amour '74, Fr. Jeffrey Fleming '69,

MBA'71, Brian Choquette, Sarah Fox,

Jen Gallagher, and Rodrigo Ortiz Meoz '03,

who was a groomsman. The newly

married couple lives in Coral Gables where

Emily is the director of events and

marketing for an independent bookstore,

Books & Books. In May 2007, Chris

graduated first in his class from St.

Thomas University School of Law and is

presently a labor and employment litigator

at the Miami office of the multinational

firm Morgan, Lewis & Bockius. • Rose

Di Salvo married Giancarlo Micozzi on

October 13, 2007, on Cape Cod. Allie

(Connors) Johnston, Joanna Bogado,

Serene Saliba, and Laura Sanchez Cross

were bridesmaids. Omar Kazimi '02 was

a groomsman. Also in attendance were

Julie McCartney, Tracy Clifford, Eric

Wright, Steve Savage, Ben Cross '03,

Ashley Johnston, Patrick Driscoll, and

Lindsay Brainerd. Rose recently graduated

from UMass Boston with a master's

in education and is currently working

as a seventh-grade English teacher in

Framingham. Giancarlo recently passed

the Massachusetts Bar exam and works for

a real estate company in Brighton. The

couple resides in Boston. • Kyle Ketcham

and Kate Irwin were married on November

4, 2007. Several '04 BC grads were in

attendance, including Newt Tedder,

Karen Bukowick, Dave Howarth, Matthew

and Tanya (Kilabuk) Gaul, Ben Hain, Matt

Ward, Mike O'Connor, Lara Romanowski,

Allison Murphy, Jon Hanson, Pat Lally,

and Dusty Pusch. • Robert Harper is an

associate at Farrell Fritz, PC, where he

works in the trusts and estates and

commercial litigation departments. He
is also a special professor of law at

Hofstra University School of Law, where he

coaches the moot court team. Robert earned

his JD from Hofstra in 2007.
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2005
Correspondent: joe Bowden

joe.bowden@gmail.com

95 Harvest Lane

Bridgewatei; MA 02324; 508-807

Macarena Corral and Joe Mayerle were

married on July 21, 2007, in Eden Prairie,

MN. Stephanie Cizek read at the ceremony.

Eagles in attendance included Carl Smith,

Julie Pellegrini, Nick Caputi, Katie Den Uyl,

Robert Albanese, Kate Kreinbring, and Joe

Halli. The couple currently resides in St.

Paul. • Mary Allison Timby and Greg

Comfort '03 were married in Columbus,

OH, on September 2, 2007. Molly Behymer,

Christine Boccieri, Elizabeth Ethun, Chrissy

Wain, Jeff Mayer '03, and Brad McCarthy

'03 were in the wedding party. The couple

currently resides in Columbus. • Laura Lenth

and Tom Hennessey were married on

September 29, 2007, in Oakdale, MN, by

Rev. Dan Sweeney, SJ. Bridesmaids included

Sara Dupuis, Susanna Dawson, Cait Doran,

and the groom's sister, Meghan Hennessey

'04. Groomsmen included Tony Blaine,

Paul Gregory, and Colin Fraser. The couple

currently resides in Los Angeles. • Erin

Wohl married Brian Elwood on August 11,

2007, at St. Mary's Church in Barnesville,

MD. A reception followed at the Hollow Creek

Golf Club in Middleton. Erin is a third-year

student at the University of Maryland

School of Pharmacy, and Brian is in his

final year at the Columbus School of Law,

Catholic University ofAmerica, in Washing-

ton DC. After a cruise to the Caribbean, the

newlyweds returned home to Hanover, MD.

2006
Correspondent: Cristina Conciatori

conciato@bc.edu / 845-624-1204

Correspondent: Tina Corea

TinaCorea@gmail.com / ^73-224-386],

Congratulations go to Marisa (Fusco)

Ackermann, who married Matt Achermann

on October 5, 2007, in East Rutherford, NJ.

The couple now resides in Kearny. Serving

in the bridal party were Elizabeth Weyman,
Taylor Goodell, and Kara Rendzia Williams

'00. Also in attendance were Maggie Hurley,

Amanda Kearns, Meredith DeMaina '05,

Brendan Kells '05, Brian Moynihan '04, and

Jared Walsh '04. Marisa is now working at

Seton Hall University as an assistant director

in the university's career center. • Brett Marks

recently finished a run in Zeitgeist Stage

Company's production of The Kentucky Cycle

at the Boston Center for the Arts in Boston's

South End. We congratulate him on his good

reviews. • Jennifer Eagan is working for the

New England Cable News Worcester Bureau

as a reporter, photographer, and editor. Check

out her broadcasts that appear in central

Massachusetts! • In other media news, Red

Fabbri recently completed a year in the NBC
Page Program, working at Late Night with

Conan O'Brien and Saturday Night Live. He
is now a production assistant for NBC and

recently won a scriptwriting contest.

2007
Correspondent: Lauren Faherty

fahertyl@bc.edu

11 Elm Street

Milton, MA 02186; 617-6^8-6608

Caitlin Murphy-Kennelly has a job in

marketing at BBDO in Manhattan. She plans

to go to graduate school in the future.

• Rachel Yoffe is an assistant teacher in the

second grade at the Solomon Schechter Day

School of Greater Boston in Newton. She is

also completing BC's Fifth Year program for

her master's in curriculum and instruction.

• Christopher Kenyon is working for State

Street Corporation in investor services.

• Jennifer Thibault was awarded a Fulbright

scholarship to Germany and teaches English

as a foreign language. • Megan Godio works

at Brigham and Women's Hospital as an RN
in the neurosurgery unit. She lives in Newton.

• Brian Matthews moved back to New York

to start his job with the New York Mets.

• Brian Maples, Chris Melnic, and Tyler

Pidgeon live together in South Boston. Chris

and Tyler are both attending the Tufts

University School ofMedicine, and Brian is

a student at the Tufts School of Dental

Medicine. • Alex Brady is living in Harlem

and teaching eighth-grade English and social

studies in the Bronx through Teach For Amer-

ica. • Taylor Lincoln recently participated in

a medical-volunteer program in Ghana. She

lived with a Ghanaian family and worked at

the Central Regional Hospital. • Emily Deemer

lives in Porter Square in Cambridge, where

she works for EF Education as an international

tour consultant. • Katherine Houghton lives

in Brookline and works as a math teacher at

Braintree High School. • Marissa Capineri

lives in New York and is studying social work

at Columbia. • Monica Donahue is a Navy

nurse in the intensive care unit at Naval

Hospital Bremerton in Washington State.

• Kristin Jacques is a registered nurse at

Children's Hospital Boston in a general

medicine unit. She lives in Newton Centre.

• Christina Dunn lives in the eastern Caribbean

country of Dominica, where she is serving

in the Peace Corps as a community develop-

ment worker. • Alexandra Kamin is in the

Jesuit Volunteer Corps in Phoenix, working

as a programs coordinator for Helping

Hands Housing Services, which provides

subsidized housing for people living in

central Phoenix. • Brian Retchless is a graphic

designer and does freelance video work on

the side. • Jennifer Mejia lives in Puerto

Rico, where she works for El Banco Popular

as a financial analyst in the Corporate Banking

Division. • Dara Beirne spent last summer
working in the hotel industry in Dublin,

Ireland, and accepted a hotel position in

Manhattan last October.

CARROLL SCHOOL
gsomalum@bc.edu

Fulton Hall. Room 315

Chestnut Hill. MA 02467

How would Henry VIII use an
ONLINE COMMUNITY?

• To keep his ADDRESS UPDATED
(British monarchs move around a lot)

To sign up as a CAREER MENTOR
(for other Renaissance men)

To meet new people (prospective queens?)

via the SOCIAL NETWORKING tool

www.bc.edu/alumni
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Thomas Anderson, MBA'97, is head of

the Strategy and Research group at State

Street Global Advisors, the investment

management arm of State Street Corpora-

tion. A chartered financial analyst, Tom
most recendy served as portfolio manager

and investment team leader in the firm's

Charitable Asset Management group. • Fay

Donohue, MBA80, is CEO of Denta Quest

Ventures, Inc., one of the largest adminis-

trators of governmental dental programs.

• Michael Girardi, MBA'92, is president of

the newly formed US subsidiary of Titian

Software Ltd., a sample management software

provider. • Fred Pinkett, MBA'92, is vice

president of product management for Core

Security Technologies, which specializes in

enterprise security assurance testing. • Francis

"Fran" Swift, MBA'92, is director of the Web
Effectiveness practice at Systems Alliance,

Inc., a regional systems integrator providing

high-value IT and business consulting

services. • John Tagliamonte, MBA'96, has

been named vice president of business

development for ImmunoGen, Inc., a Cam-

bridge-based biopharmaceutical company that

develops targeted anticancer therapeutics.

• Greg Weaver, MBA'92, is chief financial

officer of Talyst, a leader in pharmacy

automation based in Bellevue, WA.

CONNELL SCHOOL
csongrad@bc.edu

Cashing Hall, Room 20]

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Freida Hopkins Outlaw, MS'70, was recendy

inducted as a fellow into the American

Academy of Nursing. She is the chief nurse

and assistant commissioner for special

populations and minority services at the

Tennessee Department of Mental Health

and Developmental Disabilities. • Deborah

Washington, MS'93, has been selected by

Nursing Spectrum magazine as its national

Nurse ofthe Year in the category ofAdvancing

and Leading the Profession. Deborah is the

director of diversity for Patient Care Services

at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

GSAS

McGuinn Hall, Room 221-A

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467; 617-552-3265

Jeanne Heming, MA'76, and Leonard Schwarz

have written a book on money and ethics

(personal, not corporate) called Isn't It Their

Turn to Pick Up the Check? They also write a

column, "Do the Right Thing," on the same

topic for Money magazine and for the CNN/
Money website. • Cheryl Ryan Maloney, MA'93,

Ph.D.'o6, was named superintendent ofthe

Weston Public Schools in November 2007.

She had served as Weston's assistant super-

intendent since 2003, prior to which she

taught history for 15 years at the middle and

high schools and served as department

chair for the last four ofthose years.

GSSW
gsswalumni@bc.edu

McGuinn Hall, Room 123

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Former Dean Ed Burke, MSW'56, and his

wife, Lee Bajek Burke, MSW'56, celebrated

their 50th wedding anniversary in July 2007.

Chancellor and former BC President J.

Donald Monan, SJ, celebrated a liturgy at

St. Mary's Hall on the Chestnut Hill Campus.

• June David-Fors, MSW84, was appointed

director of the Northborough Department

of Family and Youth Services. June had

been the executive director of Shrewsbury

Community Services for nine years.

LAW SCHOOL
Vicki Sanders

sandervi@bc.edu

885 Centre Street

Newton, MA 02459

Class Notes for Law School alumni are

published in the BC Law Magazine. Please

forward all submissions to Vicki Sanders at

the above address.

LYNCH SCHOOL
Director of Alumni Relations

lynchschoolalumni@bc.edu

Campion Hall, Room 106

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467

Jessica Bickley, MA'02, has been awarded a

Fulbright grant to travel to Germany for

professional development. She was selected

to participate in the US-Germany Fulbright

International Education Administrators

Program (IEA) in October 2007. Jessica is a

career counselor at St. John's University in

Queens, NY, and she has taken the initiative

in developing career-related programming

and partnerships that address the needs of

international students as well as the need

for internationalization of career services,

overall. Her Fulbright to Germany is educa-

tional and will give her exposure to the history

and culture of Germany as well as to its

academic infrastructure. • Jean (Remillard)

Chisser, MA'91, recendy accepted a position

at the Boston College Alumni Association

as an executive assistant. Previously, Jean

was employed at BC's Institute of Religious

Education and Pastoral Ministry as the

assistant director of continuing education.

Jean writes, "After taking a year offto sail in

the Bahamas for the winter, I am thrilled to

be back at Boston College. Working at the

Alumni Association is challenging and

exciting as we work to build a stronger con-

nection to BC with all alumni." • Terry

Thomas Fulmer, MS'77, Ph.D. '83, has been

elected to the Skidmore College Board of

Trustees. A 1976 graduate ofSkidmore, Terry

is the Erline Perkins McGriff Professor and

dean of the College of Nursing at New York

University. She was the first nurse to serve

as president ofthe Gerontological Society of

America and to be elected to the board of

the American Geriatrics Society.

WCAS
Correspondent: Jane T. Crimlisk

416 Belgrade Avenue, Unit 25

West Roxbury, MA 02132; 617-788-8224

Rev. Brian Smail, OFM, '89 has left Boston

for New York to work as the vocation director

for the Franciscans. • I met Mary Amsler '49,

Mary Alice Gallagher '52, Beatrice Leonard

'54, and Eileen (O'Brien) Dowcett '55 at the

Advent Day of Recollection on December 1,

2007. It was a very grace-filled day as

Fr. Casey Beaumier, SJ, provided all of us

with Ignatian spirituality and a beautiful

liturgy to close out the old year and

welcome in the new year of the church.

• I regret to inform you that Anne Dacey

Foley '53 died on September 4, 2007, and

that Msgr. John Day died on September 7,

2007. Msgr. Day was a classmate of my
father's at Boston College. He entered

St. John's Seminary prior to graduation

but was always considered part of the Class

of 1934. I learned after his death that

Msgr. Day returned to Boston College in

the 1990s to study English literature

and graduated from the Woods College

of Advancing Studies in 1997. Prayers

and condolences are extended to the Foley

and Day families.
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1930s

Cornelius Connors '33 of Dorchester on

February 19, 2007. A World War II veteran

and administrator for the Boston Housing

Authority, he is survived by three children.

Joseph V. Creeden '32 of East Bridgewater

on November 11, 1995. A Navy veteran of

World War II and a Veterans Administration

Hospital employee, he leaves his wife, a

son, a daughter, and four grandchildren.

Gerard B. Doyle '33 ofArlington on October

30, 2007. He is survived by three sons, eight

grandchildren, and four great-grandchildren.

ArthurR Dray '39 ofHyde Park on November

2, 2007. A WorldWar II veteran, he is survived

by a brother, three sisters, and five children.

Rev. Cornelius J. Hogan '32 of Boston,

formerly of Wayland and Winchester, on

November 28, 2000. Pastor of St. Ann's

Parish in Wayland for 13 years, he leaves

three sisters and a brother.

John J. Larkin '36, MSW38, ofWashington

DC on November 29, 2007. A DC court

employee, he served in the Army Signal

Corps during World War II. His survivors

include two daughters and a sister.

Mary Esther McCarthy, RSCJ, MA33, of

Albany, NY, on March 29, 2000. She

entered the Society of the Sacred Heart in

1936. She is survived by her sister-in-law.

Robert R. Sweeney '30 of Cambridge

on October 5, 2007. A school headmaster

who was active as a volunteer in many
community organizations, he is survived

by two children.

1940S
George F. Bent '42, JD'51, of Andover on

September 29, 2007. A lawyer who cohosted

the popular Boston radio show Sportscope,

he is survived by his wife and four children.

John A. Berlo '49 of Boynton Beach, FL, on

September 24, 2007. Formerly ofNeedham
and Dorchester, he is survived by his partner

and several cousins.

William J. Corkery '44 of Cambridge on

November 11, 2007. He is survived by his

wife, 12 children, and 29 grandchildren.

Mary Maloney '44 ofMeriden, CT, on October

30, 2007. A secretary at Mercy High School,

she leaves four children.

Leo F. McKenna '49 of Sagamore Beach on

November 26, 2007. A member of the

Coast Guard during WorldWar II and a former

salesman, he leaves behind seven children.

James J. McTaggart '47 of Milton on

December 15, 2006. A retired attorney, he

is survived by two children.

Frederic J. O'Hara '40 of Bayville, NY, on

May 21, 2007. He was a professor at Long

Island University.

Rev. Joseph P. O'Neill, SJ, '45 of Weston on

October 10, 2007. A teacher at BC High for

48 years, he is survived by two sisters

Richard E. Ready '41, MSW'46, ofNorwood

on December 3, 2007. A World War II Army
veteran, he was superintendent, Norwood

Recreation Department, and a partner in

Sandpiper Pool Co. in Norwood.

Charles A. Tobin, LLB'49, of Gaithersburg,

MD, on May 21, 2007. An antitrust lawyer

who became secretary of the Federal Trade

Commission, he is survived by three children.

Leo F. Wilson '44 of Norwood on August

13, 2007. A former executive at Shell Oil

Co., he was a World War II Navy veteran.

He is survived by his wife and five children.

1950S

Louis N. Arbeene '50 of Winchester on

October 5, 2007. A World War II Army
veteran, he is survived by his daughter.

John J.
Bacon '51 of West Yarmouth on

December 18, 2007. A naval officer and

longtime president of the Boston Gas Co., he

was president ofthe Boston College Alumni

Association and ofthe BC Club ofCape Cod.

He leaves his wife and four children.

Donald W. Brack '56, MA'63, of Yarmouth-

port on November 7, 2007. Director

of technical publications at NEC Corpora-

tion, he is survived by his wife and

three daughters.

Joseph W. Cannon '53 of Eastham on

November 29, 2007. A former airline

industry employee and motel owner, he is

survived by seven children.

John J. Carrigg '51 of West Roxbury on

October 22, 2007. A Korean War veteran,

he is survived by four children.

Joseph P. Clune '52, JD'61, of Pascoag, RI,

on August 3, 2006. A Korean War veteran

and an enthusiastic volunteer at St. Joan's

Church, he is survived by three children.

Emanuel E. Correia '54 of Branford, CT, on

October 22, 2007.

William
J.
Devereaux '50 of East Providence,

RI, on October 16, 2007. A World War II

Navy veteran who fought on Iwo Jima and

Okinawa, he was a controller and sales

manager for Narragansett Brewing Co. He
is survived by four children.

Richard C. Driscoll Jr., JD'59, of Cataunet

on November 11, 2007. A Korean War
veteran, he was a partner in the Brockton

law firm Driscoll & Mattingly. His wife and

five children survive him.

Hugh G. Duffy '59, JD'62, of Deale, MD.
Harry E. Finn '53 of Tucson, AZ, on April

3, 2007. He was a retired salesman for

Universal Fish of Boston.

Ruth Loucraft Freeland '54 of Las Vegas,

NV, on October 30, 2007. A nurse and

teacher, she leaves a daughter and two siblings.

Joseph C. Gallagher '50 ofMilton on October

24, 2007. A vice president of government

relations at First National Bank of Boston,

he is survived by his wife and four children.

John B. Gilbert '55 ofWatertown on October

1, 2007. A vice president and treasurer at

the Newton South Cooperative Bank, he is

survived by three children.

Edward F. Gregory '51 of Arlington on

December 5, 2007. A World War II Navy

veteran, he is survived by his wife and three

children.

Leonard R. Hardy '52 of South Boston on

October 28, 2007. A World War II Army
veteran, he is survived by his wife and

six children.

Rev. Alwyn C.H. Harry, SJ, MS'52, of

Weston on October 16, 2007. He is survived

by a sister and many nieces and nephews.

William M. Hopkins '56 of Branford, CT,

on November 29, 2007. A lieutenant com-

mander in the Navy Reserves, he is survived

by his wife, five children, and four siblings.

Edward F. Hoy '50 of Charlottesville, VA,

on October 16, 2007. A World War II Army
veteran, he worked in the telecommunications

industry. He is survived by three children.

Charles W. Hunter '51, MA'53, of Sudbury

on October 3, 2007. A Korean War veteran,

he is survived by his wife and four children.

Patricia F. Keating, MA'54, ofCambridge on

October 26, 2007. She is survived by two

siblings and eight nieces and nephews.

Philip E. LaBonte, JD'56, of Milton on

September 28, 2007. A World War II Army-

www. bc.edu/aiumni
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veteran, he is survived by his wife and

two children.

Carole Ann Smith Lamb '58, MA'61, of

Harwich, on November 28, 2007. A high-

school math teacher, she is survived by her

husband, sister, and three children.

Julia Lamy, NC'59, of Estes Park, CO, on

March 31, 2007. A former occupational

therapist, she is survived by her son.

Peter P. Long, MA'54, ofWalpole on October

3, 2007. A World War II Navy veteran, he is

survived by four children.

Brendan Lowney '58 of Stoneham on October

11, 2007. He is survived by his wife and

three children.

Thomas R. Manning '54, JD'57, of West

Roxbury on November 4, 2007. An Army
veteran, he was a district attorney and

public defender for Pittsfield, Berkshire,

and Hamden counties. He is survived by

his wife, six children, and two brothers.

William Massarella, JD'51, ofManassas, VA,

on October 27, 2007. A lieutenant

commander in the Navy who worked for

the National Science Foundation, he is

survived by his wife and three children.

William A. McAdoo '55 of Beachwood

Terrace, ME, on September 29, 2007. A
former Belmont and Cambridge resident,

he is survived by his wife, and four children.

Howard A. McCabe '51 of Jupiter, FL, on

October 25, 2007. An Air Force sergeant in

World War II, he received a Good Conduct

Medal and EAME TC Ribbon with seven

battle stars as an armored gunner. He leaves

his wife and four children.

James E. McDonald, MSW'57, ofWorcester

on November 25, 2007. An Air Force pilot,

he later served as chief administrator of

psychiatric medical services at Lackland Air

Force base in San Antonio. He leaves

behind three children.

John M. McLellan '53 of Somerville on

October 29, 2007. Formerly ofTaipei, Taiwan,

he leaves 10 brothers and sisters.

William E. Nagle '51 of Lakewood, CA, on

December 29, 2005.

John A. Noonan '53 ofWareham on July 18,

200 G. An attorney, he is survived by his

wife, four children, and two sisters.

Leo V. Noonan '54 of Milton on November

30, 2007. Brother of the late John Noonan

'53, he leaves two sisters.

Anne E. Quinn, MA'56, of Brewster on

October 25, 2007. A longtime teacher in the

Burlington and Westwood school systems, she

is survived by her husband and four children.

Alice Rose, SCH/56 ofTaunton on October

9, 2007. A member ofthe Sisters of Charity

of Halifax, she worked in elementary

education. She is survived by a sister.

Dorothy Killion Ryan, NC'54, of Scituate on

November 6, 2007. For nearly 35 years a

medical technologist at South Shore Hospital,

she leaves five children.

Grace Underwood Scola '51 of Delray

Beach, FL, on November 19, 2007. Nurse,

high-school teacher, and artist, she leaves

six children and two brothers.

Joseph B. Thornton '58 of Pocasset on

September 25, 2007. Former owner and

CEO ofMultitemp Mechanical, he is survived

by his wife and four children.

Timothy
J. Toomey '51 of Belmont on

November 14, 2007. An oral and maxillo-

facial surgeon, he was department chief at

three teaching hospitals and president of

the medical staff at Cambridge Hospital. He
leaves his wife, a son, and two sisters.

Joseph J. Vitale '59 of East Boston on

November 8, 2007. Known as "Ducky" to

friends and family, he was a Korean War vet-

eran and a chemist for M.S. Walker Company.

He is survived by his wife and three children.

John E. Wall '54 of Peabody on November

20, 2007. The former attorney leaves his

wife and six children.

Frank T. Wojcik, JD'58, of Wayland on

December 9, 2007. A Navy veteran and an

attorney, he leaves his wife and two children.

Kenneth R. Wythe '57 of Danvers on

December 5, 2007. A former Raytheon

employee, he is survived by his wife and

two children.

I96OS
Rev. Edward F. Boyle, SJ, '69 of Boston on

November 13, 2007. Former director of the

Labor Guild and Institute of Industrial

Relations, he leaves five siblings.

John V. Boyle, MS'6o, of Utica, NY, on

June 27, 2002.

Maureen H. Dolan, M.Ed.'69, of Milton on

December 2, 2007. A longtime volunteer at

St. Agatha Parish, she is survived by her

husband, three children, and twin bother.

Michael A. Dora '65 ofWilmington, DE, on

October 16, 2007. A former employee of

Eastman Kodak and Canon, he is survived

by his wife and four children.

Delia P. Feeney '61 ofWinchester on October

5, 2007. She is survived by several nieces

and nephews.

Frank G. Giuliano, MA'69, of Providence,

RI, on October 22, 2007. A teacher and

principal in the Johnston, RI, school sys-

tem, he retired as acting superintendent.

His survivors include his son and his brother.

Leonard Gonsalves '64 of Dartmouth on

November 5, 2007. An educator and a former

state representative, he leaves behind his

wife, two sons, and three nieces, whom he

raised after his sister's death.

Evelyn Therese Goslin, SCH, M.Ed/67, °f

Wellesley on November 5, 2007. A Sister of

Charity of Halifax, she completed missions

in Nova Scotia, Quebec, New York, and

Massachusetts. She leaves behind a sister.

M. Virginia Hanley '61 of Melrose on

November 7, 2007. She worked for the

Department of Defense, the US Embassy in

Germany, and American Airlines.

Thomas P. Lufkin '66 ofChelsea on January

1, 1978.

Richard L. Maloney '63 of Bath, NH, on

September 20, 2007. He is survived by his

wife, two sons, and a brother.

James F. McGill, MBA'63, of Westwood on

November 5, 2007. Retired CEO and

president of Voice Recognition, Inc., he is

survived by his wife and seven children.

Marie Therese Nicholson, OSF, MS'61, of

Syracuse, NY, on October 10, 2007. A
member of the Sisters of St. Joseph for

68 years, she worked as a nurse in hospitals

in New York and Hawaii.

Denis O'Leary '67 of West Roxbury on

December 4, 2007. He leaves his sister, his

wife, and two sons.

Robert F. O'Neil '66 ofHobe Sound, FL, on

October 19, 2007. A former Middleboro

resident, he is survived by his wife, three

children, and two step-children.

Margaret Mary Otrando, MPV, M.Ed/64, °f

Fitchburg on December 13, 2007. A teacher,

school principal, and missionary with the

Venerini Sisters in Brazil and Africa, she

leaves four siblings.

Jay E. Porter '65 of Peabody on October 18,

2007. A longtime teacher in the Peabody

Public Schools system and president of

the Peabody Federation of Teachers, he is

survived by his wife and three children.

Paul B. Plouffe '63, MA'64, of Kensington,

CA, on November 11, 2007. A textbook author

and professor at the University of California,

Berkeley, he is survived by two brothers.

Robert J. Reardon Jr. '64 of Charlestown on

November 22, 2007. He was a member of

the Cape Cod and Bunker Hill Council No. 62.

His survivors include his wife and three sons.

Lawrence E. Ricci '66 of Mashpee on

December 14, 2007. A Vietnam War veteran

and a longtime Verizon employee, he leaves

two daughters and three siblings.

Joseph A. Roach, JD'61, of Deerfield Beach,

FL, and West Dennis on December 16,

2007. An attorney in Rockland for more

than 30 years, he leaves two children.

Duke M. Quintans Saguisag, MSW'69, in

Makati, the Philippines, on November 8,
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2007- Former secretary of the Department

of Social Welfare and Development in the

Philippines, she is survived by her husband

and five children.

Paul D. Scanlon, JD'6o, of Reston, VA, on

December 5, 2007. An attorney, he is survived

by a brother, a sister, and four children.

Alfred F. Silva Jr. '67 of Douglasville, GA,

on November 30, 2007. A businessman

and Army veteran, he leaves his mother, his

sister, his wife, and two sons.

Frederick
J.
Smith '62 ofQuincy on December

2, 2007. Founder and owner of Associated

Insurance Agency, Inc., Boston, he leaves

behind three children.

Valerie McMahon Vincent, NC'62, of

Greenwich, CT, on October 26, 2007. She

leaves three children and a sister.

1970S

Christine H. Branson, MA73, of Stillwater,

OK, on December 3, 2007. The director of

the Coumadin clinic and chief of employee

health at Lakeside Veteran's Hospital in

Chicago, she is survived by her brother.

Jacquelyn B. Brunner, M.Ed. '77, of Bismarck,

NH, on October 9, 2007. A special-education

teacher, she is survived by her brother.

William Connaughton Jr., MBA'70, of Need-

ham on December 7, 2007. The owner of

Algonquin Industrial Real Estate ofNeedham,

he leaves his wife, a daughter, and a sister.

Ronald Dion, JD'72, of Swampscort on

November 30, 2007. Chairman ofR.M. Bradley

& Co., Inc., and John Hancock Mutual Funds,

he is survived by his wife and two sons.

William L. Eaton, JD'72, of Concord, CT, on

October 1, 2007. A former partner at Wood-

man & Eaton, he is survived by his wife and

two daughters.

Francis R. Faerber '72 of Hockessin, DE, on

September 25, 2007. A former senior vice

president at the Bank ofAmerica in Newark,

DE, he leaves three children.

Robert H. Ferriter '77 of Scituate on November

24, 2007. He leaves three sons, two brothers,

and two sisters.

Thomas S. Hermes '73 of Winnetka, IL, on

October 27, 2007. He is survived by his wife

and three children.

Christopher M. Joyce '70 of Chester, NJ, on

September 25, 2007. A market researcher at

Crayola, he is survived by his wife and

two children.

Jeffrey D. Kelley '76 of Williamstown on

October 18, 2007. A businessman who
specialized in the development of new
financial and learning technologies, he is

survived by his wife and three children.

Kevin Loftus, JD'79, of Boston on October

27, 2007. An attorney at the Gillette Company,

he is survived by his fiancee, three sons,

and four siblings.

James Menzies Shannon '79 of Salem on

October 13, 2007. An attorney, he is survived

by four children, a brother, and two sisters.

Joseph L. Monarca '75 ofMedford on October

7, 2007. An accountant who worked for John

Hancock Financial Services, he is survived

by his sister.

Maureen N. Nagelhout '70 ofTorrance, CA,

on November 19, 2007. A former director at

Cedars-Sinai Medical Center in Los Angeles

and executive director at St. Joseph's Hospital

in Orange, CA, she is survived by three brothers.

Joseph T. Norton '74 ofMilton on November

10, 2007. He is survived by his wife, his

children, and his sisters.

Margaret Mary O'Dea, MA'70, ofNorwalk, CT,

on October 31, 2007. She was principal of St.

John's Prep School in Darien, CT. Survivors

include her brother and three sisters.

Anita M. O'Hara, MA'74, of Milton, FL, on

November 15, 2007. An educator and a

librarian, she leaves behind six children.

Victor A. Rudis '72 of Knoxville, TN, on

November 15, 2007. A research forester,

he is survived by his wife and two sons.

Charles P. Sposato '70 of Framingham on

December 16, 2007. The founding principal

of the MATCH Charter High School in

Boston, he is survived by his wife, two

daughters, and a brother.

Mary Kathleen Tommerup '70 of Odense,

Denmark, on November 16, 2007. A pro-

fessor at Tietgen College in Odense, she is

survived by her husband and two children.

I98OS

Patricia Aggen, MA'82, of Raleigh, NC, on

May 10, 2007. A special-education teacher,

she is survived by her son and her mother.

Robert J. Farrell Jr. '81 of Chelmsford on

October 14, 2007. A former worker at

National Grid USA Services Co., he is

survived by his wife and three children.

Peter Grady '83 ofWestport, CT, on September

19, 2007. A former employee of IBM Global

Services, he is survived by his four children.

Mary T. Lane '87 of Silver Spring, MD, on

October 21, 2007. A playwright and short

story writer, she taught English at Anne
Arundel Community College, in Arnold, MD.
Survivors include her husband, her parents,

and five siblings.

Dawn Walker, MSW'83, of Orono, ME, on

December 16, 2007. She was the director of

social work at Eastern Maine Medical Center.

1990S
Francis J. Coleman III '91, MBA'oo, ofNew
York, NY, on November 27, 2007. An equity

analyst, he leaves behind his parents, his

brother, and his fiancee.

Kimberly A. Baker Irvin, JD'92, of Flower

Mound, TX, on July 22, 2006.

2000S
Antonio Gonzalez '07 of Bellingham on

April 1, 2006.

FACULTY AND STAFF DEATHS

• John Crogan, a former Dining Services

associate director who retired in 2000
after 25 years at Boston College, on

January 4, 2008, at age 68. He is

survived by his wife Virginia; sons

Robert and William; daughter Diane

Porrino; brother Thomas; and 10

grandchildren, one great-grandchild,

and many nieces and nephews.

• Jonathan Sawyer, a custodian since

2002, on November 21, 2007, at age

66. He is survived by his wife Helene;

sons Thomas and Aaron; daughter Susan

Schofield; sisters Jennifer Stix and

Jessica Sawyer; and five grandchildren.

• Bruce Kennedy, a research statistician

at the Carroll School since 2006, on

January 3, 2008, at age 48. He is

survived by his wife Jin Kyung; parents

Mirth and Philip; daughter Christine

Turcotte; brothers Scott and Mark; sister

Lydia; and several nieces and nephews.

Correction: In the Fall issue, p. 33, we reported

that Marcel C. Cartier '$g was survived by

his wife; infact, Carol (McMahon) Cartier died

in lggo. We regret the error.

Hie obituary section is compiledfrom
national listings and noticesfrom family

members and friends ofalumni. Tlie section

includes only the deaths reported to us since

the previous issue ofBoston College

Magazine. Please send information to:

Office of University Advancement,

More Hall 220, 140 Commonwealth Ave.,

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467.

IMAGE CREDITS: ABIGAIL ADAMS

(wikimedia.org/public domain); FR. THOMAS

I. gasson (boston college university archives);

HENRY VIII (WIKIMEDIA.ORG/PUBLIC DOMAIN)
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ADVANCEMENT
INVESTING IN BOSTON COLLEGE'S FUTURE

CORNERSTONE
LAYS FIRST-YEAR
FOUNDATION
Since it was established 10

years ago, Boston College's

Cornerstone Program has more

than accomplished its goal to

foster stronger bonds between

first-year students in the College

of Arts & Sciences and their

faculty advisors—it's created

a foundational experience.

Evolving from one course

in 1998, the program now
boasts five distinct offerings

designed to thoughtfully intro-

duce students to college life

and academic inquiry. In each,

professors also serve as students'

academic advisors, forging a

connection that's difficult to

duplicate. Nearly one-third of

A&S freshmen now choose to

participate in the program.

"When you teach your stu-

dent advisees, you get to know
them personally," stresses

Professor David Quigley. "You

can then provide better academic

advice, but also direct them to

various service, internship, or

fellowship opportunities."

One of the most popular

Cornerstone courses is the

one-credit "Freshman Topic

Seminar," which invites stu-

dents to explore their advisor's

research interests. Quigley's

offering, "Boston 101: The

City in History and Literature,"

provides a multidisciplinary

perspective on the city's past

and present-day culture.

Classes, which are purposely

kept small, also include the

one-credit "Cornerstone

Advisement Seminar" and

"The Courage to Know," a

three-credit course that encour-

ages students to discuss diver-

sity and spirituality issues,

among others.

"Cornerstone's popularity

stems from its impact upon

student formation," explains

Director Clare Dunsford,

who notes that Boston College

is one of only a handful of

institutions nationwide to offer

Professor David Quigley provides a tour of Boston to all of his Cornerstone

students, including Nora Kennedy '11 and Chandler Frost 'n.

such a diverse range of courses

in its first-year program.

"Cornerstone helps students

adjust to college life, because it

gets them thinking about their

lives, their interests, and their

potential vocations." She says

many such classroom discus-

sions extend beyond campus,

when professors take their stu-

dents into the city for dinner

or to attend cultural events

—

all supported through a special

cocurricular budget.

Since 2006, the Academic

Advising Center has greatly

enhanced the first-year experi-

ence by ensuring that all A&S
freshmen receive an advisor

in their potential field of study.

Nonetheless, Dunsford says

the extra classroom attention

Cornerstone provides will

continue to make it a

desirable option.

"Students are able to make

a unique personal connection

to a faculty member in that

crucial first year," she says.

"They become anchored, which

lets them more ambitiously

pursue their academic goals."

TEAM PLAY

John Roe Jr, P'07, '09, '11,

attributes his business success

to his military training and his

participation in team sports. So

important to Roe are the values

gained from working together

that he and his family endowed

the first scholarship for female

athletes at Boston College to

enable more students to expe-

rience the positive benefits of

team play.

"Sports teach you how to

operate in unison," says Roe,

president and CEO of City

Underwriting Agency, a provider

of comprehensive insurance

products and services. "You

learn to convince others to go

in the same direction even

though everyone may not be

in complete agreement."

Roe played hockey and foot-

ball at Holy Cross, graduating

in 1980 with a BA in history

and math. After spending six

years in the Navy, he earned his

MBA from Bryant University

and joined the family insurance

business when he and his wife,

Debra, had children. He became

president in 1997 and has

maintained a close-knit

employee-centered business

where teamwork can flourish

—helping the company to

grow tenfold.

Although Roe's younger

sister, Karen, attended BC,

the family's connection to the

University truly blossomed

in 2003 when his son, John,

arrived at the Heights. At first

skeptical about his collegiate

rival, Roe has had a change

of heart. "John really loved

the school and through him
I came to love it too." Roe's

second son, Christopher,

and daughter, Elizabeth,

will graduate from BC in

2009 and 2011, respectively.

Particularly impressed

with BC's athletics program,

the Roes decided to assist

the school's most promising

female student-athletes.

The Roe Family Scholarship

benefits what they consider

one of the best colleges in

the country. "BC is a great

school academically and it

also has terrific sports and arts

programs. It's a place I believe

in," Roe emphasizes.
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HOW HAS BC MADE A DIFFERENCE IN YOUR LIFE?

When you decide upon a university, most people think you're merely picking your destination for the

next four years. At Boston College, you're choosing a lifetime relationship with a special institution.

Since graduation, BC has been a community that I can always return to: whether it's watching football

games at Alumni Stadium, attending University-sponsored events through my local alumni chapter,

or connecting with new and old friends through my work on the BC Fund Executive Committee.

WHAT HAS CHANCED (AND REMAINED CONSTANT) AT BC SINCE YOU GRADUATED?

The University has enjoyed an upward trajectory since I graduated in 1985. I've been proud to see it

rise in the academic rankings and become more selective. But BC's accomplishments aren't an accident.

One constant has been the pride my fellow graduates take in their alma mater. Only with the support

of past alumni has BC achieved its current prominence, and its success can only continue through the

commitment of today's alumni. It remains crucial that alumni actively assist BC through both their

financial contributions and their time and effort.

VISITWWW.BC.EDU/ALUMNl/HARRINCTON.HTML FOR MORE OF HARRINGTON'S STORY.

DID YOU
KNOW. . .

Boston College has

made strides over the

past decade to become a

more global university.

One indication of BC's

growing internationalism

is the number of students

who receive Fulbright

awards. Since 1946, the

Fulbright Program has

provided grants for foreign

graduate study, or to con-

duct advanced research

or teach abroad.

In each of the last five

years, BC's Fulbright

winners have numbered

in the double digits

—

with 13 coming from

the German Studies

Department alone in 2007.

In fact, Boston College is

one of this year's top io

producers of Fulbright

recipients among all

research institutions.

FULBRICHT AWARDS TO
U.S. STUDENTS FROM
SELECTED RESEARCH

INSTITUTIONS, 2007-2008-'

Brown 25

Cornell 21

Boston College 18

Stanford 18

Columbia 13

Dartmouth TO

Duke IO

Virginia 9

Notre Dame 8

Georgetown 6

Source: Institute of

International Education;

partial listing published

in The Chronicle ofHigher

Education, October 26, 2007.

Advancement is produced

by Boston College's Office of

University Advancement
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InqDi PAINT BY NUMBERS
by Katie Bacon

The case for art in school

In 2000, as public school systems across the country were trim-

ming their arts education budgets, Ellen Winner, a psychology

professor at Boston College, and Lois Hetland, an associate profes-

sor of arts education at Massachusetts College of Art, published the

controversial results of their study aimed at determining the effects,

ifany, ofarts classes on a student's overall academic success. In a spe-

cial double issue of the Journal ofAesthetic Education, on which they

served as guest editors, they provided their analysis of all research

available in English, published and unpublished, between 1950 and

1998 that probed for connections between the study of art (music,

drama, visual, and dance) and achievement in other disciplines,

whether measured by grades, advancement, or standardized tests.

Advocates of the arts in schools had

long maintained that arts classes im-

prove work in other subjects. And

Winner and fellow researchers did

conclude that strong math and ver-

bal SAT scores frequently went

hand in hand with two, three, and,

particularly, four years of arts edu-

cation. But when they examined

only those studies comparing arts

students with similar but art-

deprived control groups, they found

scarcely any causal link. One

marked exception: the "Mozart ef-

fect"—whereby listening to classical

music can improve spatial reasoning

(though only for 10 to 15 minutes).

The authors theorized that the cor-

relations that existed between art

and positive academic performance

were due to the fact that, in the Unit-

ed States at least, high academic

achievers tend to "self-select into the arts" (perhaps, say Winner and

Hetland, to appear well-rounded for college admissions officers). By

contrast, data from Britain revealed the opposite correlation; there,

it is the below-average student who is most often channeled into arts

classes. Seven years after their report, writing on their latest investi-

gations in a new book titled Studio Thinking: The Real Benefits of

Visual Arts Education (Teachers College, 2007), Winner and Hetland

recall the anger that greeted their earlier study: "One scholar told us

that we . . . should have buried our findings."

For their recent analysis (undertaken with Shirley Veenema, an art

teacher at Phillips Academy, Andover, and Kimberly M. Sheridan, a

professor at George Mason University), Winner and Hetland

observed an academic year's worth of art classes at two Boston-area

high schools specializing in the arts—one a public urban pilot school,

the other a private suburban boarding school. This time, their

approach was qualitative rather than quantitative, as Winner

explains: "We [were] really trying to change the conversation about

why we need the arts"—away from how ceramics or drawing may

enhance students' efforts in physics, say, or history, toward how stu-

dents "learn to think" as they confront the challenges ofmaking art.

If the arts "are another way of knowing the world," the authors

write, then the language of the studio is revealing: "The teachers we

observed often used such words and phrases as decisions, planning,

think about, what if." The researchers identified general "cognitive

and attitudinal" dispositions—what they call "studio habits of

mind"—fostered by arts education:

persistence, envisioning, observing,

expressing, reflective self-evaluation

(which includes developing critical

verbal skills), and stretching and

exploring (which includes learning

to adjust to mistakes and even to cap-

italize on them). In a ceramics class,

for instance, a teacher helped stu-

dents envision a complicated tile

project: "You need to know what

each tile will look like before you

start," he said. A design teacher bol-

stered observation skills by having

students look with one eye through a

rectangle cut in a piece ofcardboard.

"Forget that you're looking at some-

body's arm or a table," he advised,

"fust think about the shapes, the col-

ors, the lines, and the textures Do
you notice something that you're not

used to paying attention to?"

Winner and Hetland are developing a follow-up project to assess

the extent to which complex thinking cultivated through art classes

transfers to other disciplines. To test the portability of observation

skills, for example, they will look at whether art students are more

successful than others in finding fractures in an X-ray. Meanwhile,

the authors of Studio Thinking point to California's 2006 decision to

resume large-scale arts funding in public schools (after a marked

famine during which, for example, the number of students taking

music halved between 1999 and 2004) and to a growing cadre of

scholars choosing to study "what the arts in themselves do" as among

"promising signs" that support for arts education is on the rise.

Katie Bacon is a freelance writer in the Boston area.
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Works &
Days

Mittal, before the Gateway of India in Bombay

Hello, Delhi
by Daniel Pepper

Matchmaker Anupam Mittal, MBA'97

In 1997, Anupam Mittal had a chance

meeting with a traditional matchmaker in

his hometown of Bombay. The man car-

ried folders with profiles of his clients

door-to-door in the hopes ofmaking a

match. "I got very intrigued by what he

did," Mittal says. "It got me thinking—by

God, the choice for a life partner is deter-

mined by how much weight this guy can

carry and how far he can carry it."

Within a few months, Mittal launched

the website that would eventually become

Shaadi.com, India's largest matrimonial

website and one of the most successful of

such ventures in the world. (Shaadi means

marriage in Hindi.) Today the site has

about 2 million active participants and lays

claim to over 800,000 successful mar-

riages. About 70 percent of Shaadi.com'

s

customers come from India, the rest from

the United States, the United Kingdom,

Australia, and the Persian Gulf region.

At Boston College, Mittal concentrated

in operations and strategic management,

and he remembers being struck the first

time he saw a student challenge a profes-

sor in class. "I realized that it is actually

okay to express your opinion and you

don't have to submit to authority just

because it's authority," he says. "That is

very different from India." The expecta-

tion in India has been for children to fol-

low in the footsteps of their parents, not to

strike out on their own. But being a textile

manufacturer like his father did not appeal

to Mittal.

At 34, Mittal is CEO and chairman of

Shaadi.com's parent company, People

Group, which also includes a social net-

working business, Fropper.com, whose

affinity groups are aligned along topics

such as music, love, and ice cream. In addi-

tion, he sells value-added services like ring

tones to cell phone companies and will

be venturing into India's real estate market

shortly. He has 400 employees in almost a

dozen offices across the subcontinent, and

his phone never stops ringing.

Between sips of fresh watermelon juice

and phone calls at an upscale south

Bombay hotel, he says he's about to begin

a two-week tour of the Philippines, Gulf

region, Europe, and the United States to

look into new business opportunities. But

as India's economy, and his own business-

es, roar forward, the lack of skilled, talent-

ed workers in the country worries him,

he says, as it does many other managers:

"Finding the right people—it's the central

success factor in this country."

Daniel Pepper is a writer based in New Dehli.

photograph: Daniel Pepper
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JOIN THE NEARLY 3,000 GRADUATES

OF THE LAST DECADE (GOLD),

INCLUDING THOSE PICTURED ABOVE,

WHO STOOD UP FOR BOSTON

COLLEGE AND BECAME MEMBERS OF

THE MAROON AND GOLD SOCIETY

LAST YEAR WITH THEIR ANNUAL

GIFTS. YOUR SUPPORT BUILDS UPON

BOSTON COLLEGE'S TRADITION

OF GIVING, AND PROVIDES FUTURE

STUDENTS WITH THE SAME

OPPORTUNITIES THAT MADE YOUR

BC EXPERIENCE MEANINGFUL.

THANK YOU FOR MAKING IT

HAPPEN FOR BOSTON COLLEGE!

Please visit us at www.bc.edu/bcfund to learn more about tr
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ton College Fund, and to see how easy it is to give online.

pictured above: COLD alumni who proudly support Boston College include (back row, from left) Corey Williams '04, MA'06, Casey Stanley '02, and Ryan Irwin '06; (middle

row, from left) Richard Cosselin '98, Helen Ryan '05, Lauren Faherty '07, Amy Vautour Stanley '02, MA' 03, Carrie Klemovitch '01, and Frank Klemovitch '01; (front row, from left)

Stephanie Miles '05 and Alexandra Lobodocky '07. Photograph by Rose Lincoln.


